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Abstract
Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is an assessment of the health effects, positive or negative, of 

a project, programme or policy. However, the quality of the evidence base currently available 

for HIA may limit the soundness and completeness of the conclusions, and consequently the 

capacity to achieve health gain. I developed a four-stage framework of the information required 

to quantify health impacts: evidence for causality, magnitude of response, baseline event rate, 

and change in exposure.

The UK National Air Quality Strategy requires local authorities to achieve targets for seven 

outdoor air pollutants. I conducted systematic literature reviews and evaluated the 

epidemiological evidence relating ambient particulates and nitrogen dioxide (the pollutants 

relevant to central London) to various health outcomes. For those assessed as being causal, I 

considered the shape and magnitude of the relationship. Using local authority air pollution data, 

I modelled three ways in which pollution could fall to achieve the UK objectives. I wrote 

spreadsheets to estimate the effects on premature deaths and hospital admissions of reducing 

pollution to the objectives, combining the exposure-response coefficients with baseline 

mortality or hospital episode statistics data and modelled falls in pollution. I then performed 

these calculations for Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster.

Air quality management using technical fixes will accomplish only these health gains; traffic 

reduction would have a broader range of health impacts. I reviewed the availability of evidence 

for other ways in which transport affects health, particularly community severance and physical 

activity. Policies that achieve air quality targets by reducing traffic are likely to have 

substantially greater health benefits than those that rely on technical fixes, but this is 

unquantifiable at present.

I also compared my approach with the rapid literature review in general usage in HIA, and have 

identified specific gaps in the evidence and research needs.
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Section One: Introduction

Chapter one: Health Impact Assessment 

Health impact assessment

Health has become prominent in recent years as a focus for public debate, not only in relation to 

personal risk behaviour and medical care, but also as an outcome of a range of types of policy. 

In particular, air pollution and food “scares” including BSE have become major political issues.

Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is becoming a widely used phrase^’̂ , with many advocates for 

its use to identify and optimise the health effects of non-healthcare interventions. The aim is to 

gather evidence about potential health impacts to help decision-makers select how best to 

mitigate harm and increase benefit to health.

Although there has been increasing recognition of the need for research to inform health policy, 

this has tended to be restricted to healthcare^ and not the wider influences on health. 

Historically, the largest falls in both infant mortality and deaths from infectious disease 

preceded the introduction of effective medical care for these conditions.^ Even in Britain today, 

the health status of an individual is determined primarily by a range of policies outside the 

jurisdiction of health services or health ministries.^ '̂  “Health in other policy areas” is therefore 

a major focus for HIA.

1.1 What is health Impact assessment?

HIA is an assessment of the health effects, positive or negative, of a project, programme or

policy. Winters described HIA as:

“a tool to analyse a programme’s impact on [the] wide range o f  factors that affect human 
health.

It has been undertaken by a few individuals for many years, particularly in anticipating 

undesired but remediable adverse effects of projects in less economically developed countries.^ 

HIA is generally considered to apply to health impacts of policy areas other than health services, 

for example transport, housing or social inequalities, because health has tended to be neglected 

in policy development. It is applicable to policies in these areas whether they are introduced to 

improve or protect health, such as traffic calming schemes, or for other purposes but may 

impact on health.^. However, HIA has occasionally also been used for examining changes in 

health services^® and more frequent use in this context is a d v o c a t e d .H I A  can be applied to 

public or private sector activity.
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HIA involves identifying hazards and benefits to health, interpreting health risk and potential 

health gain, and presenting this information to aid decision-making. Some suggest that 

conducting an HIA on a specific project is too late in the decision-making process, and that HIA 

should be undertaken at the level of a policy or programme or set of related activities used to 

achieve the policy objectives.^^

1.A Definitions

HIA was defined by Scott-Samuel as:
‘the estimation o f the effects o f  a specified action on the health o f a defined population. >,14

and by Ratner et al as:
“any combination o f procedures or methods by which a proposed policy or program may be 

judged as to the effect(s) it may have on the health o f  a population.

The following year, the British Medical Association (BMA) defined HIA as:
“a methodology which enables the identification, prediction and evaluation o f  the likely 
changes in health risk, both positive and negative, (single or collective), o f  a policy  
programme, plan or development action on a defined population. These changes may be 
direct and immediate or indirect and delayed.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) Europe Region in a 1999 consensus document^^

amended Ratner’s definition of HIA^^ to:

“HIA is a combination o f procedures, methods and tools by which a policy, program or 
project may be judged as to its potential effects on the health o f  a population, and the 
distribution o f  those effects within the population. ”

This was expanded by the WHO Europe Region’s HIA e-mail network to continue:

“HIA should preferably be started at the very beginning o f  a policy making process as an 
integral part o f this process. Within HIA:
• evidence about the relationships between a proposed policy and the health o f  a 

population are considered;
• the opinions, experience and expectations o f those who may be affected by a proposed 

policy decision are taken into account. ”

1 B Deveiopment of HIA

The WHO published procedures in 1983 for evaluating the positive health impacts of fully 

functioning water supply systems, by which were meant the intended health benefits that were 

assumed to follow improved sanitation.^ In parallel with this, a joint 

WHO/FAO/UNEP/UNCHS Panel of Experts on Environmental Management was formed in 

1981 to facilitate the recognition during planning stages of opportunities for environmental 

management of water resource development projects which could otherwise increase vector- 

borne diseases,^

In the UK, HIA expertise arose from this realisation that health impacts are often overlooked 

during the planning stages of development projects. Although most such projects are expected 

to be beneficial for health, indirect impacts may be negative, with the unexpected adverse 

effects often affecting the most vulnerable.® As prior planning can avoid these detrimental
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effects, the British Overseas Development Administration funded in 1990 the Liverpool Health 

Impact Programme to investigate health impacts prospectively/ They also developed a training 

course for government officials in less economically developed countries/^

In 1992, Birley developed for the Asian Development Bank a three-step framework for HIA: 

identification of health hazards', interpretation of the risks from those hazards, and managing 

those risks. He proposed that HIA should not be a separate procedure but should be 

incorporated within environmental impact assessment (EIA)^ to avoid duplication of 

procedures.^

Birley and Peralta identified HIA as a multidisciplinary activity, crossing the boundaries

between public health, healthcare, and environmental and social sciences.^ The underlying

concern was with health hazards (communicable and non-communicable disease, malnutrition,

injury, and mental disorder) because of the many adverse linkages between health and

development projects.^’̂  These could be valued for economic assessments as the additional cost

of restoring each affected individual to his/her previous health status plus loss of production.

They stated that health impacts

“refer to both positive and negative changes in community health that are attributable to a 
development project”̂

but they emphasised the negative impacts in order to seek methods by which they could be 

anticipated and managed.^

Despite this apparent focus on mitigating unintended negative effects, an HIA of a women’s 

market garden project in West Africa identified several fortuitous openings to improve health, 

for example using the profits to purchase impregnated bednets to reduce the risk of malaria and 

a community-based health education project using village volunteers.® These are examples of 

what Konradsen et al call opportunities: health benefits that are part of neither the original 

intentions nor proposals but that provide a chance to improve health and well-being further by 

adjusting the design or adding new project components.

Considering the health impacts of policies has been encouraged across Europe^®; target 14.2 of

Health21 requires all countries in the WHO Europe Region to have a mechanism for HIA.^^

The Amsterdam Treaty of the European Union states that:

“A  high level o f human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and 
implementation o f  all Community policies and activities”.

The European Commission is required to check that proposals do not have adverse impacts on

health.^^ A checklist approach has been suggested.^^

HIA has been used in other continents for many years. '̂*'^  ̂ In British Columbia, HIA was 

recommended in 1991; from 1993, all Cabinet submissions to the provincial government there 

had to include HIA.^^

' A hazard has the potential to cause harm; the risk is the likelihood of that occurring.
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In 1996, HIA was hailed as an idea “whose time has come” ;̂ Joffe and Sutcliffe concluded in 

1997 that health policy would benefit from a policy analogous to ElA/^ However, there are still 

few published examples of HIA,

By the beginning of 1998, when 1 commenced this work, HIA was starting to be used in the UK 

in a number of policy areas. Earlier HIA work had been able to rely on existing information, 

such as on the relationship between stagnant water, mosquitoes and malaria^^; work was needed 

to provide an evidence base for the expanding areas considered in HIA. An important aim of 

my thesis is therefore to contribute to this rapidly developing and exciting field.

1.C HIA in the UK

In 1992, The Health o f the Nation made explicit mention of the impact on health of government 

policies in non-health areas and of the need to assess t h e s e . T h e  first UK government 

publication in this area, considered only economic appraisal. This is still the main approach 

taken in the regulatory impact assessment required in England, although properly conducted, 

comprehensive cost benefit analyses are the exception.^’

In the past four years, both regional^^’̂  ̂and national^" '̂^  ̂initiatives have encouraged HIA as part 

of planning and policymaking. The 1998 English Green Paper, Our Healthier Nation, 

acknowledged the impact of government policy in non-health areas, such as housing, 

employment, and education, on physical and mental health. It promised that the Government 

would apply HIA to relevant key policies.^^

The subsequent White Paper, Saving Lives -  Our Healthier Nation, included three paragraphs

on HIA.^^ Two referred to national government; the third was directed at local decision-makers

to consider the effects of their policies on health and health inequalities.

“This assessment process is important because it acknowledges for the first time the 
relationship between health and the impact o f  Government policy generally.

Although other factors also influence decision-making, the National Assembly for Wales

welcomed HIA as a tool to help ensure that decisions are informed by an understanding of their

health impacts.^® The Scottish Executive identified HIA as:

“an ‘essential step' towards placing health at the centre o f  the decision making process.

1 .D Health Inequalities Impact Assessment

Equity is a value but also a determinant of health. The Acheson report recommended that all 

policies should be subjected to health inequalities impact assessment (HllA).^^ The Merseyside 

approach distinguishes between equity-focused HIA and H llA .^

The Gothenburg consensus^^, participants at an international seminar' to discuss H11A^\ and 

those at a workshop at the WHO Regional Networks for Health annual conference in Boras,

' Organised by the Liverpool Public Health Observatory, held in Manchester, 16-17 June 2000
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Sweden in 2000"^̂  concluded that considering inequalities should be an integral part of any HIA 

rather than a separate process. Each HIA should therefore consider both the aggregate and 

distributional aspects of health impacts. A  recent draft paper for the WHO European Centre for 

Health Policy (ECHP) found that almost all the HIAs examined did include consideration of 

inequalities, although to varying extents and identifying vulnerable groups with different 

degrees of specificity.'^^

1.2 Other approaches to assessing health Impacts

2.A Risk assessment

Risk assessment was defined in 1983 as:

“the use o f the factual base to define the health effects o f  exposure o f individuals or 
populations to hazardous materials and situations. ” '

It is used to set standards limiting exposure to toxic substances."^ It is a standard four-stage

procedure"^^ in which three elements are combined to generate the assessment of the existing risk

(Figure 1.1). Hazard identification involves identifying the types of health effect that a

particular exposure can cause. The “dose-response” assessment quantifies this: for a given level

of exposure, a certain effect (or probability of an effect) will result. In practice, this is seldom a

dose in the familiar sense, which applies to an individual, but is an ambient level to which the

population is exposed. These are derived from the scientific literature in the fields of

epidemiology and/or toxicology. Exposure assessment identifies the specific agent(s),

determines the route of exposure, and quantifies the amount and duration of exposure."^ These

are combined to characterise the risk or estimate the burden of disease attributable to the current

exposure.

Risk assessment generally refers to situations where there is good information about a system."^  ̂

It is used primarily for assessing the impact of chemicals on human health.^^ This was the main 

focus of World Health Organisation (WHO) early work on Environmental Health Impact 

Assessment (EHIA)."̂ ®

The effects of chemicals were first noted in epidemiological studies of occupational cohorts. 

Risk assessment more recently has depended on animal toxicological studies because they can 

be smaller and much shorter"^ :̂ official American guidance in 1990 ignored epidemiological 

evidence."^ However, there are many problems in extrapolating from animals to humans, for 

example equivalence of dose or exposure and species-specific effects, so there is increasing 

support for the use of epidemiological studies in risk assessment."^ Additionally, risk 

assessment for carcinogenicity, previously using a “positive evidence” approach, in which one

‘ National Research Council and Committee on the Institutional Means for Assessment of Risks to Public 
Health. Risk assessment in the Federal Government: Managing the process. Washington, DC: National 
Academic Press, 1983, cited by Samet'*^
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Figure 1.1 Risk assessment

1. hazard identification

3. actual exposure levels

2. dose response ^  4. risk characterisation
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positive study would outweigh a number of negative ones, has moved towards the “weight of 

evidence” approach, in which information from all good-quality studies, whether experimental 

or epidemiological, are considered when considering carcinogenicity/^ Shore cautions against 

the use of low-dose studies and prefers occupational exposures'*^ yet there are problems in 

extrapolating from these higher concentrations to the lower levels to which the general 

population would be exposed.

2.B Environmental Impact Assessment

EIA has been required in the USA since the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 

1969.^^’̂** The 35**̂  World Health Assembly passed a resolution on EHIA in 1982.^^ In the EU, 

Directive 85/337/EEC required EIA for certain large projects, for example large construction 

projects; this was incorporated into UK law in the 1988 Town and Planning Act.^^ By 1997, 

>100 countries used EIA. The new UK Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, which 

became law in 1999, increased the number and type of developments requiring an ELA.^^

About 250 EIAs are conducted in the UK each year for submission to local authorities as part of 

the planning process^^ but there are a number of recognised problems with the EIA process.^'* 

The objective of an EIA is to determine the potential environmental, social and health effects of 

a proposed development in a form that permits a logical and rational decision to be made. The 

underlying assumption is that attempts to reduce or mitigate potential adverse impacts can be 

made by the identification of other sites and/or processes (Table 1.2).^^

Although EIA must '‘identify, describe and assess . . .  the direct and indirect effects o f a project 

o n . . .  human beings consideration of potential impacts on human health is seldom 

performed*^’̂ ’̂̂ ,̂ particularly in road transport EIAs.^® One survey found that 28% of EIAs 

examined had covered potential health impacts adequately.*^

A  1978 WHO seminar on EHIA considered how the health component should be incorporated 

into the overall EIA process.'*^ The fourth and final stage of EIA is to explain the measures 

which are proposed to compensate for or reduce negative effects."** This explains why EHIA 

focused on mitigating adverse impacts before the concept of HIA broadened to encompass the 

potential for increasing beneficial effects on health.

Although a toxicological and disease-based view of health impacts has generally been taken 

within EIA, a 1986 WHO meeting considered psychological well-being as an example of 

impacts to consider.^^

2.C Strategic Environmental Assessment

There have been criticisms of EIA (and EHIA). EIA is generally performed when the project 

has already been decided upon, so is too late to influence the choice of possible options to 

achieve a given objective. EIA is needed at earlier (strategic) stages.^® Whereas EIA refers to
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single projects, Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) refers to policies, plans and 

programmes. The environmental impacts considered are more general, relating to global and 

regional impacts, but less detailed, compared with an EIA of a local project. In 1992, the UK 

government published guidance on policy appraisal and the environment.^^ The objectives of 

SEA are to ensure the full consideration of other policy options, including the “do-nothing” 

option, at an early stage; enable consistency across different policy sectors, facilitating trade

offs; ensure that more complex, distal and unintended consequences are considered, so that 

adverse impacts can be prevented; assess the environmental impact of policies without an overt 

environmental dimension; and to include environmental as well as economic and social 

concerns in decision-making.^

The EU has recently adopted a Directive on SEA'. Unlike EIA, there is a requirement to 

monitor implementation both of the plan and environmental protection measures to assess the 

accuracy of predictions and effectiveness of mitigation measures.^^ In general, health has not 

been considered in SEA^^ but the WHO Regional Office for Europe is supporting a protocol on 

SEA to the Espoo Convention which incorporates HIA.^

2.D Social impact Assessment

Social impact assessment (SIA) also developed in America to fulfil legal requirements under

NEPA, which required assessment of impacts on the human environment. SIA, usually a part of

EIA, is concerned with estimating prospectively the likely social consequences of specific

policy or government actions.^®

“By social impacts we mean the consequences to human populations o f  any public or private 
actions that alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate to one another, organize 
to meet their needs, and generally cope as members o f  society. ” The Interorganizational 
Committee on Guidelines and Principles, 1994^^

As this covers the determinants of health and the holistic view of health most often employed in

HIA, it is not surprising that Americans have not felt the need for HIA as a separate entity.^^

SIA resembles EIA in both process and the assumption that the purpose is to identify potential 

adverse impacts in advance in order to mitigate these.^® SIA usually includes public 

involvement^^ and consideration of the distribution of impacts in the population and the effects 

on vulnerable groups.^® The main impacts considered are population characteristics, community 

and institutional structures, political and social resources, individual and family changes, and 

community resources.^®

' Com/96/0511 FINAL -SYN 96//0304
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2.E Other approaches

Economic assessments, such as cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, or cost-utility analysis, are 

sometimes advocated but to include health outcomes, these analyses first require assessment of 

the health impacts so they can be costed or valued.

1.3 Approaches to HIA
I will describe the main approaches only briefly, since they have been reviewed in many recent 

publications. There have been very few methodological papers or reports of actual HIAs in 

peer-reviewed journals. Most are available only in the grey literature, making it difficult to 

identify the existence of or locate reports.

Regardless of the approach, there are three types of HIA: prospective, in which health impacts 

are assessed in advance; concurrent, where a baseline assessment is followed by further 

examinations during implementation of a proposal; and retrospective, where the actual impacts 

on health are assessed after a project or policy has occurred. Retrospective HIA, where the 

actual health impacts are assessed, differs from evaluation, in which a project is examined to 

ascertain whether its own aims were met.^^

Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 summarise the main features of the various earlier approaches to HIA, 

most of which envisaged it as a component of EIA, often associated with a “chemical hazard / 

risk assessment” approach and a medical model of health. Table 1.3 gives similar details for 

HIA models published since I began work for this thesis.

The approaches to HIA have more in common than separates them. The various toolkits and 

frameworks share a staged approach, although their terminology is not always the same: I use 

here the most frequently utilized terms. Screening is applied to a wide range of proposals to 

identify those which are likely to affect health and for which a more detailed assessment is 

therefore required. Scoping is the stage at which the issues to be addressed by the HIA are 

decided and the key stakeholders (those with an interest in or affected by the proposal), those 

responsible for preparing the HIA, and those responsible for analysis and comment are 

identified. Profiling describes the baseline demographics and health status of the affected 

population(s). Risk assessment is similar to the procedures described above but a wider range of 

factors that can affect health are considered in some approaches. Risk communication asks 

whether there has been adequate consultation on the risks and whether public concerns have 

been considered. Risk management entails options for avoiding, reducing or treating the risks, 

consideration of their costs and benefits, and the adequacy of contingency plans. It also 

includes discussion of how differing perceptions of risk can be mediated and whether future 

health risks can be predicted.^^ In the New Zealand and EHIA models, monitoring is.
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Table 1.1 Features of various approaches to HIA 1994-1995

British Columbia^'' Australia^^ New Zealand^^’̂ ^ English 
Department of 

Health^®

Liverpool Health 
Impact 

Programme®’®*
Based on Policy analysis EIA EIA Economic appraisal EIA
Main areas for 
HIA

Public policy Water/sewage plans; activities 
causing exposure to 
contaminants, hazardous 
substances, radiation, noise; 
activities increasing injury, 
illness, infection, food safety; 
major construction project

National / regional policies / 
environmental standards 
Water/sewage/waste plans; 
activities causing exposure to 
contaminants, hazardous 
substances, radiation, noise; 
activities increasing injury, 
illness, infection, food safety

Public policy Development projects

Model of health Socio-environmental Biomedical Biomedical Biomedical Biomedical
Focus of the 
HIA

Possible impacts of public policy on 
determinants of health

Quantitative assessment of 
environmental factors

Protecting & improving public 
health

Monetary values Anticipating adverse 
health effects to 
incorporate mitigation 
at the planning stage

Categories of 
potential 
impacts on 
health 
considered

Creation & distribution of 
income/wealth
Employment/learning opportunities 
Healthy beginnings for children 
Healthy personal connections 
Physical safety/security 
Sense of control 
Physical/mental health 
Fair/equitable/respectful access to 
government programmes/services/ 
resources 
Environment

Social factors 
Psychological factors 
Economic factors 
Ecological factors 
Physical factors

Health, socio-economic & 
cultural effects 
Physical effect 
Effects on ecosystems 
Potential effects
Discharge of contaminants, noise 
Natural hazards

Diet
Psychosocial
environment
Housing/living
conditions
Pollution
Lifestyle
Accidental injury
Tobacco/alcohol
Occupation
Geophysical factors

Communicable disease
Non-communicable
disease
Malnutrition
Injury
Mental disorder

50-100 determinants of 
health in 3 main 
groups:
Individual & family
Environmental
Institutional
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British Columbia^'* Austraiia^^ New Zealand^^’*̂ English 
Department of 

Health^®

Liverpool Health 
Impact 

Programme®’®*
Identification of 
health impacts

Use of 11 prompt questions Health authorities should 
provide a checklist of key 
potential effects for each type 
of proposal

Checklist of indicators 
Checklist of possible vulnerable 
groups
Local demographic & 
environmental data 
Issues of public concern

Involve people with 
expert knowledge 
Multi-disciplinary 
“brainstorming” 
session
Include indirect 
effects

Catalogue of potential 
health hazards 
experienced elsewhere, 
from literature and 
experience 
Local & other data

Quantification 
of health 
impacts

No Risk assessment, where 
possible

Risk assessment Lives lost
YOLL"
QALYs^

No

Specific advice 
about
uncertainty

No but column on grid for 
“information required” for each 
heading

Clear statement of assumptions 
& scientific judgments 
Nature & magnitude of 
uncertainties should be 
delineated

Assumptions & scientific 
judgments explicit 
Explain nature & magnitude of 
uncertainties
Areas with lack of scientific 
knowledge clearly stated

Identify main source 
of uncertainties in 
estimating costs and 
benefits

State assumptions

Equity focus Distribution of, as well as aggregate, 
effects

Social justice Notes particular vulnerability of 
some people

None Consideration of 
vulnerable groups

Involvement of 
the community

None Participation in planning & 
evaluating proposals & in 
studies
Establishing community 
networks

Early involvement 
Consultation on the health 
impacts of the proposal

None Variable
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British Columbia^'* Australla^^ New Zealand^*’̂ ^ English 
Department of 

Health^®

Liverpool Health 
Impact 

Programme’’®*
Key steps 1. What impact does the programme 

have in these areas?
2. What information could be used as 
evidence?
3. What actions or changes would 
enhance this?

1. Screening
2. Scoping
3. Profiling
4. Risk assessment
5. Risk management
6. Implementation & decision
making
7. Monitoring, auditing & 
evaluation

1. Screening
2. Scoping
3. Profiling
4. Risk assessment
5. Risk communication
6. Risk management
7. Decision-making
8. Monitoring
9. Auditing

1. Identify any health 
impacts
2. Assess their 
magnitude
3. Value them in 
monetary terms 
when this is helpful
4. Identify the main 
source of uncertainty 
in the analysis
5. Present the results 
clearly for decision
makers

1. Identification of 
health hazards'^
2. Interpretation of the 
risks from those 
hazards
3. Managing those risks

Other Checklist simplified in 1996: social 
integration, education & skills, 
employment & economy, physical 
environment & safety, and 
programmes & services.^’̂ ^

More environmental standards 
need to be set

Considers impacts at 
four stages: pre-project, 
construction, early 
operation, late 
operation 
Detailed HIA 
conducted by specialist

YOLL: Years of life lost 
' QALYs: Quality-adjusted life years (gained)
A hazard has the potential to cause harm; the risk is the likelihood of that occurring.
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Table 1.2 Features of various approaches to HIA by 1997

Bielefeld EHIA“ EHIA"" Prospective HIA (Manchester)^ Merseyside*’
Based on EIA EIA EIA EIA
Main areas for HIA Development projects Projects having EIA Projects Projects within regeneration
Model of health Biomedical Biomedical Lalonde’s health fields -  Socio- 

environmental
Socio-environmental

Focus of the HIA Protection & promotion of human 
health

Effects on physical health, psycho
social well-being, & healthcare

Anticipating broader effects on 
health, mitigating negative & 
maximising positive

Determinants of health

Categories of 
potential impacts on 
health considered

Chemicals 
Noise 
Microbes 
Other hazards

Chemical
Radiological
Biological
Physical

Biology
Environment
Lifestyle
Qrganisation of healthcare

Biological factors 
Personal/family circumstances & 
lifestyle
Social environment 
Physical environment 
Public services 
Public policy

Identification of 
health impacts

Qualitative assessment of changes in 
neighbourhood, quality of life, citizen 
concerns, epidemiology, toxicology

Risk assessment Use of grid
Easily accessible expert knowledge 
& information
Canvass broad spectrum of views

Group and individual interviews 
Literature reviews 
Local data collection

Quantification of 
health impacts

Quantitative risk assessment of non
threshold effect agents; compare 
threshold agents with limit values

Risk analysis No

Speciflc advice when 
insufficient 
information / 
uncertainty about 
health risks

Probabilistic modelling for 
uncertainties of exposure assessment

Explicit statement of assumptions 
and uncertainties

Set priorities for research Further research & information 
needed should be noted by may be 
time-consuming to obtain 
Impacts classed as definite, probable 
or speculative.

Equity focus Mention of sensitive groups in 
population analysis

Groups more sensitive to 
exposures

Not explicit Equity of access to social resources 
& protection from environmental 
hazard
Consideration & involvement of 
vulnerable groups
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Bielefeld EHIA* EHIA^^ Prospective HIA (Manchester)^ Merseyside**
Involvement of the 
community

Elicit their concerns 
Representatives on the steering group 
Communication of information to the 
public

Public participation integral: 
efforts made to obtain views of 
and to inform affected and 
interested groups

Participation of “everyone involved 
in the proposal”

Participatory
Group and individual interviews

Key steps 1. Project analysis
2. Regional analysis
3. Population analysis
4. Background situation
5. Prognosis of future pollution
6. Prediction of health impacts
7. Summary assessment
8. Recommendations
9. Communication of results.
10. Evaluation

1. Screening
2. Scoping
3. EIA preparation
4. Review
5. Monitoring
6. Auditing

1. Identify likely impacts
2. Recommendations
3. Publish PHI A report

Identify health impacts 
Classify impacts into positive or 
negative; as qualitative, estimable, 
or calculable; and by certainty. 
Rank health impacts in order of 
significance [to community] 
Identify further research & 
information needs 
Consider other options 
Recommendations for management 
of priority impacts

Other Key elements: analysis of status quo', 
prediction of impact; assessment of 
impact
Project analysis includes both normal 
operation and accidental releases

Comparison against “do-nothing” 
option as baseline 
Mitigation measures: control entry 
& movement of hazardous 
substances, mitigation by 
healthcare development

Individual interviews important for 
sensitive information & to enable all 
participants to have their views 
considered.
Consider health impacts during 
development & operational stages.

Described by Kobusch in 1995®̂ ,̂ cited by Fehr^^ although English language versions were published later. 
Provisional guidelines

.51
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Table 1.3 Features of various approaches to HIA since 1998

Mersey side^ ’̂̂ ^ British Medical 
Association^^

Swedish County 
Councils^®

Kirklees^^ Scotland^^’̂ ^ London^^

Based on: EIA EIA Elements of EIA / 
British Columbia HIA 
model / Democracy

Swedish model Elements of EIA / 
Healthy public policy

Various

Main areas for 
HIA

Policies
Projects

Development projects Policy proposals Service delivery Proposals requiring 
formal planning 
mechanisms

Policy & decision
making
Strategy development 
& planning

Model of 
health

Socio-environmental 
(Lalonde and Labonte)

Gives broad definition but 
focuses mostly on biomedical 
model

Socio-environmental Socio-environmental Socio-ecological Socio-environmental

Focus of the 
HIA

Physiological, 
behavioural, psychosocial 
risk factors, risk 
conditions, eg racism

Environmental, social and 
economic influences on 
health

Determinants of health Health & its 
determinants

Determinants of 
health

Determinants of 
health

Categories of 
potential 
impacts on 
health 
considered

Biological factors 
Personal/family 
circumstances & lifestyle 
Social environment 
Physical environment 
Public services 
Public policy

Communicable diseases 
Non-communicable diseases 
Nutrition 
Injury
Mental disorder 
Social impacts

Community vulnerability

Democracy /influence 
/equality
Financial security 
Work/education 
/meaningful pursuits 
Social network 
Access to health /welfare 
services
Belief in the future /life 
goals /meaning 
Physical environment 
Living habits

Physical health 
Mental health 
Social health 
Political & economic 
Social
Technological
Equitable
Environmental
Geographical
Individual
Organisational

Mortality
Morbidity
Determinants of
health
Well-being
Indirect & longterm
effects

Determinants of 
health eg: 
poverty 
unemployment 
housing
social exclusion 
transport
physical environment

Disadvantaged and 
marginalized groups
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Merseyside^^’̂ ^ British Medical 
Association^^

Swedish County 
Councils "

Kirklees^^ Scotland^*’̂ ^ London^^

Identification 
of health 
impacts

Evidence from previous 
reports
Qualitative research with 
stakeholders & key 
informants

Experience of similar 
proposals elsewhere 
Expert opinion 
Community concerns 
Other stakeholder concerns 
Local & national data

Assumes extensive 
understanding of impacts 
on influences on health

Checklist Systematic 
comprehensive 
framework to 
identify all relevant 
impacts
Literature, ‘expert’ 
informants, focus 
group discussion, 
interviews, routine 
data

Appraisal may be 
rapid, intermediate, or 
comprehensive 
Use of qualitative and 
quantitative evidence

Specific advice 
about
uncertainty

Grade as
definite/probable/
possible

Explicit acknowledgment None None None Potential areas of 
uncertainty explained 
but no advice

Equity focus Advocates both HIIA & 
equity-focused HIA.

EIA approach considers 
vulnerability of groups

‘Reference’ groups from 
vulnerable groups 
Effects on both whole 
population and 
prioritised groups 
considered

Target groups (eg by 
gender, race, 
disability, age) as well 
as whole population

Explicit recognition 
of different impacts 
borne by different 
sectors of the 
community

Both aggregate and 
distributional aspects 
of health impacts, 
focusing on 
disadvantaged & 
marginalized groups

Involvement of 
the community

Public participation 
throughout the HIA to 
ensure local concerns are 
addressed / ethical 
reasons of social justice

Elicit concerns of community 
leaders & others

Focus groups to establish 
the criteria for HIA

Phase 2 is consultative 
& participative

Paramount: 
considered the 
experts

Full participation of 
those likely to be 
affected is encouraged
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M erseyside^^’̂ ^ B ritish  M edical 
Association^®

Sw edish C ounty  
C ouncils ®

Kirklees^^ Scotland"*'” London^^

Key steps 1. Screening
2. Set up steering groups
3. Agree terms of 
reference
4. Select assessor
5. Conduct assessment
6. Appraise assessment
7. Negotiate favoured 
option
8. Implement & monitor
9. Evaluate & document

1. Screening
2. Scoping
3. Agree terms of reference
4. Preparing the EIS®
5. Submission & appraisal
6. Negotiation & risk 
management
7. Monitoring & surveillance

1. Choose appropriate 
template
2. Answer questions on 
how the health of 
different groups may be 
affected by the proposed 
policy decision
3. Use relevant template 
with knowledge of local 
conditions
4.Comment on answers

1. Definition of health
2. Specification of 
effects on health & 
health determinants
3. Assessment of 
impacts, including 
target groups, 
intended outcomes, 
weightings
4. Writing specific 
health objectives
5. Activity review & 
action planning

Recommends 
different methods as 
appropriate for 
different proposals

Checklists not used.

1. Screening
2. Scoping
3. Appraisal of the 
potential health 
effects
4. Decision-making
5. Monitoring & 
evaluation

Other Consider health impacts 
during both development 
& operational stages 
Classify impacts into 
positive or negative; as 
qualitative, estimable, or 
calculable; and by 
certainty.

Explicit advice on carrying 
out project-level HIA within 
EIA but also recommends 
multidisciplinary, 
participatory, equity-focused 
HIA of broader proposals, 
using qualitative & 
quantitative methods, with 
explicit values

Three templates 
provided:
1. Health Question
2. Health Matrix
3. Health Impact 
Analysis

Two phases: core 
steps for use by 
practitioners/ 
employees; final 
model used in 
consultative / 
participative process

Integral to the 
planning process 
Jointly owned by 
health & other 
relevant partner(s) 
Iterative process 
Involves decision
makers & affected 
communities

Multi-agency & 
multi-disciplinary

EIS: Environmental Impact Statement
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performed to ensure compliance of a project with the conditions attached to the consent^^ but 

most guidance refers to monitoring of health outcomes or indicators.

There is considerable variation in the extent of community participation in HIA. This is due 

both to practical difficulties^"^ and to differences in ideology. Some believe that local people 

who may be affected by a proposal should participate in HIA through, for example, focus 

groups or stakeholders’ workshops.^^ To others, participatory HIA means that the community 

should lead the process^^ or at least be involved in each of the many stages.^^

Kemm distinguished between “broad focus” HIA, in which a holistic model of health is used, 

democratic values and community participation are paramount, and quantification is rarely 

attempted, and “tight focus” HIA, which is based on epidemiology and toxicology and tends 

towards measurement and quantification.^®’̂® In practice, there has been an increasing tendency 

for HIA practitioners to borrow from the other models, with most occupying a position 

somewhere between these extremes. Although HIA developed from a variety of backgrounds, 

there has been a shift in emphasis for the more recent approaches. The main changes have been 

gradual moves from a biomedical to a social model of health; from consideration of toxic, 

infectious and other hazards to wider determinants of health, such as employment, transport and 

housing; and considering the health impacts not just of specific projects but also of broader 

programmes and policies.

Table 1.4 gives details of the HIA methods compared by different reviews and of the main 

similarities and differences observed.

1.4 Use of evidence in eariy HIAs
While the purpose of Health Impact Assessment is to raise the health viewpoint in policy 

making, it is problematic if the substance of an HIA is not based on valid evidence. Although 

policy-making is not necessarily a rational process, part of the aim of HIA is to improve the 

breadth and quality of the information available to decision-makers. Furthermore, an HIA that, 

is not well-founded is open to legal or other challenge. Frequently, impact assessments are 

limited by a lack of evidence. Where there is uncertainty, the Precautionary Principle (p44) 

becomes very important.

This section describes some early HIAs from a range of topics, with their approaches to 

evidence. Most published HIAs prior to 1998 were of development projects. In 1984, Hamilton 

published a paper on the use of HIA by decision-makers for energy strategies. The health risks 

were compared using risk analysis methodologies.®^

Major retail development

Morton and Hannah presented evidence to the 1987 planning enquiry into proposals to build a 

major retail development by the motorway network in Greater Manchester. They combined the
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Table 1.4 Summary of reviews of HIA
Source of 
review

Liverpool Public 
Health 

Observatory^

University of 
Northumberland^

Wales^" WHO""' London^* Ireland^"

Main authors Winters Milner & Marples Kemm Lehto & Ritsatakis Ison Elliott
Year of 
publication

1997 1997 1999 1999 2000 2001

Focus of the 
literature review

Methods that can be 
applied to HIA

HIA of non-health macro 
public policy, excluding those 
aimed at promoting health / 
NHS / community care 
policies

Methods that can be 
used for HIA

Recent development 
of models and 
strategies for HIA

Part of a resource for 
HIA to support 
development & 
implementation of the 
London Health 
Strategy

How to implement HIA of 
public policy in Ireland

HIA models 
included"

L B C A 'P R E U E A L B C A N Z P B 'M BC EA B M Sw U B BMA M Sw BC B M Sw K M S but also 
reviewŝ ""̂ '"''̂ '»'

Commonalities 
between models 
identified in the 
review

Few -  differences in 
models of health, 
focus on negative or 
positive impacts, 
assessment of policies 
or projects

Social model of health^ 
Usually associated with EIA 
or SIA
Initial screening followed by 
in-depth analysis where 
needed
Need for lay participation in 
defining and assessing health^ 
Promote use of qualitative and 
quantitative methods 
Highlight costs of undertaking 
HIA
Advocate prospective HIA

5 basic steps in all 
approaches: 
screening, scoping, 
risk assessment, 
decision-making, and 
implementation & 
monitoring.

Orientation towards 
influencing policy
making
Early enough to 
influence policy 
formation
Combines application 
of scientific evidence 
& participation by the 
affected & interested 
people in the HIA

Broad perspective of 
all but the Bielefeld 
model
Participatory 
Main steps: 
screening, scoping, 
appraisal, decision
making

5 or 6 steps: screening, 
scoping, appraisal, 
decision-making, 
monitoring & evaluating 
the process, 
implementation of 
recommendations 
Underlying principles 
Social model of health 
Impacts on equity 
Active participation of 
stakeholders
Advocate prospective HIA 
Variety of depth of HIA

“ L: Liverpool Health Impact Programme; BC: British Columbia; A: Australia; NZ; New Zealand; P: Prospective HIA (Manchester airport); R: Retrospective HIA; E: EHIA; U; USA 
SLA (social impact assessment); EA: Economic appraisal; B: Bielefeld; M: Merseyside; BMA: British Medical Association; Sw: Swedish County Councils; K: Kirklees; S: Scotland

As example of EHIA (mentioned in passing as no details available in English) But a comparison with Table 1.2 shows this is not my interpretation
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results of published research with local data.^^ The phrase HIA did not appear but this is a good 

example of the type of work conducted by some departments of public health prior to the 

“invention” of HIA.

W ater resources development

The Mupfure Irrigation Project was a small-scale irrigation and dam development project in 

northern Z im b ab w e.F o cu sin g  on the environmental factors, the vulnerable communities, and 

the capabilities of health protection agencies, information was obtained from routine sources 

such as project documents, scientific papers, government and donor data, by interviewing 48 

key informants at central, regional, and local levels, and holding five focus group discussions. 

The HIA was also used as a case study, demonstrating that adequate data existed for a sound 

HIA; integration of HIA into project feasibility studies was prudent and practicable although 

complex; and that cost-benefit analysis can be used to prioritise recommendations.^^

Manchester airport

The HIA, presented as evidence in the planning e n q u iry w a s  very successful in that it was 

taken seriously by the decision-makers. Substantial changes were made to the proposals to 

mitigate the potential negative and enhance the positive health benefits, for example targeting 

most of the 50,000 new jobs at local residents, limiting car parking spaces, and enhancing rail 

connections.^^

They assumed prospective HIA was part of EIA, requiring assessment of the social and 

environmental impacts, then considering the health effects of these.^ Consideration in both 

stages of how definite and quantifiable these are leads to four groups of health effects: 

Calculable, Estimable, Definite but unquantifiable, and Speculative. This represents an early 

attempt to be systematic regarding quantification but they were hampered by a lack of sound 

evidence.

Schiphol airport

Phase I of the HIA was conducted as part of the 1993 EIA. They combined estimated pollutant 

exposure levels in the Schiphol study area with exposure-response relations derived from the 

literature, (a risk analysis approach). Replies to a postal questionnaire showed that annoyance 

from noise and air pollution was considerably higher in residents of the study area (n=479) than 

in a national sample (n=936), with fear after an aeroplane crashed in nearby Amsterdam. The 

evidence about the health effects of risk perception in local residents came from a literature 

review. Phase II involved analyses of routine data (hospital admission rates for 

cardiorespiratory diseases) in a small area geographical study because of residents’ concerns, 

although they did not expect air pollution at those levels to have any effect. No obvious patterns 

were found.®^ A  subsequent small area study of hospital discharges using Bayesian Markov 

chain Monte Carlo methods also found equivocal results.^^
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In 1996, questionnaires were sent to 30,000 randomly selected addresses within 25km of the 

airport: 39% replied. Annoyance from aircraft noise was higher than in the earlier study, even 

allowing for response bias. The airport was also reported as the source of odour, dust, soot, 

smoke, sleep disturbance, and poor self-rated health. Most of the people affected lived further 

from the airport, with lower noise levels, as few people live very close to Schiphol. Reported 

respiratory complaints and the use of medication of asthma or allergy were more common 

among those living within 1 0 km of the airport but the authors were unable to attribute this 

necessarily to the airport.^® A  health monitoring system is being developed.^^

Policy level HIA

As part of an EC “Life Environment” Programme, Kirklees, Berlin, Madeira and Copenhagen 

collaborated to produce an Integrated System for Implementing Sustainability.®^ Kirklees 

produced a Health and Social Impacts Guide, a literature review of the effects of transport on 

health.^ It was detailed but contained no information on the methodology used, so the 

robustness of the statements cannot be judged. The Noise Guide specifically reports it was 

based on experience in the Municipality of Copenhagen plus the knowledge of partners.^ 

Although a very comprehensive programme, no attempt was made to quantify the health effects 

of specific policies.

The assessment of the EU Common Agricultural Policy by Dahlgren et is an example of a 

health impact review, used when the policy or group of policies being assessed are too broad for 

an in-depth analysis. The most significant health impacts are summarised, principally using 

published analyses of similar policies, without examining the specific impacts of the various 

components. In this way, it resembles SEA compared with EIA.

The need for robust evidence
“HIA is a means o f  evidence based policy making fo r improvement in health’’̂ ^

The introduction of HIA has had a positive effect: potential impacts on health are beginning to 

be considered systematically in a variety of policy areas by decision-makers and professionals 

who may not previously have connected the effects of their work with health. These advances 

have primarily focused on improving policy engagement and involvement of both the 

community covered by the proposal and of other key stakeholders, using existing knowledge. 

However, the quality of the evidence base currently available may limit the soundness and 

completeness of the conclusions of an HIA and consequently the capacity to achieve health 

gain. The strong policy drive to encourage the performance of HIA at both a national and a 

local level may have unintended consequences that are counterproductive : if HIA comes to be 

perceived as ineffective, and therefore wasteful of resources, it will gain a poor reputation and 

in the longer term will no longer command support.

The Manchester airport HIA illustrates the problem of attempting quantification in the presence 

of inadequate evidence. To assess the health impacts of job creation, they used the Scott-
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Samuel method^^, based on OPCS longitudinal data, to measure the health improvement directly 

attributable to reducing the number of people affected by unemployment. They estimated that 

75 deaths per year would be averted by the anticipated creation of 50,000 jobs but that this 

could be an under- or over-estimate, depending on whether the job creation was matched by a 

fall in unemployment and whether jobs went to disadvantaged people.^ They also used 

Brenner’s method^^’̂ '̂ , based on econometric modelling, which purportedly measures the health 

improvement achieved across the whole population by the economic improvement associated 

with that level of employment. They quoted Brenner’s figure that a 1% rise in unemployment 

for five years increases total mortality by 1.9%^^ but thought this would overestimate the socio

economic change consequent on a single major job creation package.®'^ They reported that the 

Brenner method has been heavily criticised but gave their view that this criticism was not well 

founded.®"  ̂ Brenner viewed unemployment as detrimental, various health impacts having 

different lag periods after the increase in unemployment^^'^'^, while Eyer interpreted the same 

data as representing an immediate effect of boom economics and prosperity increasing 

m o r ta l i ty T h e ir  analyses have been criticised.^^ Shortt cautioned against using Brenner’s 

approach when assessing economic policies because it could not deliver the accurate estimate of 

social costs promised.^^

Birley commented on the mismatch between expert and public opinion.^'^ Facts that “everyone 

knows” fall into one of three groups:

1. ‘Old evidence’: Because people have done the primary research, and others have examined 

the evidence and made it widely available, it becomes “knowledge”, for example the effect 

of vehicle speed on injury risk.^^

2. ‘Beliefs’: There are notable cases where “common-sense” assumptions have been shown to 

be erroneous when tested. The counter-intuitive harms of laying infants in the prone 

position or extended bed-rest following myocardial infarction are historical warnings of the 

dangers of using received wisdom.^® In HIA, the health benefits from improving bus 

services are overestimated when the increased passenger-km are found to have replaced 

walking not car journeys.

3. No evidence: Where elements of the causal pathway are unknown, it is important to be 

explicit about this rather than relying upon “common-sense” assumptions. In some HIAs, 

the supporting evidence reported for some elements is primarily from surveys of local 

residents’ opinions on priorities.^^ Evidence is also deliberately ‘misused’ where it appears 

to be the best approximation in the absence of definitive information. For example, the 

PREVENT model to simulate health impacts of different tobacco control strategies uses 

evidence-based cigarette consumption elasticities.^^'^^^ The model assumes that the 

population health effects of reduced consumption are the same whether each smoker cuts 

down or some smokers quit while the rest continue without change, whereas reducing
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consumption has much less benefit than smoking cessation; health effects are linearly 

related to consumption but increase with the fourth power of duration/®^

An emerging problem of HIA is that there is little guidance on what information is needed in 

order to draw conclusions. Sometimes, listing the expected health outcomes from a proposal, 

with supporting evidence, is sufficient to inform recommendations. Many important impacts 

are not amenable to quantification but are still supported by good evidence. In other cases, 

quantification of one or more impacts may help in making trade-offs between conflicting 

impacts^®, or making the scale of the impacts explicit. In either case, it is essential that the 

content of an HIA is robust, that is, it can withstand critical scrutiny and possible challenge. 

This thesis contributes to developing both the evidence base for HIA and a method for robust 

quantification in HIA.

1.5 Aim and objectives 

5.A Aim

To develop the evidence base for quantitative HIA, using local air quality management as a case 

study.

5.B Objectives

1. To develop a framework for organising the evidence to aid robust quantitative HIA

2. To assemble the evidence base and subject it to a critical analysis

3. To develop spreadsheets as a tool to enable other local or health authorities to model the 

direct effects on health outcomes of air pollution reduction

4. To use the framework to explore other aspects of transport and health

5. To identify future research needs.

5.C Structure of this thesis

This thesis is based on the framework I have developed for robust quantification in HIA. It 

investigates how good this framework is for estimating the health effects of a policy or series of 

policies. The thesis is divided into three sections:

1. This chapter considers HIA, current practice and what is done in the absence of quantified 

HIA. The following chapter in this first section describes the background to local air 

quality management.

2. The second section uses the framework to model the direct effects on health of air pollution 

reduction. Chapter three describes the method I used for my literature reviews of air
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pollution and gives a worked example. Chapters four and five are based on systematic 

literature reviews as an essential part of the method used to inform construction of the 

spreadsheets. Their development and the results are described in detail in chapter six. I 

give the results as they apply to local air quality management in Westminster and in 

Kensington & Chelsea for the elements of the framework.

3. The final section tries to apply the framework to other health effects of local air quality 

management. In central London, air quality management requires reductions in vehicle 

emissions. I looked specifically at physical activity (chapter seven) and community 

severance (chapter eight) as examples of traffic-related health issues where the information 

available differs considerably from air pollution. They also demonstrate potential positive 

and negative effects of transport. Finally, I conclude in chapter nine with a general 

discussion and consider further research needed before all the health effects of local air 

quality management can be quantified.

1.6 PRAM model
Epidemiology tends to focus on the relationships between risk factors (or exposures or 

determinants) and health outcomes. HIA gives equal weight to consideration of how these 

determinants are affected by a proposal and therefore needs to incorporate a variety of types of 

information from a broad range of fields. HIA tends to follow Rose in giving more priority to 

more distal causes, defined at the population level, because of their greater potential for 

p re v e n tio n .T h e s e  factors have been called the social antecedents to individual behaviours^®^ 

or the determinants of the determinants (Figure 1.2).^°^

The risk assessment model described above can readily be extended back to policy. Its first two 

elements, hazard identification and dose-response relationship, are usually considered to be 

constant, or at least any variation needs to be explained, for example as relating to genetic 

differences or nutritional status. In contrast, the actual exposure level varies by time and place, 

being altered by different policy options. This suggests the ‘PolicyIRisk Assessment ModeV 

(PRAM, Figure 1.3), first devised by my PhD supervisor. Dr Michael Joffe.^®^’̂ ”® Both the 

possibility of differential susceptibility and changes in exposure of sub-populations at higher 

risk and/or with lower resources are important factors to include in HIA, to assess impacts on 

health inequalities.

This extension of conventional risk assessment can equally be applied to Figure 1.2. 

Epidemiologists commonly distinguish alterable risk factors from those that are fixed, such as 

age, sex and genetic inheritance. The same idea can be applied to the determinants of 

determinants: changes in the socio-economic and cultural factors that influence the risk factors. 

Different policy options have different effects on these socio-economic and cultural factors 

(Figure 1,4), Shifting from the ‘static’ model of Figure 1.2 to the “difference” version shown by
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Figure 1.4 focuses on the changes in risk factors resulting from a policy-led change in 

determinants of the determinants. PRAM is likewise a “difference” version, by focusing on the 

changes in determinants of health attributable to the effects of a policy.

The PRAM model is intended to be more widely applicable than risk assessment. The term 

“exposure” can be extended beyond the simple example of a chemical agent. For example, it is 

possible to compare the injury rates with and without traffic calming measures, and between 

different proposals. Similarly, unemployment has consequences for health and could be 

regarded as an “exposure” for the purposes of an HIA. Table 1.5 gives other examples.

The PRAM model differs from quantitative risk assessment in two simple but fundamental 

aspects. First, the different policy options and their effects on determinants of health are the 

core of the assessment, rather than being just the context in which determinants are studied. 

Secondly, the focus is not on the total health effects attributable to the baseline or final exposure 

but on the change in health status consequent on a policy. It is not dissimilar from DPSEEA' as 

a means of quantifying health impacts.^^ Its three stages of antecedents of exposure in EIA 

(driving forces, pressure and state)^°^ are analogous to the consideration of policy and the 

resultant changes in PRAM.

For broader policy areas, such as the health implications of road transport or of social exclusion, 

a series of chains of events needs to be considered. I developed a “map” linking the possible 

causes and effects within this overall policy area (Figure 1.5). Each of the component routes 

corresponding to each type of “exposure” then needs to be investigated, using the PRAM 

framework.

The same conceptual structure is equally applicable for pathways where measurement is 

impossible. In such cases quantitative analysis could be replaced by rigorous descriptive 

evaluation based on qualitative research. The aim would be to describe the effects of change, in 

an analogous way to the PRAM model in Figure 1.3.

1.7 Elements of a robust, quantified HiA
I developed a four-stage framework for quantifying the potential health impacts of a proposal 

(Figure 1.6). The first step is to determine whether there is a causal association between the 

“exposure” and any health outcomes, or sufficient evidence that one should proceed on the 

grounds of the Precautionary Principle (p45).{ORIORDAN1994} The second stage is to 

ascertain whether the relationship can be quantified. If so, one requires the shape of the 

relationship (eg linear); whether a threshold exists for the effect and what it is; and the 

magnitude of the exposure-effect estimate. This, together with the following question.

‘ Driving forces, which motivate and push the environmental processes, generate Pressures, which change 
the State of the environment, generating new environmental hazards. Exposure is not automatic but leads 
to Effects, to prevent which. Actions are taken.*^^
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Figure 1.2 Determinants of determinants
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Figure 1.3 Policy / Risk Assessment Model (PRAM)
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Figure 1.4 Changing determinants of determinants
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comprise risk assessment. Thirdly, one needs to know or model the change in exposure levels 

and finally, obtain the baseline number or rate of the health outcomes affected.

7.A Assessing causality

This is also known as hazard identification. In 1739, Hume described the three properties of 

cause as: association (cause and effect occur together); time order (causes precede effects); and 

connection (repeatedly demonstrable, so predictable, linkages between cause and effect). 

Understanding the causal relationships between an intervention and the outcomes is important if 

the full ramifications of policies are to be understood. For example, the fall in childhood head 

injuries following compulsory helmet legislation in A ustra lia^w as at least partly due to 

decreased cycling rather than the mechanical protection of helmets. Thus, some health benefits 

of cycling for the population were lost because of the legislation.^^

Yerushalmy and Palmer^ explored the difficulties of investigating aetiological factors in 

chronic diseases, particularly when multiple causes are likely, potentially carried via multiple 

vectors (for example both cigarette smoke and automobile exhaust carrying the [or a‘] proximate 

causal agent for lung cancer, analogous to the investigation of contaminated water or milk 

before the discovery of the typhoid bacillus). Unless there is only one cause, it is not necessary; 

even if there is, it may not be sufficient: not all people with lung cancer are smokers (or have 

been exposed to secondhand smoke), nor do most smokers develop lung cancer. They modified 

Koch’s postulates to apply to multi-factorial chronic diseases:

• The suspected characteristic must be found more frequently in persons with the disease 
in question than in persons without the disease, or

• Persons with the characteristic must develop the disease more frequently than do 

persons not possessing the characteristic.

They advocated the use of retrospective [case-control] studies to examine the former and 

prospective [cohort] studies the latter but commented that when the sequence of events is not 

obvious, the latter studies are more important. They then discussed detailed aspects of 

epidemiological study design, such as case definition and selection of controls.

• The specificity o f  effect o f the characteristic on the development o f the disease 

After discussing axes of classification [confounding], they noted that the evidence for a causal 

relationship is more convincing when a given characteristic is associated with one, or at the 

most a few, diseases but if it also related to numerous other diseases, the relationship should be 

assumed to be non-specific until there is further proof. As an example, they again cite the case 

of lung cancer, which would be less likely to be caused by smoking if smoking were also 

associated with a variety of diseases.

' When citing others’ work, I use square brackets[ ] for my comments.
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Table 1.5 Examples of determinants of determinants^

7.B Determinant of déterminants-------------► Determinants of health

Policy
Resultant change in behaviour, 
circumstances, susceptibility

Health status

Health / disease outcome

Traffic calm ing m easures- -► I No. and severity o f collisions- i  Injuries

t  Price o f cigarettes- i  Tobacco consumption- -► i  Prem ature deaths

Î A vailability  o f fruit & vegetables. 
& i  Price o f fruit & vegetables

t  Consum ption o f fruit & vegetables I  CH D  and certain cancers

Use o f tam oxifen to treat breast cancer i  case fatality rates Î survival

t  Car dependency eg 
O ut-of-tow n shopping centres

 ̂Source: Joffe and Mindell, 2002^^^

{ Î A ir pollution ----------
{ i  W alking & cycling -  
{ t  Inequalities o f access

t  R espiratory sym ptom s 
>  t  CHD

t  Inequalities in  health, eg “food deserts’
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Figure 1.5 Mapping the health effects of traffic
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Figure 1.6 Framework for quantified HIA
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Bradford Hill first expounded nine features of an association that make it more likely to be 

causal in 1965, in an address to the first meeting of the Section of Occupational Medicine of the 

Royal Society of Medicine/^^ They are still widely used.

Rothman’s 1976 paper^ '̂  ̂distinguished between sufficient causes and components of a 

sufficient cause (for example lack of immunity to measles as well as exposure to the measles 

virus), although infection with the measles virus would be a necessary cause of measles. His 

view was that causal research focuses on components of sufficient causes, whether or not 

necessary. Rothman and Greenland also debated the value of causal inference.^^^

Susser^^^ described the evolution of ideas on causality. He advocated abandoning the 

terminology of necessary and sufficient criteria, since for most relationships still awaiting 

elucidation, the cause was probably neither necessary nor sufficient. He distinguished between 

the essential properties of a cause (association, time order, and direction) and the criteria by 

which to judge these. Association was to be judged by probability and consistency; time order 

requires that the effect does not precede the putative cause; direction means that change in an 

outcome is a consequence of change in the putative cause. He laid particular stress on 

survivability, persistence of a result under increasing number of tests and severity of conditions.

Parascandola and Weed recently reviewed the literature on causality and described five 

approaches, three deterministic and used in epidemiology and two probabilistic and favoured in 

public health. They recommended a counterfactual probabilistic method, which does not 

require biological assumptions and allows inclusion of social factors in causation.^^^

Bradford H ill’s nine v iew points^rem ain the most useful structure. In later chapters, I shall 

examine each in turn. I describe and explain them in chapter 3.

7.C Precautionary Principle

The Precautionary Principle is generally used with regard to possible environmental damage"^  ̂

but similar steps also apply to health. Precautionary measures are required when there are 

threats of serious or irreversible damage and there is scientific uncertainty about those threats.'^^ 

In the absence of firm evidence of a causal relationship, the other steps for a quantified HIA 

may be needed if there is sufficient evidence not to discount a causal relationship.^^^ This is 

analogous to the call by Green and Tones for using a [civil] “judicial principle” for assessment 

of evidence about health promotion, judging it on the “balance of probabilities” rather than 

“beyond all possible doubt”.
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Summary

Health impact assessment (HIA) aims to make the health consequences of decisions explicit. 

Decision -makers need to know that the conclusions of HIA are robust. Quantified estimates of 

potential health impacts may be more influential but there are a number of concerns. This thesis 

is concerned with developing a robust method to construct an evidence-base for HIA and its 

application in carrying out the technical part of a quantified HIA, in the context of local air 

quality management in parts of central London. These methods will also be of generic use in 

estimating the health impacts of other policies.

I developed a framework of four necessary elements and a methodology to address these; I have 

combined them into a spreadsheet to model the direct health impact of reductions in ambient air 

pollution in Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster from levels in the late 1990s to the UK 

National Air Quality Strategy target levels.
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Chapter two: Local Air Quality Management

2.1 Introduction

The Environment Act 1995 initiated a new system of local air quality management in the UK. 

Under Section 82 (1) of the Act, local authorities were required to review the air quality in their 

area both in 1998 and that expected in 2005 and to assess these results against prescribed 

standards and objectives in the UK National Air Quality Strategy (UKNAQS) (Table 2.1 and 

p55).^^° Local authorities which expected not to meet the objectives (other than for O3) by 2005 

were obliged to declare an Air Quality Management Area and to publish an Action Plan. A 

revised National Air Quality Strategy was published in 2000.^^^

Air pollution episodes can be fatal. The most famous smog (the term coined by des Vœux for 

the combination of smoke and fog^^^, in which fog condensed on the smoke particles, reducing 

visibility dramatically) was that in London in December 1952, during which the average daily 

concentrations reached 1400pg/m^ British Smoke (BS) and 700ppb SÜ2 .̂ ^̂  It caused over 4,000 

deaths from respiratory and heart diseases^^'^, ascribed to the concomitant presence of high 

concentrations of SO2 and the sulphuric acid it formed. An episode in 1991 (record NO2 levels 

with a lesser rise in particulates) was associated with a rise in deaths and hospital admissions.

Contemporary ambient levels of air pollution are also associated with raised morbidity and 

mortality (Table 2.1).^^^ Air pollution is a particular hazard to the elderly^^^, children^^’̂ ^̂  and 

those with pre-existing disease.^^^ Transport also accounts for over 25% of the UK’s emissions 

of carbon dioxide^^°, contributing to future global climate change with its implications for 

health.'"'''"

The focus of my research is the potential health impacts of local air quality management in two 

central London boroughs: City of Westminster (WCC) and the Royal Borough of Kensington & 

Chelsea (RBKC). This chapter starts with a description of these two areas of central London, 

gives a brief summary of the relationships between air pollution and transport, then considers air 

pollution in more detail, setting the historical and legal framework for current air quality 

management in the UK.

2.1.1 Westminster and Kensington & Cheisea 

1.A Demography and inequalities

The City of Westminster is a local authority covering eight-and-a-half square miles in central 

London. Its resident population (Table 2.2) is outnumbered threefold by those commuting to 

the borough. Large numbers of other non-residents include tourists, those visiting the
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Table 2.1 Sources and health effects of UK National Air Quality Strategy pollutants

Pollutant 1997 UKNAQS 
standards 

(objectives for 
2005)̂ ®̂

Levels in central 
London

Main sources % of emissioi 
trans

IS from road 
port"

Effect on health Inequalities in 
exposure or 
susceptibilityin UK in London

Benzene 5ppb running 
annual mean

Annual mean 1.7ppb 
1995

Distribution and 
combustion of petrol

6 6 %'^', 71%
133 86%^^

Genotoxic carcinogen, causes 
leukaemia

Those near petrol 
filling stations. 
Occupational exposure1,3-

Butadiene
Ippb running 
annual mean

Annual mean 0.4ppb 
1995-97

Combustion of petrol; 
industry

77%'*"\ 97%'^-' Genotoxic carcinogen, causes 
lymphomas and leukaemia

Carbon
monoxide
(CO)

lOppm running 
8 hr mean

Annual mean 1.8ppm
wcc^^ô

0.6-1.3ppm RBKC
199713^

Incomplete combustion 91%***\ 
75%^^\ 69%

133

97%'"'',
99%

Increased deaths and CVD hospital 
admissions

Harmful to those with 
pre-existing cardio
vascular disease

Lead 0.5pg/m^ annual 
mean

0.2pg/m^ 1993-97 in 
WCC,
0.06-0.15 pg/m^ in 
RBKC

Airborne lead comes 
from petrol engines and 
industry. Petrol is now 
lead-free

60%'^^ ^ Not
available

High concentrations: anaemia, 
renal and gastrointestinal problems; 
damage to joints, reproductive and 
nervous systems.
At lower levels: can increase blood 
pressure, impede children’s brain 
development (loss of ~2 IQ points 
for a rise in blood level from 10  to 
20 M«/dl)'®

Ozone (O3) 50ppb running 8hr 
mean (measured 
as the 97®* 
percentile**)

Usually low as 
excess NO reacts 
with O3 to form NO2

Sunlight acting on NO* 
and VOCs, etc

(Long
distance

pollutant)

(Long
distance

pollutant)

Deaths & Respiratory hospital 
admission Respiratory symptoms & 
Lung function
Irritation of mucosae, such as the 
eyes and nose, and inflammatory 
reactions in the lung.

Rural >Urban

Sulphur
dioxide
(SO2)

lOOppb ISminute 
mean (measured 
as the 99.9®* 
percentile**)

Annual mean 
Marylebone Road: 
182ppb 1970 

llppb  1997

Combustion of sulphur- 
containing fuel 
Electricity supply 
industry main source but 
accounts for only 1% of 
SO2 emissions in 
London.

22%"^ Exacerbations of symptoms in 
people with asthma Respiratory & 
CVD deaths and respiratory 
hospital admissions brought 
forward

Pre-existing asthma or 
chronic lung disease
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Pollutant 1997 UKNAQS 
standards 

(objectives for 
2005)̂ ®̂

Levels in central 
London

Main sources % of emissioi 
trans

IS from road 
port*

Effect on health Inequalities in 
exposure or 
susceptibilityin UK in London

Particles
(PMio)

50pg/m^ running 
24hr mean 
(measured as the 
99'*̂  percentile)

d l": combustion (road 
traffic)
2°: chemical reactions in 
air
Coarse: e.g. dust, soil, 
salt, pollen, tyres 
construction

17%'" 
25%'", 
48% '"; 

t in cities 
and in peak 

episodes

77%'T
80%'"

See chapter 4 Harmful to those with 
pre-existing 
cardiovascular or 
respiratory disease

Nitrogen
dioxide
(NOz)

150ppb Ihr mean‘s

21ppb annual 
mean‘s

d Combustion in air: road 
transport, electrical 
supply industry, industry 
& commerce

46%"*  ̂to 
61% '" of 

NÔ , 47%̂ '̂

75%"̂ ' See chapter 5 Unvented gas heaters, 
gas cookers, living near 
main roads 
As particulates

 ̂Values in bold are from 1999; those in italics are from 1996; others are less recent estimates. 
 ̂Published in a 1996 review 
 ̂Given as provisional objective 
 ̂See table 2.3
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entertainment facilities, and shoppers. It includes Buckingham Palace, the Parliament buildings, 

and government offices. Its population contains an above average proportion of young adults 

and is ethnically very diverse, with >100 languages spoken by schoolchildren.^'*^ Thirty percent 

are from Black and ethnic minorities, similar to the London average (20%) but much higher 

than England (6 %). A  large proportion of Westminster residents were born outside the UK: 

41% compared with 22% in London and 8 % in E n g la n d .E d u c a tio n a l attainment is higher 

than the England average in primary schools but lower in secondary schools.

Table 2.2 Projected population of Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea, 2000

Age-group Westminster Kensington & Chelsea
0-14 30,366 23,925
15-64 161,703 127,045
>65 24,175 17,014
Total 216,244 167,984
Source: London Research Centre, 1999, quoted by Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster Health 
Author itŷ '*̂

The Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea (RBKC) is one of the smallest local authorities 

(five square miles), on the borders of central London. It is primarily a residential area, with 

170,000 residents, but an additional 30,000 visitors stay within the borough each night*'* .̂ There 

are a number of tourist attractions, particularly shopping and museums attracting daytime 

visitors. The residential density and traffic volumes within the borough are very high. There is 

as much ethnic diversity as in Westminster (>100 first languages spoken, 42% of 1991 census 

respondents bom outside the UK) but fewer people from Black and ethnic minorities (20%).

Both local authorities contain some of the most and the least deprived wards in the country. 

Westminster contains wealthy residential areas (house prices are twice the national average) but 

also contains areas of marked deprivation: 30% of households have an annual income <£10,000 

and 40% of primary school pupils are eligible for free school meals. RBKC also covers very 

wealthy areas (Knightsbridge and Chelsea) and areas of marked deprivation (World’s End and 

parts of the north of the borough). Although borough unemployment is much lower than the 

average for inner London, there is considerable variation between wards (0.5% in 

Knightsbridge, 10% in Church Street). Household income also varies widely, with wards in 

each borough in the top and bottom deciles. The proportion of people aged >65 in each ward 

varies from 6 % to 19%, with higher numbers in the more affluent wards. Premature mortality 

and longterm limiting illness are highest in the most deprived wards*'*  ̂(13-16 deaths per 1,000 

population per year) compared with affluent wards (7-9/1,000 pa).*'*^
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1.B Air pollution in Westminster and in Kensington & Chelsea

Current levels of CO and lead do not exceed the air quality standards in Westminster^^^ or 

RBKC^^^ and are unlikely to do so. Ozone is seldom a problem in central London. Although 

levels may increase a little locally if NO* emissions from traffic are reduced, as less nitric oxide 

(NO) will be available for scavenging, levels elsewhere may fall as fewer precursors are 

emitted. Concentrations of SO2, already seldom a problem in RBKC and Westminster, should 

continue to fall due to reductions in emissions nationally. These pollutants are therefore not 

considered further in this report, apart from their role as potential confounding factors in studies 

of other pollutants. Health effects attributable to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, particularly carcinogenesis, are also not considered as part of 

this thesis as they are not yet part of Local Air Quality Management.

Many of the highest levels of NO2 and particulates in the UK are found in Kensington & 

Chelsea^"^  ̂and Westminster^*^^ (Table 2.3). Modelling shows NO2 standards will be exceeded in 

2005 throughout the West End and at kerbsides on all major roads in Westminster. The 

remainder of the borough will be at, or just below, the national standard. For PMio, the original 

objective would be exceeded across the entire borough. Background levels are as likely to be 

above the revised PM 10 objective as below it; it will be exceeded at the kerbside in a number of 

sites.

In RBKC, modelling of NO2 and PM 10 using government traffic flow data suggested that the 

original UKNAQS objectives would probably be met for NO2 but not PMio '̂^  ̂and the revised 

objectives would be met for both.̂ "̂ ® However, using more accurate local traffic flows, annual 

NO2 and 24hr-PMio were predicted to exceed the revised objectives in a substantial proportion 

of the borough. Each council has designated their whole borough an Air Quality 

Management Area.

1 C Air pollution and transport

Road traffic is the principal source of the emissions of most of these pollutants (Figure 2.2, 

Tables 2.1 and 2.5). Of the 79,400 tonnes of NO* emitted each year by road traffic in London, 

4.4% arise in central London and a further 13.9% in the rest of inner London. In central 

London, petrol cars were the main emitters of NO* in 1996, followed by medium and heavy 

goods vehicles. The largest sources of PM 10 emissions in central London in 1996 were diesel 

taxis and medium and heavy goods vehicles.^"^ Although emission regulations are becoming 

more stringent^^®, the amounts of NO2 will increase after 2005 if traffic growth follows current 

forecasts. Congestion will also increase^^®, which will exacerbate the emissions per

v e h i c l e . A i r  quality management in central London will therefore require action affecting 

transport.
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Table 2.3 Pollution in Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea

1996
Westminster"

1997 1998
Kensington & Chelsea" 

1996 1997 1998
24hr-PMio (pg/m̂ rrEOMi)'

Annual mean 36 38 31 25 24 20
Number of days >50pg/m%avm,e,rici 114 130 67 49 34 16

5“* centile 17 22 17 12 12 11
10“̂ centile 19 24 20 13 14 12
25“̂ centile 25 29 24 17 16 15
Median 32 35 29 21 21 18
75“̂ centile 43 44 35 30 28 23
90'^ centile 57 57 45 44 38 33
95'^ centile 70 63 52 54 50 38
Maximum 133 94 72 94 89 55

Hourly NO2 (ppb)**
Annual mean 43 42 43 26 26 24
No of hours >150ppb 5 0 0 0 5 0
No of hours >105ppb 32 30 2 8 20 2

24hr-N02 (ppb)
5“* centile 30 22 29 12 11 11
10**' centile 32 25 33 15 14 13
25“’ centile 36 32 37 19 18 17
Median 42 41 42 24 24 23
7 5“’ centile 47 49 49 31 31 30
90̂  ̂centile 55 58 55 39 40 36
95‘̂  centile 65 68 58 47 48 40
Maximum 92 88 70 70 94 54

Daily maximum lhr-N02 (ppb)
No of days >150ppb 1 0 0 0 2 0
No of days >105ppb 11 11 2 3 8 1

5“̂ centile 39 33 40 23 21 20
10“* centile 42 35 44 26 26 23
25“* centile 47 45 49 31 31 30
Median 55 56 56 38 38 38
75‘*̂ centile 63 68 64 48 47 44
90“' centile 74 83 72 61 66 54
9 5 '“ centile 93 90 77 75 80 63
Maximum 163 143 114 124 181 118

® Measurements from a roadside monitor in Marylebone Road 
 ̂Measurements from a background site in North Kensington
 ̂NB For conversion from TEOM to gravimetric equivalent: 1.3gg/m̂ [gravimetric] ~l-0|ig/m [̂TEOM]
 ̂The UKNAQS objectives relate to annual and hourly mean values but most epidemiological studies give 

levels of 24hr- or maximum daily Ihr-NOz so these are given for comparison.

1.A Transport In London

Commuting, dislike of public transport, walking or use of the river for passenger transport, and 

inequities in relation to the advantages and disadvantages of transport are not new issues for 

London. Average traffic speeds in central London at the end of the 20‘̂  century were the same 

as before motor vehicles were used. By the end of the 2“*̂ millennium, over half a million cars
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entered central London each day but only 52% had a destination within London/^^ In London 

1981-1991, the number of trips by car for journeys >200m increased by 45% and similar trips 

by bus declined/^^ The number of journeys >50m by car or bus then fell marginally from 

1985/6 to 1995/7^ '̂^, by which time cars were used for 18% of trips under 1 mile and for 62% of 

trips of between one and two miles^^^; trips by bicycle and foot declined dramatically/^"^ A 

major increase in car use is the “school run”: the proportion of children nationally travelling to 

school by car increased from 16% in 1985/86 to 30% in 1997/9/^^ The average distance walked 

by Londoners declined by 19.5% between 1985/6^^"  ̂and 1998/2000.^^^

2.2 History of air poilution and air quaiity management 
in London

Burning of high-sulphur sea-coal by lime manufacturers was the first major cause of air 

pollution in London, followed by the burning of domestic coal.^^® The industrial revolution led 

to the building of factories and production of pollutants across the country in ever-larger urban 

areas. Fog combined with air pollution has been a notable feature of London in the past.^^^

As a consequence of the 1952 London smog, the first UK Clean Air Act was passed in 1956. 

This, plus the existing move from domestic coal to gas and electricity^^^, resulted in a decrease 

in both ambient and episodic levels of SO2 and BS, particularly the latter^^ (Figure 2.1) but 

winter smogs occurred during the remainder of the 1950s and 1960s. The second Clean Air Act 

in 1968 gave additional powers, consolidated in the Clean Air Act 1993. Although BS has 

fallen dramatically, the rise of the motor vehicle has led to a new pattern of air pollution at the 

end of the second millennium.

2.2.1 Patterns of UK air pollution

1.A Seasonal

The pattern of air quality within the UK is of slowly changing background levels with 

superimposed episodes of high pollution. In their 1995 report, MAAPE discussed three types of 

smoĝ ^̂ :

Type I, summer smog, whose indicator pollutant is O3 ;

Type II, associated with motor vehicles; and

Type III, winter smog, (whose indicator pollutant was SO2 , mostly from domestic heating).

In the summer, long periods of sunshine and low winds, characterised by anticyclonic 

conditions, are associated not only with lack of dispersion but also with the production of 

photochemical smog by the action of sunlight on certain gases, mostly produced by motor 

vehicles. Ozone is formed from hydrocarbons and NO*.
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Figure 2.1 Black Sm oke and sulphur dioxide levels in central London, 1958-1998
Source: Greater London Authority (D. Vowles, personal communication)
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Winter smogs occur when temperature inversions prevent dispersal o f pollutants from areas o f 

high emissions. On calm winter days, a layer o f  cold air can form a ‘"lid” over a cit\ , trapping a 

complex mixture o f particulates, N0%, SO2 and other chemicals at ground level. This often 

oceurs when an early morning frost follows a cloudless night. Wind speed and direction are 

other influences: in central London. SO2 levels are now raised only when the wind blows 

emissions from industry in the East Thames corridor westwards across central London.

The vehicle smogs are associated w ith high levels o f NO 2 but raised levels o f particulates may 

also occur. The\ too are associated with still weather and urban conditions but there is no 

seasonal pattern, except that such episodes are rare in February and March because o f 

meteorological conditions.

1.B Spatial

AEA Technology in 1997 calculated that 8 .2% o f the GB population lived in areas w here the 

background concentrations exceed the 1985 EU Directive Guide Value for median NO 2 of 

26ppb'^

Exeluding measurements made close to stationary sources, in the late 1990s levels o f  the main 

air pollutants other than O3 were highest in the centre o f major roads and fall with increasing
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distance. NETCEN, the National Environmental Technology Centre, uses two sets of criteria 

for defining sites. The following was developed for the national NO2 survey and is used by 

WCC"^:

■ Kerbside monitors are sited within three metres of the edge of the road.

■ Roadside monitors are between three and 15m from a busy road.

■ Intermediate sites are between 20m and 40m from a busy road or less than 20m from any 

other road.

■ Urban background measurements are taken more than 40m from any road.

■ Rural measurements of pollutants are usually lower than urban by an order of magnitude, 

except for O3.

The topography of the London basin can also reduce dispersion of pollutants.

2.2.2 Standards for air quality
Limits to the acceptable levels of air pollution have been recommended primarily because of 

proven or anticipated effects on human health. Additional limits have been set to protect 

vegetation and ecosystems but these are not considered in this report. Standards are the levels 

that air pollution should not exceed in order to protect health or other systems; objectives are the 

interim targets for air quality management.

2.A World Health Organisation

Most levels were set as is described in the UK (p55), to avoid adverse effects even in 

susceptible groups. The WHO air quality guideline for benzene uses a "unit risk factor", the 

risk of developing leukaemia associated with lifetime exposure to a concentration of Ing/m^, 

extrapolated to lower exposures from effects of doses in animal experiments or epidemiological 

studies of humans exposed occupationally. The unit risk for BaP as a component of a PAH 

mixture was calculated as 8.7 x 10' .̂^^^

2.B European Union

The European Union (EU) issued a number of Directives on air quality and industrial pollution.* 

The Air Quality Framework Directive 96/62/EC on ambient air quality assessment and 

management changed the focus from national to local zones.^^"  ̂ It also identified 12 pollutants 

for which limit or target values would be set in a series of “Daughter Directives”. The first of 

these established legally binding limit values for SO2 , NO2, particles and lead, to be achieved by 

1 January 2005 and 2010." Further Daughter Directives include limit values for benzene and

‘ eg EC Smoke and Sulphur Dioxide Directive^ '̂^, EC Oxides of Nitrogen Directive*^^ 
" Council Directive 1999/30/EC of 22 April 1999
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CO', published in 2000, with limit values for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 

cadmium, arsenic, nickel and mercury following/^'^

2.C United Kingdom

Part IV of the 1995 Environment Act required the development of a National Air Quality 

Strategy for the UK (UKNAQS)/^® This set standards for eight outdoor air pollutants: sulphur 

dioxide (SO2), lead, carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulates, 

benzene and 1,3-butadiene (Table 2.1). The fundamental aim of the strategy was "to render 

polluting emissions harm less"}^  The Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards (EPAQS) 

recommended standards for O3, SO2, CO and NO2 as the concentrations below which adverse 

effects are unlikely even in sensitive individuals. The difference when compared with the WHO 

guideline is that EPAQS decided that research from 1976 of the effects in asthmatics of lOOppb 

NO2 was unreliable evidence, not being replicated in other studies, so recommended a standard 

of ISOppb (286p,g/m^). The UKNAQS also had 21ppb (40g/m^) as an objective for the annual 

mean. The objective for hourly concentrations applies at any non-occupational near-ground 

level outdoor location.

For genotoxic carcinogens, no level can be identified at which there is no risk at all, so EPAQS 

set as its standard for benzene and 1,3-butadiene a level at which the risk to public health is 

exceedingly small. The objectives to be reached by 2005 were 5ppb for benzene and Ippb for 

1,3-butadiene as running annual means. The objectives for benzene, 1,3-butadiene and annual 

NO2 concentration apply to background, roadside and other non-occupational, near-ground level 

outdoor locations of elevated concentrations where a person might reasonably be expected to be 

exposed over the averaging time of the objective, for example near a school, housing or 

hospital.

A  similar approach was taken for setting the standard for particles. EPAQS used the level at 

which one might expect one additional hospital admission for respiratory disease per million 

population, namely 50/(g/m^. This, as a running 24-hour mean, was recommended as a standard 

for PMio. The UKNAQS objective was this level as the 99th percentile. This applies to 

background, roadside and other non-occupational, near-ground level outdoor locations of 

elevated PMio concentrations where a person might reasonably be expected to be exposed over 

a 24 hour period, for example, near a school, housing or hospital.

Pollutants seldom occur in isolation. For mixtures of pollutants, the Advisory Group on 

Medical Aspects of Air Pollution Episodes (MAAPE) concluded that there is no evidence of 

synergistic effects between pollutants but that the effects of mixtures of pollutants is probably 

additive. However, the report also discusses the relative paucity of information from which to 

reach such a conclusion.

‘ Council Directive 2000/69/EC of 16 November 2000
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More stringent standards or earlier dates for achievement of the standards were proposed in 

1 9 9 8 1 6 4  confirmed in January 2000/^^ Focusing here just on NO2 and PMio (see 2.1.1), the 

permitted hourly NO2 level was reduced by a third to comply with the EU directive. The PMio 

targets were also changed, as information on the importance of long-distance sources had 

become available. An annual objective was introduced but the time for which exceedences of 

the daily mean would be permitted was extended, altering the metric from running mean to 

midnight-midnight 24hr mean. Table 2.4 gives various standards for NO2 and PMio.

In September 2001, further proposed changes to the Air Quality Strategy were published.

Only two were relevant to central London. It was proposed that the CO objective be reduced 

and brought forward but this would probably be achieved even in central London. Additionally, 

the longer term provisional objectives for PMio in London would be relaxed, allowing 10-14 

exceedences of the 24hr objective (instead of seven) and an annual mean of 23-25p,g/m^ instead 

of 20p,g/m^. As the government’s decisions on these proposals are not yet available, I have not 

included these objectives in my calculations.

Table 2.4 Air pollution standards for nitrogen dioxide and particulates

Guidelines / 
standards

Nitrogen dioxide Particulates

One-hour Annual
average

24-hour Annual average

World Health
Organisation
(WHO)

200pg/m^ (lOSppb) 40pg/m^
(21ppb)

125glm^BS 
nOpglm^TSP 
JOfjglm  ̂PMio (48 if 
SO2 > 725/

United States of 
America (USA 
EPA)

210ppb (400pg/m^) 54ppb
(lOOpg/m^)

150pg/m^ PMio 
(65pg/m^ PM2.5)

50pg/m^ PMio 
(15pglm^ PM2.5)

European Union 
(EU)
Limit values

200 pg/m^ (lOSppb) as 
the 98th percentile by 
01.01.2010.
Guide values:
135 jug/m̂  (71.ppb) 
and SOpglm  ̂(26ppb) 
as the 98th and 50th 
percentiles

21ppb
(40pg/m^) by 
01.01.2010.

50pg/m^ (^35 
exceedences pa) by 
01.01.2005 
Indicative level of 
50pg/m^ (^7 
exceedences pa) by 
31.12.2009

40pg/m^ by 
01.01.2005 
Indicative level 
of 20pg/m^ by 
31.12.2009

United Kingdom
UKNAQS*’
objectives

105ppb (200pg/m^) 
(slS  exceedences pa) 
by 31.12.2005

21ppb
(40pg/m^) by 
31.12.2005

50pg/m^ (^35 
exceedences pa) by 
31.12.2004 
Indicative level of 
50pg/m^ (3 7  
exceedences pa) by 
31.12.2009

40pg/m^ by 
31.12.2004 
Indicative level 
of 20pg/m^ by 
31.12.2009

“ The revised guidelines declined to set a guideline value, since the epidemiological evidence did not 
demonstrate a threshold below which no effect would be expected. Instead, exposure-effect information 
was provided.^^
 ̂UIŒAQS: UK National Air Quality Strategy
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2.3 Oxides of nitrogen

All combustion in air produces oxides of nitrogen (NO*). The main product is usually 

colourless NO. In the atmosphere, NO reacts with chemically active substances, principally O3, 

to form NO2 , a red-brown gas. Components of vehicle exhaust (certain dialkenes) can also 

catalyse the conversion of NO to N 0 2 .̂ ^̂  Only one-sixth of the NO* in a street canyon is NO%, 

due to depletion of O3. As the NO* move downwind, more O3 is available so N0 % forms two- 

fifths of the NO, at urban sites (and almost all the low level of NO, in rural s i t e s ) . B o t h  

oxides of nitrogen are greenhouse gases. It is NO2 that is suspected of having harmful effects 

on health.

2.3.1 Sources of emissions
The main sources of NO, in the UK are road transport (1,062 ktonnes in 1995), power stations, 

and industrial and commercial sources (Figure 2.2).^^° In London, 38% of NO, come from cars, 

20% from LG Vs, buses and small HGVs, and 10% from large HGVs. Road traffic in London 

emits 79.4 ktonnes of NO, annually, 32% from diesel and 42% from petrol engines^^^, with 

4.4% arising in central and 13,9% in the rest of inner London.^'^ Stationary sources usually 

emit pollutants from a tall stack, so contribute less to ground level NO, than do equivalent 

emissions from road traffic.

The highest levels to which most individuals are exposed usually occurs during cooking with 

gas cookers. Peak levels of sl,000ppb can be generated by gas c o o k e r s . O t h e r  substantial 

indoor sources are unvented gas heaters. Because NO2 is principally a secondary pollutant 

derived from motor vehicles outdoors or gas cooking or heating indoors, it is seldom 

encountered in isolation from other pollutants.^^^

2.3.2 Measurements
Nitrogen dioxide has been measured in central London since 1973 initially by passive diffusion 

tubes, with an increasing number of sites since implementing the EC Directive 85/203/EEC in 

1985.^^^ Continuous measurements have been made in RBKC since 1987 (at the “West 

London” site on Warwick Road) and in Westminster, using an OPSIS monitor, since 1992. The 

National Automatic Urban Monitoring Network uses chemiluminescence to an accuracy of ±10- 

1 1 % and a precision of ±3.5ppb.^^^

2.3.3 Time and spatial trends
Concentrations of NO and NO, peak at msh hour, while NO2 levels vary much less.^^^ Highest 

levels are seen in winter (during inversions) and in summer (in photochemical s m o g s ) . T h e r e
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Figure 2.2 Nitrogen dioxide emissions 
by end user, 1981-1991
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was no trend in annual mean, peak levels, nor the number of hours exceeding ISOppb in central 

London from the mid-1970s to the mid1990s (Figure 2.3a)/^^ In the 1990s, peak levels fell but 

there was little change in annual mean (Figure 2,3b).

The highest annual mean levels of NO2 are found in the centre of London, where they are 

approximately one and a half times higher than in the suburbs.^^^ There is moderate spatial 

homogeneity in NO2 levels, particularly when weather conditions are stagnant.

2.4 Particulates

2 .4.1 Sources of emissions
Natural sources of atmospheric particles include sea-salt, dust, and biological particles such as 

fungal spores and pollens. Man-made primary sources of particles include carbon from 

incomplete combustion, ash, recondensed metallic vapours, mining, quarrying, construction 

work, and road dust resuspended by traffic or wind.

Table 2.5 shows the sources of emissions of primary particles in London in 1990. Road 

transport usually contributes 40-50% of urban PMio levels but the proportion is higher during 

pollution episodes in winter. For example, when daily PMio levels are >50fxg/m^, road traffic 

accounts for 75-85% of total PMio.^^° Particulates from urban road traffic in the UK include 

tyre and brake wear (4.2 ktonnes in 1990, 4.8 in 1999), petrol exhaust (8.1 and 3.3), and diesel 

exhaust (17.7 and 10.8).^^^ These figures, like those in Table 2.5, exclude secondary particles. 

Absolute levels of particulate emissions have fallen substantially, all PMio reducing by 40% and 

PMio from urban road traffic by 45% between 1990 and 1999 in the In Westminster,

60% of particles occurring at background levels are imported from outside the borough 

Although traffic accounts for 78% of particles emitted in London, it accounts for 31% of all 

particles present. However, traffic contributes to 45%-90% of particulate levels at the 

kerbside.

Primary particles from mainland Europe contribute ^20% of annual mean primary particle 

levels but a higher proportion in anticyclonic conditions: for example about 15-30p,g/m^ 

contribution to daily levels in London during the weather conditions typical of winter pollution 

episodes, compared with the 30-40|Lig/m^ due to emissions from within London.^^^

In addition to the direct vehicle emissions of particulates, “secondary particles” or “aerosols” 

are formed by a photochemical reaction of sulphur and NO* emitted from transport, power 

generation and industry from a very much wider area. Emissions from mainland Europe 

produce about 50% of the UK’s secondary particles, about 15% of total annual average PMio 

levels in the UK in a typical year with normal weather conditions (more when easterly winds 

p r e d o m i n a t e ) . L o n g - r a n g e  transport of secondary particles formed from UK emissions 

contribute substantially to total particulate exposure in Europe.
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Figure 2.3a Urban background nitrogen dioxide 
levels in Victoria, Westminster, 1976-1990
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Figure 2.3b Urban background nitrogen dioxide
levels in Victoria, Westminster, 1989-1999
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Table 2.5 Emissions of PMio :n London, compared with the UK, 1990

SOURCE CENTRAL LONDON 
(per Ikm )̂

GREATER LONDON UK

Tonnes % Tonnes % %
Cars 6.3 16 1,334 18
Taxis 4.0 10 193 3
LGV 3.0 7 7 8
MGV 7.9 20 1,841 24
HGV 2.6 6 1,569 21
Buses 5.7 14 610 8
Motorcycles 0.1 0 14 0
Road transport 29.6 73 5,568 82 27
Trains 0 0 16 0
Water 0 0 3 0
Air 0 0 558 7
Other transport 0 0 577 7 2
Domestic 0.1 0 12 0 14
Industrial 0.2 0 219 3 53
Commerce & 
Institutional

3.4 8 327 4 2

Construction 7 17 220 3 1
TOTAL 40.4 100 7,524 100 100

Source: Adapted from Tables 3.3a and3.3b, COMEAP report on non-biological particles and health,
1995^75

The term “acid aerosol” includes solid-phase particles, such as sulphuric acid, liquid particles 

(droplets) and gases. Nitric acid occurs as a vapour which reacts reversibly with ammonia to 

form ammonium nitrate: this exists as particles except at high humidity when it occurs as 

solution droplets. Very little sulphuric acid is found as it is usually neutralised by ammonia. 

The proportion of each of these depends both on the meteorological conditions and the local 

concentrations of ammonia. Ammonium salts are formed over a period of a few hours and 

can travel long distances in the atmosphere: levels are usually higher in rural than urban 

a r e a s . T h e y  are the predominant secondary particle.^^^ Particulate aerosol acidity in London 

results largely from sulphates. Levels are normally much greater outdoors than inside, because 

few sources are indoors and ammonia levels (for neutralisation) are higher there,

In the UK, primary particulates from combustion (mainly traffic), secondary particulates, and 

coarse particles (suspended dust and soil, biological particles, sea salt and particles from 

construction work) each comprise about one-third of long-term average PMio levels at urban 

background sites.^^^

2.4.2 Measurement of mass
The earliest measurement, still conducted in Westminster for continuity, was of Black Smoke 

(BS). This was the principal measurement in the 1960s. A  measured volume of air is drawn 

through a filter paper and the colour of the resulting mark is assessed. Using a standard
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calibration curve, concentrations of BS in the air are expressed as pg/m^. A variety of other 

methods, collecting different ranges of particles, have been used/^^ The British black smoke 

sampler measures predominantly fine particles <5 pm diameter: it is >90% efficient for particles 

< lpm  while 50% of particles of aerodynamic diameter 4.4pm are c o l l e c t e d . B S  measurement 

was initially almost identical to gravimetric measurements of particulate mass, against which 

the reflectance technique for BS was originally calibrated but as the nature of particles in urban 

air has changed, the two types of estimation no longer coincide.^^^ Elemental carbon, the 

principal cause of the blackness of smoke, came from burning coal but is now from diesel 

exhausts.

The blackness of smoke measures incomplete combustion but omits some p a r t i c l e s . Total 

suspended particulates (TSP) are measured using high volume samplers. However, they collect 

particles up to about 35 pm diameter, including those that are large enough (>10-15 pm) both to 

be deposited soon after generation in most circumstances and not to enter the respiratory tract. 

Most larger particles are of natural origin.

Inhalable or inspirable particles are those which can be breathed in. They are usually <60pm 

aerodynamic diameter to pass the nose or mouth. Many are large particles and are exhaled 

again or swallowed. Thoracic particles are <10pm aerodynamic diameter, so can penetrate 

beyond the nasopharynx and larynx. Respirable particles are those which can penetrate to the 

unciliated regions deep in the lung in which gas exchange occurs. Particles <2.5pm 

aerodynamic diameter are often described as respirable but are also referred to âsfine particles 

(FP). Ultrafineparticles are <0.1 pm diameter.

The most common measurement currently is of the mass of PMio particles, collected through a 

size-selective inlet which collects 50% of particles of 10pm aerodynamic diameter, >95% of 

5jjLm particles and <5% of 2Qwm diameter particles (hence PMio'. Particulate Mass of less than 

iOpm diameter). They can be measured continuously with a tapered element oscillating 

microbalance (TEOM). In Westminster, a roadside monitor located at Westminster Council 

House and a kerbside site adjacent to the University of Westminster, both on Marylebone Road 

have operated since 1995. In RBKC, measurements also started at an urban background site in 

North Kensington in 1995 and on Cromwell Road in 1998. PMio can also be measured by 

P-attenuation: this method is based on measurement of density rather than mass. SEIPH has 

such a machine situated at the kerbside on Marylebone Road. The two methods usually produce 

similar measurements but elevated levels were recorded by the latter but not the former method 

on a number of occasions in 1998. It is not known which is a more accurate measure of true 

PMio levels. The TEOM has a sampling temperature of 50°C to exclude water vapour from the 

measurement. Some volatile particles are therefore also lost before they can be measured. The 

P-attenuation equipment does not preheat the sample (SEIPH, personal communication).

TEOM monitors under-record by about 30% in comparison with the gravimetric reference
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method/^^ BS is correlated with PMio but the gradient of the slope is site-specific and differs 

between winter and s u m m e r I n  Switzerland, the ratio of PMio to TSP was 0.6 in rural and 

suburban and 0.75 in the polluted urban a r e a s . P M i o  is held to represent anthropogenic 

pollution.

Automated machines have also been designed to measure PM2.5 particles: the size-selective inlet 

collects 50% of particles of 2.5 |im diameter. Prior to the availability of these machines, FP 

levels were estimated from airport visibility data: there is a 0.7 correlation between FP and light 

extinction.^®^ This has also been done to extrapolate daily data from particulate measurements 

taken every sixth day. Delfino and colleagues found that >70% of the variability in particulates 

(PMio and PM2 .5) were explained by light extinction coefficients, derived from airport visual 

range sightings, corrected for relative humidity plus coefficient of haze, O3  and the previous 

day’s barometric pressure.^*^

When comparing results of different studies, is must be remembered that analysis of air samples 

depends on the equipment used, as high volume samplers give a higher concentration of total 

mass and of some ions, particularly sulphate, compared with dichotomous samplers.^^*

Humidity is important as particles grow in more humid conditions, so outdoor sampling 

probably underestimates the fine f r a c t i o n . T h e  pre-heating used for the TEOM alters the sizes 

of particles but this occurs after the sample has passed through the selective inlet.

2.4.3 Time trends
Although measurement methods have changed substantially, a few series with constant 

equipment exist (Figure 2.1). Recent values are shown in Figure 2.4. (As 35 exceedences of 

the 50|ig/m^ standard are permitted each year, the 90.2 percentile represents the highest daily 

level that would need to be below 50|i,g/m̂ [gravimetric] to comply with the 2004 objective.)

2.5 Summary

Levels of NO2 and PMio are predicted to continue to exceed the air quality strategy levels. They 

will be the focus of air quality management in both Westminster and RBKC. Concerns about 

health effects of air pollutants are the driving force behind the UKNAQS and therefore of the 

policies to reduce pollution. Section two of this thesis considers the effects on morbidity and 

mortality of these air pollutants and quantifies them.

As the main source of emissions of these pollutants is road traffic, transport management will be 

required. Section three discusses other aspects of the evidence for health effects of transport 

and considers which of these may have the greatest impacts on health.
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Figure 2.4a PM10 levels in North Kensington,
1995-2000 J8 1
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Figure 2.4b PMio levels in Oxford Street,
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Section two

Damage to health from air pollution episodes is well recognised. Famous examples of fatal 

smogs include the Meuse Valley in Belgium in 1930, in which 60 people died^ '̂ ;̂ Donora, 

Pennsylvania, USA in 1948, in which 20 died̂ ®'̂ ; and London in 1952.^^^ The December 1952 

London smog, in which smoke concentrations reached l,600|jig/m^ and 80% levels VOOppb 

(l,800p,g/m^), affected mainly older people, with a 2.8-fold rise in deaths in people aged 65-74 

and 2.7-fold rise in those 75 and over. Deaths from bronchitis and emphysema rose 9.5-fold, 

pneumonia and influenza 4.1-fold and “myocardial degeneration” 2 . 8 - f o l d . I n  December 

1963, an estimated 340 deaths were attributed to a lesser episode in L o n d o n . I n  the Meuse 

Valley in 1930, thousands of people were alleged to have become ill with respiratory 

symptoms^^"^, while 5,910 people in Donora, 42.7% of the population, were ill as a result of the 

1948 smog.^ '̂  ̂ During the 1952 London smog period, applications to the Emergency Bed 

Service for hospital admissions for respiratory disease trebled and for circulatory disease 

doubled; applications for sickness benefit increased by around

By the late 1960s, acute effects' of pollutants were no longer discernible.^®^ In 1978, Ellison and 

Waller concluded that urban air pollution in the UK until around 1968 caused increased 

mortality and morbidity, with the exacerbation of pre-existing chronic respiratory disease, but 

that these effects were no longer occurring, probably due to the decrease in air pollution 

consequent on the Clean Air Act of 1956.^^^ However, this position is no longer accepted. Ten 

years ago, another episode of high pollution led to premature deaths and hospital admissions. 

Current ambient levels of air pollution are also associated with raised morbidity and 

mortality.^^^

I have devised a framework that separates the two stages of ascertaining whether there is a 

causal relationship and then describing that relationship mathematically.

■ Chapter three describes the method I used for this literature review then explains assessment 

of causality, time-series studies, the epidemiological design that provides the best evidence, 

and potential problems of bias and confounding. I demonstrate my method using heart 

disease outcomes as an example, first examining the evidence for confounding and causality 

for associations between particulates and heart disease, then examining the shape of the 

relationship and magnitude of the exposure-effect function for PMio.

' By convention, acute effects refer to more-or-less immediate effects of short-term exposure, starting 
within one to five days. Chronic effects refer to those where the combined period of biologically-relevant 
exposure and subsequent latency is long, at least in comparison with acute effects.^^^
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■ Chapters four summarises the results of my literature review for other health outcomes. The 

discussion considers methodological issues and compares others’ reviews with mine.

■ Chapter five does the same for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) but without working through a 

specific example.

■ The disk contains details of the methods of the time series and other epidemiological studies 

(Appendix 1) and excluded studies (Appendix 2) and the full literature reviews for 

particulates (Appendix 3) and NO2 (Appendix 4).

■ I developed spreadsheets to model the impacts on health of a reduction from the current 

levels of particulates and NO2 in Kensington & Chelsea and in Westminster to the UK 

National Air Quality Strategy target levels. Chapter six describes this work; the 

spreadsheets can be found on the disk.

Chapter three: Literature Review Method and 

Example

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Identification of relevant studies
I conducted a comprehensive bibliographic search, using three on-line electronic databases of 

journals: Medline (1966-2000), BIDS-Embase (1980-2000) and Biological Abstracts (1991- 

1998). This was necessary as even for medical subjects, there is only limited overlap between 

the journals indexed by t h e s e . I  also used a CD-ROM produced by the Health Management 

Information Consortium (HMIC) comprising the English Department of Health Library and 

Information Services’ database, the Health Management Information Service database of the 

Nuffield Institute for Health Information Resource Centre at the University of Leeds 

(HELMIS); and the King’s Fund Database, the library of the King’s Fund. These included 

“grey” literature. Other sources of information were expert reports commissioned by the 

government and publications cited in other references.

For papers studying particulates, I combined the truncated term Partie* in Medline with the 

exploded term “Air-pollutants” tree: H  adverse effects, economics, history, legislation-and- 

jurisprudence, prevention-and-control, poisoning, supply-and-distribution, statistics-and- 

numerical-data, standards, toxicity. Using Embase, I searched for articles with a focus on the 

exploded terms particle size or airborne particle combined with the exploded term air
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pollution. I also examined articles found by limiting those with a focus on the exploded term 

airborne particle to human studies. For papers studying the effects of NO2,1 used the search 

term ^nitrogen dioxide exploded ! A ll subheadings’ in Medline. In Embase, I used the exploded 

search term Nitrogen dioxide limited to human studies.

I included abstracts and papers published in English, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, 

Hebrew, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish or Swedish up to the end of December 2000.

3.1.2 Interpretation of the entire body of availabie evidence

I considered all epidemiological studies that examined any measure of particulates or NO2 

relevant to central London in the late 1990s. I evaluated the methods of each study (considering 

the design, the recording of and inclusion in analysis of potential confounders, and the analytic 

method used) to judge the study’s quality, to exclude those of poor quality.

For experimental studies, I considered only published reviews plus a limited selection of 

original papers. These were examined to see if they provided evidence to support or refute 

suggestions of causality but I gave them less weight than the epidemiological studies: 

understanding the precise mechanisms is not essential when deciding whether a relationship is 

likely to be causal.

3 .1.3 Systematic assessment of the validity of epidemioiogicai 
studies
I summarised the methods used in the included studies (Appendix 1 lists details of the pollutants 

measured, their levels, the sites and measurement methods used for particulates and NO2, and 

the method of analysis). I then examined evidence for associations between particulates or NO2 

and health, before considering whether they are due to confounding. Where this is unlikely, I 

assessed the likelihood of an association being causal, using a qualitative scale (weak, moderate 

or strong evidence).

3.A Assessing causality
I explain here the relevance or implications of each of Bradford H ill’s viewpoints.^^^ In 

Appendices 3 and 4 and the example below (p74), I use these headings to discuss the evidence 

in relation to particulates or NO2 and specific health outcomes.

Strength o f the association

The stronger the association, the less likely it is that a confounding factor not examined in the 

studies is the true causative factor. However, with current awareness of the multifactorial
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nature of most disease processes, a weak association may still be a contributory determinant and 

may be important, particularly if referring to an avoidable factor.

For a continuous variable with a dose-response gradient, the change in exposure to the 

explanatory variable determines the absolute magnitude of the effect. By strength of 

association, the magnitude of the relative risk or odds ratio has usually been meant. Cornfield 

also justifies the use of relative measures of risk to reduce the likelihood of attributing cause to a 

confounding relationship, as the relative risk will be higher for a true than a proxy 

relationship.^^^

The apparent strength of an association also depends on the relative prevalence of other 

contributory causes. Attributable risk is less affected by thiŝ ®̂  but Bradford Hill considered 

relative risk more important than attributable risk in investigating aetiology.^^

C onsistency o f the association

Finding similar results in studies conducted by different investigators, in different 

circumstances, at different times or in different places, and involving different populations is 

strong evidence both that a true relationship exists and also that it is likely to be causal. If there 

is such consistency in a non-causal relationship, one would need to invoke a uniform 

relationship between both the explanatory and dependent variables and the true causal factor 

across time, place and circumstances.

Specificity o f the association

Although specificity increases the likelihood of the association being causal, an aetiological 

factor can cause a range of diseases and most diseases have more than one cause: lack of 

specificity is not good evidence of an association not being causal. Bradford Hill was anxious 

in his later writing to point this out, to prevent over-emphasis of the importance of specificity^^; 

Rothman and Greenland stated that this criterion is ‘wholly invalid’

Temporai relationship o f the association

This is the only criterion which is essential: the cause must precede the effect. Cross-sectional 

studies cannot demonstrate this.

Biological gradient

This is sometimes referred to as the dose-response relationship. For most factors, there is a 

monotonie response if the relationship is causal but threshold and J-shaped relationships are also 

known. Confounded relationships may also be monotonie.
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Biological plausibility

Biological plausibility depends on the biological understanding of the day: lack of plausibility 

may reflect ignorance rather than a non-causal association. This is a nonessential feature in 

determining causality. Many strong associations have been considered to be causal long 

before a biological mechanism was identified, for example that between smoking and lung 

cancer.

Coherence

This refers to whether the effect is seen across the range of effects on ill-health, for example 

minor symptoms, serious disease and death due to disease of the same organ or system.

Experimental evidence

In principle, the best experimental evidence is from intervention studies, ideally randomised 

controlled studies. Although for most environmental exposures, a population-based 

intervention would be both unethical and unfeasible, Bradford H ill’s examples of experimental 

evidence were preventive actions, to seek reversibility, which he felt revealed the strongest 

support for c a u s a t i o n . S u s s e r  initially decried experimental evidence as a criterion for 

determining causality, as the quality of data or of design do not alter whether or not a cause-and- 

effect relationship existed, but later accepted that evidence from an intervention and active 

change was intended.^^^

Analogy

This is not a criterion that is quoted often but it is one of Bradford Hill’s headings. He felt 

being able to explain the association as analogous to a known causal relationship was additional 

support. It is the least important feature.

3.1.4 Assessing the shape and magnitude of relationships

For relationships I considered to be causal, where there is sufficient evidence to invoke the 

Precautionary Principle (p45), or where reports for government or international bodies have 

concluded there is cause for concern, the next step is to examine the nature of these 

relationships, to quantify the effects of changing levels of pollution. Although the number, size 

and composition of particles may all be important, these measurements are not routinely 

available, nor are they targets in the UK National Air Quality Strategy, so I have considered 

only PMio when modelling the effects of particulate reduction.

For acute exposure, the studies included in this section are time-series studies (p70), found 

using the literature search reported above. These use complex computational analyses to assess
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the percentage change in health outcome of a given rise in daily pollutant. As individual-level 

confounders (such as deprivation or smoking) do not change day-to-day, people are their own 

controls. For chronic exposure, effect estimates are based on cohort studies; this design 

assesses exposure, measures potential confounders at baseline, then follows the participants 

prospectively to ascertain changes in health status.

As the purpose of this work is to determine the magnitude of these effects, to ignore negative 

studies or those in which positive effects were found but no attention paid to co-pollutants might 

lead to over-estimating the effects of PMio. On the other hand, one cannot simply include all 

studies when determining an overall effect, as some have been poorly designed^^^’̂ "̂̂  or were 

conducted in a small population with very few daily e v e n t s . S i m i l a r l y ,  positive findings 

may be in studies with suboptimal data collection.^^^’̂ ®̂ or analysis.^^^ For example, many 

reports have not included a two-pollutant model, sometimes due to marked colinearity between 

p o l l u t a n t s . A  study with no significant association could be due to lack of power or 

measurement error or to a true lack of effect. Because of these factors, I have based my 

assessment of the effects on studies with good data collection, appropriate analysis, and in 

circumstances which can be extrapolated to pollution in Kensington & Chelsea and 

Westminster.

I have not conducted meta-analyses because:

■ many studies of ostensibly the same endpoints use different case definitions (eg Table 3.2);

■ many studies use different age-groups (eg Table 3.3);

■ studies used different metrics of pollutants (p74);

■ each meta-analysis could contain only results from uni-pollutant models or with the same 

co-pollutant; and

■ studies using single and cumulative lags would need separate analyses.

When year-round and analyses by season have been performed, I have in general ignored 

season-specific effect estimates as these would not be of use when modelling the health effects 

of air pollution targets to meet daily and annual targets.

4.A Time-series data
The research evidence that is of most help in examining the acute effects of pollutants on health 

comes from time-series analyses. These epidemiological studies regress the frequency of 

occurrence of the health outcome against the pollutant. In the better studies, potential 

confounders (p72) are included in the model. More sophisticated analyses filter out cyclical 

variations and adjust for autocorrelation as well. In most cases, the point estimate is not the 

arithmetic but the geometric mean of the upper and lower confidence limits as they are mostly
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derived from a log-linear relationship. Pope and Dockery have summarised the history of time- 

series mortality studies, with their increasing analytical sophistication.

One of the main proponents of time-series studies is Schwartz. He has conducted a series of 

well-designed analyses using Medicare data on admissions of those aged s65 years in a number 

of American cities.^°^‘̂ °̂  Using Poisson regression (because of the small number of outcome 

events each day), he allowed for the effects of temperature and humidity, day, month, season 

and year using a basic regression model that incorporated dummy variables, plus autoregression 

to allow for serial correlation. He explained the principles underlying these adjustments in a 

1997 p a p e r . T h e  methodology is explained in detail in a paper by Schwartz and colleagues^®^, 

in outline by Samet et and in chapter seven of the English Department of Health 

Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollution (COMEAP) report on non-biological 

particles and h e a l t h . ^S o me  studies have also included sensitivity analyses, using spline, 

general additive, or nonparametric smoothing to control for temporal and weather effects (for 

example^^ '̂^^ '̂^^^). Others have omitted data from days with extremes of pollution or 

temperature These have been remarkable for the consistency of the findings at any one 

location.

The European Union Environment 1991-1994 Programme funded a multi-city investigation of 

the short term health effects of air pollution on mortality and emergency hospital admissions 

(Air Pollution and Health: a European Approach, the APHEA project). Two initial papers 

described the methodology.^^^’̂ ^̂  Several air pollutants were monitored in 15 cities in 10 

countries using a uniform protocol with a standardised approach for both data eligibility and 

analysis. Particulates were measured as Black Smoke (BS) or as PMio. The data were analysed 

separately for each city. The standardised analysis modelled all potential confounders (seasonal 

and long-term patterns, daily temperature and humidity, day of the week, holidays, epidemics of 

influenza, and other identified unusual events), chose the “best” air pollution model, and used 

diagnostic tools to check the adequacy of the model. Each centre selected the lag of air 

pollution (none to three days) and measure of cumulative exposure (averaging up to four 

consecutive days) which gave the best fit for each pollutant. A number of pollutant 

transformations had been specified beforehand to be tried. In general, linear terms fitted best in 

the less polluted cities. Days when pollution exceeded 200pg/m^ were excluded from analyses 

with linear models when log transformation had the best fit. Autoregressive Poisson models, 

adjusted where indicated for overdispersion and autocorrelation, were also used. A  Spanish 

multicentre study, the EMECAM project, used similar methodology in 14 cities.^^^ In both, 

pooled-analyses of the results from the different cities within each project were also pre

planned.
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Bias

Selection bias may be a problem in cross-sectional, case-control and cohort studies but almost 

all seem to have avoided this problem, apart from the few that used self-nominated 

volunteers/^"^ Such problems, and low response rates, have been highlighted in the descriptions 

of studies in Appendices 1 and 2, Recall bias is an inherent problem of case-control studies but 

should be less of a problem with prospective panel or cohort studies and is not relevant in time- 

series studies.

There are two types of measurement error. How accurately the measurements represent the 

actual levels at that site was discussed in chapter two. The extent to which fixed site monitors 

reflect pollution levels at other locations in a city or personal exposure, resulting in exposure 

misclassification, is discussed in chapter six. Measurement error of pollutants should be non

differential; this will tend to underestimate any effect. In most cases, diagnostic variation would 

also be non-differential but it is possible, for example, that asthma would be more likely to be 

diagnosed in patients presenting with respiratory symptoms during known air pollution 

episodes. However, most studies have examined broad categories (circulatory or respiratory 

deaths or episodes of healthcare) for which this is much less likely. This would not be a 

problem with total mortality.

Publication bias is the most likely form of bias in time-series studies. Recent studies such as 

that by Samet and colleagues^^^, where they explicitly chose the cities to study a priori on the 

basis of the size of the population and published all the results, are particularly useful for 

considering whether earlier reported associations are likely to have been at least in part because 

of publication bias. A  recent meta-analysis also calculated that there would need to be 120 

unpublished studies with central estimates of -0.1%  and with the median variance of the 29 

included studies (or 57 studies with the minimum variance) for the mean estimate to be 

insignificant.^^^

Confounding

Weather

Amongst the complexities of quantifying the health effects of pollutants are the confounding 

effects of various aspects of weather.^^^ Temperature is associated with winter and summer 

smogs (p52) but heat̂ ^® and cold^^^ themselves cause additional deaths. Rooney et al estimated 

that 619 extra cardiorespiratory deaths occurred in England and Wales during the heatwave of 

1995. They occurred in all age groups, particularly in women. Using London data^^®, they 

calculated that ^62% of the 8.9% increase in mortality in England and Wales (i.e. 5.5%) was 

attributable to concurrent increases in air pollution (O3 , NO2  and PMio) whereas in Greater
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London, “only” 38% of the 16.1% increase in mortality (i.e. 6.1%) was due to the concurrent 

rise in pollutant levels.^^^

In general, I have excluded studies that did not include meteorological variables in their 

analyses, except where they were examined and shown to be irrelevant. Samet et al compared 

four methods of controlling for weather variables. They found that Schwartz and Dockery’s 

method' was slightly better at predicting mortality than the LOESS approach" and both were 

superior to the two methods using synoptic weather categories'". This is unsurprising as the 

former two were chosen because they could predict mortality whereas the synoptic categories 

were devised to group days with weather that was similar within the group and different from 

other days. They concluded that the effects of pollution on mortality were robust to the method 

of adjustment for weather, the effects seen from earlier analyses before synoptic categories were 

devised could not be attributed to insufficient adjustment for the weather. They demonstrated 

no effect modification by weather regardless of the method used.^®^

Temporal factors

A  number of temporal factors influence the various health outcomes examined. Longterm 

trends in disease prevalence or incidence, healthcare, or demography of the population studied 

may lead to substantial changes in the average daily number of events between the beginning 

and end of a study.

Seasonal effects are important because of their relationships with the weather, pollen, incidence 

of various infections, and time spent indoors. Some studies use dummy variables for season or 

for month, while others use more complex methods to eliminate cyclical variations in outcome 

measures. I have excluded studies that have not controlled adequately for these factors.

Day of week effects are less important when examining deaths than outcomes reflecting use of 

healthcare. In the latter case, the day of the week can influence both availability of different 

health services and patient behaviour (for example waiting on a Sunday to see the doctor on a 

Monday). The day of the week is included as a potential confounder in most recent studies.

Holidays and strikes have been included as dummy variables in a few of the more recent 

analyses, for similar reasons to day of the week. Influenza epidemics are included in many

' Schwartz and Dockery used the previous and current day’s mean temperature, the current day’s mean 
dew point, indicator variables for hot days and for winter, and an interaction between winter days and theono 9«7
current day s temperature. ’
" LOESS is a non-parametric smoothing function, in this instance using the previous day’s temperature 
and dew point.̂ ®^

Synoptic weather categories uses factor analysis for a wide range of meteorological data then groups 
days into clusters of similar weather on the basis of component scores. There are two types of synoptic 
groupings. The model assumes that the effects on mortality of weather are constant within each synoptic 
category. See Pope and Kalkstein’s study in Appendix 1?
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studies of mortality and hospital admissions as an additional confounder (for example^^®’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ ). 

It was included in the APHEA methodology^^"^ but other authors have excluded it if there was 

no evidence of an increase in mortality during the epidemic/^^ A few studies have adjusted for 

“epidemics” without specifying their n a t u r e A n  unusual cause of asthma epidemics in Spain 

has been soybean unloading^^^ such epidemics have also been included in some models/^^'^^^

Other factors

A  recent study has shown an inverse association between physical housing quality and lung 

function, with a mismatch in Britain between housing quality and climate severity, which is also 

associated with lung function/^^ This is relevant to panel and cross-sectional studies, which 

have included as potential confounders other aspects of housing, such as heating and cooking 

methods, overcrowding, pets and involuntary smoking, but it is not relevant to time series as 

these factors do not change from day to day.

3.2 Worked example -  particulates and heart disease

3.2.5 Are there unconfounded associations?

5.A Heart disease 

Mortality

Deaths from heart disease (excluding hypertensive disease) in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, 

were strongly associated with CoH.^^^

In Brisbane, bsp was positively but non-significantly related to deaths from heart disease. The 

effect estimate increased in a two-pollutant model with NO2 but increased more and became 

significant (p<0.02) in a two-pollutant model with O3 . There was little change with

Rossi and colleagues found significant effects of TSP on deaths from heart failure (0.7% (0.3- 

1.1), lag 0) and myocardial infarction (1.0% (0.3-1.8) lag 3-4). When days with TSP 

>200|i,g/m^ were excluded, the point estimates were larger (1.0% (NS: -0.1 to +2.3) and 2.1%

(0.1-4.4) respectively).^^”

Heart disease deaths were positively and significantly associated with PMio in Birmingham, 

Alabama)^^\ Cook County, Los Angeles and Maricopa Counties^^^ at all ages (each study 

p<0.05) (Table 3.1). NO2 lowered the effect estimate a little and the significance in Maricopa 

County^^^; there was no effect in Los Angeles when CO was included.^^^. In Cook County, 

including SO2  or O3 had no effect but including them both in a three-pollutant model increased 

the 95% Cl so the lower limit was just negative.
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Table 3.1 Effects of PM10 on heart disease deaths

Author(s) Place and Years Diagnoses 
(ICD-9 codes)

Age 
group 

(no / day)

Adjusted Increase in admissions of a lOpg/m  ̂rise in PMio (95% Cl)
Single lag Cumulative lag

Single pollutant 
model

With other pollutants Single pollutant 
model

With other 
pollutants

Schwartz, 1993^^^ Birmingham, 
Alabama, USA 
1985-1988

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

All (not
given,
<17)

+1.7% (0.4-3.1)
lag not given

Moolgavkar, 2000^^^ Cook County 
Illinois, USA 
1987-1995

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

All (43) +0.4 (G.1-0.8)
lag 3

With SO2  or O3 :
+0.4% lag 3 p<0.05 
With SO2  & O3 :
+0.4% (NS: -0.0 to +0.8) 
lag 3

Los Angeles 
California, USA 
1987-1995

All (57) +0.9% (0.3-1.4)
lag 2

With CO:
-0.1 (NS: -0.8 to +0.6) 
lag 2

Maricopa County 
Arizona, USA 
1987-1995

All (13) +1.7% (0.5-2.9)
la g l

WithNÜ2 :
+1.4% (NS: -0.2 to +3.1) 
la g l
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Hospital adm issions (Tables 3.2 and 3.3)

Ischaemic heart disease, myocardial infarction (Ml), and angina

In Edinburgh, BS had no effect on emergency admissions for ischaemic circulatory diseases/^^ 

In Sydney, FP were very significantly related to heart disease admissions at all ages and in those 

2:65 (p<0 .0 1 ) in the one-pollutant model but there was no effect in the multi-pollutant model. 

There was no effect in people <65.^ '̂^

Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) admissions at all ages were positively associated with PMio in 

Canada^^^ but the positive association was just non-significant in Hong Kong.^^^ In Toronto, the 

effects of particulates on all emergency IHD admissions disappeared when NO2 and SO2 were 

included in a multi-pollutant model.^^^

In people ^65 years, particulates increased IHD admissions in London (1.8% per 10p,g/m^ BS, 

p<0.05; PMio p=0.02)^\ Detroit (p=0.007)^^, Tucson (p<0.05)^^ Cook County (p<0.001)^^ 

Los Angeles County (p<0.01)^^^ Chicago, New Haven, St. Paul, Tacoma, Spokane, and the 

pooled analysis from eight cities^^^ (all p<0.05) and in Colorado, Seattle, and Minneapolis^^^ (all 

non-significant). The association in Maricopa County was significantly negative.^^^ In people 

aged 0-64, IHD admissions rose significantly and substantially in London (1.3% per lOpg/m^ 

PM 10)̂ ^̂ , with a larger relative risk than in older adults.^^^ In Los Angeles County, the effects 

were similar in both age groups.^^®

Schwartz found that PMio had a significant effect on all heart disease admissions in Tucson, 

with little change in a two-pollutant analysis including C0.^°^ To examine whether PMio was 

acting as a proxy for CO, as had been suggested, Schwartz studied heart disease admissions in 

people aged >65 in eight American counties. The effect estimate for PMio was higher where 

correlations between levels of the two pollutants were lower, suggesting that the association 

with PMio was not due to confounding by CO. The point estimate for PMio was a little lower 

when CO was included in the pooled analysis but it remained significant. Effects were also 

seen where there was no correlation between PMio levels and the weather.^^^ In Detroit, the 

inclusion of SO2 or CO did not affect the results.^®^ Sulphur dioxide also had no effect in 

Tucson^®^ but CO reduced the effect to almost nothing in Los Angeles.^^^ In Cook County, NO2 

halved the effect estimate for PMio but the significance remained <5%.^^

MI admissions were significantly related to PMio in Los Angeles "̂^® and to MI in London in a 

uni-pollutant model (2.0% (G.6-3.5)). It remained significantly associated with MI when O3 

was added to the model (3.4%, 1.4-5.2) but not when NO2 (1.4%, -0.9 to +3.8), CO (1.9%, -0.6 

to +4.4) or SO2 (1.5%, -0.3 to +3.4) were included. The inclusion of BS also attenuated the 

effect of NO2, which became non-significant. Poloniecki and colleagues, using APHEA
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Table 3.2 Effects of PM10 on Ischaemic heart disease admissions

Author(s) Place and Years Diagnoses
aCD-9
codes)

Age 
group (no

/day)

Adjusted increase in admissions of a lOpg/m  ̂rise in PMio (95% Cl)
Single lag Cumulative lag

Single pollutant model With other pollutants Single pollutant model With other pollutants
Burnett et al,
1999235

Toronto + 5 
adjoining cities, 
Canada 
1980-1994

IHD
(410-414)

All (24) +1.6% (1.3-2.2) 
lag 0 - 1  (p<0.001)

WithN02,S02,03&
CO:
-0.1% (NS)

Wong et al, 1999*^ Hong Kong 
1994-1995

IHD
(410-414)

All (not 
given)

+0.7% (NS: -0.1 to 
+1.5) lag 0-1

Moolgavkar, 2000' '̂’*̂ Los Angeles
California
USA
1987-1995

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

0-64
(not
given)

+0.9% (0.5-1.3) 
lagO (p<0.001)

With CO:
+0.3% (NS) lag 0 
Negative effect with lags 
1, 2, 3 or 5

Atkinson et al, 
1999237

London, England 
1992-1994

IHD
(410-414)

0-64 +1.3% (0.3-2.5)
lagO p=0.02

Schwartz & Morris,
1994204

Detroit, Michigan, 
USA
1986-1989

IHD
(410-414)

s65 (44.1) +0.6% (0.2-1.0) 
lagO p=0.007

With SO2  :
+0.5% (+0.0-0.9) 
lagO p=0.04 
With CO:
+0.5% (0.1-0.9) 
lagO p<0.03

*

Moolgavkar, 2000̂ "** Cook County
Illinois
USA
1987-1995

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

2:65 (110) +0.8% (0.6-1.0) 
lagO (p<0.001)
Reducing but still 
significant effect with lags 
1  or 2

With NO2 :
+0.4% (0.1-0.7)
lagO (p<0 .0 2 )
Reducing but still 
significant effect with lag 
1

Los Angeles 
California, USA 
1987-1995

2:65 (172) +0.6% (0.2-1.0) 
lagO (p<0.01)
Reducing but still 
significant effect with lags 
1  or 2

With CO: 
+0.2% (NS)/ag2 
Negative effect with lags 
0,1, 4, or 5 
No effect lag 3,
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Author(s) Place and Years Diagnoses
aCD-9
codes)

Age 
group (no

/day)

Adjusted increase in admissions of a lOpg/m  ̂rise in PMio (95% Cl)
Single lag Cumulative lag

Single pollutant model With other pollutants Single pollutant model With other pollutants
Maricopa County
Arizona
USA
1987-1995

s65 (33) Negative effect lag 0-lag 
5, all p » 0 .0 5

Schwartz, 1997""" Tucson, Arizona, 
USA
1988-1990

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

s65 (13.4) +1.2% (0.2-2.2) lag 0 With CO:
+1.0% (0.0-2.1) lag 0

Schwartz""^ Chicago, USA 
1988-1990

All heart 
diseases 
(390-429)

>65 (110) +0.9% (0.5-1.3) lag 0

Colorado Springs, 
USA, 1988-1990

>65 (30) +1.1% (NS: -1.3 to +3.6) 
lagO

Seattle, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (22) +0.7% (NS: -0.0 to +1.5) 
lagO

New Haven, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (18) +1.1% (G.4-1.9) lag 0

Minneapolis, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (14) +0.8% (NS: -0.7 to +2.4) 
lagO

St. Paul, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (9) +1.7% (G.6-2.8) lag 0

Tacoma, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (7) +1.1% (G.2-1.1) lag 0

Spokane, USA 
1988-1990

>65 (6) +1.3% (G.2-2.5)/flg 0

Combined analysis >65 +1.0% (G.7-1.3) lag 0 With CO:
+0.7% (0.41.1) lag 0

Atkinson et al,
1999237

London, England 
1992-1994

IHD
(410-414)

s65 (37.6) +0.8% (0.1-1.6) lag 0

p=0 .02
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Table 3.3 Effects of PM10 on admissions for specific causes of heart disease

Author(s) Place and Years Diagnoses
aCD-9
codes)

Age 
group 

(no / day)

Adjusted increase in admissions of a lOfxg/m^ rise in PMio (95% Cl)
Single lag Cumulative lag

Single pollutant model With other pollutants Single pollutant model With other pollutants
Linn g(aZ ,2000^ Los Angeles, USA 

1 Jan 1992 -  21 Dec 
1995

Acute MI ^30 (47) +0.6% (+0.0-1.2)
lagO

Burnett et al,
1999235

Toronto + 5 
adjoining cities, 
Canada 1980-1994

Heart failure 
(428)

All (9) +1.9% (1.3-2.9) 
lag 0 - 2  (p<0.001)

With NO2  & SO2 : 
+0.6% (NS)

Linn era/, 2 0 0 0 ^ Los Angeles, USA 
1 Jan 1992 -  21 Dec 
1995

CHF® ^30 (49) +0.4% (NS: -0.2 to +1.0) 
lagO

Wong et al,
1999236

Hong Kong 
1994-1995

Heart failure 
(428)

All (not 
given)

+4.8% (3.2-6.4) 
lag 0 -3  p<0.001

Schwartz & 
Morris, 1994^

Detroit, Michigan, 
USA 1986-1989

Heart failure 
(428)

&65 (26.6) +0.8% (0.1-1.4) 
lag 0 - 1  p=0.001

With CO:
+0.8% (0.1-1.4)
lag 0 - 1  p<0 .02

Burnett et al,
1999235

Toronto + 5 
adjoining cities, 
Canada 1980-1994

Dysrhythmia
(427)

All (5) +1.6% (1.1 to2.7) 
lagO (p<0.01)

With O3  &C0: 
+1.0% (NS)

Linn era/, 2000^° Los Angeles, USA 
1 Jan 1992 -  21 Dec 
1995

Cardiac
dysrhythmia

^30 (50) +0.2% (NS: -0.4 to +0.8) 
lagO

Schwartz & 
Morris, 1994^

Detroit, Michigan, 
USA 1986-1989

Dysrhythmia
(427)

^65 (13.1) +0.6% (NS: -0.1 to +1.4) 
la g l  p=0.1

CHF: congestive heart failure
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methodology, calculated that 2.5% of admissions to London hospitals for MI were attributable 

to particulates.^'^^

BS was strongly associated with angina admissions in London 1987-1994 (2.2% (0.2-4.0)).^'^^ 

Dysrhythmias

Admissions for dysrhythmia in London were not significantly related to BS (1.7% (-0.3 to 

+3.8))^"^  ̂but in Toronto they were related to FP in the multi-pollutant m o d e l . T h e r e  was a 

non-significant effect on dysrhythmias in Detroit^^ and no effect in Los Angeles.^'^^

Heart failure

Admissions for heart failure were strongly positively associated with PMio in Toronto 

(p<0.001)^^^ and Hong Kong (p<0.001)^^^ but non-significantly associated in Los Angeles in 

people aged ^30.^"^ In Detroit, admissions s65 years for congestive heart failure also increased 

significantly (p=0.001), with no difference in effect when CO was included in the model

(p<0 .02).^

Admissions for heart failure in London were not significantly related to BS (0.5% (-0.1 to 

+2.1)).^'^’ In Toronto, the effects of particulates on admissions for heart failure disappeared 

when NO2 and SO2 were included in a multi-pollutant model but CO had minimal effect.^^^ 

Carbon monoxide had an effect on admissions for congestive heart failure in seven US cities^^ 

and in Detroit^^, where it was additional to the effects of PMio. Schwartz pointed out that the 

seven-city study did not include FP and suggested that CO could be a proxy for FP in that 

study. "̂^^

Other

Admissions for other ischaemic disease and other circulatory disease were not significantly 

related to BS.^^

Other evidence

Time-series analysis of data from a panel of 90 elderly non-smokers (mean age 77 years), of 

whom 4% had chronic respiratory disease, 47% a history of heart disease, 11% had both and 

38% neither, found that pulse rate was positively associated with PMio (cumulative lag 1-5). 

PMio was also strongly associated with the odds of a pulse rate elevated by 5 (OR1.26 (95% Cl 

0.98-1.62)) or 10 beats per minute (2.39 (1.58-3.62)). There was no association between 

oxygen saturation and PMio.^"^ Heart rate also increased during an air pollution episode in 

Augsberg in participants of the MONICA cohort. Time-series analysis, adjusting for 

cardiovascular risk factors as well as meteorological variables, found an adjusted increase of 

0.25 beats per minute (0.2-0.4) per lOpg/m^ TSP, lag 0-4. Excluding the air pollution episode,
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the increase was 0.15 (0.05-0.25).^'^^ When people with implanted defibrillators were studied, 

there was no consistent relationship between any of three particulate metrics and at least one 

defibrillator discharge,

5.B Summary of the findings of epidemiological studies of ambient 
particulates on heart disease
There is a strong association between heart disease deaths and particulates^^^'^^\ part of which 

may be due to Admissions at all ages are either not related to particulates or not

significantly so, especially in multi-pollutant models. Most studies of IHD admissions in older 

people have found a significant association^^’̂ ®̂’̂ '̂̂ ’̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂ , not confounded by The

effect was reduced by while other gases had inconsistent effects. PMio had similar

effects on heart disease admissions whether or not particle levels were correlated with the 

weather.^̂ ^

Few studies have examined MI or angina admissions. An effect of particulates on dysrhythmias 

appears unlikely. Heart failure is associated with particulates^®^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂  but this may be 

attributable to confounding by gases.^ '̂^’̂ ^̂

Thus IHD, MI and angina admissions in older people are probably and heart failure admissions 

definitely associated with particulates with at least part of this effect due to gaseous pollutants.

3.2.6 Is there a causal relationship?

6.A Strength of the association
The risks from particulates are similar in size to those from second-hand smoke, an accepted 

cause of raised morbidity and mortality

Admissions for IHD in older people showed one of the strongest relationships: 4.8%/10p,g/m^ 

PMio in Edinburgh.^^^ One in 40 London hospital admissions for acute myocardial infarction is 

attributable to particulates^'^^ as are 3.3% of heart disease deaths in New York City.^^^

6.B Consistency of the association
The association between particulates and morbidity (especially respiratory) has been found 

consistently in time-series performed by different authors in different continents, cities, areas, 

times of year, decades, and associated with differing levels and sources of particles and of 

co-pollutants. Both the demonstration of an association and the magnitude of the effect are 

consistent across these differing studies. Equally significantly, similar findings have been 

shown in a range of types of studies.
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Gamble and Lewis argued that ecological studies should be used for hypothesis generation and 

not testing, as the use of group data precludes reaching conclusions about individuals/'^^ They 

ignored studies with individual data/^^'^^^ They also pointed out different results from time- 

series and chamber studies, ignoring the differences between volunteers (usually healthy) and 

those at highest risk of dying. The nature of the airborne particulates may also differ. '̂^^

The consistent correlation between PMio and mortality or measures of morbidity in the exposed 

population is not contradicted by the lack of increase in mortality in workers with occupational 

exposure to high dust levels. The occupational group includes fewer people at increased risk 

(the “healthy worker effect” "̂̂’̂ "̂̂ ) and the nature of the pollution differs. Industrial dust mainly 

comprises large particles. Urban particulates include large numbers of very small, acidic 

particles which deposit more slowly and penetrate indoors more readily

The association between particulates and circulatory mortality has been found very consistently 

in longterm cohort studies^^®’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ , in most (but not alP^) retrospective time-series, whether 

using nephelometry^^°, or measuring F P ^ , or PMi3^^\ or analysed

using case-crossover design^^^, or cross-correlation functions.^^^ Consistent results have also 

been found for all circulatory admissions.^®^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ '̂ '̂ ’̂̂ ^̂

6.C Specificity of the association
There is little evidence about specificity: most studies have not examined the effect of particles 

on specific health outcomes other than cardiorespiratory disease. Of those that have, only two 

have found evidence for lack of specificity.^^^’̂ ®̂ Although the effects on deaths from chronic 

lung disease were greater, Schwartz found that non-cardiopulmonary deaths were also positively 

and non-significantly associated with PMio.^^^

Ito and Thurston found significant associations between particulates and circulatory and 

respiratory deaths but not those due to other causes.^^^ Linn et al found effects of PMio on 

cardiovascular and pulmonary admissions but not on abdominal admissions.^^^ PMio had larger 

effect estimates for deaths from cardiovascular and respiratory causes in 20 of the largest US 

cities than the pooled effect estimate for all non-accidental mortality but the 95% posterior 

intervals overlapped.^^^

In Lyon, the very high effect estimate for digestive deaths had a very wide 95% confidence 

interval (-14.6% to +250%/10pg/m^ PM1 3), unlike the effects on respiratory deaths and 

cardiovascular deaths, which were almost significant at the 5% l e v e l . S t u d i e s  have generally 

found a greater effect on deaths at all ages from circulatory diseases than all-cause mortality, 

though the 95% Cl overlap.^'^'^^'^^^
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6.D Temporal relationship of the association
Not all studies can comment on the temporality of the association but the experimental studies 

demonstrate that exposure to particulates preceded the outcome. Gamble and Lewis pointed out 

that the use of same day pollution in time-series may mean deaths occurred before the full day’s 

exposure was completed.^"^^ Many studies have found a lagged exposure, which, by definition, 

predominantly if not entirely preceded the outcome, fitted the data better but very few tested 

“negative” lags.

A  cumulative lag also gave the best fit for the effect of TSP on deaths from myocardial 

infarction in Milan^^° but few studies have examined temporal aspects of particulates and IHD.

Lagged exposure was related to circulatory deaths.^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂  The effect estimate was higher 

with cumulative than single day levels in Sydney^^^, Barcelona and the pooled APHEA 

analysis.^^ A  cumulative lag also gave the best fit for the effect of TSP on circulatory 

mortality."""'̂ '"^

Using distributed lag models, Schwartz found the effect on non-accidental mortality was 

maximal on the first day but that PMio continued to exert an effect on subsequent days, falling 

to zero only after four to five days. The effect using a two-day moving average (lag 0-1) was 

greater than with a single lag; both of these underestimated the effect shown by the distributed 

lag model.^^^ This is particularly likely for all-cause mortality, which includes both deaths from 

myocardial infarction, which may occur immediately after an acute trigger, and respiratory 

diseases, where the cascade of biological effects may take longer.

6.E Biological gradient
Rossi et al showed that there was a marked exposure-effect gradient between TSP and deaths 

from myocardial infarction or heart failure but that the gradient of the slope was lower at higher 

concentrations.^^®

Most of the studies considering this issue looked only at total or non-traumatic mortality. A 

dose-response relationship has been found in almost every time-series study, with an estimate of 

the relative risk of death or hospital use associated with a given change in particulate level 

across the range found in the study. No study has found a threshold at the population level. 

Several studies have demonstrated the dose-response relationship and no threshold by dividing 

the data into quartiles or quintiles of particulate levels and showing a linear relationship between 

average particulate concentration and relative risk 204,209,230,257,274-280 authors have analysed

studies including and excluding days with unusually high pollution and have shown the same 

effect for both analyses.^®^’̂ ^̂
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e.FBiological plausibility
PMio have been shown to generate free radicals^*^ which have been proposed as the common 

pathogenic mechanism for all the effects of particulates on health.^^ Other theories include 

increasing inflammation with alterations in permeability^"^, as inflammation is stimulated by 

ultrafine particles^^^, and reduced vitamin C intake in the elderly in winter, leading to reduced 

levels of antioxidant in the lung and therefore increased susceptibility to oxidant release from 

inflammation induced by inhaled particles/^^

Atmospheric dust and zinc each produced cell injury and inflammation in mouse lungs, unlike 

other metal salts?^^ Urban air particles induce cytokine production and release^®  ̂and are 

cytotoxic/^^ Particles can adsorb endotoxin, and can then activate macrophages.^^

Airborne particles also enhance histamine release, degranulation of neutrophils, and generation 

and release of inflammatory mediators.^^ Particulates can decrease ciliary action^^\ increase 

the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines especially in atopic individuals^^^, induce apoptosis in 

alveolar macrophages and shift the balance between immune stimulatory and suppressor 

phenotypes^^^, and kill micro-organisms but induce tissue injury

In addition to the above mechanisms, particulates increase coagulability of blood^^^, although 

there was no relationship in a time-series s t u d y P l a s m a  viscosity, fibrinogen, factor VII and 

plasminogen activator inhibitor increase as a consequence of inflammatory reactions and are 

linked to circulatory disease. People with higher fibrinogen levels may be more susceptible to 

the effects of In dogs, particulates cause cardiac ischaemia.^^^

In rats, particulates can cause dysrhythmias which are more severe and even fatal in those with 

poor cardiorespiratory function.^^^ Heart rate variability in elderly people was inversely 

associated with same-day P M 2 . 5 ,  suggesting that particulates reduce autonomic cardiac 

control.^^^ Pulse rate was positively associated with PMio in two studies.^"^’̂ "̂^

6.G Coherence
Particulates are associated with circulatory cardiovascular deaths

excluding cerebrovascular causes^^^, and deaths from heart disease^^^, myocardial infarction^^® 

or heart failure.^^° Circulatory deaths are more common in people dying on high pollution 

days.^^^ Particulates are also related to all circulatory admissions^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂ ’̂ "̂ ’̂̂ ^̂  and 

admissions with Mf"^\ or angina.^"^  ̂ Admissions for heart failure were associated

with particulates in some studies^^ but not others.^"^  ̂ Similarly, dysrhythmia admissions 

showed some associations^^^ but not in all studies.̂ '̂̂ '̂ "̂ ^
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6.H Experimental evidence
Experimental evidence from studies on human volunteers, animals and cells are described in 

detail in Appendix 3. Intervention studies are not generally practicable. One intervention study 

has been performed but did not consider cardiovascular effects.^^^ Two “natural experiments” 

have heen reported on, which can examine reversibility. Unfortunately, neither is comparable to 

central London, as one involved particles from a steel mill and the other the sulphur content of 

fuel, and neither examined cardiovascular disease.

6.1 Analogy
The main analogy that can be drawn is with secondhand smoke, which is well-known for 

exacerbating symptoms in people who have asthma.^"^  ̂ It also affects coronary blood flow.^°® 

Like particulate air pollution, it is a mixture of different constituents, many known to be toxic. 

Exposure can be short- or long-term and is often to low concentrations of compounds yet 

consensus opinion from national^'^^’̂ '̂ ’̂̂ ®̂ and international^®^ expert committees have concluded 

that involuntary smoking causes coronary heart disease, among others.

This view is opposed strongly by the tobacco industry, which denied publicly that smoking 

causes diseases in smokers themselves, commenting on “statistics” and “opinion”, while 

admitting the causal link in internal documents.^®^ There is therefore a further analogy: the only 

published reviews which conclude that the statistical association between PMio and health is not 

causal come from Gamble and Lewis, who are based at an oil company (Exxon), with one paper 

funded partially by the Institute of Petroleum in London.^"^®’̂®̂

3.2.7 Is there a threshold?
Very few studies have examined issues of threshold or linearity for heart disease outcomes. 

There was no threshold for IHD admissions in Detroit, plotting the data for quartiles of PM iq.̂ ®̂ 

Recent evidence against a threshold comes from two pooled analyses from 10 or 14 American 

cities: the effect estimate for cardiovascular admissions increased by 25% when only days with 

PMio <50p,g/m^ were included.^®^’̂®̂

3.2.8 Are the relationships linear?
Few studies have examined the shape of the relationship for heart disease outcomes. Only one 

study has considered all circulatory deaths: the effect in Paris was non-linear.

Rossi et al fitted two slopes to examine the effect of TSP on deaths from myocardial infarction 

(MI) and heart failure in Milan. The slope when only days with TSP>200fxg/m^ were included 

was negative and significantly different (p<0.0001) from the slope using all days’ data.
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indicating a lower slope at higher TSP concentrations. This also applied to all-cause mortality 

and to deaths from respiratory infections and COPD.^^®

Assuming linearity in the pollution range encountered in central London will, if anything, 

underestimate the effects at lower levels if the recent American pooled analyses are 

correct.'""-^

3.2.9 What is the magnitude of the effect of PM10?
Papers usually give results as relative risk (RR) for a given increase (with or without 95% 

confidence intervals), as the regression (3-coefficients (with standard error (SE) , the ratio of 

logRR p to SE (T), or neither), or as the percentage increase in outcome for a given rise in 

pollution. I calculated effect estimates for a rise of lOpg/m^ 24hr-PMio, assuming a linear 

relationship with no threshold.' I also calculated 95% confidence intervals where it was 

possible to do so."

Although some authors have converted TSP, BS or other measures of particulates into 

‘PMio-equivalents’ for their reviews or meta-analyses, I have not done so because of the 

variability in the relationships between these (pl02).

After excluding poorly designed studies and acknowledging the need for separate meta-analyses 

so that each combined studies only if they examined the same particulate metric, health 

outcome, age-group, and co-pollutant(s) (or none), I would have needed to perform many meta

analyses each with very few contributing studies. For many combinations, particularly 

inclusion of co-pollutants, only one result was available for each combination of diagnostic and 

age-group, pollutant metric, single or cumulative lag, and pollutants in the model. For heart 

disease deaths, a meta-analysis would have included four uni-pollutant model results from two 

studies, (one USA city and three USA counties). Results with five different co-pollutants were 

each quoted from one site only. IHD admissions would have required four meta-analyses: two 

would each have contained only two results. A  third, for all heart disease not just IHD, would 

have contained the results from 13 locations from three studies, one of which had already 

conducted a pooled analysis of its nine r e s u l t s . I n  addition, a further seven results had no 

other studies with which they could sensibly be combined because of differences in age-groups, 

diagnostic codes, or co-pollutants.^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ ’̂ *̂ Even if different diagnoses for heart failure were

' Relative risk (RR) for a lOpg/m^ increase in pollutant = ê *̂^
where P is the regression coefficient for a Ipg/m^ change in pollutant 

Percentage increase in outcome for a lOpg/m^ increase in pollutant = lOO(RR-l)
" 95% confidence interval (Cl) for RR for a lOpg/m^ increase in pollutant =

where p is the regression coefficient for a Ipg/m^ change in pollutant and SE is the standard error of p.
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ignored, the four studies would have yielded one combined analysis of two results, with a 

further four single results. For dysrhythmia, the three studies gave four non-combinable results.

Instead, I have focussed on three sets of results. Firstly, those from primary studies in London 

in the 1990s, since that is where I intend to use these effect estimates. Secondly, pooled 

analyses from the APHEA' studies in western Europe, also a primary study, as the sources and 

levels of pollution were similar to London and the power of the pooled study was substantially 

greater than for most of the single studies available. Thirdly, I used the results from the WHO 

meta-analyses that were the basis of the COMEAP report on the burden of disease in the UK 

attributable to pollution. Although I chose these three sources of effect estimates a priori, in 

practice, they were not available for all outcomes.

Confounding by other pollutants is a possibility. Where they exist, I have chosen effect 

estimates that allow for the effects of other relevant pollutants. Most studies have also found 

greater effects of pollution using cumulative rather than single day lag. Ideally, I would use 

effect estimates that incorporate both co-pollutants and cumulative exposure but in practice, 

these are seldom available. Often, neither are available. Results for ischaemic heart disease 

deaths and admissions are given here as an example.

9.A Mortality (Table 3.1)
There were no studies in Europe using PMio and no WHO meta-analysis, so I have not included 

this outcome in the HIA.

9.B Hospital admissions (Tables 3.2 and 3.3)
Results from London for ischaemic heart disease admissions were available only by age-group 

(+1.3% (0.5-1.3) aged 0-64; +0.8% (0.1-1.6) ^65).^^^ The latter is similar to the pooled analysis 

from eight US cities (+1.0% (0.7-1.3)).^^^ There was no other European study.

There were no European studies nor WHO meta-analyses using PMio for admissions for acute 

MI or for heart failure.

This was an example of the procedure I used to find, appraise, and collate the literature to derive 

the results which are given in chapters four and five.

' APHEA: Air Pollution and Health: a European Approach (p71)
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Chapter Four: The health effects of particulates

This chapter summarises the findings of the literature review on the health effects of 

particulates (given in full in Appendix 3), compares my approach and conclusions with those of 

other reviewers, and discusses other issues.

Results

I found 410 reports of epidemiological studies of particulates. I excluded 38 studies where 

average particulate levels were >100pg/m^, far higher than in central London (for 

example^^’̂ ®̂ '̂ ^̂ ), or where particulates derived mostly from sources other than traffic (for 

example burning coal^^^’̂ ’  ̂or wood^^^ or steel manufacture^^^) and therefore of different 

composition than in central London (Appendix 2). However, where questions have not been 

tackled in more comparable areas, I have included research conducted elsewhere.

I excluded 35 studies where the design does not permit conclusions about specific pollutants 

(for example^^^ ^^^ or the methodological quality was too poor to be u s e f u l . I n  most cases, 

this was due to inadequate adjustment for known confounders. I described known confounders 

and my exclusion criteria in chapter three (pp72-74).

Some studies included so few pollution measurements or outcome events that the power of the 

study was very low. In general, I have included such studies if the study was otherwise of good 

quality. Problems occur when interpreting non-significant results, as type II errors are frequent 

but cannot be assumed.

4.1 Summary of epidemiological evidence for outcomes other 

than ischaemic heart diseaes

4.1.1 Acute effects 

Asthm a and atopic d isea ses

Particulates are associated with asthma admissions but co-pollutants, especially NO2 decrease 

the effect of particulates. Particulates are definitely associated with emergency hospital 

attendances for asthma in children and adults despite the inclusion of O3 or CO. In two- 

pollutant models, NO2 had no impact on particulates in one study^^^; particles had little or no 

residual effect in others.^^^’̂ ^̂

GP consultations for asthma in different age-groups may be associated with particulates but 

NO2 is more likely to be the relevant pollutant.^^"^ In adults, incidence of wheeze, cough.
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nocturnal cough, respiratory infection, lower respiratory symptoms, and medication use seem 

positively associated with particulates.

In children, particulates were associated with increased prevalence of wheeze; lower respiratory 

symptoms, including in asthmatics; upper respiratory symptoms; increased duration of lower 

respiratory symptoms, in a model including NO2 ; and bronchodilators use, independently of 

SO2. Most studies, but not all, found a negative association between particles and PEFR, 

especially in children with asthma. However, a recent large European multicentre study 

(PEACE') found no effects of particulates on PEFR, prevalence of respiratory symptoms or 

bronchodilator use in children with asthma.^^^’̂ ^̂

Particulates reduce PEFR in adults with asthma but not in the general population nor in those 

with other lung disease.

Non-asthma respiratory d isease

Respiratory deaths are associated with particles, independent of SO2 but effects were reduced 

by and Thus the association is partly due to confounding but some of the effect

is probably directly attributable to particles. The pooled APHEA analysis found SO2 was more 

important than particulates^^ although particles had the stronger effect in Paris.^^^

There is good evidence for an association between respiratory admissions and particulates, 

particularly PMiq. This was not due to confounding by O3 , CO, or SO2 , with NO2 having 

inconsistent effects.

There is an association with emergency hospital visits for respiratory complaints in children 

and adults but not in older adults (R.Atkinson, personal communication).^^^ The effect of 

particulates is reduced by O3 and may be attributable to S0 2 .̂ ^̂  GP consultations for all and for 

non-asthma respiratory diseases are associated with pollution but it is difficult to know with 

which pollutant.^^'^

There is an association between particulates and deaths from COPD" plus asthma.^^^ This is 

possibly confounded by O3 , which is not a problem in London. COPD admissions are also 

associated with particulates. The effects persisted but were reduced by NO2 , O3  and CO. 

Emergency attendances for COPD and night-time symptoms in people with COPD^^^ increased 

with particulates in the only studies that examined each of these outcomes. FEVi decreased in 

smokers with COPD.

There is a strong association between particles and deaths from lower respiratory infections in 

younger people but no information on confounding. There is also an association between

‘ Pollution Effects on Asthmatic Children in Europe 
" Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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particulates and hospital admissions for lower respiratory infections, which is partly due to 

confounding by other pollutants.

In children without respiratory problems, acute exposure to particulates is associated with 

reduced lung function.

Circulatory d isease

There is a strong association between particulates and circulatory deaths but some of this may 

be due to confounding by other pollutants. The effect of co-pollutants on results for 

particulates were inconsistent, although the pooled APHEA analysis for circulatory deaths 

found that SO2 was more important than particulates.^^ There is a definite association between 

particulates and circulatory admissions. Little information is available on confounding by other 

pollutants.

The numbers were too small to draw conclusions about the effect of particulates on 

cerebrovascular deaths, while the results were inconsistent in studies of cerebrovascular 

admissions.

Totai mortality

Some studies have considered all deaths but many have excluded non-traumatic deaths from 

their analyses. Almost all studies have found a positive association between total or non- 

traumatic mortality and particulates. Most of the results have been significant and do not seem 

to be due to confounding.^^^

Confounding by weather is unlikely. Pope and Kalkstein used both conventional adjustments 

for temperature and humidity and synoptic weather categories (p73) in their analyses, as well as 

different methods of adjusting for temporal trends. Their results were robust to these different 

methods.^^° Analyses using different methods and models to allow for the effects of weather 

affected the estimate of the effect of particulates minimally^®^ but the associations between 

pollutant and outcome remained.^^^

The acute effects of particulates on total mortality are mostly independent of co-pollutants;

NO2 reduced the effect in some studies but increased it on another. The relationship with 

particulates is also found in studies conducted in areas with very low SO2 .

4.1.2 Which unconfounded associations are causai?

For PMio, although the association is weak (albeit important in absolute terms^^^’̂ "̂ )̂, the 

biological gradient is marked. It is remarkably consistent, coherent, and specific. The exposure 

definitely preceded the effect in all the studies that are capable of demonstrating this by using 

lagged exposure in a time-series analysis or a prospective cohort design. It is biologically
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plausible, although the precise sequence of events that cause death is not yet understood. There 

is minimal experimental evidence but the only ‘natural experiments’ (closure of a steel mill^^^, 

reduction of sulphur content of fuel̂ *̂̂ ) have produced results consistent with a causal 

relationship. It is reasonable to conclude that particulate air pollution does cause ill-health, 

greater use of health services, and premature death. What is less certain is which aspect of 

particulates -  their composition, size or number -  is of most importance.

■ There is strong evidence that short-term increases in particulates causes premature 

mortality from all-causes.

■ There is moderately strong evidence that particles may cause death from all circulatory, 

heart, and respiratory diseases and COPD.

■ There is moderately strong evidence for a causal relationship with emergency hospital 

admissions for COPD, lower respiratory tract infections, all respiratory diseases, IHD, heart 

failure, all circulatory diseases, and asthma.

■ There is moderately strong evidence for a causal relationship with emergency hospital 

attendance for asthma.

■ There is sufficient evidence for a causal relationship between chronic particulate exposure 

and premature mortality to proceed on the Precautionary Principle (p45).

4.1.3 Chronic exposure

Summary o f effects

Mortality

Fewer studies have examined chronic than acute effects (by two orders of magnitude). They 

are described in greater detail in Appendices 1 and 3. Some have been ecological studies with 

design flaws^^^ for example not adjusting for individual level confounders such as cigarette 

smoking.̂ ^̂

There have been three prospective cohort studies: the Harvard Six Cities Study^^^, the American 

Cancer Society (ACS) Cancer Prevention Study I I  (CPS-II)^^^, and the Adventists Health Study 

o f Smog (AHSMOG) cohort of Californian Seventh Day Adventists.^^^’̂ ^̂

Effects of chronic particulate exposure were found on both total and cardiopulmonary 

mortality; the effects were substantially larger than the acute effects and were statistically 

significant. They were seen consistently in all three studies and in all subgroups examined, 

except for women in the AHSMOG group. Increased mortality from lung cancer was also seen 

in the Six Cities study and in men in the other two studies.
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The inclusion of individual-level data in the cohort studies has allowed for most confounders, 

although residual confounding may be a problem, for example physical activity or socio

economic status other than education level. It is possible that such confounders are particularly 

prevalent in the more polluted areas. Also, confounding by other pollutants has not generally 

been investigated. However, the stronger association of PM 2.5 than PMio with mortality 

suggests that fine particles are more likely to be the causal agent than a confounder.

Morbidity

Few studies have been conducted on chronic exposure, so it is difficult to reach a conclusion, 

particularly for incidence of chronic diseases. Prevalence of COPD, respiratory symptoms in 

adults and children in the general population or those with asthma, and severity of asthma and 

COPD all seem related to chronic exposure to particulates. Prevalence of asthma does not 

appear to be related to longterm particulate exposure; studies of lung function have mixed 

results but most show an association.

Causality

Much of the evidence for acute effects of particulates supports the concept that longterm 

exposure affects health, for example coherence, experimental evidence, and biological 

plausibility. The association is not strong but is stronger than for most acute effects. An 

increase of lOpg/m^ in annual mean PMio decreased FVC by 3.4% and FEVi by 1.6%. There 

was a strong gradient of effect between annual mean PMiq and both lung function^^^ and 

prevalence of breathlessness^^"^ in the SAPALDIA {Swiss Study on A ir Pollution and Lung  

Diseases in Adults) study in the range 10.1-33.4pg/m^. This was consistent: addition of a 

number of potential confounders to the SAPALDIA model hardly affected the results, while a 

random effects model increased the strength of the association.^^^ The studies have been 

consistent. Gamble placed great emphasis on the lack of effects in the AHSMOG 10-year 

follow-up^^^ but Kiinzli and Tager pointed out this was a relatively short and small study^^^; the 

15-year follow-up did find an effect of particulates on m o r t a l i t y C o n s i s t e n t  results were also 

found when the Health Effects Institute (HEI) reanalysed the Harvard Six City and the ACS 

studies including different variables and allowing smoking status and body mass index to vary 

over time.^^^

Coherence for chronic effects has been similar to the acute effects: a reduction in lung function 

and increases in respiratory symptoms, respiratory disease, cardiopulmonary deaths and all

cause mortality. In addition, lung cancer deaths have been related to longterm particulate 

exposure. Biological gradient was shown in the Six Cities study, where there was a linear 

relationship between annual mean P M 2 . 5  and mortality across all the cities.
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Gamble stated that the criterion of temporality is not met as particulate measurements started 

only a few years before the recording of deaths and the development of disease takes 

decades.^®'  ̂ Unless the ranking of ambient levels had inverted in the past, this is not important. 

His main criticism was that the fixed site measurements of pollution did not reflect personal 

exposure. This is discussed further in chapter six. In general, misclassification of exposure 

reduces the apparent association. Analyses using smaller particles, for which the correlation 

between indoor and outdoor levels is greater^^^, found stronger relationships.^^®

Gamble denied biological plausibility because he calculated that the risk per unit P M  was 

150-200 times higher for P M 2 . 5  than tobacco smoke.^®  ̂ However, this is a fallacious argument, 

since it is based on estimation of the particulate levels generated from a cigarette of average tar 

content. Tar content as measured by machines bears little relationship to the dose obtained by a 

s m o k e r .S e c o n d ly ,  90% of cigarette smoke, and the majority of the 4,000 chemical it 

contains, are gaseous not particulate.^^^ Gamble quotes a RR for higher P M 2 . 5  exposure of 

1.17-1.26 for total mortality and 1.3 for cardiopulmonary deaths.̂ ®"̂  The risks for particulate 

exposure are thus similar to those for secondhand tobacco smoke. '̂^® Although a ‘weak’ 

association, the evidence for causality is well-established for secondhand smoke '̂^^’̂ '^’̂ ®̂’̂ ®̂  

which is a better analogy than active smoking.

4.2 Determining the exposure-effect functions

The next step was to examine the shape of these relationships, to be able to quantify the effects 

of changing levels of particulate pollution. Although it is likely that the number, size and 

composition of particles are all important, these measurements are not routinely available, nor 

are they targets in the UK National Air Quality Strategy, so only PMio was considered when 

modelling the effects of air quality management. In general, only those outcomes for which I 

concluded that there is at least moderately strong evidence for a causal relationship with 

particulates were included. The exceptions are where reports for government or international 

bodies have concluded otherwise.

The literature search found 236 reports of time-series studies of the effects of particles on 

health, of which 16 were excluded because they considered pollution from sources or at levels 

not relevant to central London and 14 had methodological flaws that precluded useful 

interpretation of their results (Appendix 2). There were 43 primary papers using PMio 

measurements. The tables of PM iq studies (Appendix 3) consist of all results of the included 

studies, including those outcomes for which there is little evidence of a causal relationship.
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4.2.1 Interpreting the effect estimates

Confounding by weather and other factors (pp72-74) were dealt with adequately by well- 

designed studies. Other air pollutants are the principal confounders which are recognised but 

not always measured or included in the models; results are given in Appendix 3 for models 

using PMio alone or with co-pollutants, when available. The effect estimates give no indication 

of the magnitude of the harvesting effect (p i 19). Much of the information used to assess 

causality is relevant to issues of the shape and magnitude of the relationships.

4.2.2 Is there a threshold? 

Acute effects

Total mortality has been shown to be affected by particulates down to 20|ig/m^ and 

5p,g/m^ PM with no threshold for TSP in Madrid.^^^

Analyses excluding higher levels of pollution have found no threshold for effects on total 

mortality, with effect estimates increasing when higer levels of TSP were excluded.

There were also no indications of a threshold when deaths from heart failure were examined.210

Using different models for analysing data from the same cities, Daniels et al recommended that 

it is appropriate to use linear models without a threshold.^'*^’̂ '  ̂ The linear model performed 

best for total and cardiorespiratory mortality; if there were a threshold, it would be ~15pg/m^ 

(95% credible region 10-20) for total and ~15p,g/m^ (0-20) for cardiorespiratory m o r t a l i t y . A  

related study found increases of &20% in effects for COPD or pneumonia admissions when 

analysis was restricted to days with PMio <50p,g/m^.^°^

Cakmak, Burnett and Krewski’s simulation study showed that nonparametric smoothed data 

could generally distinguish between linear and threshold exposure-effect relationships, even 

with some measurement error.̂ "^^

No threshold for the effect of particulates was seen in Seattle, where the lowest three quartiles 

had PMio levels 6-36|u,g/m^ '̂^ ,̂ in Birmingham, Alabama down to 20pg/m^^^^ nor down to 

40|uig/m^ TSP in the USA^ "̂̂ , 20|ig/m^ BS in London^'^\ llpg/m ^ BS in Paris^^\ <20pg/m^ PMio 

in London^^"  ̂or Atlanta^'^^, and 40pg/m^ PMio in Sao Paulo.^^^ In Brisbane, no threshold was 

found using quintiles of particulates: the mean value of the lowest quintile was 5p,g/m^ 

PMioequivalents.^°

I shall therefore assume there is no threshold.
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Chronic effects

There was no evidence for a threshold effect when adjusted prevalence of cough was plotted 

against annual average PMio concentrations in a cross-sectional survey of Swiss children aged 

six to 15 years. "̂^  ̂ Dyspnoea and lung function were associated with PM iq down to 10p,g/m^ in 

the SAPALDIA s t u d y P r e v a l e n c e  of breathlessness was also linearly related to PMio, with 

no threshold at these levels/^"^

4.2.3 Are the relationships iinear?

Acute effects

Most studies have assumed that the relationship between relative risk and pollution is linear, 

that is relative risk or percentage change in outcome of a given increment in pollutant does not 

change across the range of pollutant levels examined. For brevity, the term linear is used here 

in this sense. While the relative risk remains unchanged, the absolute effects alter.

Several studies have examined different models and have demonstrated this linear relationship 

between average particulate concentration and relative risk for total or non-traumatic

Schwela showed that the short- 

term exposure response effects on mortality, respiratory admissions, or respiratory symptoms 

and lung function fit a straight line at low levels of PMio (lO-lOOpg/m^) but at several hundreds 

of pg/m^ of PMio, the curve is flatter.^^^ Although other studies also found the relationship to 

be curvilinear^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ '̂ ’̂̂ '̂ ’̂̂ '̂*, these are at concentrations well in excess of those now found in the 

UK.

Relative risk of total or non-traumatic mortality was linearly related to TSP^^^ in a number of 

cities, examined by quartile^*^’̂ ^̂ , quintile^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ , or percentile.^^^

The World Health Organisation (WHO) printed graphs showing linear relationships between 

ambient PMio concentration and percentage changes in mortality, hospital admissions, 

symptoms, bronchodilators use and PEFR but cautioned that one cannot extrapolate to PMiq 

<2 0 pg/m^ or >2 0 0 pg/m^, since these levels are outside the range of PMio included in the studies 

on which the graphs are based.^^^ The lines do, however, go through the origin of all three 

graphs. I shall therefore assume linearity over the range experienced in central London.

Chronic effects

The relationship in the Harvard Six Cities Study between mean FP level and mortality rate ratio 

was linear across the six cities.^^°

The effects of particulates on prevalence of chronic bronchitis was linear for the lower three 

quartiles (mean annual mean TSP 50-90pg/m^).^^^ There was a strong gradient for the
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association between annual mean PMio and lung function in the SAPALDIA study in the range 

10.1-33.4[xg/m^.^^^ The effect on respiratory function in the NHANES II study was non-linear 

above 90|ig/m^: square transformation improved the fit.^^  ̂ The Institute of Occupational 

Medicine (lOM) report found the results for longterm exposure were linear/^^ The effects on 

lung function are therefore likely to be linear at the levels found in central London.

4.2.4 What are the magnitudes of the acute exposure-response 

coefficients for PMio?

In chapter three (p87), I described why I chose to use effect estimates from three sources 

(Primary studies from London and APHEA, and WHO meta-analysis results used by 

COMEAP) rather than produce a large number of meta-analyses based on very few, and not 

necessarily relevant, studies. The relevant effect estimates from these three sources are given 

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. They are compared with the results of other primary studies in Appendix 

3.

4.2.5 What are the magnitudes of the chronic exposure-response 

coefficients for PMio? 

Total m ortality

Although the issue of confounding by other pollutants has not been adequately assessed, others 

have concluded that longterm exposure to higher levels of particulates probably increases 

cardiopulmonary and total mortality.^^^’̂ ^*'^  ̂ However, there is great uncertainty about the 

magnitude of the effect (p ll6 ).

C O M E A P  used P M 2 . 5  but to analyse the effects of attaining UK targets, I need to use PMio, for 

which there is less evidence for a valid e f f e c t . I  shall use the WHO’s three-country study 

variance-weighted effect estimate of +4.3% (2.6-6.1) /lOpg/m^ annual mean PM]q^^  ̂(based on 

the Six Cities^^® and ACS^^^ studies).

Morbidity

COPD

Although prevalence of COPD is probably related to longterm particulate exposure, the 

American studies found significant results for COPD prevalence only when expressed in terms 

of hours exposed to high TSP levels. Also, prevalence data for COPD are not routinely 

available; for these reasons, I cannot quantify the effects on COPD prevalence
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Table 4.1 Estimates used of percentage change in mortality for the effect of an acute change of Ipg/m  ̂PMio

Diagnostic
category

ICD-9 codeŝ ^̂ ICD-10
codeŝ ^̂

Age
group

Mean annual number of 
deaths by cause and age- 

group

Effect estimates

Westminster Kensington 
& Chelsea

London APHEA WHO

All non- 
traumatic^

<800 A* -R* All 1,363 1,038 +0.03% (-0.02 to +0.07)^ +0.04% (0.02-0.06)^“ +0.074% (0.062-

All
respiratory^

460-519 J* All 236 181 +0.04% withNÜ2^^

COPD + 
asthma

490-496 J40*-J47* ë65 59 46 +0.25% (0.06-0.46f^

For outcomes not in italics, there is strong evidence of a causal relationship; where the effect estimates is in bold, p<0.05 for that effect estimate 
For outcomes in italics, there is moderate evidence of a causal relationship
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Table 4.2 Estimates used of percentage change in emergency healthcare for the effect of an acute change of Ipg/m^ PMio

Diagnostic category ICD-9
codeŝ ^̂

ICD-10
codes^“

Age
group

Mean annual number of emergency 
hospital admissions and consultations by 

cause and age-group

Effect estimates

Westminster Kensington & Chelsea London WHO
Circulatory admissions^ 390-459 1* 0-64 479 338 +0.11% (0.04-0.18

s65 999 630 +0.05% (-0.00 to + 0 .1 0 f '
IHD admissions 410-414 120-125 0-64 204 146 +0.13% (0.03-0.25f^'

s65 317 199 +0.08% (0.01-0.16f^
Respiratory admissions 460-519 J* All 1,306 903 +0.08% (0 .03-0 .16f ̂ +0.08% (0.05 to

Q j  2^364,365

COPD^ + asthma admissions 490-496 J40-J47 265 238 155 +0.17% (0 .05-0 .29f '
Lower respiratory infection 
admissions

466, 480- 
486

J12-J22 205 260 175 +0.13% (0.02-0.25f  '

Asthma admissions 493 J45-J46 0-14 86 76 +0.11% (-0.02 to +0.24/^'
15-64 92 73 +0.19% (0.02-0.36f^'

Asthma attendances at A&E self-reported 0-14 NIA NIA +0.30% (0.09-0.50) 
cumulative^^^
+0.15% (-0.02 to +0.34) with 
NOi^^

15-64 NIA NIA +0.24% (0.07-0.42) 
cumulative^^^

For outcomes in italics, there is moderate evidence of a causal relationship 
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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Lung function

The best data on lung function come from the NHANES II study but this used TSP. There are 

no results using chronic exposure to PMio from my chosen sources and, as for acute effects.

4.2.6 Inequalities in effects of particulates

Disease and disability

Particulates have a greater effect on those with pre-existing severe cardiorespiratory 

d i s e a s e . P a r t i c u l a t e s  also increase the risk of death more in people with pre-existing 

cancer^^^’̂ ^̂ , IHD^^^, or diabetes^^^, perhaps by hastening the actual death in people with 

compromised cardiorespiratory function.^^^ However, no increased effect was seen in people 

with airways disease or hypertension.^^®

Age

Particulates are said to have a greater effect on older people and infants®^  ̂but there were no 

age-dependent effects for all-cause or circulatory mortality, respiratory admissions, or GP 

consultations for non-asthma respiratory disease. Respiratory mortality was higher in the 65-74 

age-group in London.^^^ Emergency admissions for all circulatory diseases or IHD in London 

were higher in people aged <65.^®  ̂ Using multi-level modelling and adjusting for area-based 

sociodemographic and lifestyle data, Lipfert and Morris examined age/period/cohort/pollutant 

effects. They found larger effects in people aged 15-44 and 45-64 then in older age-groups, 

with no effect in people aged >85, even when longterm exposure was considered.®^® Of 636 

results, 227 were ‘significant’ (p<0.05).

Sex

In Cook County, Illinois, total deaths were increased more in women (+0.8% (0.4-1.3)) than 

men (+0.4% (0.0-0.8)). The effect on respiratory and cancer deaths were also greater in women 

than men (+1.7% (0.2-3.5) vs +1.0% (-0.3 to +2.6)): for respiratory deaths this was seen in the 

black but not the white population (black women 3.1%, -0.2 to +7.5). These differences could 

be due to greater exposure or greater susceptibility^^^ or to differences between the groups in 

the prevalence of other risk factors.

Styer et al found the reverse in people s65: total mortality was +1.6% (0.2-3.0) in males and 

+0.9% (-0.2 to +1.9) in females /lOpg/m® PMio.®^̂  No such data are available from any of my 

three chosen sources.
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Ethnicity

Of the population in Cook County, Illinois, 28% were black, most living in the inner city area. 

All but 1% of the rest were white, with the majority living outside the city. The effects were 

greater in black women (+1.1% (0.3-2.1)) than white (+0.7% (0.2-1.2)), with the largest effect 

estimate for black women aged 15-60, particularly for respiratory deaths (+8.4% (0.5-22.2) 

/lOpg/m^ PM]o)/^^ Other analyses found no effect modification by the percentage of the 

population that was non-white.^®^’̂ ^̂

Socio-economic status

In the UK, cardiorespiratory morbidity (other than asthma) is more prevalent in those with 

poorer socio-economic circumstances.^'^’̂ ^̂  Although partly due to a higher prevalence of ever- 

smoking^^^, hospital admission and death remain inversely related to social class even allowing 

for smoking.^^"  ̂ Deprived neighbourhoods are also more likely to have higher levels of ambient 

pollution^^^'^^^, so those most susceptible to pollution also have the greatest exposure. In the 

USA using county-level data, poverty rate did not affect the association between PMio and 

cardiorespiratory admissions^®^ or m o r t a l i t y T h e  percentage with college education or 

unemployed were effect modifiers in one study^®  ̂but not another.^^

Discussion

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Identification of relevant studies

Although the main literature search was conducted before publication of the WHO Guidelines 

on Evaluation and Use of Epidemiological Evidence for Environmental Health Risk 

Assessment^^^’̂ ^̂ , my method complied with their recommendations to a very large extent.

a. I did not involve a librarian but have had some training in searching literature.

b. I defined an explicit search strategy.

c. In an effort to include all available studies, I used expert reports, included abstracts, and 

checked references cited in papers for additional relevant studies. I did not undertake 

systematic hand-searching of journals as so many were involved and I did not have 

sufficient resources.

d. I searched four electronic databases of journals and ‘grey’ literature.

e. I included non-English reports published in any language which I could read or for which I 

could readily obtain a translation. Papers in Central and Eastern European languages
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involved levels of pollution in most cases that were much higher than in central London, so 

would not have been included anyway.

4.3.2 Systematic assessment of the epidemiological studies

I have commented on individual studies in the Appendices. Many of the earlier studies of lung 

function or respiratory symptoms did not control adequately for non-pollutant confounding 

factors and some did not even measure pollution. Using distance from roads is not useful: if the 

results are positive, one cannot identify the responsible pollutant or mixture of pollutants (or 

confounders); if negative, perhaps use of the proxy measure diluted the effect giving a type II 

error.

The earlier time-series studies were less robust in their method of analysis but in the last 10 

years, most have allowed appropriately for the effects of temperature, humidity, longterm time 

trends, seasonality, and the days of the week. Many have also included unusual events such as 

influenza outbreaks, bank holidays or strikes. Another problem is confounding by other 

pollutants. Although some authors have examined two- or multi-pollutant model, others felt 

colinearity precluded this. A  relatively recent paper, based on simulated data, found it is 

preferable to include more pollutants, although this reduces significance, as the point estimate 

is not biased. Using only one or two pollutants in a model can give both biased estimates and 

spurious s ign i f icance .H owever ,  this also depends on the relative accuracy of the 

measurements of the pollutants.^*®

Although in most locations there is considerable colinearity between pollutants^^*, most studies 

that have included other pollutants in the model have found that particulates still have a 

significant effect, although sometimes of reduced magnitude. If the relationship were really 

with an omitted variable, it would have to be associated with the measures of particulates in a 

constant manner across time and place in view of the consistency of association between 

mortality and particulates. Studies which have used a variety of methods for the regression, 

such as Poisson, least squares, robust or alternative filtering systems have found similar or 

unchanged results.^*^

Both cause-specific morbidity and cause-specific mortality have problems of misclassification 

of diagnosis or cause of death. For most of these studies, this does not matter as broad disease 

groups are used. Systematic misdiagnosis might occur in relation to levels of pollution if, for 

example, patients with dyspnoea and wheeze were more likely to be classified as having 

‘asthma’ during known episodes of air pollution. There is no evidence whether this occurs but 

it is unlikely to be of importance in time-series studies of usual pollution levels. In general, 

random misclassification of diagnosis will tend to underestimate a true effect. Cross-sectional 

studies may, however, be misleading if regional customs in diagnosis differ.
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4.4 Major issues in the iiterature

4.4.1 Time-series studies

Dockery discussed difficulties in conducting epidemiological studies to ascertain the effects of 

current ‘low’ levels of pollution.^®^ These include the widespread nature of the exposure, the 

low level of risk, and the difference between ambient air data and personal exposure, leading to 

misclassification of exposure category and weakening of statistical relationships, requiring 

larger sample sizes for the studies. In addition, the effects are non-specific, contributing to a 

range of symptoms and disease processes which themselves have a number of other causes.

Ito et al discussed other problems inherent in time-series data due to measurement errors and 

different spatial v a r i a t i o n . W y z g a  posed the question whether 100 hours of exposure to one 

concentration of a pollutant is equivalent to one hour’s exposure to a level one hundred times 

greater. Larsen et al, in their impact effect model, believed that concentration is much more 

important than duration of exposure. They modelled impact as being equal to the concentration 

of pollutant raised to the power of a regression parameter, multiplied by the duration.^^^

4.4.2 Choice of metric

Unfortunately, no pooled APHEA analyses had been conducted for hospital admissions using 

PMio. I did not convert other metrics (eg BS, TSP) to ‘PMiQ-equivalents ’ because of 

uncertainties in its validity. The relationship between BS and PMio depends on the pollution 

source, so is non-linear and site-^^^ and season-speci f ic .Di ffe ren t  standardised methods for 

measuring BS measure different levels^® :̂ BS excludes the virtually colourless secondary 

aerosols. Where diesel vehicle emissions are a major source of particulates, BS levels tend to 

be similar to or higher than PMio; elsewhere, BS values are usually lower than PMio.^^^

Schwartz and Marcus^"^  ̂postulated a curvilinear relationship between BS and suspended 

particulates, BS representing a higher percentage of TSP on more highly polluted days. The 

particles measured as TSP are defined by the measuring instrument used, whose performance 

varies with particle size distribution and windspeed.^^^ The difference between TSP and PMio 

is larger in urban than rural areas.

Some authors have estimated PMio in a more robust fashion than simply applying a conversion 

factor to the results. They used PMio measurements available on some days to calculate a site- 

specific conversion, then applied this to other particulate measurements available daily to 

interpolate missing PMio values.^®' ’̂̂ ^̂  I have included these studies in my review.
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4.4.3 Choice of effect estimates 

Inclusion criteria

This work has two main objectives: to develop a method for finding and using evidence for a 

health impact assessment (HIA) and to test it using air quality management in Westminster and 

in Kensington & Chelsea. I set criteria for choosing categories of effect estimates most likely 

to pertain to the central London population to which they were to be applied.

♦  The time-series studies performed in the past decade in London were of obvious relevance 

and were well-designed but for some outcomes included too few events to rely on the 

result.

♦  The pooled results from western European APHEA studies, also primary studies, were also 

well-designed. Most of the pooled analyses were planned in advance of data collection, 

and pooling of results increased the precision of effect estimates.

♦  The reason for including a meta-analysis based mainly on American studies was that I 

wished to use the same estimates as the English Department of Health’s advisory 

committee, COMEAP, because of the expertise of its members, the authoritative nature of 

their conclusions, and to enable comparisons. Their report was based on WHO meta- 

analyses.^^^ Had an American meta-analysis been a priority for use in the spreadsheets, the 

HEI pooled analysis of 90 cities would have been the obvious choice, being recent, based 

on a large dataset, and subject to internal peer review. In fact, further work has revealed a 

flaw in the computer programme used; the effect estimates from this HEI study were 

revised downwards in May 2002.^^^

Because of these inclusion criteria I have been unable to include effect estimates for the 

spreadsheet for circulatory and IHD deaths and for admissions for MI and heart failure.

Cumuiative or singie iag

Studies have consistently shown an increased effect when cumulative lags are used. A 

distributive lag is probably the most accurate reflection of particulates’ effects^^^: single-day 

lags generally underestimate effects.

It may seem that use of estimates based on cumulative exposure to determine health impacts 

could lead to ‘double counting’, since one day’s pollutant level would be used more than once 

in estimating the effects of such a rise. However, if a rise in ambient concentration one day 

would be contributing to several days’ increased deaths or admissions, then failure to use 

cumulative lag results would underestimate the number of people affected by changes in 

pollution.
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Effect estim ates from uni- or muiti-poiiutant m odeis

Results from multi-pollutant models are less likely to over-estimate the effects of a specific 

pollutant. In practice, none was available except for London only for A&E attendance for 

asthma in children and for GP consultations for asthma and non-asthma respiratory conditions. 

No outcome had an effect estimate using cumulative exposure and including another pollutant. 

The effect estimates for most outcomes may therefore be overestimates.

4.5 Comparison with others’ conclusions

4.5.1 Causal associations

Table 4.3 describes the principal reviews and pooled analyses of epidemiological studies of 

acute effects of particulates. Only two of 30 reviews gave explicit inclusion or exclusion 

criteria. All but five did considered total mortality; other outcomes were examined less often. 

Dockery and Pope’s 1996 and 1999̂ ®̂  conclusionsare very similar to mine, based on 

additional studies. However, they did not consider causality.^^^ This has been a very common 

omission (Table 4.3): causality was considered briefly in six and in more detail by three of 21 

narrative reviews, briefly in four and in detail in on of nine meta-analyses, and only briefly in 

one of five pooled analyses. Surprisingly, consideration of confounding was omitted more 

often in reviews published in 2 0 0 0  than in earlier publications.

Ostro^^^ and COMEAP^^^ produced the reviews with the best methods but their conclusions are 

out-of-date. Of recent reviews, only Guidotti considered both confounding and causality but he 

did not discuss outcomes other than total mortality, nor give an effect estimate.^®^

Phalen argued that effects of particulates on health in the USA are unlikely^^, given the lack of 

a specific disease caused by particulates but there is no need for a sole cause for a sole 

outcome.^^^ Phalen also felt the low exposures made health effects unlikely in the USA^^ but 

his view is not generally supported by other authors (for example on low doses^®^), nor by the 

evidence I have described.

The Stockholm Study on Health effects from Air Pollution and their economic consequences 

(SHAPE) cited the acute effects on mortality and on post-neonatal mortality as evidence to 

support the chronic effects of pollution.^^^

The only review to grade the reliability of their conclusions was the lOM report.^^^ Group 1 

(most reliable) comprised acute mortality excluding external causes and respiratory hospital 

admissions. Group 2 included hospital admissions for CHF, IHD, and cerebrovascular 

diseases, plus, in children and in adults, bronchodilator use, cough, and lower respiratory 

symptoms. This is similar to my list of outcomes with moderate or strong evidence for
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causality except that I also included circulatory and respiratory deaths and A&E attendances for 

asthma and I concluded that evidence for effects on respiratory symptoms was more equivocal, 

based on relevant studies published subsequent to the 1996/97 review on which their 2000 

report was based. I also concluded there was only weak evidence on cerebrovascular 

admissions as many of the more recent studies had conflicting results

4.5.2 Magnitude of effects

Table 4,4 lists the conclusions of these reviews, meta-analyses and pooled analyses for effect 

estimates for mortality. The findings have been converted to the effect of a lOpig/m^ increase in 

PMio, assuming a linear relationship over the concentrations considered and no threshold.

Many American reviews have assumed that PMio is equivalent to BS. This may be true there, 

in which case their conclusions are valid where a review predated all the European studies 

(eg^^^). Some authors have assumed that BS=0.7*PMio in Europe^^^ while others have assumed 

direct c o r r e s p o n d e n c e T h u r s t o n ’s 1996 review was the first to include only studies using 

either PMio measurements or that correlated another metric of particulates with PMio levels at 

that same location, rather than estimating a generic conversion factor. For comparison, I have 

included results from reviews and meta-analyses that did use ' PMi o-equivalents ’ but there are 

problems with this approach, certainly in Europe (pl02).

Despite cautioning against such conversions in an earlier report^^^, COMEAP calculated that if 

one assumes BS~0.7*PMio, then Anderson and colleagues’ results from London give an 

estimate for total mortality of +0.84%.^^® Wordley and colleagues’ findings from Birmingham 

(+1.1% (0.1-2.1%)) are within the range of results of individual studies in the WHO overview.

Unlike most of the reviews, I included only results using PMio when assessing the magnitude of 

the relationships. The 1998 COMEAP report was also limited to studies using PM iq. It 

concluded that a WHO estimate (+0.74%) was the most appropriate to use. This is one of the 

results included in the spreadsheets. It is intermediate between the earlier American results 

(centred around +1%) and the more recent results from the HEI (+0.5%^^^’̂ ®̂’̂ '̂̂ , reanalysed to 

+0.2%^^^) and Europe. The London estimate (+0.3%^^^) and the pooled Western Europe 

APHEA estimate (+0.4%^^^) are smaller than the APHEA 2 result (+0.6%^^^) but with 

overlapping 95% confidence intervals. These results suggest it is wise to use studies from 

London and western Europe for an HIA of central London.

COMEAP suggested greater acidity in the USA or higher SO2 levels in Europe as explanations 

for the higher estimates of particulate effects in America. Katsouyanni et al also postulated 

that as levels of co-pollutants which also affect premature mortality are higher in Europe; so the 

pool of vulnerable individuals is reduced.^^^ Other explanations include differences in size and 

toxicity of particles or the percentage of susceptible individuals within the population.
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However there was no difference in estimated pooled relative risk of death when the data were 

analysed separately for days with high or low levels of SO2 . They commented that their 

estimates are for the effects of moderate and low levels of pollution (particulates and SO2 levels 

<200^ig/m^). Of the 12 cities, only Bratislava, London and Paris had levels of pollution 

comparable with Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster/^^ The recent large American 

studies^^^’̂ ®̂’̂ "̂̂ ’̂ ^̂  suggest that particulates may have similar effects in America and Europe, 

with publication bias as a simpler explanation for earlier differences.

Recent studies have also shown that heterogeneity between cities is accounted for in part by 

effect modifiers such as climate^^^, standardised mortality rate^^^, smoking prevalence^^^ and 

NO2 levels.^^^ The lower, adjusted effects of PMio may represent the effects of non-traffic 

sources of particles, with NO2 reflecting levels of traffic-related particles.^^^

4.5.3 Morbidity

R esults o f review s o f the effects on m orbidity

The reviews and their conclusions about effect sizes are given in Tables 4.5-4.7; the effect 

estimates from London and WHO are given in Table 4.2 for comparison. There were no pooled 

APHEA analyses using PM iq. The estimates for circulatory admissions from London for 

younger adults^^^ are almost the same as Künzli^^^ and Samet’ŝ ®̂  analyses at all ages. No 

review considered other circulatory groups. The WHO^^’̂ ^̂ , COMEAP^^^, and the London^^^ 

point estimate for respiratory admissions at all ages were identical and very similar to the recent 

APHEA2 result in older people.^^^ Pneumonia admissions were affected less by PMio m 

London^^^ than in the 2000 HEI analysis^®^, with the reverse being true for COPD, PMio 

affected asthma admissions in London children^^^ and in the pooled APHEA2 analyses^^^ in 

adults or children to the same extent; London adults seemed more susceptible but the 

confidence intervals were wide.^^^

The 1998 COMEAP report considered three primary studies of emergency hospital admissions 

for respiratory disease. Of the APHEA collaboration, they chose Paris because the result was 

typical (+0.44% (0.05-0.83) /lOp-g/m^ PM 13, taken as equivalent to PMio). Wordley and
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Table 4.3 Approach and conclusions of reviews, meta-analyses and pooled analyses of the acute effects of particulates on health

Authors, year Inclusion criteria No of studies Considered
confounding

Considered
causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions - relationship

Schwartz,
j 991274

Recent USA time-series 
studies

7 Yes Yes - briefly No Strong association with non-accidental mortality, 
likely to be causal

Bates, 1992^^ “Selected to include a range 
of outcomes”

44 No Yes - briefly No Coherence between different outcomes

Lipfert, 1993""" Time-series studies Unclear^ Y es-b u t co
pollutants only 
briefly

No No Associated with cardiac diagnoses & respiratory 
admissions

Ostro, 1993"** Yes - Methodological 
quality

44(mortality) Yes Yes Yes -  simple 
mean of other 
results

Particulates increase total mortality but biological 
mechanism unknown

Dockery & 
Pope, 1994"""

Recent studies using PMio or 
a metric allowing conversion 
to PMio giving measures of 
association & variance for 
mortality or respiratory 
morbidity

8 mortality
6 hospital usage
9 lung function 
9 respiratory 
symptoms

Yes Yes - briefly Yes Particulates increase total, cardiovascular & 
respiratory mortality,
& respiratory morbidity, including hospital usage, 
symptoms & exacerbations of asthma.
Small effects on lung function but consistent and 
significant in a large number of studies

Schwartz,
1994400

Time-series studies 13 Yes Yes - briefly Yes Considered to be probably causal as coherent, 
consistent, & no effect of adjusting for potential 
confounders

Pope, Dockery 
& Schwartz,
1995401

Summary of Ostro, 1993"**, 
Dockery & Pope, 1994""", & 
Schwartz, 1994"̂ ®®

3 reviews Yes No No Particulates increasecardiopulmonary mortality & 
respiratory disease (associations with hospital use, 
exacerbations of asthma, respiratory symptoms, 
restricted ctivity, & reduced lung function)

Brunekreef, 
Dockery & 
Krzyzanowski,
1995402

Studies published after 1986 
at low ambient levels

22
(13 time-series; 9 
panel)

Yes (SO2 only co
pollutant)

No No Particulates increase total mortality and hospital 
admissions for asthma 
No evidence of a threshold
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Authors, year Inclusion criteria No of studies Considered
confounding

Considered
causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions - relationship

COMEAP,
1995^^^

Time-series or panel studies 
with consideration of 
confounding and advanced 
statistical analyses

54+5
(5 reviews)

Yes Yes - briefly No Particulates associated with acute deaths, 
respiratory hospital admissions and visits, lung 
function & perhaps symptoms 
Strong indications that the association with 
mortality is likely to be causal; less evidence for 
other endpoints but stated assumption that 
associations assumed to be causal (for 
precautionary reasons)

Thurston,
1996127

Time-series studies of 
mortality using PMio or 
another metric correlated 
with PMio at that location

11 Yes No No Particulates increase daily deaths, especially in the 
elderly and those with pre-existing conditions 
No evidence of a threshold

Aunan, 1996"̂ “̂ 36+6 Yes - briefly Yes - briefly Yes Particulates increase total mortality
Annual PMio has strong effect on infant mortality 
but only in areas of high pollution

Dockery & 
Pope, 1996^*^

Some time-series and panel 
studies from the previous 
decade (selection criteria not 
specified)

Time-series: 
16 mortality 
13 morbidity

18 panel

Yes Y es-briefly No Particulates increase total, cardiovascular & 
respiratory mortality; respiratory hospital 
admissions and emergency attendances, 
particularly for asthma; increases in asthma attacks, 
bronchodilator use and lower respiratory 
symptoms; small changes in lung functions

Wilson & 
Spengler,
1996^04

Based on Dockery & Pope,
1996387

Yes - briefly Yes No No conclusions reached about which specific 
health outcomes caused or exacerbated by 
particulates

Zmirou et al,
199?405

Published 1980-1993 
Respiratory effects of four 
pollutants

<107 No Yes - briefly Yes Particulates affected cough (in healthy subjects), 
episodes of asthma, FEVi & PEER

Katsouyanni et 
al, 199f^^

[Results from 12 cities in 
APHEA study]

N/A Yes No Pooled analysis Significant effects ofB S & PMio on total mortality

Ostro, Lipsett & 
Das, 1998^^

Asthma 21 Briefly No No Particulates may make a significant contribution to 
exacerbation of asthma, increasing hospital 
admissions & visits, symptoms & medication use, 
worsening lung function
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Authors, year Inclusion criteria No of studies Considered
confounding

Considered
causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions - relationship

Viegi et al,
1998407

- 32+1
(1 review)

Briefly No Others quoted Ambient particles clearly linked with excess deaths 
& increased health care usage

COMEAP,
1998126

Time-series studies with 
exposure-effect coefficients 
that could be applied to the 
UK; Cohort studies; Case- 
control studies with 
individual level confounders

19+4
(4 reviews)

Briefly in 
appendix of 
confounding by 
weather

Yes No Particulates increase acute deaths, especially in 
people aged >65, and respiratory hospital 
admissions
Stated assumption that associations assumed to be 
causal (for precautionary reasons)

Künzli et al,
1 9 9 9 3 5 9

51+5
(13 mortality, 
38 morbidity) 
5 reviews

No No Yes Respiratory and cardiovascular admissions, chronic 
bronchitis (>25yrs), acute bronchitis (<15yrs), 
restricted activity days, & asthma attacks (<15 & 
>15) included

Pope & 
Dockery,
1 9 9 9 2 0 1

Population based (time- 
series) studies: 
Individual based studies:

116
(48 mortality 
40 healthcare 
usage 
28 panel)

Yes No Unclear Acute PMio exposure associated with total, 
cardiovascular & respiratory mortality, 
hospitalisation & other health care visits for 
respiratory (and to a lesser extent cardiovascular) 
disease, lower respiratory symptoms, exacerbations 
of asthma, coughing, & small declines in lung 
function

Polosa & Salvi,
I 9 9 9 4 0 8

4 particulates No No No Evidence supports hypothesis that pollution from 
vehicle exhaust contributing to rising prevalence of 
allergic diseases

Desqueyroux & 
Momas, 1999"^

Panel studies published 
1987-1998

18 PMio Yes
& detailed 
examination of 
methodological 
issues

No No PMio associated with respiratory symptoms, 
medication use, & reduced PEER

Guidotti,
1999389

Based on Environment 
Canada report

Yes Yes No Good evidence for temporality, consistency & a 
dose-response relationship; Hill’s other criteria not 
yet satisfied
Sufficient evidence to accept a [causal] association 
as a working hypothesis for public health 
intervention, as no obvious confounder established
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Authors, year Inclusion criteria No of studies Considered
confounding

Considered
causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions - relationship

Samet et al, 
2000^̂ ^̂

[Primary study o f 20 USA 
cities]

NIA Yes Yes -  briefly Pooled
analyses

Consistent evidence that fine particulates are 
associated with risk o f death from all causes and 
cardiovascular and respiratory illnesses

Dominici et al, 
2006?^

[Primary study o f 20 USA 
cities]

NIA Yes No Yes - Bayesian 
hierarchical 
regression 
modelling

Consistent associate o f PMio daily mortality

Samet et al, 
2000^^

[Primary study o f 90 USA 
cities]

NIA Yes No Pooled
analyses

Non-traumatic & cardiorespiratory mortality, 
hospital admissions >65 in 14 cities for 
cardiovascular disease, COPD, & pneumonia

Hurley et al, 
2000^̂

Based on and ExternE 
reports

No Yes -  briefly as 
conclusion of
175

No Different degrees of certainty for effects of 
particles on different outcomes 
Based on a 1996/1997 review; report unpublished 
by August 2002

Levy, Hammitt 
& Spengler, 
20 0 0 ^̂ ^

Yes -  search strategy & 
exclusion criteria specified

29 Yes No Yes - Random 
effects & Bayes 
meta-analyses

Investigated between-study variability, which has 
been used as an argument against a causal 
relationahship between particles and total 
mortality.
Found a consistent, significant effect of particulates 
on mortality, higher where the PM2.5/PM10 ratio 
was higher.

Suh et al, 
20 0 0 “̂

19 time-series 
(+2  chronic 
effects)

No Consistency & 
biological 
plausibility 
discussed

No PMio associated with total mortality, especially in 
those with per-existing disease & in older people, 
& morbidity
No conclusions given for specific health outcomes 
Discussion focussed on which component of PMiq 
responsible

Dickey, 2000^'^ 8 No No No Declines in lung function and associations with 
cardiorespiratory events predominantly due to 
particulate, SO2 and O3 exposure
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Authors, year Inclusion criteria No of studies Considered
confounding

Considered
causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions - relationship

Stone, 2000"^" 6+3
(3 reviews)

No No No Minimal effect of PM iq on normal healthy 
individuals
Increased nortality, especiallycardiovascular 
Less clear evidence for respiratory morbidity 
No safe threshold for PM iq exposure

WHO, 2000^^ 58+5
(42 time-series; 
16 panel)
5 reviews

No No Yes Effects on total mortality, hospital admissions, 
change in PEFR, lower respiratory symptoms, 
cough, & bronchodilator use at particulate levels of 
lO-lOOpg/m^

WHO, 2 0 0 0 ^ Based on WHO, 2000^^ No No Yes Endpoints in meta-analysis of acute effects were: 
‘mortality’, respiratory hospital admissions, change 
in PEFR, lower respiratory symptoms, cough, & 
bronchodilator use

Schwela, 
2000 ^̂  ̂(most 
recent WHO 
review)

Studies using PM2.5 or PMio 10+7
(7 reviews)

No No No Suspended particulates increase daily mortality, 
hospital admissions for exacerbations of 
respiratory disease, fluctuations in bronchodilators 
use, cough, and reduce PEFR

Katsouyanni et 
al, 200

[Primary study o f 29 
European cities in 
APHEA2J

N/A Yes No Pooled
analyses

Effect on non-traumatic mortality

Some studies reported as unspecified ‘air pollution’
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Table 4.4 Conclusions of reviews, meta-analyses and pooled analyses on the acute effects on the acute effects of particulates on total or 

non-traumatic mortality

Authors and Year Rise in daily mortality for lOpg/m  ̂rise in Comments
FMio-equivalent (95% Cl) PMio (95% Cl)

Ostro, 1993^ +0.96% (±1 S.E.).63-1.30) From time-series and cross-sectional data.
Assumed PMio = 0.55* TSP= BS= 3.9 * sulphate; sulphates= 0.14* TSP

Dockery & Pope, 1994^^^ +1 .0 % (weighted mean) Used inverse variance of results to derive weighted mean 
Assumed PMio = 0.55* TSP = C oH -î- 0.55 = BS

Schwartz, 1994"̂ "" +1 .0 %
Pope, Dockery & Schwartz,
1995401

+1 .0 % (weighted mean) Range 0.7-1.6%; assumed PMio = 0.55* TSP = C oH -î-0.55 = BS

Brunekreef, Dockery & 
Krzyzanowski, 1995'*°^

+0.7-1.3% +1.6 % Assumed PMio = TSP * 0.55
Effects seen at levels of particulates <100pg/m^ (ie below EPA PMio Ihnit of 150pg/m^)

COMEAP, 1995^^^ +1% Based on Schwartz'*""
Thurston, 1996^^^ +0.5-1.0% Greater effects in the elderly and those with pre-existing cardiorespiratory conditions 

Larger effects with cumulative PMio
+0.5-1.7% in single pollutant models; +0.3-0.5% in multi-pollutant models

Aunan, 1996̂ "̂̂ +1.3% (1.1-1.5) Assumed PMio = TSP * 0.55
>65.1.8% (1.4-2.1) ^65: 0.5% (0.4-0.6)

Katsouyanni et al, 1997^^^ +0.4% (0.2-0.6) Western Europe; In two-pollutant models with SO2, the effect o f each pollutant decreased by 
32%

Ostro and Chestnut, 1998'*̂ '̂ +3.5% +1.0 % Range 0.5-1.6 ; from time-series
COMEAP, 1998^^ +0.74% Used WHO meta-analysis WHO, 1997^"^
Domini et al, 2000^^^ +0.48% (0.05-0.92) lag 0 or 1; Bayesian hierarchical regression reduced problems o f measurement error
Samet et al, 2000^^^ +0.5% lag 1 Excluding external causes; Posterior probability 1.00 that effect >0
Levy, Hammitt and 
Spengler, 2000̂ *̂̂

+0.83% Random effect models: 18 studies (14 USA)
+0.63%
+0.73% (0.59-0.87)

11 (5 USA) using TSP, converted to PMio as above
including all 29 studies (both PMio + PMio-equivalent)

WHO, 2000^'^^ +0.74% (0.62-0.86) 17 studies (12 USA, 2 Latin America 3 Europe)
HEI, 2002^^ +0.2% lag 1 Reanalysis o f Samet et al, 200(f^^; Posterior probability 1.00 that effect >0
Katsouyanni et al, 2001^^^ +0.6% (0.4-0.8) Pooled APHEA2 results from 29 cities; Restricted to days when PMio<150pglm^
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Table 4.5 Conclusions of reviews, meta-analyses and pooled analyses on the acute effects of particulates on hospital admissions

Author(s) and 
Year

Pollutant Percentage change in admissions per lOpg/m^ particulates (95% Cl)
All respiratory COPD Asthma Pneumonia Cardio

vascularAll ages 15-64 >65 All ages <15 15-64
Brunekreef, 
Dockery and 
Krzyzanowski,
1995402

PMio
TSP

+2.4
+4.0

Dockery and 
Pope^^^

PMio"
equivalent

+0.8 +1.9

Pope, Dockery & 
Schwartz, 1995̂ *°̂

PMio"
equivalent

+0.8-3.4

Ostro, Lipsett & 
Das, 1998^^

+2.0-5.0
b

Spixetal, 199^^' BS +0.6 (0.1-1.0) +0.4 (-0.1 to 
+0.9)

Künzli et al,
1999359

PMio”
equivalent

+1.3 (0.1-2.5) +1.3 (0.7-1.9)

WHO, 2000^^'^^ PMio +0.8 (G.5-1.1)
Samet et al, 200(f^^ PMio +1.4 (1.0-1.9)‘ 

+2.0 (1.5-2.5)^
+1.6 (1.3-1.9)^ 
+2.0 (1.7-2.3)^

+1.1 (0.9-1.2)‘ 
+1.2 (1.0-1.3)^

Atkinson et al,
200f^^

PMio +0.9 (0.6-1.3) +1.0 (0.4-1.5) +1.2
(0.2-2.3)

+1.1
(0.3-1.8)

“ They also did not convert non-PMio particulates to PMio but they did include the results regardless of the metric 
 ̂mean urban level of particulates, not lOpg/m^

"lagO 
lag 0-1
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Table 4.6 Conclusions of reviews of acute effects of particles on respiratory symptoms

Author(s) and Year Pollutant Health outcome Change in outcome per lOpg/m  ̂
particulates

Comments

Dockery & Pope, 1994^^^ PMio"
equivalents

Bronchodilator use +2.9% Weighted mean derived from inverse variance of 
each study’s results
Mean changes in lung function may hide large 
changes in susceptible individuals

Department of Health COMEAP PMio Bronchodilator use +2.9%
report^^^ Lower respiratory tract +3.0%

Cough +1.7%
Upper respiratory tract +0.7% (NS in most studies)

Zmirou, 1997^ SP Asthma ^12 years 
>12 years

+3.7%
+7.9%

See text

Cough ^12 years 
>12 years

+4.7%
+2.8%

Ostro, Lipsett & Das, 1998"̂ "̂ PMio Asthma symptoms +<60% (mean urban particulate level)
Medication use +3-10% / lOpig/m^

Desqueyroux & Momas, 1999"*"̂ PMio Medication use Effect greater with cumulative lag Latency varied between studies
Künzli et al, 1999^"^ PMio-equivalent Acute bronchitis, aged <15 +30.6% (13.5-50.2)

Restricted activity days, aged 
>20

+9.4% (7.9-10.4)

Asthmatic attacks, aged <15 +4.4% (2.T-6.2)
Asthmatic attacks, aged >15 +3.9% (1.9-5.9)

WHO, 2000""^’"“ PMio Bronchodilator use +3.1% (2.0 to 4.1)
Lower respiratory symptoms +3.2% (1.9 to 4.6)
Cough +3.6% (2.0 to 5.2)
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Table 4.7 Summary of acute effects of particles on lung function

Author and Year Age group Pollutant Effect of a 
lOpg/m  ̂rise in 
particulates on 

FEVi

Effect of a lOpg/m  ̂
rise in particulates on 

PEFR

Comments

Dockery & Pope, 1994^^^ PMio equivalent -0.15% -0.08% Authors commented that mean changes in 
lung function may hide large changes in 
susceptible individuals

Pope, Dockery & Schwartz, 1995'*“^ PMio equivalent -<0.5% -<0.5%
Zmirou, 1997^^ s l 2  years old SP -0 .2 % If 0.55*SP = PMio, the effects of a 10[xg/m  ̂

rise in PMiq are -0.4% and -0.2%> 12  years old -0 .1%
Any age -0 .1%

Ostro, Lipsett & Das, 1998̂ "̂̂ Children PMio -0.1 to -0.3%
Department of Health COMEAP report^^^ Most studies in 

children
PMio -0.4 to -0.8 1/min Inconsistent responses of FEVi

Brunekreef, Dockery & Krzyzanowski,
1995402

Children PMio -0.2 to -0.4% Equivalent to 40-110 ml/second

WHO, All PMio -0.13% (-0.17 to -0.09)
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colleagues’ results from Birmingham were, like their results for mortality, much higher (+2.4% 

(1.1-3.6)),^^^ They used the WHO result (+0.8% (0.5-1.1)^^, identical to the point estimate from 

the most recent London study (+0.8% (0.3-0.6)).^^^

The meta-analysis by Zmirou et poses problems when determining the effects of 

particulates as their assumption of equivalence of measurement is less justifiable for 

particulates than for gaseous pollutants. The delay between exposure and health effect was less 

than five days in half the studies (78.4% of the studies entailing temporal correlation or 

prospective longitudinal studies) and longer than six months in more than a third (88.7% of 

cross-sectional studies).

4.5.4 Chronic effects

Commensurate with the number of primary studies, few authors have reviewed the chronic 

effects of particulates. In 1995, COMEAP concluded it was prudent to accept the association 

between longterm particulate exposure and increased mortality as causal.

Pope and D o c k e r y c o n c lu d e d  in 1996 that a lOpg/m^ rise in annual PMio was associated with 

increases of 3-9% in total, 5-9% in cardiopulmonary and 0-9% in lung cancer mortality;

10-25% in emphysema, chronic bronchitis or cough; and 0-2% in lung function but they 

refrained from making a quantitative comparison of the primary studies because of the non

comparability of the study populations, the different independent variables included, and the 

location of exposure monitors. They also commented that it is implausible that the effect of 

particulates in ecological studies vanishes when collinear pollutants are included, without 

acknowledging the possibility that other pollutant(s) could be the more important.

Brunekreef accepted the findings of the cohort studies but questioned the extent to which all 

possible confounders were included.'^^^ In 1998, COMEAP reaffirmed that long-term exposure 

to air pollution at current levels probably affects health but felt there were insufficient data to 

quantify those e f f e c t s . T h e  same year. Gamble published his critique of the cohort studies 

which has been refuted by Bates.^^^ Viegi et al linked chronic exposure with deterioration 

in lung function"^^^; Pope and Dockery in 1999 also associated chronic exposurewith total and 

cardiopulmonary mortalityand with bronchitis.^®^

The lOM analysis^^^ used the ACS study^^^ to derive a hazard function, although if higher 

levels in the past contributed to the effect, the predicted effect of the measured difference 

would be an overestimate.

In 2001, COMEAP estimated that the effect of longterm particulate exposure on life expectancy 

was probably 10 times greater than the effect of acute exposure but that there were many 

uncertainties. They quoted the HEI reanalysis of the cohort studies^^^, which found no change
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in principal conclusions when more confounders, such as income, income disparity, poverty 

and unemployment, were included. However, these reanalyses resulted in lower relative risks, 

some of which had confidence intervals including 1.0, and there could be some residual 

confounding, so there may be no effect beyond that for acute exposure.^^* Level of education 

was not a confounder but an effect modifier. Controlling for spatial variation (assumed to be 

due to unkown confounders) also reduced the effect estimates. The HEI reanalysis also found 

that the effect was predominantly on cardiovascular rather than respiratory mortality and that 

the effects were similar regardless of pre-existing disease or smoking status.^^^

4.5.5 Comparison with others’ choice of effect estimates

Three UK reports are relevant here. The first is that published in 1998 by the Department of 

Health, the report by COMEAP quantifying the health effects of air pollution. The effect 

estimates they chose were included in the speradsheets and compared with the other results 

now available (Appendix 3).

A more recent report was published for the London Region NHS Executive, as part of a 

document providing evidence to support health impact assessment of transport proposals.*^^® 

They chose a similar set of three sources of effect estimate as I had already used in my 

spreadsheet. First, the WHO meta-analysis used by COMEAP for those combinations of 

pollutants and health effects where there is little uncertainty; secondly, results from recent 

London studies. Their third source was the European Community’s ExternE study, where there 

is some evidence but greater uncertainty, rather than the pooled Western Europe results from 

APHEA that I used.

The third, by the lOM for the Department of Health, used results from a 1996/1997 review, 

with different sources of estimates for each health outcome. For example for acute effects on 

all-cause mortality, they used pooled results from APHEA^^^ as their low estimate; the WHO 

meta-analysis as a mid-estimate^*^^; and a Birmingham study^®  ̂as the high estimate.^^^

Both the three-country study for the WHO'^^^ and the Stockholm Study on Health effects from 

Air Pollution and their Economic consequences (SHAPE)^^^ based their exposure-response 

coefficients for mortality on the three cohort studies of air pollution and mortality in adults in 

the SHAPE used the variance-weighted mean exposure-response coefficient of

1.057/10pg/m^increase in P M 2 . 5 .  They discussed the statistical uncertainty (twice the standard 

error of the combined estimate) and other causes of uncertainty of the validity of the estimate, 

which included residual confounding in the American studies; differences between conditions 

or chemical composition of fine particulates in Stockholm and the USA; extrapolation of the 

exposure-response relationship below the exposure levels found in the original studies; and
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possible temporal changes/^^ The three-country study used a variance-weighted effect estimate 

based on the Six Cities and ACS studies only.^^^

SHAPE^^^ also used acute effect estimates for post-neonatal deaths, admissions for all 

respiratory diseases, asthma, COPD, acute bronchitis and pneumonia. This is similar to my 

conclusions except that I excluded infant deaths but included deaths from all non-traumatic and 

all respiratory causes and from COPD and asthma related to acute exposure to pollution; 

admissions with circulatory diseases or IHD; and A&E attendances for asthma. Regarding the 

choice of effect estimates, they included a number of studies of hospital admissions (but did not 

state their search strategy or inclusion or exclusion criteria). They then calculated a weighted 

mean for each combination of ICD-codes and age-group to use in their burden of disease study 

(discussed in chapter six). They did not include studies of hospital visits or lung function, due 

to the difficulties in extrapolating these to their population.

The three-country study included only outcomes with a well-quantified exposure-response 

relationship, that permitted monetary valuation (eg restricted activity days in adults but not 

school absence in children), and they excluded outcomes that were a subset of another outcome 

being estimated. They chose respiratory and cardiovascular hospital admissions, incidence of 

chronic bronchitis in adults and of acute bronchitis in children, restricted activity days in adults 

and asthmatic attacks in people with asthma, with effect estimates based on meta-analyses.^^^

In contrast with their approaches, I have included effect estimates for all those health outcomes 

for which there is reasonable evidence that a causal relationship does or could exist. I did not 

use meta-analysis (p70) but chose results of previously defined appropriate studies.

Where they were available, I used estimates that allowed for the simultaneous effect of NO2 or 

another pollutant, whereas they used results from uni-pollutant models."^^° They chose PMio to 

quantify the effects of air pollution because the epidemiological evidence is strong and effect 

estimates are available.^^^ An additional difference from my study is that they used conversion 

factors to calculate effect estimates for PMiq based on other metrics of particulates, whereas I 

used non-PMio particulate studies to examine the qualitative evidence for causal associations 

but not to quantify them, because of non-equivalence (pl02). The Stockholm study^^^ used 

both PMio and NO2 , as I did.

4.6 Validity of using these estimates in the modeiiing process

4 .6.1 Assumptions of linearity and no threshold

As described above (p95), almost all of the relatively few studies that have examined this have 

found a linear relationship with no threshold over the range examined. Unlike the burden of 

disease studies, my spreadsheet does not require estimation of effects at near-zero levels of
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pollution, so these assumptions should not be a problem. (As a sensitivity analysis, I did 

calculate the effect of reducing PMio to zero but this was in order to compare the results with 

those obtained by COMEAP, who assumed linearity and no threshold.^^^)

4.6.2 ‘Harvesting’

The acute effect of pollutants on mortality is to bring forward deaths in the most severely ill, 

for example those with COPD.^^^ Unlike most studies, Spix and colleagues^^^ considered the 

concept of ‘harvesting’: those vulnerable individuals who have died are not at risk of dying on 

subsequent days. Previous mortality cannot be used, as autocorrelation and trend terms were 

already included. They therefore checked for interaction with the mean number of deaths in the 

previous two to 21 days and found that the last 15 days’ mean mortality gave the best fit. The 

term had a marked, although not statistically significant, effect. When SP rose from 5 -̂95^*' 

percentile (15-331 p,g/m^).^^ ,̂ total mortality increased by 14% when there had been an average 

of nine deaths in the previous fortnight but 27% when previous mortality was only five deaths. 

This was consistent with results from Hecker et al, who found that the number of deaths in the 

near past affected mortality

It had been assumed that most of the people affected by air pollution are probably dying a few 

days, weeks or months before they would have died without exposure to the air pollution but 

the extent of this ‘harvesting’ is being questioned. The differences in annual death rates found 

in cross-sectional studies suggested to Ostro and Chestnut that the daily time-series reflect a 

measurable shortening of life, as the annual mortality would not be noticeably different if the 

effects of particulate exposure were to bring death forward by only a few days.'^̂ '  ̂ Zeger, 

Dominici and Samet showed that the theory that deaths due to acute pollution exposure are due 

only to ‘harvesting’ of the very frail is inconsistent with their analysis of the data. On the 

contrary, their harvesting-resistant estimates found that Poisson regression time-series analyses 

have underestimated the exposure-effect coefficient."^^^ Schwartz showed that PMio has a 

greater effect on deaths out of hospital than among in-patients, which he interpreted as evidence 

against harvesting by a few days.^^® This, of course, assumes both that those in hospital are 

more susceptible than those at home and that the air quality inside hospitals and elsewhere 

varies in the same way and to the same extent in relation to ambient levels. Recent evidence 

suggests that for pneumonia, MI and all-cause mortality, exposure to ambient air pollution is 

shortening life to a greater extent than was previously thought.^^^ The lOM study used a low 

estimate of five weeks , a mid-estimate of six months, and a high estimate of one year of life 

lost, on average.^^^

Lipfert^^^ commented that the issue of prematurity is unimportant for morbidity as use of 

hospital services is not inevitable. However, this is not entirely true: the 1998 COMEAP report
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quantifying the effects of pollution in the UK referred to “extra hospital admissions plus those 

brought forward  as some of these admissions would have occurred anyway but at a later 

date while the others would not have occurred at all without the effects of pollution. It is 

impossible to distinguish between these.

Interestingly, the approach taken by Campbell and Tobias of cross-correlating the residuals 

from the mortality series and the pollution series shows an inconsistent pattern for BS levels on 

days after the deaths occurred but positive effects(>2SD) with lag 0 to lag 3, a smaller effect 

with lag 4, and negative effect with lag 5 to lag This may demonstrate harvesting 

occurring over a period of a few days but results using a longer lag would help to clarify this. 

Another recent study demonstrating evidence of ‘harvesting’ as regards hospital admissions 

examined cardiovascular admissions in older adults in three American counties. The small 

analysis in Maricopa County produced counter-intuitive results, with negative effect estimates. 

However, in both Cook County and Los Angeles County, significance and effect estimates were 

highest with no lag, both reduced over the following few days, being minimal in Los Angeles 

by lag 5 (the longest lag examined). In Cook County, there was no effect with a 4-day lag and a 

negative effect with lag 5.^^  ̂ Again, this could imply that the harvesting period for 

cardiovascular admissions may be as short as three to five days. However, an alternative 

explanation for the decreasing effect seen here and in the mortality study above"^^ is that 

particulates initiate or contribute to a chain of events that precipitate hospital admissions or 

death quickly, though not necessarily immediately, and the shape of the lag effect curve 

represents not harvesting, a removal of susceptible people, but simply the distribution of how 

quickly those affected succumb. An analogy would be the spread of infection in a susceptible 

cohort: even with a point source, the time from exposure to symptoms varies and not everyone 

exposed will be infected.

In another study, also examining deaths in Barcelona, Sunyer et al pointed out that air pollution 

was associated in their population of people with COPD with both emergency hospital 

admission during 1985-1989 and increased mortality during 1990-1995. They therefore 

proposed the ‘high risk model’ as an alternative to ‘harvesting

Aunan proposed harvesting as an explanation for the flattening of the dose-response curve seen 

in some areas with higher pollution.'^^

A recent WHO review concluded that one cannot yet infer whether acute air pollution brings 

forward deaths by weeks or years.^^^
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Conclusions

Table 4.8 summarises my conclusions regarding the strength of the evidence for an association 

between particulates and disease, confounding by co-pollutants and causality and where 

relevant, whether there is an effect estimate using PMio from one of my three sources for acute 

effects of particulates on health. Such conclusions for chronic effects are summarised in Table 

4.9.

Although the associations with respiratory and cardiovascular endpoints are weak (but 

important in population terms), they are remarkably consistent and specific. The exposure 

definitely preceded the effect in all the studies which used lagged exposure in a time-series 

analysis or a prospective cohort design and are therefore capable of demonstrating a causal 

relationship. The biological gradient is marked, with no threshold. It is biologically plausible, 

although the precise sequence of events that cause death is not yet understood. The only 

natural experiments have produced results consistent with a causal relationship. Analogy (the 

least important of the criteria) can also support this.

An exception to this generalisation is in the causation of asthma. The current consensus is that 

there is no good evidence that particulate air pollution initiates asthma"^^^^^  ̂nor does chronic 

exposure to high levels of particulates trigger asthma in normal healthy individuals but they can 

trigger or exacerbate symptoms in people with pre-existing asthma."^^^

It is biologically more plausible that particulates do cause an increase in symptoms in 

susceptible individuals, shifting the population morbidity curve to the right, than that they 

provoke hospital attendance and admission and premature death with no effect at all on any less 

serious morbidity. I intend to include these indicators in my assessment, though acknowledging 

there is more uncertainty around both the existence and the magnitude of any effect.

Bradford Hill wrote:
“None o f my nine viewpoints can bring indisputable evidence for or against the cause-and- 
effect hypothesis....is there any other answer equally, or more, likely than cause and

It is difficult to prove beyond doubt an association is causal without conducting an intervention 

study but by examining the epidemiological and laboratory evidence in this way, it is 

reasonable to conclude that short-term particulate air pollution causes premature mortality from 

all-causes. In addition, there is moderately strong evidence that particles may cause death from 

all circulatory, heart, and respiratory diseases and COPD. There is moderately strong evidence 

for a causal relationship for emergency hospital admissions for COPD, lower respiratory tract 

infections, all respiratory diseases, IHD, heart failure, all circulatory diseases, and asthma and 

emergency hospital attendance for asthma.
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There is much greater uncertainty about the extent to which the association of longterm 

exposure with mortality is causal/^^ Longterm particulate exposure is definitely associated 

with all-cause and cardiopulmonary mortality and probably with lung cancer deaths.

Reanalysis including more confounders has not changed these relationships but confounding by 

other pollutants has not been investigated. However, on the basis of the Precautionary 

Principle (p45) it would be advisable to assume this may be causal. The evidence for morbidity 

is more sparse but there seems to be an association with prevalence of COPD, severity of 

COPD and asthma, respiratory symptoms and an effect on lung function. Non-particulate 

pollutants were not considered in most studies of chronic pollution, except for lung function 

and COPD, so I cannot judge to what extent there is unexamined confounding. There is 

moderately good evidence that chronic exposure to particulates reduces lung function.

Table 4.8 Summary of evidence for causal associations between particulates 
and acute health effects, according to evidence published by December 2000
Health outcome Evidence 

for an 
association"

Association due to 
confounding by 

other pollutants?'^

Evidence
for

causality*

PMIO effect 
estimate 

available from 
London, APHEA 

or WHO?

Age-group 
used in 

spreadsheet

DEATHS
Non-traumatic ++ U ++ Yes All
Circulatory ++ P (N02) + Yes
IHD‘̂ + P(CO) + No
ME I N/A N/A N/A
Heart failure I N/A N/A N/A
Dysrhythmia I N/A N/A N/A
Stroke + I N/A N/A
Respiratory + P (N02 CO) + Yes All
COPD^ + asthma + P (0 3 ) + Yes ^65
LRTI® + I N/A N/A

EMERGENCY HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS
Circulatory ++ P (N02) + Yes 0-64, 2:65
IHD'* + P (N02) + Yes 0-64, 2:65
ML + P (N02, S02) + No
Angina I N/A N/A N/A
Heart failure + P (N02, S02) + No
Dysrhythmia + I N/A N/A
Stroke I C (N02, CO) N/A N/A
Respiratory + P (N02, 03) + Yes All
COPD^ + asthma ++ P (N02, 03) + Yes 2:65
COPD^ + P (03, CO) + No
LRTL ++ P (N02, S02, 03) + Yes ^65
Asthma + P (N02, S02, 03, 

CO)
+ Yes 0-14, 15-64

EMERGENCY ATTENDANCE AT HOSPTAL
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Health outcome Evidence 
for an 

association”

Association due to 
confounding by 

other pollutants?^

Evidence
for

causality"

PMIO effect 
estimate 

available from 
London, APHEA 

or WHO?

Age-group 
used in 

spreadsheet
C

Respiratory + I N/A N/A
Respiratory 
excluding asthma

+ I N/A N/A

Asthma + P (N02) + Yes 0-14,15-64

GP CONSULTATIONS
Respiratory 
excluding asthma

+ P (N02, S02, 03) N/A N/A

Asthma + C (N 02, S02) N/A N/A

RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS
COPD I N/A N/A N/A
Non-asthmatics + I N/A N/A
Asthmatics + I N/A N/A

LUNG FUNCTION
Non-asthmatics + I N/A N/A
Asthmatics + I N/A N/A

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Prematurity, LEW + U I N/A

® ++ Strong evidence + Moderate evidence ± Weak evidence - No effect
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable

 ̂U Unlikely to be due to confounding P Partially due to confounding C Confounding likely 
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable
Cells are empty where the health outcome is not included in the HIA because the evidence does not 

support a causal relationship, no suitable effect estimate is available, or baseline data are not available,
 ̂IHD: Ischaemic heart disease 
 ̂MI: Myocardial infarction 
 ̂COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

® LRTI: Lower respiratory tract infection
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Table 4.9 Summary of evidence for causa! associations between particulates 
and chronic health effects, according to evidence published by December 2000
Health
outcome

Evidence for 
an
association*

Association due 
to confounding 
by other 
pollutants? **

Evidence
for
causality*

PMio effect 
estimate 
available from 
London, 
APHEA or 
WHO?

Age-group 
used in 
spreadsheet*^

DEATHS
All-cause ++ I No AIL
Cardio
pulmonary

+ I N/A N/A

Lung cancer + I N/A N/A

PREVALENCE
Asthma - N/A N/A N/A
COPD* + U + No
Respiratory
symptoms

+ I N/A N/A

Asthma
symptoms

+ I N/A N/A

COPD*
symptoms

+ I N/A N/A

Dry throat + I N/A N/A
Eye
symptoms

I N/A N/A N/A

Headache + I N/A N/A

LUNG FUNCTION
General
population

+ U + No

INCIDENCE
Lung cancer I I N/A N/A
COPD* I u + No
Asthma I I N/A N/A

C Confounding likely

 ̂++ Strong evidence + Moderate evidence ± Weak evidence - No effect
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable

 ̂U Unlikely to be due to confounding P Partially due to confounding 
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable
Cells are empty where the health outcome is not included in the HIA because the evidence does not 

support a causal relationship, no suitable effect estimate is available, or baseline data are not available.
 ̂The evidence for causality is moderately strong IF the association is not due to confounding by other 

pollutants.
 ̂Using Künzli and colleagues’ effect estimate^^^ (based on the Harvard Six Cities^^° and ACS^^  ̂studies) 
 ̂COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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Chapter Five: Ambient nitrogen dioxide and 

health

Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is the other pollutant that is likely to exceed the UK National Air 

Quality Strategy (UKNAQS) objectives for 2005 in both Westminster and Kensington & 

Chelsea. The rationale for the strategy was to reduce the ill effects of these pollutants on human 

health.^^® Not all commentators consider ambient NO2 to cause ill-health^^^’'̂ ^̂ : some are 

unclear which pollutant is responsible^^®’'̂ ^̂ ’'̂ °̂’‘̂ ^\ some are unconvinced that there is evidence 

of harm to children"^^ or adults'^^ '̂^ '̂  ̂or feel that the evidence exists for effects only for chronic 

exposure.'^^^ Many comment on the inconsistent results between different studies, leading to 

ambiguity in assessing the association between NO 2 and adverse health outcomes.

In this chapter, I have summarised:

■ for which health outcomes there are associations with ambient NO2;

■ to what extent these are unconfounded;

■ whether they are causal relationships; and

■ the strength of the evidence for taking a precautionary approach where causality in less 

certain.

I then consider whether there is evidence of a threshold for the acute effects of ambient NO2 and 

whether the relationships are linear, before examining the magnitude of the effects and choosing 

suitable values for use in the health impact assessment.

Results

I found 220 epidemiological studies on the effects of NO2, of which six were excluded for 

methodological reasons and three because the source or level of pollution was substantially 

different from central London (Appendix 2). Details of the ambient pollution levels, 

measurement of NO2, methods of the epidemiological studies, and confounders included in the 

analyses of the included studies are given in Appendix 1.

The full literature review, including a description of the findings of these studies, assessment of 

confounding and causality, and of the magnitude of any relationships for which there is strong 

or moderate evidence of causality can be found in Appendix 4.
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5.1 Does nitrogen dioxide affect health?

5.1.1 Nitrogen dioxide and asthma

There is at least moderately strong evidence for the association of NO2 with exacerbations of 

asthma in children and adults requiring attendance at or admission to hospital. Nitrogen dioxide 

may also be associated with a range of effects on lung function and symptoms (mainly 

respiratory) but many studies have not found an effect. There is no good evidence that NO2 

increases medication use in people with asthma.

Confounding of cross-sectional studies, in particular by factors not examined, is discussed in 

chapter three.

Some of the studies which examined the effects of co-pollutants have found that these abolished 

the apparent effects of NO2 . However, most studies found that including co-pollutants did not 

diminish the apparent effect of NO2 or even increased it, for example the APHEA study of 

hospital admissions for asthma in London and in the pooled analysis.*^^^

Indoor air studies, comparing residents of the same neighbourhoods with and without domestic 

sources of N 0 2 "̂ ^̂ suggest that NO2 has an effect itself and is not a proxy for another factor. 

Analyses in which NO2 levels were measured produced greater effect estimates than analyses 

using the presence of a gas stove as a proxy measure.*^^®

Most of the criteria for assessing causality are supportive: strength of association, specificity, 

temporality, biological gradient in epidemiological studies (although the threshold for effects in 

laboratory studies seems very different), biological plausibility, and coherence. There is 

reasonable consistency in the time-series studies of these endpoints, particularly considering the 

inadequate design or power of many studies, though the panel studies examining symptoms and 

lung function have given inconsistent results. Most studies have found the association with NO2 

persists despite considering other pollutants.

I conclude that NO2 itself causes exacerbations of asthma. The evidence is strong for a causal 

effect on asthma admissions in younger adults and moderate for admissions, emergency hospital 

attendance and GP consultations in children. Although inadequate evidence exists to consider 

confounding by other pollutants, it is more likely than not that there is a causal association in 

adults for emergency attendance as the effects on asthma are generally coherent across 

endpoints. There is only weak evidence for a causal effect on lung function in asthmatics.

5.1.2 Nitrogen dioxide and non-asthma respiratory disease

The evidence does not support an association between NO2 and all respiratory deaths at all ages, 

while it is weak for death in older people. There is insufficient evidence to assess the effects of 

NO2 on infant and childhood respiratory deaths, emergency attendance at hospital of older
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adults and those with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), medication use and lung 

function in people with COPD, and attendance at hospital for croup, bronchiolitis, or medication 

use for non-asthma lower respiratory symptoms.

There is moderate evidence for a relationship between ambient NO 2 and respiratory admissions 

at all ages and in older adults, with weaker evidence in children, and probably no association in 

younger adults. There is also moderate evidence for an association between NO2 and deaths and 

admissions with COPD or pneumonia and other lower respiratory tract infections. The evidence 

is moderately good that emergency respiratory attendances at hospital by children is associated 

with NO2 but it is weak for younger adults. For non-asthma respiratory diagnoses, there is 

moderate evidence of an association with GP consultations^^"^ but none for hospital attendance. 

Respiratory symptoms in people without asthma are only weakly associated with NO2.

If NO2 is acting as a proxy for traffic, then the indoor studies should show less effect than 

studies using ambient measures, as indoor air is determined by factors in addition to outdoor 

levels. Direct comparisons are impossible as the rise in relevant pollutant level cannot be 

directly equated but measurement of indoor NO2 gives a stronger relationship with adverse 

effects than use of proxy measures of indoor sources of NO2 (and other combustion products).

Some but not all studies found a reduction in the apparent effect of NO2 when other pollutants 

were considered. The effects on respiratory morbidity and lung function seem less dependent on 

other pollutants.

Most of the criteria for assessing causality are supportive: specificity, temporality, biological 

gradient in epidemiological studies (although the threshold for effects in laboratory studies 

seems very different), biological plausibility, and coherence. The association with respiratory 

infection is strong but only one study examined mortality and did not consider confounding by 

other pollutants. The association with NO2 is less strong for COPD and all respiratory 

admissions. There is less consistency than for most other common air pollutants: not all studies 

have found an association. This can be explained for some, at least, by inadequate design or 

power.

It is most likely that some of the effect attributed to NO2 is due to confounding, since effect 

estimates are reduced (sometimes to nothing) when co-pollutants other than particulates are 

included in the analyses. However, indoor air studies comparing residents of the same 

neighbourhoods with and without domestic sources of NO2, analyses comparing measured NO2 

with proxy measures, studies which have found effects of NO2 but not of other pollutants, and 

those which found an effect of NO2 even when co-pollutants have been allowed for in the 

analysis, suggest that NO2 itself can have an effect. I will therefore use results from two- or 

multi-pollutant analyses where these are available.
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There is moderate evidence for a causal association with deaths from obstructive lung diseases 

in older adults; with all respiratory admissions at all ages and in older adults and admissions for 

lower respiratory infections and COPD.

5.1.3 Nitrogen dioxide and circuiatory disease

There is insufficient evidence to draw conclusions about ischaemic heart disease (IHD) or 

cerebrovascular deaths and admissions with angina, peripheral vascular disease or occlusive 

stroke.

There is strong evidence of associations between ambient NO2 and deaths from all circulatory 

diseases and emergency hospital admissions both for IHD (at all ages and in both younger and 

older adults^^^) and for acute myocardial infarction. It is more likely than not that circulatory 

deaths in older adults, and admissions for all circulatory diagnoses, heart failure, and 

dysrhythmia are also associated with NO2 . The evidence is weak for cerebrovascular diseases.

A few studies which examined the effects of co-pollutants have found that these abolished the 

effects of NO2 on circulatory outcomes. Some studies found a reduction in the apparent effect 

of NO2 . Other studies have found that including co-pollutants increases the apparent effect of 

NO2. In London, the effect of NO2 on circulatory deaths was maintained in the presence of each 

of the other pollutants, although the significance fell, particularly with

Thus although some of the apparent association with NO2 may be due to confounding by other 

pollutants, especially particulates, NO2 itself does seem to affect circulatory disease, with the 

evidence for an unconfounded relationship particularly strong for IHD hospital admissions and 

circulatory deaths.

Many of the criteria for assessing causality are supportive: the strength of the relationship, 

specificity, temporality, biological gradient in epidemiological studies, biological plausibility, 

and coherence. There is good consistency: although not all studies have found a significant 

association: all the studies of circulatory deaths and IHD admissions found a positive 

association but some had inadequate design or power.

There is strong evidence for causality for circulatory deaths at all ages and with emergency 

admissions for IHD and heart failure. There is moderate evidence for a causal association with 

circulatory deaths in older people and with emergency circulatory admissions and those for 

dysrhythmia.

5.1.4 Nitrogen dioxide and total or non-traumatic mortality

The evidence is quite strong for an association all ages and in those aged ^65, although the 

magnitude of the relationships is small. There is insufficient evidence to judge the acute effects 

of NO2 on intrauterine deaths or deaths in infants or those aged <65.
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Some of those studies which examined the effects of co-pollutants have found that these 

abolished the apparent effects of NO2. Other multi-pollutant analyses found a reduction in the 

apparent effect of NO2 . The effect of NO2 on total mortality in the APHEA studies was halved 

by inclusion of BS, although O3 had no effect"^^  ̂and became non-significant in Edinburgh in a 

multi-pollutant model/^^ However, “regression dilution” also occurs in two- or multi-pollutant 

models as measurement of the exposure variable may vary in quality between the different 

pollutants, tending to favour those that are more accurately measured. Fixed site monitoring 

reflects NO2 exposure less well than it reflects particulates, which may reduce the apparent 

strength of the association with N0 2 .̂ ^̂

Not all studies have found that including co-pollutants diminishes the apparent effect of NO2.

At least some of the effect attributed to NO2 is due to confounding by other pollutants, since 

effect estimates are reduced (sometimes to nothing) when co-pollutants, especially particulates, 

are included in the analyses.'^ However, studies which have found effects of NO2 even when 

co-pollutants have been allowed for in the analysis suggest that NO2 itself may have a small
effect 234,266,322,323,436

Many of the criteria for assessing causality are supportive: temporality, biological gradient in 

epidemiological studies (although the threshold for effects in laboratory studies seems very 

different), biological plausibility, and coherence. Some offer less support. It is not a strong 

association but it is not negligible. There is less consistency than for most other common air 

pollutants: not all studies have found an association. This can be explained for some, at least, 

by inadequate design or power.

There is moderate evidence that NO2 causes premature deaths at all ages and in older adults. If 

the relationship is not causal, then NO2 is almost certainly acting as a proxy measure for another 

pollutant, probably also from traffic.

5.1.5 Nitrogen dioxide and long-term effects of chronic exposure

There is strong evidence that living in areas with higher NO2 affects adversely lung function in 

adults^^^'^^'"^^ and moderate evidence that it adversely affects lung function'^^’'̂ '̂  ̂ and increases 

the duration of respiratory illnesses in children.'^ For prevalence of symptoms in children or 

adults, prevalence of asthma in children, or incidence of symptoms in children with asthma, the 

evidence is equivocal. It is unlikely that respiratory or asthma admissions in children or 

asthmatic children’s lung function is related to chronic NO2 exposure.

There is insufficient evidence on the chronic effects of NO2 to consider it in the health impact 

assessment. In particular, most panel studies did not adjust for the effects of other pollutants, 

although the better studies allowed for many other potential confounders. The exception is lung 

function in children, where only part of the effect was attributable to NO2 despite some 

confounding by particulates.
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5.2 Is there a threshold?
Unlike particulates, NO2 can be defined as a single entity. In chapter two, I described the main 

ways in which NO2 can be measured. However, even for acute time-series studies using 

equipment that gives continuous measurements, different investigators have used different 

averaging times. The two used most commonly are the daily mean (24hr-N02) or the maximum 

one hour mean within the day (lhr-N 0 2 ) but longer averaging times are also used, particularly 

in the panel studies, where diffusion tubes are often used to measure NO2 levels at a wider range 

of locations outdoors, indoors, or in personal exposure samplers.

Whether there is a threshold is harder to answer for NO2 than for PMio, because of the 

discrepancies between chamber and epidemiological studies. There is also variation in 

susceptibility between individuals. The lowest concentration of NO2 in chamber studies to 

affect adversely people with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was 

200-300ppb.'*^^ For healthy adults, the threshold for acute exposure may be as high as 

l,000ppb.‘̂ '̂̂  Of 253 measurements over the first 40 hours after the accidental release of 

nitrogen tetroxide in Louisiana, 25% recorded levels of 100-2,900ppb NO2 . There was a 

fivefold increase in attendances at the emergency room in the following week, with 30% of the 

population attending."^^ No study has yet found a threshold.

5.2.1 24hr-N02

Effects on non-traumatic mortality were seen in Sydney (median 24hr-N0212ppb)^^^ and on 

deaths from circulatory or cerebrovascular causes or COPD plus asthma in Maricopa County 

(median 24hr-N0219ppb, 25“’-75 “̂ centiles 14-26ppb).^^^

Cardiovascular admissions in people s65 were positively, though not significantly, related to 

NO2 in Tucson, where median 24hr-N02 was 19ppb and the 10‘*’-90* centiles were 13-25ppb.^°^ 

Nitrogen dioxide was significantly related to emergency admissions for COPD or pneumonia in 

Minneapolis-St. Paul, USA (median 24hr-N02 16ppb, 10^^-90^ centiles 8-25ppb)"^\ asthma 

admissions in Paris (mean 24hr-N02 23ppb, 95^ centile 41ppb)^^^ and to IHD admissions in 

Sydney (median 24hr-N02 14ppb, 10*-90* centiles 6-23ppb).^^‘̂ Asthma plus COPD 

admissions in Latrobe Valley, Australia were associated with NO2 where the mean 24hr-N02 

level was only 4.5ppb (minimum 0.4, maximum 9.6ppb).‘̂® Emergency hospital attendances for 

asthma were also associated with low 24hr-N02 in Barcelona (median 15ppb, 25“’-75 ‘’’ centiles 

9-20ppb).^^

Simpson et found small or negative non-significant effects of NO2 on non-accidental 

deaths and those from respiratory and heart diseases in Brisbane, where median 24hr-N02 was 

only 13ppb and the range 1 ^ 2 p p b  but they examined only very small numbers of deaths.

There is a similar problem in interpreting the effects of low levels of 24hr-N02 in Helsinki
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(median 18ppb). Non-significant negative effects were found on asthma admissions but even 

fewer cases were included in this study

5.2.2 Ihr-NOz

Epidemiological studies have not shown a threshold down to 20ppb for GP consultations for 

asthma.^ '̂^ IHD admissions in Sydney were also significantly associated with low lhr-N 0 2  

(median 27ppb, centiles 15-44ppb)/^^

5.3 Is the relationship iinear?
As with particulates (p95), most studies have assumed that the relationship between relative risk 

and pollution is linear but have not specifically tested the shape of the relationship. Ballester 

and colleagues devised both linear and non-linear models to examine the relationship between 

NO2 and cardiovascular hospital admissions. The fit of the model did not change when air 

pollutant indicators were included in a non-parametric way, indicating that the relationship was 

linear.^^^ Although Burnett et al found an apparent nonlinear association between some 

pollutants and nonparametrically smoothed concentration-response data, a linear relationship 

with hospital admissions was supported by %̂ -tests.'*̂  ̂ The relationship between 24hr-N02 and 

defibrillator discharge was monotonie and almost linear.^"^  ̂ GP consultation in children for 

lower respiratory disease suggested a linear relationship with cumulative N0 2 .̂ "̂̂

This chapter demonstrates Rabl and Spadaro’s two types of scientific uncertainty. D a t a  

uncertainty is represented by the various effect estimates found in different studies. Choice of 

dose-response functions is discussed below. Model uncertainty includes not only issues of 

causality, examined in the previous chapter, but also the shape of the relationship. This is 

another area where there is less evidence than for particulates. Fewer studies have examined 

linearity or the existence of a threshold; most of those that have done so have looked at 

outcomes not considered in this chapter. The only outcomes for which there have been 

suggestions of a non-linear relationship are minor symptoms in Paris, which are not considered 

further as there was insufficient evidence to judge the association, and all respiratory admissions 

in London, for which a bubble plot suggested possible non-linearity.^^^

5.4 What is the magnitude of the effects?
The studies included in this section are the time-series studies using NO2 measurements, found 

using the literature search reported in chapter three, that considered the health outcomes for 

which there was moderate or strong evidence for a causal relationship. For each study, I 

calculated the effect of a lOppb increase in NO2 assuming a linear relationship with no 

threshold, as I did for 10p,g/m^ PMio (p87).
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Details of the outcomes and age-groups investigated (with ICD-9 codes and mean daily number 

of events, where available) and the effect estimate (with 95% confidence intervals (Cl) and p 

values where stated or calculable) for single and/or cumulative lags, in single or multi-pollutant 

models, if available, are given in tables N1-N34 in Appendix 4.

I included results using the daily mean (24hr-N02) or the maximum daily one hour mean 

(lhr-N02). Where they were available, I chose effect estimates adjusted for the effect of 

particulates. This was for two reasons. Firstly, results from multi-pollutant models probably 

reflect the true effects of pollutants more accurately than uni-pollutant models, particularly for a 

gas like NO2 whose true effects are believed by many to be a proxy for other traffic-related 

pollutants. Allowing for the effects of particulates, the only other criterion pollutant of 

relevance in central London, therefore reduces the likelihood of misattribution of effects. 

Secondly, using effect estimates that allow for the effects of particulates enables addition of the 

health impacts of reducing each pollutant when assessing the impacts of policies to reduce both 

pollutants.

In general, I have ignored season-specific effect estimates as these would make the spreadsheets 

too complex to be useful. The effect estimates from my three chosen sources for health 

outcomes used in my calculations are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

5.5 Inequalities in effects of nitrogen dioxide

5 .5.1 Disease and disability

Those at particular risk from NO2 are those with pre-existing circulatory or respiratory 

disease"^, including asthma. The point estimate for mortality from all causes or respiratory 

disease was three-and-a-half times as high in a cohort of patients with COPD or asthma than in 

the general population, although the 95% Cl overlapped. Despite the tiny numbers, the effect of 

lhr-N02 on respiratory deaths was significant (p<0.05) in the cohort with obstructive disease. 

The effect on circulatory disease was 70% greater in the diseased cohort but with even more 

overlap of the 95% CI.^^^

5.5.2 Age

Some studies have found that the effect estimate for hospital admissions^^'^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ ’̂ '̂ ’̂'̂ ^̂ ’'̂ ^̂  and on 

deaths (total mortality in Zurich and Geneva^^) are higher in adults aged ^65, although the 95% 

confidence intervals overlap substantially. A few have found positive effects only in those aged 

^65 (Amsterdam'^^^, Edinburgh^^^). Others have found no difference (total mortality in Basle,^^^ 

and London^^^, respiratory deaths in London^^^). There is also a suggestion that the effect may 

be greatest in the “young elderly”. For example, the relative risk for circulatory and for 

respiratory death in those aged 65-74 was higher than for those ^75 in London but the 95% Cl
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Table 5.1 Estimates used of percentage change in outcome for the effect of a change of Ippb in 24hr-N02
Diagnostic category ICD-9

codeŝ ^̂
ICD-10
codeŝ ^̂

Age
group

Mean annual number of 
events by cause and age-group

Effect estimates

Westminster Kensington & 
Chelsea

London APHEA WHO

All non-traumatic 
deaths'^

<800 A*-R* All 1,363 1,038 +0.03% (-0.0 to +0.06)^" +0.07% (0.03 to 0.10/^"

All circulatory 
deaths*’

390-459 I* All 500 369 +0.02% (-0.02 to +0.07)^^" +0.04% (0.0 to 0.08)̂ *’̂

All circulatory 
admissions

390-459 I* All 967 +0.08% (0.02 to 0.15/^'

Cardiac dysrhythmia 
admissions

427 144-149 All 153 125 +0.09% (0.0 to 0 .33/"'

All respiratory 
admissions

460-519 J* All 1,306 903 +0.04% (-0.02 to +0.10) cumulative'^^^ +0.05%'^"
^ 5 580 379 +0.09% (0.01 to 0.18) cumulative^^^ +0.07% (-0.07 to +0.23/'^

COPD admissions 490-492,
496

J40-J44,
J47

All 207 179 +0.1% (0.02-0.14) 
cumulatives^'*

Asthma admissions 493 J45-J46 0-14 86 76 +0.13% (p<0.05) cumulative*^^ 
+0.25% (p<0.05) with

+0.14% (0.02-0.23) 
cumulative*^^
+0.14% (-0.15 to +0.47) 
withBS*^^

15-64 92 73 +0.40 (p<0.05) cumulative & with +0.34% (0.10-0.59)
cumulative & with

Asthma attendances 
atA&E

self-reported 0-14 NjA NjA +0.76% (0.44 to 1.09) cumulative (R. 
Atkinson, personal communication).

15-64 NIA NIA +0.24% (0.01 to 0.47) cumulative (R. 
Atkinson, personal communication).

GP consultations for non-asthma respiratory 
diseases^

0-14 11,397 10,303 +0.10% (0.01 -0.20) cumulative^^^

GP consultations for asthma‘s (493) 0-14 2,134 1,935 +0.30% (0.07-0.54) cumulative '̂ '̂*

 ̂For outcomes in italics, there is moderate evidence of a causal relationship 
 ̂For outcomes not in italics, there is strong evidence of a causal relationship: 
 ̂Calculated from 1991 national GP consultation rates^^  ̂applied to estimated

where the effect estimates is in bold, p<0.05 for that effect estimate 
1996 population
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Table 5.2 Estimates used of percentage change in outcome for the effect of a change of Ipph in Max Ihr-NOz
Diagnostic
category

ICD-9
codes

ICD-10
codes

Age
group

Mean annual number of 
events by cause and age-group

Effect estimates

Westminster Kensington & 
Chelsea

London APHEA WHO

All non-traumatic 
deaths

<800 A*-R* All 1,363 1,038 +0.03% (0.0 to +0.02% (0.0 to 0.05) with 
+0.08% (0.03 to 0.13) 
cumulative'^^^

All circulatory 
deaths

390-459 I* All 500 369 +0.06%, (+0.0 to 0.12) with
PMio'“
+0.09% (0.04 to 0.14) 
cumulative^^

+0.04% (0.0 to 0.04)^*^

COPD + Asthma 
deaths

490-496 J40-J47 s65 59 46 +0.17% (0.04 to 0.31)^"^

All circulatory 
admissions

390-459 /* All 1,478 967 +0.04% (0.01 to 0 .0 7 f  '

Ischaemic heart 
disease admissions

410-414 120-125 s65 521 321 +0.12% (+0.02 to 0.15)""

All respiratory 
admissions

460-519 J* All 1,306 903 +0.05% (+0.0 to 0 .0 9 f  ' +0.70%^"^
205 580 379 +0.07% (0.02 to 0 .7 3 /" +0.02% (-0.09 to + 0 .7 3 /"

COPD admissions 490-492,
496

J40-J44,
J47

All 207 179 +0.05 (-0.09 to 0.21) 
cumulatives^'*

COPD + Asthma 
admissions

490-496 J40-J47 265 234 160 +0.1% (0.02-0.18

Asthma
admissions

493 J45-J46 0-14 87 76 +0.06% (-0.04 to + 0 .1 6 f ' +0.04% (-0.0 to +0.08/^^
15-64 92 73 +0.14% (0.02-0.26)"" +0.05% (-0.0 to +0.09) "̂*’

Asthma 
attendances at 
A&E

self-reported 0-14 NIA NIA +0.19% (0.05-0.34) with PMio 
+0.45% (0.25-0.65) cumulative^^^

15-64 NIA NIA +0.18% (0.01-0 34) cumulative^^^
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were very s i m i l a r T h i s  is analogous to the greater relative effect of smoking'^^^ or 

hyperlipidaemia'^^'^ in middle-aged compared with older men, although the absolute effect of 

raised serum cholesterol increases with age/^^

Other times of particular risk may be during intra-uterine life and in the neonatal period but no 

study has examined the effect of NO2 on these while adjusting for all known confounders. The 

effects on asthma admissions may also be greater in children than adults.^'^

5.5.3 Sex

Linn et al examined circulatory admissions in Los Angeles. They found a higher point estimate 

in women (+1.5% (0.7-2.3)) than men (0.7% (-0.1 to +1.5%)) aged 30-64 but no difference in 

the older age-groups.^"^

5.5.4 Ethnicity

A Los Angeles study found a smaller effect in Hispanics than in whites or blacks, with a much 

smaller effect in the combined “other” group. The last had non-significant results but had few 

admissions.^'^

5.5.5 Socio-economic status

As with particulates, those in deprived neighbourhoods are likely to have greater exposure to 

pollution^^^ and higher prevalence of cardio-respiratory disease^"^’̂ ^̂ , increasing their 

susceptibility to the effects of pollution.

Discussion

5.6 Method
The same comments as made in chapter four apply. The main problem is that of low power, 

with few daily outcome events and/or a short period studied. One must also note Chen and 

colleagues’ warning that models with only one or two air pollutants are probably unreliable, 

while including simultaneously quite a few correlated pollutants may result in under- or misfit 

in the model, yielding erroneous point estimates and misguided confidence.^^^

5.7 Comparison of my review with others’
Unlike particulates, few reviews focussing on N02had been published until recently. The 

approach taken by reviewers and their conclusions are given in Table 5.3 and the results of two 

sets of meta-analyses in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
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Table 5.3 Reviews & meta-analyses of the effects of NO2 on health

Authors,
year

Inclusion
criteria*

No of studies Considered
confounding

Considéré 
d causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions

Samet & 
Utell,
199Q456

12+3
(3 ambient 
9 indoor)
3 reviews

Y e s-
demographic
variables

No No Little epidemiological evidence of important effects but 
misclassification bias of exposure & outcomes would reduce 
likelihood of detecting an effect

Hasselblad, 
Eddy & 
Kotchmar,
1992438

Epidemiological 
studies of NO2 
on lower 
respiratory tract 
illness in 
children

11 Yes -  by 
demographic 
and home 
variables

No Yes -16, using 
fixed- or random- 
effects models 
alone or as part 
of a confidence 
profile method

NO2 affects lower respiratory tract symptoms in children

US EPA",
1993445

Unclear Yes (& bias) No Yes -  Hasselblad 
etal, 1992̂ ^®

Asthmatics may experience an increase in airways resistance at 
200-300ppb

MAAPE",
1993432

50+2
(39 ambient 
11 indoor)
2 reviews

In descriptions 
of individual 
studies

No No No effects on normal people at UK ambient levels 
Asthmatics generally not more sensitive than normal people 
Respiratory symptoms may worsen when NO2 and other 
pollutants rise
Episodes of elevated NO2 would produce minor or no effects in 
most people but some may be more seriously affected 
Weak association between gas cooking and respiratory illness in 
children
Very unlikely that any noticeable effects <300ppb

Lipfert,
1993399

Time-series
studies

Uncleard Yes -  but co
pollutants only 
briefly

No No Significant effects on hospital use in Los Angeles, southern 
Ontario & some European cities but not in Washington, Chicago 
or Steubenville

Li, Powers 
& Roth,
1994457

Effects of 
indoor NO2 on 
children

14 No No Yes -Random 
effects linear 
regression 
because of 
marked 
heterogeneity

Significant increases in respiratory symptoms in American and 
European children >5 (Table 3.X)
Very few studies conducted on pre-school children so inadequate 
power to determine whether no effect or none yet shown 
convincingly

Aunan,
1996^03

18+1 Yes - briefly Yes - 
briefly

Yes Very large, significant effect of annual mean NO2 on chronic 
respiratory symptoms in children
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Authors,
year

Inclusion
criteria®

No of studies Considered
confounding

Considéré 
d causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions

EOH ATS%
1996«3

22+4
(8 ambient NO2 
14 indoor air)

4 reviews

No No No (reported one) Very high levels cause emphysema-like changes in animals 
Exposure to NO2 an order of magnitude above ambient levels 
increases susceptibility to infection
2 0 % increase in the odds of illness in children but not adults 
exposed to longterm raised NO2

Zmirou et 
al, 1997^

Papers
published 1980- 
1993
Effects of four
pollutants
examined

25 No No Yes Strong relationship (p<0.001) with cough in people >30 (+6 .8 % 
(2.7-11). Other variables in final model: sex and quality of the 25 
studies (R^=0.95)
No significant effect on lung function

Festy,
1997458

1 review referenced Potential 
confounders 
listed but no 
assessment of 
their relevance

Briefly No (reported 
two)

500-l,000ppb weakly toxic to humans 
Reviews & meta-analyses demonstrate effect on respiratory 
symptoms, particularly in primary schoolchildren and in women, 
and on lung function.

WHO,
1997434

54+4
(Outdoor: 15 time- 
series, 2  other, 6 proxy); 
Indoor: 5 NO2, 12 
proxy;
Longterm: 13)
1 meta-analysis, 3 
reviews

Yes No No NO2 puts children [5-15yrs] at risk for respiratory illness 
Time-series given little weight as results variable and some results 
explained as more likely due to particulates

Viegi et al,
1998407

5+1
1 review

No No No None re: NO2
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Authors,
year

Inclusion
criteria®

No of studies Considered
confounding

Considéré 
d causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions

COMEAP,
1998126

Time-series 
studies with 
exposure-effect 
coefficients 
applicable to the 
UK; Cohort 
studies; Case- 
control studies 
with individual 
level
confounders; 
Draft APHEA 
papers

24+2
(16 ambient NO2 
8 indoor air)
2  reviews

No Y es- 
explicit (in 
appendix)

No All-cause mortality is increased by approximately 0.7%/lOppb 
All respiratory admissions at all ages increased by +1.0%/10ppb

Cerna et al,
1998«5

Epidemiological
papers
published 1992- 
1996 dealing 
with NO2, PMio 
or SO2

30 No Criterion: 
>50% of 
reports for 
any
outcome 
should have 
positive 
findings

No Evidence for health risks from NO2 ambiguous.

Sunyer,
1998

10 Emphasised 
difficulties in 
separating 
possible effects 
of ambient 
NO2 & 
particulates

No No NO2 may increase respiratory symptoms in healthy children 
Asthmatics may experience exacerbations in association with 
ambient NO2

Nicolai,
1999459

- Unclear -  2 cited No No No Chronic exposure associated with increase in non-specific 
respiratory symptoms, particularly cough, but not asthma
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Authors,
year

Inclusion
criteria®

No of studies Considered
confounding

Considéré 
d causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions

Desqueyrou
X &

Momas,
1 9 9 9 4 0 9

Panel studies 
published 1987- 
1998

20 Yes
& detailed 
examination of 
methodological 
issues

No No 3 studies found an effect on lung function
Effects n URTI & absenteeism in adults, & incidence of cough,
breathlessness and nasal symptoms each found in 1 study
2/5 studies found no significant effects
No effect on medication use

Ackermann 
-Liebrich & 
Rapp,
I 9 9 9 I 6 8

54
(20  time-series;
13 panel or cross- 
sectional;
5 chronic;
5 indoor NO2 
9 proxy for indoor N0% 
1 meta-analysis)

Yes No No -  “Not 
enough studies 
performed to 
calculate dose- 
effect
relationship for 
NO2 on specific 
health outcomes”

Insufficient evidence to establish causality but reasonable to 
assume that NO2 responsible for at least some of the observed 
effects of urban air pollution
Consistent association between longterm NO2 & respiratory 
symptoms & diseases, especially in children

Nitschke et 
al, 1999^^°

Search
strategy
specified
Effects on 
respiratory 
health

59
(20  cohort &
3 ecological ambient 
NO2;
13 indoor NO2 
23 proxy for indoor 
NO2)

Briefly Briefly Yes Ambient NO2 associated with reduced lung function in general 
population (possible threshold 40ppb) & impaired lung function 
in asthmatics (possible threshold 2 0ppb)
Association between gas cookers & symptoms in asthmatics: 15% 
increase in respiratory illness, 2 0 % in asthma, 12% in wheezing 
20% increased risk of respiratory symptoms in children per 15ppb 
indoor NO2

Dickey,
2000 ^̂ ^

- Unclear (? 1 review) No No No Airway hyper-reactivity at exposures >30ppb; stuffy noses and 
coughs with exposure >15ppb

WHO, 
2000 ^̂  ̂
(minimally 
edited from 
WHO,
1 9 9 7 4 3 4

54+4
(Outdoor: 15 time- 
series, 2  other, 6 proxy); 
Indoor: 5 NO2, 12 
proxy;
Longterm: 13)
1 meta-analysis,
3 reviews

Yes No No Increased risk of respiratory illness in children >16ppb. 
Asthmatics may experience an increase in airways resistance at 
200-300ppb

WHO,
2 0 0 0 ^

Based on WHO, 
2000"^^

Unclear Briefly No No Increased risk of respiratory illness in children >16ppb. 
Asthmatics may experience an increase in airways resistance at 
200-300ppb
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Authors,
year

Inclusion
criteria"

No of studies Considered
confounding

Considéré 
d causality

Meta-analysis
performed

Conclusions

Schwela, 
2000 ^̂  ̂
(review for 
WHO)

29+1
(21  ambient NO2 
8 indoor)
1 review

Briefly No No Weak associations in children between acute exposure to NO2 
from indoor sources, particularly gas cookers, and both respiratory 
symptoms and a reduction in lung function but less consistent in 
women.
Increase in respiratory symptoms, decreased lung function, & 
increased incidence of chronic cough, bronchitis and 
conjunctivitis with chronic exposure in children but not women 
Unproven whether any adverse health effects actually caused by 
NO2 exposure.

Not stated
' EPA: Environmental Protection Agency
MAAPE: Medical Advisory committee on Air Pollution Episodes c Some studies reported as unspecified “air pollution’ 

EOH ATS: Environmental & Occupational Health committee of the American Thoracic Society
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Table 5.4 Fixed- and random-effects model meta-analysis of effects of NO2 on lower respiratory tract symptoms in children

Studies included in analysis No of 
studies

Odds Ratio (95% Cl) 
for a rise of 15.6ppb NO2

Effect of a rise of lOppb NO2 *

Age-group NO2 exposure Fixed-effects model Random-effects model Fixed-effects model Random-effects model
Children 0-12 Presence/absence of gas stove 11 1.18 (1.10-1.26) 1.18 (1.07-1.30) 11.5% (6.4-16.7) 11.5% (4.5-19.2)
Children 5-12yrs Presence/absence of gas stove 9 1.19 (1.12-1.47) 1.20 (1.09-1.31) 12.8% (7.7-30.1) 12.8% (5.8-19.9)
Children 5-12yrs NO2 measured 4 1.27 (1.09-1.47) 1.27 (1.02-1.58) 17.3% (5.8-30.1) 17.3% (1.3-37.2)
Adapted from Hasselblad, Eddy and Kotchmar 1992 
 ̂Effect per lOppb = (OR-1.00) x 100 /1.56

Table 5.5 Random-effects model meta-analysis of effects of NO2  on respiratory illness in children

Health outcome Age-group Effect of a lOppb rise in NO2 (95% Cl)
USA (6 studies overall Europe (8 studies overall

Symptoms + Asthma <2 1.9% (NS: -17 to +29) 3.8% (NS: -12 to +25)
5-6 17% (NS: -4.5 to +47) 20% (1.3-43)
5-12 5.7% (NS: -5.7 to +47) 7.6% (NS: -1.9 to +18)

Symptoms only <2 17% (NS: -9.6 to +55) 18% (NS: -7.0 to + 52)
5-6 35% (4.5-81) 38% (9.6-78)
5-12 21% (4.5-41) 24% (8.3-41)

Source: adapted from Li, Powers & Roth, 1994'?5T
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5.7.1 Inconsistent results of individual studies

Many reviews have commented on this/^"^ Explanations have included; misclassification bias of 

both exposure and outcomes, reducing the likelihood of detecting an effect"^^ ;̂ recall bias, 

inherent in the use of retrospective questionnaires to ascertain illness histories"^^^; 

misclassification bias, because of the lack of NO2 measurements or the use of prolonged 

averaging times that miss shorter-term peaks'^^®’'̂ ^̂ ; or low NO2 levels in some stud ies/^  The 

low power of many time-series studies that I noted was mentioned seldom by others: in most 

cases, the review ante-dated the majority of the time-series studies of NO2 .

Hasselblad, Eddy and Kotchmar performed sixteen meta-analyses to determine whether the 

range of results of studies reflected differences in quality, a true lack of effect, or insufficient 

power. Only some of the 11 individual studies had odds ratios greater than one; even fewer had 

statistically significant results. The likelihood density function of the odds ratios for the 

individual studies overlapped. Each synthesis excluded different studies, in line with pre-set 

criteria. Each of the four methods for combining the results produced significant results for an 

estimated increase in NO2 of 15.6ppb (Table 5.4). When only the studies that measured NO2 

levels were included, the effect estimate for five- to 12-year-olds was considerably greater: the 

odds ratio was 1.25 (0.99-1.58) using the confidence profile method. The confidence intervals 

are wide for these analyses as only four studies were included. Because of this, one cannot be 

sure whether studies using surrogate measures have under-estimated the effect of NO2 on 

childhood lower respiratory tract symptoms or not.

The authors also considered the possible problem of publication bias. They calculated that a 

study including >8,000 children would need to find an odds ratio of sO.766 for the 95% 

confidence interval of the overall odds ratio to include 1.0.^^^

There is also marked variability of responses shown by laboratory and epidemiological 

studies."̂ ^̂

5.7.2 Outcomes considered (Table 5.3)

Fifteen of 23 reviews gave no inclusion criteria for their literature search; only one'^^ stated an 

explicit search strategy. Most considered too few studies to be comprehensive.

Most reviews did not consider whether NO2 can affect mortality or cardiovascular disease, even 

when relevant primary studies had been published. Festy’s 1997 review was the first to 

conclude that NO2 was likely to be associated with health effects other than minor symptoms 

and small changes in lung function.'^^^ Even in the 2000 WHO Air Quality Guidelines, the 

health risk evaluation was limited to experimental exposure and to panel studies although a few 

results from time-series studies were mentioned later in the document.^^^
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One of my reasons for not conducting meta-analyses was because different studies used 

different ICD codes for the same-named outcome. Zmirou et a l’s paper does not state whether 

their meta-analysis examined incidence, duration or prevalence of cough in people aged <30. 

This was probably because different studies used different outcome measures and diagnostic 

criteria."̂ ®̂

5.7.3 Confounding (Table 5.3)

Eight reviews did not consider this at all; three considered other pollutants as well as 

demographic, seasonal, and meteorological factors.

5.7.4 Causality (Table 5.3)

Only one review considered causality rather than assuming that associations were causal. A 

further two reviews and two of six meta-analyses referred to causality in passing.

Festy concluded that differences in individual susceptibility, increased sensitivity of those with 

asthma or COPD and of women and children, and the increase in toxicity of NO2 when 

associated with other aerocontaminants required the application of the Precautionary Principle 

(p45) for both indoor and outdoor NO2 .

Any effect of NO2 on children’s risk of respiratory illness has longterm implications, since 

repeated respiratory illness in childhood is associated with increased lung disease in later life.'*̂ '̂

Anto and Sunyer”̂^̂  postulated that, by decreasing the threshold of allergen exposure needed to 

develop sensitisation and therefore allergic asthma, NO2 may be contributing to the increased 

incidence of asthma. However, as with particulate pollution, the current consensus remains that 

there is no good evidence that NO2 pollution initiates asthma"̂ ^̂ "̂ ^̂ , nor that chronic exposure to 

high levels of NO2 triggers asthma in normal healthy individuals, although it can trigger or 

exacerbate symptoms in people with pre-existing asthma."^^^

5.7.5 Effect estimates

I compared the effect estimates from my three chosen sources with the results from other 

primary studies (Appendix 4) and from the reviews (Table 5.3). Few reviews reached 

quantified conclusions. Only COMEAP^^^ considered mortality or healthcare utilisation: they 

cited a pooled APHEA result for the former"^^  ̂and a WHO meta-analysis for the latter, both of 

which were included in the spreadsheets.

5.7.6 Comparison of my conclusions with others’

Unlike the review (Appendix 4) summarised in this chapter, no other review or meta-analysis 

stated the inclusion or exclusion criteria for their search and considered both confounding and
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causality, other than Nitschke and colleagues’ meta-analysis, where confounding and causality 

were mentioned but not examined systematically or in depth/^°

COMEAP s 1998 report quantifying the effects on health of air pollution^^^ began its chapter on 

NO2 with the words:

“Nitrogen dioxide is perhaps the most confusing o f  the common air pollutants.

The report commented on Sunyer et a l’s findings of an increase in asthma admissions'^^^ and 

Anderson and colleagues’ results of an increase in COPD admissions^^"^ They described the 

conflicting results on symptoms and lung function and on the effects of chronic exposure.

They concluded that there are difficulties and doubts regarding the relationships between N0% 

exposure and its effects on health.

Most of the primary studies of NO2 I included, particularly the APHEA and other time-series 

studies, were published after most of the reviews and expert reports summarised in Table 5.3 

were produced. It is not surprising, therefore, that in contrast to these reviews, I have found 

definite or probable associations of acute NO2 with deaths and hospital admissions from a 

number of causes. Unlike Schwela, I concluded that some of these associations, particularly 

those associated with circulatory and specific respiratory diagnoses, are probably causal. This is 

an example of Rabl and Spadaro’s fifth category of sources of uncertainty: "idiosyncrasies o f  

the analyst", whereby different individuals interpret ambiguous or incomplete information 

differently."^^®

For the effects on more minor endpoints, such as lung function and symptoms, some of the 

larger and better-designed studies (eg SAVIAH"^^, PEACE^^^) were negative although another, 

SAPALDIA^^"^, found many positive associations between longterm exposure to NO2 and 

symptoms in adults. These major studies all post-dated the meta-analyses in tables 5.4 and 5.5 

and the main WHO meta-analyses.'^^'^’"̂  ̂ This explains why I have concluded the evidence on 

chronic exposure is equivocal when the WHO has concluded that respiratory symptoms, 

incidence of some diseases, and reduced lung function are all associated with chronic exposure.

5.8 Major issues in the iiterature

5 .8.1 Differences between 24hr mean and maximum daily 1 hr NO2

In animal studies. Coffin et a l have shown that intermittent exposures to NO2 are more toxic 

than continuous exposure, even at the same concentration."^^^ Amongst many unknown factors 

relating to the potential adverse effects of NO2 on humans is whether higher levels or longer 

exposures are most important, or whether this varies for different health outcomes. One 

explanation for the association between a number of atopic symptoms in German children and 

outdoor NO2 but no such relationship occurring with personal NO2 exposure was that the most
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important factor, not recorded adequately by personal monitoring, was exposure to peak levels, 

such as would occur when travelling to school in the rush hour/^^

It is difficult to compare the effects of 24hr- and Ihr-NOz because most studies have used only 

one of the two metrics in their analyses, even if both were available. In most cases, the effect of 

a lOppb increase in 24hr-N0z is greater than the same increase in lhr-N02. This is 

unsurprising, as the former represents a similar rise maintained over a longer period, a much 

larger peak for a short while, or a pollution pattern between these two. It is never 24 times as 

great, which fits well with Larsen and colleagues’ impact effect model, which defines impact as 

exposure duration multiplied by air pollutant concentration raised to an exponent.^^^ For 

example, the pooled APHEA results for all respiratory admissions give point estimates of 

+0.4% for younger adults and +0.7% for older adults using 24hr-N02, compared with +0.2% in 

either age-group using lhr-N02.^^^ Although the 95% confidence intervals overlap 

considerably, the upper limit for the lhr-N02 effect in younger adults is +0.4%."^^  ̂ Similarly, in 

London, attendance at hospital A&E departments with self-reported asthma gave point 

estimates of +7.6% for children using 24hr-NÛ2 (R.Atkinson, personal communication) but only 

+4.5% using lhr-N02.^^^ The lower 95% confidence limit in children for 24hr-NÛ2 is +4.4%, 

just below the point estimate for lhr-N 0 2 .

5.8.2 Cumulative or single lag

The use of effect estimates derived from cumulative exposure is preferable (pp 88,103). These 

were available from my three chosen sources for 24hr-N02 only for admissions for all 

respiratory diseases and for asthma in London; admissions for COPD and for asthma in the 

pooled APHEA analyses; and both A&E attendances and GP consultations for asthma in 

London. For lhr-NÜ 2, cumulative lag results were available for all non-traumatic deaths and 

COPD admissions for APHEA and for all circulatory deaths and asthma attendances at A&E for 

London.

5.8.3 Effect estimates from uni- or multi-pollutant models

Results from multi-pollutant models are preferable (plO l). In practice, this was not possible in 

most cases as such estimates were available from my three chosen sources for 24hr-N02 only 

for admissions for asthma in London and in the pooled APHEA analyses. For lhr-N02, results 

of two-pollutant analyses were available from London for all circulatory deaths and for A&E 

attendances for asthma, and from APHEA for non-traumatic mortality.

Sometimes, the choice was to use a multi-pollutant model or one using a cumulative lag (for 

example the effects of lhr-N02 on all-cause mortality). While it seemed that an effect estimate 

between the two would best represent the effects of cumulative NO2 exposure in the presence of
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raised particulate levels, it was not appropriate for me to tamper in this way with the reported 

results. What I have done in these cases is use both effect estimates.

Even had the forthcoming meta-analyses from St George’s Hospital Medical School been 

available, these would not help with such decisions, unless they had access to raw data that 

would permit calculation of such effect estimates. Provided the quality of the review and of the 

included studies is good, pooling existing results from relevant studies is a more accurate 

method of achieving a representative effect estimate than choosing particular types of studies, as 

I have done. However, this approach would not help in this case as only one study using 

24hr-N02 and none using lhr-N 0 2  have calculated results for multi-pollutant models using 

cumulative lag.

5.8.4 Effects of age

Although it is widely reported that the effects are greater in older age groups^^®’'̂ ^̂ ’'̂ ^̂ , the effect 

estimates are not necessarily higher, especially for broader categories of adverse health 

outcomes such as total or circulatory deaths or circulatory admissions. For example, total 

mortality estimates in older people are a little higher in many (but not all) studies but the 

confidence intervals are so wide, particularly when smaller numbers in specified age-groups are 

considered, that it is difficult to reach firm conclusions. This is not surprising as deaths and 

circulatory disorders are relatively uncommon in children and adults aged <65. However, even 

where the RR does not vary with age, the absolute effect in older people is higher for total 

mortality and for cardiovascular outcomes, since the baseline event rate is much higher.

For respiratory diseases, there is better evidence of age-specific effects. This is probably a 

reflection of the different diagnoses represented. Respiratory admissions are primarily with 

asthma (particularly in children) or with infection, including exacerbation of COPD (particularly 

in older adults). If the effects on these different diagnoses vary, then it is not surprising that 

age-specific rates for broader categories of respiratory outcomes vary with age. Why asthma 

admissions in adults seem more affected by NO2 but A&E attendances are more affected in 

children may be a reflection of different management strategies rather than a differential effect 

of pollution at different ages. For example, many hospitals have a policy encouraging children 

with exacerbations of asthma to attend A&E sooner rather than later but few children are 

admitted. It may also be due to random error in the estimates.

5.9 Choice of effect estimates

5 .9.1 inclusion criteria

As discussed (p87), I used results from time-series studies performed in the past decade in 

London; from pooled results from western European cities participating in the APHEA studies;
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and those used by the English Department of Health’s specialist committee, COMEAP. In the 

absence of a meta-analysis of NO2 effects, which was outwith the scope of this thesis, using 

these sources of effect estimates was considered a more scientific procedure than using personal 

judgement in choosing effect estimates for each health effect. However, in practical terms this 

has meant that for some outcomes I have been unable to include an effect estimate in the 

spreadsheet although there is moderate evidence supporting a direct effect of NO2 . For example, 

of the four studies that considered emergency hospital admissions with pneumonia or other 

lower respiratory tract infection, none occurred within Europe, nor was this outcome considered 

by COMEAP, whose report antedated all but one of the studies. There is a different problem 

with heart failure: there is a study in London but the result is very different from the others, 

being minimally and non-significantly negative whereas the three non-European studies show 

substantial effects. To have used the London results would have ignored the information 

available from studies conducted elsewhere in the world.

5.9.2 Comparison with others’ choice of effect estimates

The same two English reports are relevant here as when considering particulates. I included the 

effect estimates COMEAP chose in 1998 in the results and compared them with the other results 

now available (Appendix 4). They decided not to quantify the effects, except for respiratory 

hospital ad m iss io n s .C O M E A P  calculated that 8,700 hospital admissions for respiratory 

disorders are brought forward or occur additionally when NO2 is elevated. However, they were 

sufficiently cautious of these conclusions to omit them from the sununary.^^^ Both these 

estimates are twice the magnitude of the results from London studies. They do not provide 

effect estimates for other health outcomes.

The recent report for the London Region NHS Executive"^^^ chose a similar set of three sources 

of effect estimate as I had already used in my spreadsheet: the COMEAP report, recent London 

studies, but in place of APHEA, they used the European Community’s ExternE study. They 

commented that COMEAP had not used any effect estimates for NO2 . Their conclusion from 

the ExternE study was that although there were some association between NO 2 and certain 

health outcomes, these were not likely to be causal but were a surrogate for a mixture of other, 

probably traffic-related, pollutants. They ascribed the effects on total mortality and all 

respiratory admissions found by the pooled Western Europe results from APHEA to similar 

confounding. The ExternE recommendation was therefore to use NO2 results for sensitivity 

analyses only. A major difference between their approach and mine was that they used only 

effect estimates based on lhr-N 0 2  and scaled these for use with 24hr-N02 by multiplying the 

effect estimates by 1.67.

The Swedish burden of disease study used effect estimates for admissions from all 

respiratory and all cardiovascular diseases, asthma, COPD, and acute disease of the heart. This
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is very similar to my conclusions except that I included deaths from all non-traumatic causes, 

circulatory diseases, or COPD related to acute exposure to pollution and A&E attendances and 

GP consultations for asthma. They again calculated a weighted mean for each combination of 

ICD-codes and age-group. They did not include studies of hospital visits or lung function, due 

to the difficulties in extrapolating these to their population.

They listed results from recent London studies for all-cause, cardiovascular and respiratory 

mortality and for hospital admissions for all respiratory diseases and all cardiovascular diseases, 

and GP consultations for all lower and all upper respiratory symptoms (not specified in the text) 

and for visits to A&E departments. Because of concerns of co-linearity and the assumption that 

NO2 was probably only a proxy for other pollutants and was not causally related to these 

endpoints, they calculated the effects of particulates and SO2 only. My approach differed 

because after reviewing the evidence (Appendix 4), I concluded that for many health outcomes, 

there was now reasonably good evidence that NO2 itself had an acute effect on mortality and 

morbidity.

Conclusions

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarise the evidence for associations, confounding, and causality between 

NO2 and health and the existence of effect estimates relevant to central London.

Reviewing the studies, there is enough evidence to suggest that acute rises in ambient NO2 is

truly associated with excess mortality and morbidity. There is strong evidence for a causal

effect on circulatory deaths; deaths from all causes and COPD are probably also precipitated by

NO2. Extra and early admissions for IHD and heart failure and for asthma in adults are very

likely to be causal. There is moderate evidence for a causal association with all respiratory and

all circulatory admissions and those for COPD, lower respiratory infection, dysrhythmias, and

for hospital admissions, emergency hospital attendances and GP consultations for asthma in

children. The Precautionary Principle (p45), therefore applies in these cases."^^’̂ ®̂ As Luther

Terry stated in his 1962 Surgeon General report:

“A s in other problem s ajfecting the public health, it is important that, as needed  
research proceeds on the problem  o f  pollution emissions from  motor vehicles, 
all practicable steps be taken to minimize such pollution rather than waiting  
until the results o f  all the needed research are available.

I conclude that the difficult issues of linearity and existence of a threshold will need to be

reviewed but the effect estimates I have chosen are reasonable approximations for the effects of

Ihr- and 24hr-N02 on the relevant health outcomes. They will need updating as new studies

and meta-analyses are published but at present, it is sensible to proceed with these to estimate

the health impacts of changes in air pollution intended by or consequent upon local or national

policies. This is described in the following chapter.
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There is still inconsistency between various studies, many of which do not reach statistical 

significance. Nitrogen dioxide probably does affect those with pre-existing cardio-respiratory 

disease but it is unlikely to affect those who are completely healthy at the levels encountered in 

Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster.

If NO2 has no toxic effects itself at these levels but is a proxy for the effects of traffic, then 

modelling NO2 is defensible in policy but not scientific terms. This is also an argument for 

reducing NO 2 by traffic control measures rather than technical fixes: the lUATLD® 1998 

review"^^  ̂ends with policy recommendations not only to reduce emissions from existing 

transport patterns but also to change travel behaviour.

Table 5.6 Summary of evidence for causal associations between NOiand acute 
health effects, according to evidence published by December 2000
Health outcome Evidence 

for an 
association"

Association due 
to confounding 

by other 
pollutants?*’

Evidence
for

causality"

NO2 effect 
estimate 

available from 
London/ 

APHEA7 WHO

Age-group 
used in 

spreadsheet

DEATHS
Non-traumatic:

all ages
+ P(PM) + Yes All

intra-uterine I U I N/A
0-1 I C(PM, O3) - N/A
<65 I C - N/A
2:65 + I + (Yes)'

Circulatory: all ages ++ P(PM) ++ Yes All
^65 + I + (Yes)'

IHD* I I N/A N/A
Cerebrovascular I I N/A N/A
Respiratory: all ages - N/A N/A N/A

0-1 I I N/A No
0-5 I I N/A No
2:65 + I N/A Yes

LRTI® + I N/A N/A
COPD*’+ asthma + I + Yes &65
Asthma I P(03) N/A N/A
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS
Circulatory + P (PM, CO, SO2) + Yes All
IHD*: all ages ++ u ++ Yes 2:65
MI' ++ C (SO, PM, SO2) - N/A
Angina I N/A N/A
Heart failure +(+y P ++ (Yes)'
Dysrhythmia + P(CO) + Yes All
Cerebrovascular + I N/A N/A
Respiratory: all ages + P(CO, O3) + Yes All

0-5 + I N/A N/A
0-14 + I N/A N/A

15-64 - N/A N/A N/A
2:65 + P(PM) + Yes 2:65

LRTP + P(03) + No

lUATLD: International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease
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Health outcome Evidence Association due Evidence NO2 effect Age-group
for an to confounding for estimate used in

association" by other 
pollutants?'^

causality* available from 
London/ 

APHEA7 WHO

spreadsheet

COPD** + P(CO,FP, O3) + Yes All
Asthma: all ages + P(CO) N/A N/A

0-14 + u + Yes 0-14
15-64 ++ u ++ Yes 15-64

EMERGENCY ATTENDANCE AT HOSPTAL
Respiratory: 0-14 + I N/A N/A

15-64 + I N/A N/A
^65 I I N/A N/A

Respiratory 
excluding asthma

- N/A N/A N/A

COPD I I N/A N/A
Bronchiolitis I N/A N/A No
Croup I P(PM) I No
Asthma: all ages + P(PM) + Yes

0-14 + P (PM, SO2) + Yes 0-14
15-64 + I + Yes 15-64

OP CONSULTATIONS
Respiratory 
excluding asthma

+ P(SOz) + Yes 0-14

Asthma + P(SOz) + Yes 0-14
MEDICATION USE
COPD I N/A N/A N/A
Asthma - N/A N/A N/A
RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS
Non-asthmatics + P(PM) N/A N/A
Asthmatics + P(PM) N/A N/A
LUNG FUNCTION
COPD I U N/A N/A
Asthmatics + U N/A N/A

® ++ Strong evidence + Moderate evidence (including only 1 study but highly significant)
± Weak evidence (eg several positive studies but all small and non-significant or conflicting results)
- No effect I Insufficient evidence (eg only 1 or 2 studies) N/A Not applicable
 ̂U Unlikely to be due to confounding P Partially due to confounding C Confounding likely 
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable

 ̂APHEA: Short-term effects of Air Pollution on Health: a European Approach WHO: World Health 
Organisation
 ̂Cells are empty where the health outcome is not included in the spreadsheet because the evidence does 

not support a causal relationship, no suitable effect estimate is available, or baseline data are not 
available.
"pl32
 ̂IHD: Ischaemic heart disease 

® LRTI: Lower respiratory tract infection 
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

‘ MI: Myocardial infarction
 ̂Strong evidence for an association except none found in London
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Table 5.7 Summary of evidence for causal associations between NO2 and

chronic health effects, according to evidence published by December 2000

Health
outcome

Evidence 
for an
association*

Association due 
to confounding 
by other 
pollutants? **

Evidence
for
causality*

NO2 effect estimate 
available from 
London/APHEA/WHO

Age-group 
used in 
spreadsheet'

DEATHS
All-cause - N/A N/A N/A
Lung cancer 1 C(PMio, SO2, 

O3)
N/A N/A

HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS
Respiratory 0-4 1 U N/A N/A
Asthma - N/A N/A N/A
PREVALENCE
Asthma + P(CO) N/A N/A
Atopy + I N/A N/A
Respiratory
symptoms

+ I N/A N/A

Duration of 
symptoms

+ I N/A No

Asthma
symptoms

+ I N/A N/A

LUNG FUNCTION
General child 
population

+ P(PM) + No

General adult 
population

++ I I No

INCIDENCE
Asthma + I N/A N/A

C Confounding likely

® ++ Strong evidence + Moderate evidence ± Weak evidence - No effect
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable

 ̂U Unlikely to be due to confounding P Partially due to confounding 
I Insufficient evidence N/A Not applicable

 ̂Cells are empty where the health outcome is not included in the spreadsheet because the evidence does 
not support a causal relationship, no suitable effect estimate is available, or baseline data are not 
available.
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Chapter six: The health effects of reducing air 

pollution In Westminster and Kensington & 

Chelsea to UK air quality objectives

Introduction

In this chapter, I consider the effects on measures of ill-health of reducing PMio and NO2 levels 

in Westminster and in Kensington & Chelsea to the UK National Air Quality Strategy 

(UKNAQS) objectives. The reductions 1 used model different abstract ways in which the 

pattern of pollution could fall, to show the magnitude of direct health effect that might be 

expected.

Methods

6.1 Data sources
1 used data for the three calendar years 1996-1998 for the baseline. For the health outcomes, 

this reduced errors due to random fluctuations of small numbers of events. For the pollution 

data, it was because meteorological conditions can vary considerably from year to year. In 

particular, these alter the level and number of peaks that occur.

6.1.1 Air pollution

Westminster City Council supplied me with each year’s data as a comma delimited file. Each 

file contained hourly measurements of NO2, PMio, SO2 , O3, benzene, toluene, and carbon 

monoxide. PMio levels were measured continuously with a tapered element oscillating 

microbalance (TEOM) (p62) and the others by an OPSIS machine (p57) on Marylebone Road.

1 imported the date, time, and hourly NO2 and PMio values from each file into a separate Access 

file for each year. 1 created “select” queries: 1 grouped the data by date and chose “average” for 

the Hourly_N0 2  and Hourly PMio fields. 1 included Hourly_N0 2  a second time, choosing 

“maximum” in the total row. Running the query calculated 24hr mean NO2 (24hr-N02) and 

PMio values and the maximum one hour NO2 (lhr-N 0 2 ) levels for each day.

Westminster City Council used roadside measurements (not kerbside, p54) in its review and 

assessment, rather than the background levels generally used by local authorities. Roadside 

levels are higher than background levels where ambient levels depend primarily on emissions
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from local traffic although London traffic accounts for only 31% of particles measured in the 

city (p59)^'^, with primary particles from mainland Europe contributing ^20% of annual mean 

primary particle levels/^^ I therefore obtained 1996-1998 hourly data for PMio and NO2 from 

the Bloomsbury site in Camden, the nearest urban background site to Westminster as an 

alternative estimate.

Although Bloomsbury measured slightly higher mean NO2 levels in 1997 than Bridge Place, 

Victoria (the background site in Westminster whose full hourly data were not available due to a 

problem with the air quality archive website), the peak levels were higher in Victoria.^"^^ There 

is no comparable site for comparison of background measurements of PMio within Westminster 

but modelled contour maps of Westminster and Camden show similar levels of annual mean 

NO2 and 99̂  ̂percentile PMio, with higher maximum NO2 levels in Westminster.

The Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea (RBKC) provided separate files for each year for 

hourly values of PMio and of NO2 for 1996 and 1997 from the urban background site in North 

Kensington. These were analysed as above. For 1998, ratified data for NO2 were not yet 

available from the local authority, so I downloaded the file from the UK National Air Quality 

Information Archive website fhttp://www.aeat.co.uk/netcen/airqualA into Excel.

6.1.2 Morbidity

I used emergency hospital admissions, obtained from Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster 

Health Authority’s Contract Minimum Data Set (CMOS). These are the HES data, Hospital 

Episode Statistics. Until 31 March 1998, these were sent from each NHS provider to the 

regional clearing house and thence to the health authority. Since April 1998, these data have 

been sent by each provider to the NHS National Clearing House, whence they are collated and 

forwarded to each NHS purchaser.

The unit for counting patients in NHS data is the Finished Consultant Episode (FCE), of which 

a patient can have more than one in a single admission if (s)he is under the care of more than 

one consultant sequentially. These data are organised in separate data sets of FCEs by financial 

year by end date of an episode. I needed data on admissions, a measure of greater health 

significance than FCE, by date of admission for the three calendar years from 1 January 1996 to 

31 December 1998.

I used Access software to run a select query, with criteria Local Authority as CoW or RBKC, 

Episode like “1” or like “01”, Admission Method like “21” or “22” or “23” or “24” or “25” or 

“28”, and First Diagnosis Code (ICD-10 code) like “I*” or like “J*”, to obtain all emergency 

admissions, excluding inter-hospital transfers, for which the first diagnosis was a 

cardiovascular or respiratory disease for residents of the two local authorities.
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I ran this query on the data sets CMDS 1995/96 (selecting date of admission >31/12/95),

CMDS 1996/97, and CMDS. The last included many admissions from the financial year 

1996/97 as well as all those from subsequent years. There were therefore three files for 1996, 

two for 1997 and one for 1998 admissions. Other fields I included in the query were date of 

birth, discharge method (death or survival), sex, ethnic group, local authority, electoral ward, 

postcode, grid reference, and episode number. CMDS 1995/96 did not include date of birth, 

ethnic group, grid reference, or episode number but I included age on admission, which was 

given as an integer.

I exported the query files into Excel to manipulate the data. First of all, I subdivided the data 

by local authority and ICD-10 chapter. For the 1996/97 and subsequent files, I calculated age 

on admission to one decimal point as (Admission date -  Date_of_birth) / 365.25. I searched 

for duplicate records for the same admission by sorting the combined file by admission date 

then postcode then age on admission. If these fields, plus sex, discharge method, first 

diagnosis, date of birth if present and length of stay if present were all identical, I deleted all 

but one record, as I assumed they were either duplicate entries or separate FCEs from the same 

admission. If the first diagnoses were related but different but all other fields identical, the 

record with the cause that was most likely to be the acute reason for admission was retained 

(for example pneumonia retained and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease deleted). Where 

all fields were the same but the date of birth was one digit different, I left both records although 

one was probably an error. Date of birth was not available for the CMDS 1995/96 records so 

age (to a whole year) was used in the search for duplicates; there were no cases of adjacent 

records with the same age and postcode but different dates of birth in the data that did contain 

dates of birth. I then amalgamated the files with records from the same year and repeated the 

search for possible duplicate entries from different datasets.

Even when records from a single data set were examined, there were some duplicate entries. If 

the patient(s) were under two years of age, I retained both records as it was possible that same 

sex twins would be admitted with the same diagnosis, admission date and home postcode. For 

all other cases, I assumed these were duplicate records. The numbers involved were such that 

no difference in the results of modelling would ensue from leaving or deleting these. For 

example, for emergency respiratory admissions of Westminster residents in 1998, there were 

two duplicates aged under two years, two aged two to 14 years, and 12 in adults. For 

cardiovascular diagnoses, there were none in children and 17 in adults, amongst 1,457 records. 

Full details of duplicate records found and deleted are given in Table 6.1.

To analyse the data, I imported the files back into Access. For each diagnosis or group of 

diagnoses for which I had an effect estimate for one or more pollutant measures, I ran a select 

query to count the number of emergency admissions in each year and relevant age-group.
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Table 6.1 Audit trail for duplicate records in Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) databases

Admission date Source of data Local authority 
area

Type of emergency 
admission

No. of 
records

No. of sets of 
duplicate 
records

No. of sets of 
triplicate, etc. 

records

No. of sets of 
very similar 

records

No. (%) 
deleted

01 Jan 96 -  31 Mar 96 CMDS" 1995/96 CoW*’ Respiratory 408 26 4 6 42 (10.3%)

RBKC" Respiratory 242 15 2 3 24 (9.9%)

CoW Cardiovascular 480 45 16 9 89 (18.5%)
RBKC Cardiovascular 301 30 3 10 46 (15.3%)

01 Apr 96 -  31 Dec 96 CMDS 1996/97 CoW Respiratory 977 4 0 2 5 (0.5%)

RBKC Respiratory 644 1 0 1 1 (0.2%)

CoW Cardiovascular 1,121 2 0 3 5 (0.4%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 654 0 0 1 0 (0.0%)

01 Jan 96 -  31 Dec 96 CMDS CoW Respiratory 338 9 6 0 2 1  (6 .2 %)

RBKC Respiratory 451 13 7 0 27 (6.0%)

CoW Cardiovascular 368 11 6 1 24 (6.5%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 472 15 14 1 45 (9.5%)

01 Jan 96 -  31 Mar 96 CMDS 1995/96 
+
CMDS

CoW Respiratory 683 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

RBKC Respiratory 642 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

CoW Cardiovascular 735 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 727 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

01 Jan 96 -  31 Dec 96 CMDS 1995/96 / CMDS 
+
CMDS 1996/97

CoW Respiratory 1,655 290 0 1 291 (17.6%)

RBKC Respiratory 1,285 344 0 1 344 (26.8%)

CoW Cardiovascular 1,851 286 0 0 286 (15.5%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 1,381 393 0 1 394 (28.5%)

01 Jan 97 -  31 Mar 97 CMDS 1996/97 CoW Respiratory 305 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)
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Admission date Source of data Local authority 
area

Type of emergency 
admission

No. of 
records

No. of sets of 
duplicate 
records

No. of sets of 
triplicate, etc. 

records

No. of sets of 
very similar 

records

No. (%) 
deleted

RBKC Respiratory 201 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

CoW Cardiovascular 321 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 183 0 0 0 0 (0.0%)

01 Jan 97 -  31 Dec 97 CMDS CoW Respiratory 1,032 2 5 0 12 (1.2%)

RBKC Respiratory 832 1 8 3 19 (2.3%)

CoW Cardiovascular 1,198 3 2 0 7 (0.6%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 887 1 7 5 19 (2.1%)

01 Jan 9 7 -3 1  Dec 97 CMDS 1996/97 
+
CMDS

CoW Respiratory 1,325 90 0 0 90 (6.8%)

RBKC Respiratory 1,014 131 0 2 133 (13.1%)

CoW Cardiovascular 1,512 97 0 0 97 (6.4%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 1,051 103 0 1 104 (9.9%)

01 Jan 98 -  31 Dec 98 CMDS CoW Respiratory 1,332 9 2 2 16 (1.2%)

RBKC Respiratory 908 7 4 0 21 (2.3%)

CoW Cardiovascular 1,457 14 1 1 17 (1.2%)

RBKC Cardiovascular 992 18 6 2 42 (4.2%)

CMDS: Contract Minimum Data Set 
' CoW: City of Westminster 
RBKC: Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea
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6.1.3 Mortality

I used mortality data sent by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) to Kensington & Chelsea 

and Westminster Health Authority. These were provided to me in Excel files for each local 

authority for each year, with the number of deaths in each of six age-groups for every ICD- 

9code for which at least one death occurred in that local authority in that year. I summed the 

number of deaths in the relevant age-group for each relevant diagnosis or group of diagnoses.

6.2 Modelling the reductions in air poiiution

The 1999 revised UKNAQS objectives and indicative values for particles are to comply with 

the EC Daughter Directive, for which the 50pg/m^ standard is measured gravimetrically. 

TEOM monitors, used in London, under-record by about 30% in comparison with this.^^^ The 

UKNAQS objectives I included in my spreadsheets are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 UK National Air Quality Strategy objectives used in this study

1; Annual mean PMio 30.8pig/m [̂TEOM] (40pig/m̂ [gravimetric]), objective for 31.12.2004 

2: Annual mean PMio 15.4pg/m^[TE0M] (20pg/m [̂gravimetric]), proposed objective for 31.12.2009

3: 24hr mean PMio 38.5pg/m^[TEOM] (50pg/m^[gravimetric]), ^35 exceedences, revised objective for

31.12.2004

4: 24hr mean PMio 38.5pg/m |̂TEOM] (50pg/m [̂gravimetric]) ^7 exceedences, proposed objective for 

31.12.2009

I: Annual mean nitrogen dioxide 21ppb (40pg/m^), objective for 31.12.2005

II: Hourly mean nitrogen dioxide ISOppb (286p,g/m^), original objective for 31.12.2005

III: Hourly mean nitrogen dioxide 105ppb (200[xg/m^), ^18 exceedences, revised objective for

31.12.2005

6.2.1 PMio

I modelled PMio first, both because the effects were more certain and also because it was more 

straightforward than NO2 (pl58). Models A  and C were designed to illustrate the lower and 

upper bounds respectively of the air pollution reductions required to meet the objectives. They 

therefore represent stylised ways of estimating the upper and lower bounds of health benefits. 

Different (effective) policy options would produce effects within these limits.
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These models are illustrated using daily roadside PMio levels in Westminster during January 

1996, a month with atypically high levels, to demonstrate the models clearly (Figure 6.1). For 

simplicity, the graphs use 50p,g/m^ as the standard and assume no permitted exceedences.

♦  Model A  truncated all non-permitted peaks above the standard but left levels on other days 

unchanged.

♦  Model B assumed that the mean fall in PMio on the peak days, based on model A, also 

occurred on the remaining days.

♦  Model C used the percentage reduction required to eliminate the highest peak (excluding 

permitted exceedences) to reduce each day’s pollution.

♦ Model D was the reduction required to reach the standard for annual mean.

As a check on the spreadsheet models, I also estimated the health effects of reducing PMio 

levels to zero,

6.2.2 Nitrogen dioxide

Continuous measurements are made of NO2 , from which average hourly levels are obtained.

The UKNAQS gives standards for hourly NO2 levels and for the annual mean. However, the 

time-series analyses from which the effect estimates were obtained used 24hr-N02 and/or Ihr- 

NO2 . I therefore needed to construct models of the same basic form as for PMio but with 

greater complexity.

I used the same basic models A to D for NO2 but needed to use the hourly values in the 

calculations with the 24hr-N02 effect estimates and the maximum lhr-N 0 2  level for each day 

with the lhr-NÜ 2 effect estimates when modelling achievement of each of the hourly objectives 

(Figure 6.2). It is not possible to calculate the effects of achieving the annual objective based 

on the daily maximum lhr-N 0 2  because there is no way to relate the daily maximum lhr-N 0 2  

level to the annual mean.
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Figure 6.1 24hr PM-,0 levels in Westminster
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Figure 6.2 Different m easures of nitrogen dioxide and the effects of m odels A, B and C
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Constructing the spreadsheets

6.2.3 Theoretical basis for the calculations

I based my calculations for the effects of short-term changes in pollution on the following 

equation:

AE = 3-^ AC* E

where AE = Change in number o f outcome events
fi = Exposure-response function 
AC = Change in ambient concentration 

and E  = Baseline number o f  outcome events

(This assumes a linear relationship between relative risk and pollution (p95) with no threshold, 

and is arithmetically equivalent to the formula given by Ostro and Chestnut'^ '̂^:

Change in annual health outcome = Ed SPMjoi POP]

where:

P  = percentage effect o f health outcome rate per Ipgtm^ 24hr-PMio 
Bd  = Baseline rate o f  health outcome
ÔPMjo i = change in 24hr-PM]o on day i as a result o f the reduction in pollution 
POP  = Population exposed to ôPMjo /)

This gave me the effect of changes to achieve the 24hr standard for PMiq. I was able to use 

such a simple formula because the evidence points to the dose response relationship being 

linear without a threshold. The health effects of a change from the current annual mean to the 

new annual mean can also be calculated, by applying the effect estimates for 24hr means to the 

fall in daily PMio and also, for NO2 , to the fall in 24hr mean values calculated from the hourly 

values.

6.2.4 Modelling the falls In air pollution

Air pollution data are entered onto a data entry sheet in the spreadsheets. Technical problems 

with the measuring devices can cause missing data for hours or days. Ignoring these 

underestimates the magnitude of the fall in pollution. I therefore imputed mean values to the 

missing data.

For each applicable combination of objective and model for each of the three baseline years, 

the spreadsheet then calculates the magnitude of change in ambient air pollution. The values of 

the results for falls in pollution are copied automatically into the relevant cells of the mortality 

and morbidity calculation worksheets. If the fall is negative (because the objective was already 

attained), the value is changed to zero, assuming local authorities do not plan to increase air 

pollution as part of their air quality action plans. The effect on each relevant health outcome 

for each applicable combination of objective and model is then calculated.
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PM 10

The spreadsheets for modelling the falls in pollution assume that PMio was measured with a 

TEOM and the objective to achieve is in line with the EC Directive (for example

50p,g/m [gravim etric])'

Model A: I summed the PM iq levels for each day of non-permitted exceedence of the standard 

and recorded the number of these days. Allowing the PM iq level on each of these days to be as 

high as the standard, I calculated the “excess” PMio.

Model B: I calculated the percentage reduction on the peak days represented by the reduction 

calculated for those days in model A. I then applied this percentage reduction to the sum of the 

daily 24hr values for the year to obtain the total reduction to be used in the HIA.

Model C: I found the highest daily level, after permitted exceedences were excluded, and 

calculated the percentage reduction required to bring this value down to the standard. I then 

calculated the total reduction if this percentage fall occurred every day (including on the days 

with permitted exceedences).

For objectives 3 and 4, the highest levels corresponding to permitted exceedences are ignored 

when calculating the percentage reduction required but are included when calculating the 

absolute fall in pollutant levels during the year for models B and C.

Model D was the simplest: I calculated the percentage reduction required using the formula

Current annual mean -  Tarset annual mean 
Current annual mean

I then multiplied this percentage by the sum of the daily PMio for the baseline year.

NO2

Calculations for 24hr-N02

After summing the non-permitted exceedences in hourly NO2 levels (model A) or calculating 

the mean percentage reduction (model B) or the percentage reduction required for the highest 

hour in the year (model C) and applying these to each hour’s NO 2 level, the figure was divided 

by 24 to obtain the fall in 24hr-NÛ2 over the year.

Model A: I summed the NO2 levels for each hour of non-permitted exceedence of the standard 

and recorded the number of these hours. Allowing the NO2 level on each of these days to be as 

high as the standard, I calculated the “excess” NO2 . This was divided by 24 to obtain the fall in 

24hr-N02.

Model B: I calculated the percentage reduction on the peak hours represented by the reduction 

calculated for those hours in model A. I then applied this percentage reduction to the sum of
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the hourly values for the year to obtain the total reduction. This was then also divided by 24 to 

obtain the figure to be used in the HIA.

Model C: I calculated the percentage reduction required for the highest lhr-N02 and applied it 

to every hour. This was divided by 24 to obtain the fall in 24hr-NÛ2.

The percentage reductions to use for models for objective III were calculated after excluding 

the highest 18 hourly values but the magnitude of the fall in pollution was calculated by 

multiplying this percentage by all the hourly values.

Calculations for one hour maximum NO2

There are additional problems with using exposure-response coefficients for lhr-N02. If, for 

example, three one-hour NO2 levels on the same day breached the standard, reducing the daily 

maximum lhr-N 0 2  to below the standard would leave the higher of the two other hourly levels 

as the new daily maximum, both of them still in excess of the standard. I assumed that 

pollution would fall in each hour as described above but that the magnitude of the fall to use in 

the calculations with the effect estimate based on the maximum lhr-N 0 2  would be the fall in 

that metric. The models therefore summed the relevant daily maximum lhr-N02 and ignored 

other hourly values from those days. The results were not divided by 24 but the calculations 

were otherwise the same as above. However, for objective III, although the percentage 

reductions required were calculated after excluding the highest 18 hourly values in the year, 

calculation of both the percentage reduction and the magnitude of the fall in pollution were 

done using only daily maximum lhr-N 0 2  values.

As with PMio, negative values for falls in pollution were replaced by zero when automatically 

copied into the mortality and morbidity worksheets.

6.2.5 Health outcomes

I designed the mortality and morbidity sheets of the spreadsheets to include only those 

diagnosis/age-group combinations for which I had concluded there was at least moderate 

evidence of a causal relationship and for which there were effect estimates from the most recent 

London studies, the pooled analyses from the APHEA project in cities in western Europe, 

and/or WHO meta-analyses.

For each health outcome, there were cells on the data entry sheet to insert the annual data for 

three years ( to reduce the errors due to small numbers). The next cell then calculated the mean 

annual number of events. From this, a cell in the relevant mortality or morbidity calculation 

worksheet(s) calculated the daily mean number of events. The amended results of the pollution 

modelling were automatically copied onto the mortality and morbidity sheets, except for
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negative results, which were automatically replaced by zero using the “makezero” function in 

Excel.

For each air pollution reduction model, estimates of the number of lives no longer shortened or 

of emergency hospital admissions not occurring or not brought forward in a year were 

calculated automatically by multiplying the daily event number by the effect estimate per unit 

of pollutant and the fall in pollutant over a year.

Effect estim ates

I used three sources of exposure-effect estimates:

♦  the most recent result from a time-series study in London for that pollutant and health

♦ results of pooled analyses from APHEA studies (short term effects of Air Pollution on 

Health: European Approach) in Western and

♦ meta-analyses for the World Health Organisation (WHO), predominantly from studies in 

cities in the USA, quoted by UK Department of Health reports from its Committee on the 

Medical Effects of Air Pollution (COMEAP)^^^’̂ ^̂ , cited in Air Quality Guidelines'^, or 

calculated for a WHO study."^^^

Tables 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 and 5.2 summarised the effect estimates I used when modelling the effects 

on mortality and morbidity of reductions in air pollution. The reasons for choosing these 

estimates have already been given (p87). I divided the effect estimates quoted in Appendices 3 

and 4 and discussed in chapters three and four by ten, to give effects per unit change in 

pollutant for use in the spreadsheets. Although this is not identical to recalculation of the effect 

from the regression coefficient, it differs only when three or four significant figures are used, 

which would have been a spurious level of accuracy for these models.

I have not used confidence intervals as these allow for random error but not for systematic error 

due to poor quality studies. The only exception is the effect estimate for chronic effects of 

PMio exposure on all-cause mortality, as this is derived from a variance-weighted mean from 

the only two well-conducted cohort studies that have produced estimates using PMio.

Results

Population and pollution data for Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea were given in chapter 

two (Table 2.2 and 2.3). Baseline mortality and morbidity data are summarised in Tables 4.1, 

4.2, 5.1 and 5.2.
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In Table 6 .3 -6 .10 ,1 have used the same approach as in the spreadsheets. Associations for 

which there is moderate evidence of causality are given in italics. For relationships with strong 

evidence for causality, effect estimates and results are printed in bold unless the specific effect 

estimate used is not significant at the 5% level.

6.3 PMio

6.3.1 Westminster 

Acute effects

The annual mean background PMio at the Bloomsbury site was already below the 2004 

objective. Achieving the 2009 annual mean objective there would delay 4.5-11.2 deaths 

annually (Table 6.3). About 11 respiratory and 11 circulatory admissions would be affected as 

well as around 5% of A&E attendances for asthma by attaining the lower annual mean target 

(Table 6.4) The anticipated effects of reaching the 2009 annual mean objective are 1.75 times 

higher when the roadside measurements are used (Tables 6.3 and 6.4), similar to the difference 

seen when achieving the 2009 24hr-PMio objective.

The 2004 24-hr PMio objective was met at Bloomsbury in 1998; achieving the objective there 

delays very few deaths or admissions (Table 6.5). Reducing the permitted exceedences from 35 

to seven results in around two (London effect estimate, lower bound 0.4, upper bound 3.5) to 

under five (WHO, 1.0-8.7) deaths delayed. Respiratory and circulatory admissions delayed or 

prevented each range from one to nine. More respiratory and cardiovascular emergency 

admissions than deaths are delayed, because of the higher numbers of baseline events but the 

order of magnitude is similar.

The number and extent of the exceedences of the 24hr-PMio standard at the roadside changed 

more than the annual mean in the three baseline years. Attaining the 2004 24hr-PMio objective 

in Marylebone Road results in one to four fewer deaths brought forward, based on the London 

studies, one to five based on the pooled APHEA results from Western Europe, and one to 10 

based on the WHO meta-analysis used in the COMEAP report (Table 6.3). Reducing the 

permitted number of exceedences from 35 to the seven allowed in 2009 almost doubles the 

estimates. About five respiratory and five cardiovascular admissions would be prevented or 

delayed by achieving the 2004 daily objective with an intermediate fall in pollution (model B). 

The fewer permitted exceedences for 2009 increases these to eight each (Table 6.5).
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Table 6.3 Effects on premature deaths delayed by reducing PMio in Westminster from 1996-1998 levels

Cause of 
death

Age Source Estimate of lives no longer shortened
Reductions to achieve PMio 

annual mean objective
Reductions to achieve 24hr-PM10 

target for 31.12.2004 
50pg/m̂ [grav!metnc] wlth 35 permitted 

exceedences

Reductions to achieve 24hr-PM10 
target for 31.12.2009

50|xg/m̂ [graviinetric] wlth 7 permitted 
exceedences

Effect of reducing pollution 
to Opig/m̂

40p^m^
reravimetricl

20pg/m^
reravimetricl

No of 
deaths pa

Deaths delayed 
as % of total 

deaths in a yearModel Id Model 2d Model 3a Model 3b Model 3c Model 4a Model 4b Model 4c
Using background pollution‘s
Total non- 
traumatic

All London 0.0 4.5 0.1 0.7 1.1 0.4 1.8 3.5 10.8 0.8%
APHEA 0.0 6.0 0.1 0.9 1.4 0.5 2.4 4.7 19 1.1%
COMEAP 0.0 11.2 0.2 1.6 2.7 1.0 4.5 8.7 26.7 2.0%

Respiratory All London 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.8 2.5 1.1%
COPD’’ + 
asthma

265 London 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.7 1.3 3.9 6.6%

Using roadside pollution^
Total non- 
traumatic

All London 1.7 8.0 0.5 1.9 4.0 1.2 3.1 6.7 14.3 1.0%
APHEA 2.2 10.6 0.7 2.6 5.3 1.6 4.2 8.9 19.0 1.4%
COMEAP 4.1 19.6 1.3 4.8 9.9 3.0 7.7 16.5 35.2 2.6%

Respiratory All London 0.4 1.8 0.1 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.7 1.5 3.3 7.4%
COPD’’ + 
asthma

265 London 0.6 2.9 0.2 0.7 1.4 0.4 1.1 2.4 5.2 8.8%

® Measured at Bloomsbury site 
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
Measured on Marylebone Road
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Table 6.4 Effects on emergency admissions and consultations by reducing annual mean PMio in Westminster from 1996-1998 levels

Cause of healthcare utilisation Age Source Estimate of healthcare averted or delayed based on Bloomsbury (Marylebone Road) pollution
Reductions to achieve PMio annual mean objective Effect of reducing pollution to Opig/m̂

40pg/m reravimetricl 2 0 pg/m^ reravimetricl No of events pa Events delayed as % of total
Model Id Model 2d events in a year

Respiratory admissions All London 0.0 (4.3) 11.6 (20.3) 27.7 (36.4) 2.7% (2 .8)
COMEAP 0.0 (4.3) 11.6 (20.3) 27.7 (36.4) 2.7% (2 .8 )

Asthma admissions 0-14 London 0.0 (0.4) 1.1 (1.9) 2.3 (3.3) 2.9% (3.8)
15-64 0.0 (0.7) 1.9 (3.4) 4.6 (6.7) 3.0% (6.6)

COPD“ + asthma admissions s65 London 0.0 (1.6) 4.5 (7.9) 10.7 (74.7) 4.3% (3.9)
L R l f  admissions s65 London 0.0 (1.4) 3.7 (6.6) 9.0 (77.8) 3.4% (4.3)
Circulatory admissions 0-64 London 0.0 (2.7) 5.8 (70.2) 13.9 (78.3) 2.9% (3.8)

265 0.0 (2 .0) 5.5 (9.7) 13.3 (7.4) 7.3% (1.7)
IHD‘̂ admissions 0-64 London 0.0 (1.1) 2.9 (3.2) 7.0 (9.2) 3.4% (4.3)

265 0.0 (1.0) 2 .8 (4.9) 6.7 (8 .8 ) 2.7% (2 .8 )

Asthma A&E attendance^ 0-14 London (+NO2) 0 .0 % (0 .6 ) 7.7% (2.9) NIA 4.0% (3.2)
London (cumulative) 0 .0 % (7.2) 3.3% (3.8) NIA 7.9% (70.3)

15-64 0.0% (7.0) 2.7% (4.7) NIA 6.4% (8.4)

“ COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
 ̂LRTI: lower respiratory tract infection 
IHD: ischaemic heart disease
 ̂Figures for A&E (Accident &Emergency department) attendances are given as a percentage of the baseline attendance rate
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Table 6.5 Effects on emergency admissions and consultations by reducing 24hr-PMio in Westminster from 1996-1998 levels

C a u s e  o f  h e a l t h c a r e  u t i l i s a t i o n A g e S o u r c e E s t i m a t e  o f  h e a l t h c a r e  a v e r t e d  o r  d e l a y e d  b a s e d  o n  B l o o m s b u r y  ( M a r y l e b o n e  R o a d )  p o l l u t i o n

R e d u c t i o n s  t o  a c h i e v e  2 4 h r - P M 1 0  t a r g e t  f o r  

3 1 . 1 2 . 2 0 0 4

5 0 p g / m ^ [ g r a v i m e t r i c ]  w i t h  3 5  p e r m i t t e d  e x c e e d e n c e s

R e d u c t i o n s  t o  a c h i e v e  2 4 h r - P M 1 0  t a r g e t  f o r  

3 1 . 1 2 . 2 0 0 9

5 0 | i g / m ^ i ^ a v i i n e t r i c ]  w i t h  7  p e r m i t t e d  e x c e e d e n c e s

M o d e l  3 a M o d e l  3 b M o d e l  3 c M o d e l  4 a M o d e l  4 b M o d e l  4 c

Respiratory admissions All London 0.2 ( 7 . 3 ) 1.7 ( 3 . 0 ) 2.8 ( 7 0 . 2 ) 1.0 ( 3 . 7 ) 4.6 ( 8 . 0 ) 9 . 0 ( 7 7 . 7 )

COMEAP 0.2 (1.3) 1.7 ( 3 . 0 ) 2.8 (10.2) 1.0 ( 3 . 7 ) 4.6 ( 8 . 0 ) 9.0 (17.1)
Asthma admissions 0-14 London 0.0 ( 0 . 7 ) 0.2 ( 0 . 3 ) 0 . 3 ( 0 . 9 ) 0.1 ( 0 . 3 ) 0.4 ( 0 . 7 ) 0.8 (1.6)

15-64 0.0 ( 0 . 2 ) 0.3 ( 0 . 8 ) 0 . 3 (1.7) 0.2 ( 0 . 3 ) 0.8 ( 7 . 3 ) 1.5 ( 2 . 9 )

COPD'* + asthma admissions 205 London 0.1 ( 0 . 3 ) 0.7 ( 7 . 9 ) 7 . 7 ( 4 . 0 ) 0.4 ( 7 . 2 ) 1.8 ( 3 . 7 ) 3 . 3 ( 6 . 6 )

L R T f admissions 265 London 0.1 ( 0 . 4 ) 0.5 ( 7 . 6 ) 0 . 9 ( 3 . 3 ) 0.3 (1.0) 1.5 ( 2 . 6 ) 2 . 9 ( 3 . 3 )

Circulatory admissions 0-64 London 0.1 ( 0 . 7 ) 0.9 ( 2 . 3 ) 1.4 ( 3 . 7 ) 0.5 (1.6) 2.3 ( 4 . 0 ) 4.5 ( 8 . 6 )

265 0.1 ( 0 . 6 ) 0.8 ( 2 . 4 ) 1.3 ( 4 . 9 ) 0.5 (1.5) 2.2 ( 3 . 8 ) 4.3 ( 8 . 2 )

IHD'^ admissions 0-64 London 0.0 ( 0 . 3 ) 0.4 ( 7 . 3 ) 0.7 ( 2 . 6 ) 0.3 ( 0 . 8 ) 1.2 ( 2 . 0 ) 2.3 ( 4 . 3 )

205 0.0 ( 0 . 3 ) 0.4 ( 7 . 2 ) 0.7 ( 2 . 3 ) 0.2 ( 0 . 8 ) 1.1 ( 7 . 8 ) 2.2 ( 4 . 3 )

Asthma A&E attendance'^ 0-14 London (+NO2) 0. 0 % ( 0 . 2 ) 0. 2 % ( 0 . 7 ) 0 . 3 % ( 7 . 3 ) 0 . 7 % ( 0 . 4 ) 0 . 7 % ( 7 . 2 ) 7 . 3 % ( 2 . 3 )

London (cumulative) 0.1% ( 0 . 4 ) 0 . 3 % (1.4) 0. 8 % ( 2 . 9 ) 0 . 3 % ( 0 . 9 ) 7 . 3 % ( 2 . 3 ) 2. 6 % ( 4 . 9 )

15-64 0.0% ( 0 . 3 ) 0 . 4 % (1.1) 0. 6 % ( 2 . 3 ) 0. 2 % ( 0 . : ^ 7 . 7 % ( 7 . 8 ) 2 . 7 % ( 3 . 9 )

“ COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
 ̂LRTI: lower respiratory tract infection 

® IHD: ischaemic heart disease
 ̂Figures for A&E (Accident &Emergency department) attendances are given as a percentage of the baseline attendance rate
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Chronic effects

The effects of chronic exposure to particulates is an order of magnitude higher. Using Kiinzli 

and colleagues’ estimate for the longterm effect of PMio on mortality'^^^, 24 deaths (95% Cl 14- 

34) are estimated to be delayed by reaching the 2004 annual target (40fxg/m̂ [gravimetric]) at 

Marylebone Road. Reducing the Bloomsbury background annual mean PM iq to 

20fxg/m̂ [gravimetric] delays 65 (39-92) deaths; using Marylebone roadside levels estimates around 

114 deaths (69-162) affected annually.

6.3.2 Kensington & Chelsea 

Acute effects (Tables 6.6 and 6.7)

The effects are smaller in RBKC than in Westminster, even when comparing results using 

background pollution. The population is smaller (Table 2.2) but more importantly, pollution 

levels are a little lower in Kensington & Chelsea, so the percentages of deaths and admissions 

attributable to PMio are lower.

The annual mean PM iq was already below the standard for 2004 in each of the three baseline 

years, with the 24hr-PMio objective already met in 1997 and 1998. Achieving the 2009 annual 

mean objectives would result in about two to six lives not being shortened. Six respiratory and 

five cardiovascular admissions would be delayed or prevented by reaching the annual objective 

for 2009. Reaching the 24hr objective for 2009 would affect fewer deaths or admissions than 

reaching the annual mean target unless the 24hr objective was reached with a maximum fall in 

pollution (model 4C).

Chronic effects

Decreasing annual mean PMio to the 2009 target would delay 35 deaths (95% Cl 21-49) as a 

result of reduced chronic exposure.

6.4 NO2

The effects of reducing NO2 are in general less than for PMio, because of the greater fall 

required for particulates by the UKNAQS,

6.4.1 Westminster (Tables 6.8-6.11)

The original hourly objective was already met in 1997 and 1998 at Marylebone Road and in 

1998 at Bloomsbury. The revised objective was met in 1998 at Marylebone Road and in 1996 

and 1998 in Bloomsbury. Estimates of health effects based on Marylebone Road are lower for 

the
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Table 6.6 Effects on deaths brought forward of reducing RBKC PMio from 1996-1998 background levels

Cause of death Age Source Estimate of lives no longer shortened
Reductions to achieve 

PMio annual mean 
objective

Reductions to achieve 24hr-PM10 
target for 31.12.2004

Reductions to achieve 24hr-PM10 
target for 31.12.2009

Effect of reducing pollution to 
Opg/m̂

40(ig/m^
reravimetricl

2 0 jig/m̂
reravimetricl

50jig/m̂ [gravimetric] with 35 permitted 
exceedences

50pg/m^[gravimetric] with 7 permitted 
exceedences

No of deaths 
pa

Deaths delayed as 
% of total deaths 

in a yearModel Id Model 2d Model 3a Model 3b Model 3c Model 4a Model 4b Model 4c
Total non
trauma tic

All London 0 2.4 0 0.2 0.3 0.2 1.3 2.5 7.2 0.7%
APHEA 0 3.2 0 0 .2 0.4 0.3 1 .8 3.3 9.6 0.9%
COMEAP 0 6 .0 0 0.4 0 .8 0 .6 3.3 6 .1 17.8 1.7%

Respiratory All London 0 0.6 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.7 0.9%
COPD + asthma s65 London 0 0.9 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9 2.7 5.9%
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Table 6.7 Effects on emergency admissions and consultations by reducing RBKC PMio from 1996-1998 background levels

Cause of 
healthcare 
utilisation

Age Source Estimate of healthcare averted or delayed
Reductions to achieve 

PMio annual mean 
objective

Reductions to achieve 
24hr-PM10 target for 

31.12.2004

Reductions to achieve 24hr-PM10 
target for 31.12.2009

Effect of reducing pollution to 
Opg/m̂

40pg/m^
reravimetricl

2 0 jig/m̂
reravimetricl

SO^g/lO [gravimetric] With 35 
permitted exceedences

50pg/m^[gravimetric] with 7 permitted 
exceedences

No of events 
pa

Events delayed as 
% of total events in 

a yearModel Id Model 2d Model 3a Model 3b Model 3c Model 4a Model 4b Model 4c
Respiratory
admissions

All London 0.0 5.6 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.5 3.1 5.7 16.3 7.3%
COMEAP 0.0 5.6 0 .0 0.4 0.7 0.5 3.1 5.7 16.3 7.3%

Asthma admissions 0-14 London 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.7 1.9 2.5%
15-64 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 1.1 3.2 4.4%

COPD'^ + asthma 
admissions

^65 London 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 1.1 2.1 6.1 3.9%

LRTl^ admissions 365 London 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.8 5.3 3.0%
Circulatory
admissions

0-64 London 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.3 1.6 2.9 8.6 2.5%
365 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 1.3 2.5 7.3 7.2%

Ischaemic heart 
disease admissions

0-64 London 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.8 1.5 4.4 3.0%
365 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.7 1.3 3.7 7.9%

Asthma A&E 
attendances‘̂

0-14 London (+NO2) 0 .0 % 1.2% 0 .0 % 0.1% 0 .2 % 0.7% 0 .6 % 7.2% NIA 3.5%
London
(cumulative)

0 .0 % 2.3% 0.0% 0 .2 % 0.3% 0 .2 % 7.3% 2.4% NIA 7.0%

15-64 0 .0 % 1.9% 0 .0 % 0.1% 0 .2 % 0 .2 % 7.0% 7.9% NIA 5.6%

 ̂COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
 ̂LRTI: lower respiratory tract infection
 ̂Figures for A&E attendances delayed or averted are percentages of baseline rates, not absolute numbers
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Table 6.8 Effects on deaths brought forward of reducing Westminster 24hr-NOi from 1996-1998 levels to UK objectives

Cause of 
death

Age-
group

Exposure-
response
functions

Estimate of lives no longer shortened based on Bloomsbury (Marylebone Road) pollution

Hourly mean Annual N02
ISOppb lOSppb <18 exceedences 2 1 ppb

Model Ha" Model Hb Model He Model Hla" Model m b Model IHc Model Id
Non-traumatic All London 0.0 0.4 (0.3) 0.5“ 0.0 0.3 (0.4) 0.3 (0.8) 6.0 (8.8)

APHEA 0.0 0.9 (0.7) 1.2” 0.0 0.6 (1.0) 0.6 (1.9) 14.1 (20.6)
WHO 0.0 1.8 (1.4) 2.4” 0.0 1.2 (1.9) 1.3 (3.7) 28.2 (41.2)

Circulatory All London 0.0 0.1" O.l” 0.0 0.1 0.1 (0.2) 1.5 (2.2)
APHEA 0 .0 0 .2  (0 .1 ) 0.3 (0.2) 0 .0 0 .1  (0 .2 ) 0.1 (0.4) 3.0 (4.3)

Identical results from both sites
' Results from Marylebone Road lower than but within 20% of the results using Bloomsbury levels

Table 6.9 Effects on deaths brought forward of reducing Westminster maximum Ihr-NOz from 1996 -1998 levels to UK objectives

Cause of Age- Exposure-response Estimate of lives no longer shortened, based on Bloomsbury (Marylebone Road) data
death group functions Hourly mean

ISOppb 105ppb <18 exceedences
Model Ha" Model Hb Model He Model m a Model m b Model m e

Non-traumatic All London 0.0 0.7” 0.7” 0 .0 0 .0 (0 .6 ) 0.4 (1.1)
APHEA 0.0 0.5” 0.5” 0 .0 0 .0 (0.4) 0.3 (0.7)
WHO 0.0 2.0” 2.0” 0 .0 0 .0 (1.7) 1.0 (2.9)

Circulatory All London 0 .0 0.5" 0.5" 0 .0 0 .0 (0.5) 0 .0 (0 .8 )
London (cumulative lag) 0 .0 O.S** 0 .8 '’ 0 .0 0 .0 (0.7) 0.4 (1 .2 )
APHEA 0 .0 0.4 (0.3) 0.4 (0.3) 0 .0 0 .0 (0.3) 0 .2 (0.5)

COPD + Asthma ^ 5 London 0.0 0 .2 " 0 .2 " 0 .0 0 .0 (0 .2 ) 0 .0 (0.3)

Identical results from both sites
Results from Marylebone Road lower than but within 20% of the results using Bloomsbury levels
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Table 6.10
objectives

Effects on emergency hospital admissions and consultations of reducing Westminster 24hr-N02 from 1996-1998 levels to UK

Cause of healthcare 
utilisation

Age-
group

Exposure-response functions Estimate of healthcare averted or delayed based on Bloomsbury (Marylebone Road) pollution
Hourly mean Annual N02

150ppb 105ppb <18 exceedences 2 1 ppb
Model

Hâ
Model Hb Model He Model

ma*
Model m b Model Hlc Model Id

Respiratory admissions All London (cumulative) 0.0 0.5” 0.7” 0.0 0.3 (0.5) 0.3 (1.0) 7.7 (11.3)
WHO 0.0 0.6” 0.8" 0.0 0.4 (0.7) 0.4 (1.3) 9.6 (14.1)

^ 5 London (cumulative) 0.0 0.5” 0.7” 0.0 0.3 (0.5) 0.3 (1.0) 7.7 (11.3)
APHEA 0.0 0.4 (0.3) 0.5" 0.0 0.2 (0.4) 0.3 (0.8) 6.0 (8.8)

Asthma admissions 0-14 London (-\-BS) 0.0 0.2" 0.3" 0.0 0.1 (0.2) 0.1 (0.4) 3.2 (4.7)
London (cumulative) 0.0 0.1" 0.1" 0.0 0.1" 0.1 (0.2) 1.7 (2.4)
APHEA (cumulative or with BS) 0.0 0.1" 0.2 (0.1) 0.0 0.1" 0.1 (0.2) 1.8 (2.6)

15-64 London (cumulative & with BS) 0 .0 0.3“ 0.5'’ 0 .0 0.2 (0.4) 0.2 (0.7) 5.5 (8.0)
APHEA (cumulative & with BS) 0 .0 0.3 (0.2) 0.4“ 0 .0 0.2 (0.3) 0 .2  (0 .6 ) 4.6 (6 .8 )

COPD‘̂ admissions All APHEA 0.0 0.3 (0.2) 0.4 (0.3) 0.0 0.2 (0.3) 0 .2  (0.6) 4.2 (6.2)
Circulatory admissions All London 0.0 1.1” 1.5” 0.0 0.7 (1.2) 0.8 (2.3) 17.5 (25.5)
Dysrhythmia All London 0.0 0.1" 0 .2 “ 0.0 0.1" 0.1 (0.3) 2.0 (3.0)

A&E attendances'^ for 
asthma

0-14 London (cumulative) 0.0% 0.7% 1.0%" 0 .0 % 0.5% (0.8) 0.5% (1.5) 11.2% (16.4)

15-64 London (cumulative) 0.0% 0 .2 %
b

0.3%" 0 .0 % 0.1% (0.2) 0.2% (0.5) 3.5% (5.2)

Asthma GP 
consultations'^

0-14 London 0 .0 % 0.3% (0.2) 0.4% (0.3) 0 .0 % 0.2% (0.3) 0 .2 % (0 .6) 4.4% (6.3)

Non-asthma respiratory 
GP consultations'^

0-14 London 0 .0 % 0.1% 0.1%" 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% (0.2) 1.5% (2.2)

Identical results from both sites
Results from Marylebone Road lower than but within 20% of the results using Bloomsbury levels 
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Figures for A&E attendances and for GP consultations delayed or averted are percentages of baseline rates, not absolute numbers
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Table 6.11 Effects on admissions brought forward of reducing Westminster daily maximum Ihr-NO] from 1996-1998 levels to UK 

objectives
Cause of healthcare 

utilisation
Age-
group

Exposure-
response
functions

Estimate of admissions averted or delayed based on Bloomsbury (Marylebone Road) pollution
Hourly mean

15(0ppb 105ppb <18 exceedences
Model na“ Model Ilb Model Uc Model nia" Model m b Model IIIc

Respiratory
admissions

All London 0.0 1.2^ 7.2" 0.0 0.0 (1.0) 0.6 (1.8)
COMEAP 0.0 2.4" 2.4" 0.0 0.0 (2.0) 1.2 (3.5)

65+ London 0.0 0.7" 0.7" 0.0 0.0 (0.6) 0.4 (1.1)
APHEA 0.0 0.2" 0.2" 0.0 0.0 (0.2) 0.1 (0.3)

Asthma admissions 0-14 London 0.0 0.1 (0.2) 0.7 (0.2) 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)
APHEA 0.0 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)

15-64 London 0.0 0.2" 0.2" 0.0 0.0 (0.2) 0.1 (0.3)
APHEA 0.0 0.1" 0.1" 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)

COPD^ admissions All APHEA 0.0 0.3 (0.2) 0.3 (0.2) 0.0 0.0 (0.2) 0.7 (0.4)
COPD + asthma 
admissions

^ 5 London 0.0 0.4" 0.4" 0.0 0.0 (0.4) 0.2 (0.6)

Circulatory 
admissions 
Ischaemic heart 
disease admissions

All London 0.0 7.7" 7.7" 0.0 0.0 (0.9) 0.6 (1.6)

>65 London 0.0 1.1" 1.1" 0.0 0.0 (1.0) 0.6 (1.7)

Asthma A&E 
attendances'^

0-14 London (+BS) 0.0% O.J%" 0.3%" 0.0% 0.0% (0.3) 0.2% (0.5)
London
(cumulative)

0.0% 0.8%" 0.8%" 0.0% 0.0% (0.7) 0.4% (1.2)

15-64 London
(cumulative)

0.0% 0.3%" 0.3%" 0.0% 0.0% (0.3) 0.2% (0.5)

Identical results from both sites
Results from Marylebone Road lower than but within 20% of the results using Bloomsbury levels 
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Figures for A&E attendances delayed or averted are percentages of baseline rates, not absolute numbers
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original objective and higher for the annual and revised 24hr objective. Using 24hr-N02 effect 

estimates, reducing hourly NO2 to the original objective delays up to two deaths and reducing it 

to the revised objective delays up to four deaths. With calculations based on the daily 

maximum lhr-N 0 2 , the results are very similar, as are those for hospital admissions.

Reduction of the annual mean to 21ppb would produce a larger effect. Using the London 

exposure-response coefficient, there would be nine deaths no longer brought forward based on 

the roadside levels or six using Bloomsbury. The equivalent using the W HO’s meta-analysis 

estimate are 41 or 28. However, the estimates for cardiovascular deaths delayed are only two to 

four. The estimates for emergency admissions are higher than for deaths. The effects of NO2 

on circulatory diseases is double that on respiratory admissions. Most of the respiratory 

admissions prevented or delayed are among older adults. Reaching this annual target could 

delay or prevent at least 11.2% of A&E attendances by children for asthma and 3.5% by adults. 

Extrapolating from 1991 national consultation rates, at least 93 GP consultations for asthma 

and 168 for other respiratory diseases in children aged 0-14 (4.4% and 1.5% of such 

consultations respectively) would be delayed or prevented by reaching the annual target.

6.4.2 Kensington & Chelsea

Both the original and revised hourly objectives were already met in 1996 and in 1998, with 

minimal exceedences in 1997. Meeting the original objective may delay one or two deaths and 

admissions but the revised objective has no effect (data not shown). Reduction of the annual 

mean to the objective could produce a small benefit: one (London estimate) to six (WHO meta

analysis) deaths delayed and about five admissions prevented or delayed (half circulatory, half 

respiratory, predominantly obstructive airways diseases). It would also avert or delay 3% of 

A&E attendances by children with asthma, 1% of GP consultations (23) by children with 

asthma and 0.4% (43) of other respiratory GP consultations by children each year

Discussion

6.5 Validity of using fixed monitor measurements of air 

poiiution

There are many methodological issues in attempting to move from the question “does air 

pollution have adverse effects on health?” to “how severely is health affected?”."̂ ^̂  Many 

studies demonstrating an association between air pollution and morbidity or mortality did not 

quantify their results in a transferable way. Even when these data are available, confounding 

variables such as temperature and co-pollutants, differences in the range of concentration and in 

the physical and chemical composition of air pollutants, and differences in exposure patterns or
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sensitivity to the same degree of pollution are potential pitfalls if  a study of one pollutant on 

one population is applied to a different population in a different location. Hall listed four 

requirements for estimating the health effects of a specific mix of pollutants at a given location: 

exposure-response and/or dose-response functions specific to the local pollutant mix; 

demographic data including population, spatial distribution within the area, and age; time- 

activity profiles for the population; and ambient air quality data for all the relevant 

pollutants.'^^^

Where the effect of the pollutant is to exacerbate existing conditions, the prevalence of such 

conditions in the populations of interest must also be known. The age-profile of the central 

London residents may differ from those (unspecified) of cities used in some of the time-series 

studies. However, many studies have included only one age-group: in these cases, I have 

applied their results only to that age-group.

The main issue is the use of outdoor concentration as a surrogate for exposure. Ambient 

pollution is only a proxy for personal exposure and dose, so studies relating levels of air 

pollution at a fixed site monitor to health or disease outcomes probably underestimate the effect 

of pollution. However, as WHO guidance states, it is important to use the same definition of 

exposure as that used in the studies from which the exposure-response functions have been 

derived.^^^ There is no reason to believe that the relationship between residents’ exposure and 

the fixed site background monitor is substantially different in central London from the studies 1 

used to determine the exposure-response effect estimates. Apart from consultations for asthma, 

those most affected by the outcomes included in my analyses are those who are already ill, who 

do not move about very much, so their spatial relationship to the fixed site monitor is likely to 

be more consistent than for healthy people. This probably also applies to very young children 

and to older people who are not seriously ill, compared with schoolchildren and adults of 

working age.

One problem is the changes in the measurements of particulate pollution over the period in 

which quantifiable time-series studies have been performed. For example, Mazumdar and 

Sussman’s work is not of use in calculating the effects of improving air quality in central 

London as Coefficient of Haze measured in the 1970s in Allegheny County, Philadelphia, 

cannot be converted to PMio levels in London in the 1990s. In addition, the main source of the 

pollution was industry, so the nature of the particles is likely to differ.^^^

Where relevant, I have commented on the validity of studies’ air pollution measurements, such 

as days with missing data, no of stations, agreement between measuring stations, studies with 

measurements only every sixth day, in Appendices 1-4. Sun et al developed a Bayesian method 

for spatial and temporal interpolation of air pollution concentrations at locations where 

monitoring data are not available, to enable health impacts to be assessed."^^®
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6.5.1 Roadside or background levels

There are two problems with using roadside rather than urban background levels, relating to 

validity of effect estimates and error in estimating population exposure.

First, coefficients used in the calculations were taken from epidemiological studies that 

generally used background pollution levels, so the effect estimates may not apply to 

measurements taken at the roadside. If the relationship is linear and there is no threshold, then 

these would be valid if roadside and background levels varied in parallel. Roadside 

measurements generally have a greater range (pl52) with larger peak levels of pollution (partly 

because of proximity to emitted pollutants before dispersion has occurred and also because of 

street canyon effects), so levels from a background site seem a more appropriate source of data 

for calculations based on effect estimates obtained using background measurements.

Comparing PMio levels at the two sites, hourly values, which vary more than 24hr-mean levels, 

were higher at the roadside monitor in Marylebone Road than the background site at 

Bloomsbury in 1995 but for many months, the levels varied almost in p a r a l l e l . S i n c e  then, 

peak levels have fallen. In 1996 and 1998, 24hr-PMio was >50pg/m [̂TEOM] at the Bloomsbury 

background site more often than at the Marylebone roadside site.^ '̂  ̂ Crossroads sites, such as 

the Marylebone Road roadside monitor, are midway between a severe canyon site and a 

background site, picking up fresh emissions from the nearest street in certain wind directions 

and benefiting from the ventilation of the canyon down the side-roads in other wind 

directions."^^^ They are therefore not as different from background measurements as might be 

imagined.

Secondly, roadside levels generally represent less well most people’s exposure to pollution, 

although a higher proportion of Westminster residents do live at roadside locations. PMio and 

PM2.5 levels outside individuals’ homes tracked fixed site PMio levels."^^  ̂ Westminster City 

Council aims to bring roadside levels down to meet the objectives, so background levels in 

Westminster would fall to levels below the objectives. As there is no observed threshold for 

effects on health and the dose-response relationship is approximately linear in this range, the 

achievable effect of a change is determined by the magnitude of the fall not the absolute level 

reached.

No study has calculated alternative effect estimates using roadside and background pollution 

for the same area. The nearest to this is a study that examined sensitivity of results from 

applying background measurements from different locations to the populations of those 

areas."̂ ^  ̂ Using an average of different monitors for, or applying city centre levels to, all 

residents underestimated the effect estimate. Ostro concluded the “best case” (ie largest) effect 

estimate occurred when city centre levels were used for city centre residents only, with the 

second largest effect seen when suburban levels were used for suburban residents in addition"^^^
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but sensitivity analyses for Santiago found only a 3% increase in attributable burden of disease 

by using city centre levels instead of cell-based pollutant levels estimated from local emissions, 

dispersion modelling and available measurements/^'^

In absolute terms, PMio results for Westminster were the same order of magnitude, mostly very 

small, using roadside or background monitoring. In relative terms, the Marylebone Road 

results were a large overestimate for the 2004 targets (by a factor of three to four); a moderate 

overestimate for the 2009 results (x 1.5 - 3); but only a small overestimate for the attributable 

effects. The largest percentage difference was for model A, which depends only on the highest 

levels, and the lowest was for model B, the intermediate estimate. However, for NO2, the 

effects were very similar. Using the Bloomsbury data, results were slightly higher than using 

Marylebone Road data for the original objective, lower for the annual and revised hourly 

objective and identical when model A  was used. Although roadside levels overestimated the 

burden of disease attributable to such levels, the results using roadside or background 

monitoring were not very different as a percentage of annual events.

Considering the validity of the effect estimate, Bloomsbury levels are probably a somewhat 

better option on which to base the calculations. To reflect the magnitude of the change in 

exposure associated with Westminster’s air quality management plans, Marylebone Road levels 

are probably a slightly better option, except for calculating total effects attributable to PMio. 

The true value probably lies between the two; using these two sources of pollution provides 

additional sensitivity analyses.

6.5.2 Relationship between outdoor and indoor ieveis of air pollutants

The main source of NO2 exposure in homes without internal NO2 sources is penetration of 

outdoor air.'̂ ^̂  However, gas cookers and heaters and smoking result in substantial increases in 

indoor levels.'^^ '̂'^^  ̂ Short-term use of gas cookers or water-heaters produces peaks in NO2 

levels, compared with more prolonged rises in indoor levels from unvented gas heaters. In 

homes without NO2 sources, indoor concentrations are usually lower than ambient levels.^*^

The indoor/outdoor ratio for NO2 is around 0.5 in winter and 0.6-0.8 in summer'^^^’'̂ ^̂  but is 

around 1.1 where gas cookers are used.'^^^’'̂ ^̂ ’'̂ ^̂

PMio measurements are highly variable. In general, particle levels are slightly lower indoors 

than outside, when there are no indoor sources.'^^^ They are higher inside schools than 

outdoors, probably due to resuspension of coarse particles caused by the children’s activities.'^®® 

The main indoor source is smoking.'^®’ Black Smoke (BS) levels vary less and are 

comparable with outdoor levels. In south Holland, indoor BS levels were related to truck 

traffic density and NO2 to total traffic density on the motorway. Levels of both pollutants were 

associated with the percentage of time the school was downwind of the motorway.^®® There
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was good correlation between indoor and outdoor levels of fine particles (FP) (<4.25pm) in 

Zurich, except in rooms with heavy smoking or gas stoves, in which indoor levels were 

h i g h e r I n  buildings which are not tightly sealed (ie most buildings in Kensington & Chelsea 

and Westminster in which people live, especially elderly people who are not at work in air- 

conditioned buildings), respiratory particles infiltrate from the outside, resulting in 

indoor/outdoor ratios of particulates of or 0.5-0.8.'^®  ̂ Outdoor particles contribute about 

50% of personal exposure

Huang and Batterman concluded that dividing locations into zones as an indicator of long-term 

exposure to community air pollution was less misleading for exposure to criteria air pollutants 

from mobile, area sources than for contaminants such as pesticides, for which other exposure 

routes are important, or for pollutants from single sources, for which proximity measures do not 

allow for complex air dispersion,"^®^

6.5.3 Time-activity profiles for the population

Because differing activities and lengths of time exposed to outdoor or indoor air affect the 

exposure and dose of air pollutants of any individual, it is sometimes argued that effect 

estimates based on ambient concentration cannot be transferred from one population to another. 

However, no time-activity study in Europe or the USA has found major differences in the 

average time the population spends indoors although there is considerable inter-individual 

variation. In the UK, the 1983/1984 BBC Survey of Daily Life examined 6,000 children and 

adults.'^^^ Others are currently studying time/activity diaries of elderly and non-elderly 

residents of Hertfordshire."^*^ Boleij and Brunekreef quote a 1975 study of people aged ^12 in 

the Netherlands: 73% of their time was spent indoors at home, 23% indoors elsewhere, 2% 

outdoors and 2% in various other categories."^*^ Australians in a small survey were indoors 88% 

(54% at home, 29% at work) and travelling 7% of the time."̂ **

Apart from asthmatics, those most affected by short-term pollution are those with pre-existing 

severe cardio-respiratory disease. Such people are likely to spend almost all their time indoors 

at their place of residence and not undertake more than mild activities. It is unlikely that there 

are significant differences between susceptible individuals in different populations.

6.5.4 Personal exposure

Personal exposure depends on the time spent in different microenvironments and the 

concentration. Even knowing these, it can be difficult to estimate personal exposure accurately. 

For example, when a gas cooker is in use, measured NO2 in a kitchen is higher when standing 

the cooker.*** In most studies, personal NO2 exposure was lower than outdoor levels.*^^ ’̂"̂ *̂’"̂  ̂

Although most time is spent indoors, the largest contribution (41%) to personal exposure in
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Paris was outdoor NO2 concentration at the fixed monitoring s ite /^  In Switzeriand"^^^,

France"^^  ̂and Australia"^^®, it correlated best with the indoor NO2 level but the dependence of 

indoor NO2 on ambient levels was not quantified. Personal NO2 exposure also correlates with 

time spent in traffic.'^^®’"*̂ ’'̂ ^̂

Personal exposure to fine particles'^^^ and to correlate well with but are often higher

than measured ambient levels, particularly during the This is attributable in part to

individuals’ ‘personal cloud’, probably due to particle-generating or re-entraining activities'^ '̂^ 

but also to second-hand cigarette smoke"^^ ,̂ living along a busy road, and time spent inside a 

vehicle.'^^^ Exposure levels are higher when travelling. PM levels are much higher inside 

cars"̂ ^̂ , buses'^^^’'̂ ®̂, trams'^^ ,̂ and taxis*̂ ^̂  compared with fixed site monitors. Cyclists'^^^ and 

pedestrians^®^ are also exposed to higher concentrations than urban background levels. Similar 

results are found for N 0 2 .‘̂ ^̂

Although personal particulate exposure depends on ambient levels and indoor sources, these 

two are unrelated in time. Health effects of particulate air pollution have been shown in time- 

series studies in relation to ambient concentrations but not to personal exposure to non-ambient 

PM. Fluctuations in fixed site monitor levels represent fluctuations in personal exposure for 

those without indoor sources and for those with relatively constant non-ambient PM 

exposure.^®^

Boija-Aburto discusses exposure misspecification and Berkson-type measurement errors.^" 

Zeger et al pointed out that an individual’s deviation from the risk-weighted average personal 

exposure and the difference between the measured and the true ambient levels, including spatial 

variation and instrument error, are Berkson-type errors so have small effects on the relative risk 

estimates. However, the difference between the average personal exposure and the true 

ambient level can be a source of substantial bias in the estimation of the relative risk of 

personal exposure.^^® As the results using ambient monitors underestimate the effects for 

personal exposure, the results obtained here are conservative estimates of the effects of ambient 

pollution. However, a study based on generated data showed that surrogate measures can under- 

or over-estimate regression coefficients.^®^

Nevertheless, despite these problems, the many studies discussed in chapters three to five have 

found relationships between measures of morbidity and mortality and levels of outdoor air 

pollutants which are probably causal.

Another difficulty is choosing the most appropriate values for concentrations of air pollutants at 

sites distant from the actual measurements. Ito et al found higher associations between 

mortality in Greater London and the mean of seven London sites’ pollutant measurements than 

when using central London measurements. Using averaged values may be advantageous but
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another explanation could be the 12- to 15-hour lag in the timing of measurements of the seven 

sites, which might reflect better the actual lag between exposure and acute health effects/^^

Even when personal exposure is known, this does not determine tissue dose, which is also 

dependent on ventilation rate; anatomical and physiological factors which vary between 

individuals according to age, gender, physique and disease; temperature and humidity; the 

chemical composition of the aerosol; and for particulates, the particle size, shape and 

solubility/^^

In regulatory terms, use of relative risks based on ambient levels is more useful than personal 

exposure, for which there are neither good estimates of effect estimates nor routine 

measurements. COMBAP pointed out that as policy-related issues (such as setting standards, 

compliance with these, or triggering provision of information to the public) are based on 

ambient background concentrations of pollutants, it is appropriate to estimate the health effects 

in these terms rather than using personal exposure.

Hall also coirmiented that where regulatory decisions are to be made based on such an 

assessment, effects should be included only if each link is robust but that for other purposes a 

less stringent approach may be permissible to provide an order of magnitude range of effects.'^^

6.6 Data

6.6.1 Baseline years

I chose the years 1996-1998 as they were the three most recent years when the study 

commenced. Fortuitously, meteorological conditions in those years resulted in particularly 

frequent exceedences of the PMio daily objective in 1996 and 1997 and unusually few in 1998 

(Table 2.3). At the two background sites, all three years met the 2004 annual objective; a 

smaller fall is required from the 1998 baseline to meet the proposed 2009 objective. For NO2 , 

the annual mean differed little, the original hourly objective was already met in different years 

at the three locations.

6.6.2 Choice of health outcome measures

Deaths and emergency hospital admissions are not ideal outcome measures as they consider 

very poor not good health and they affect few people. More residents are likely to be affected 

by pollution exacerbating milder symptoms.^^^ Published studies have produced effect 

estimates for a number of lower respiratory symptoms and changes in lung function. Routine 

data are not available to know how many people are affected by these, so we cannot easily 

estimate the effects on local residents of less pollution. Similarly, good quality information 

about GP consultations has been collected by too few practices to be useful at a local level.
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The important health effects of climate change associated with emission of greenhouse gases 

have been omitted because the precise health effects are uncertain^®^ and no effect estimates are 

available relating changes in CO2 emissions to health effects at this local level/^^

6.6.3 Demographic considerations

The data were available as numbers of deaths and of admissions. Because of the very high 

mobility of the local population^®'^ as well as under-counting at the 1991 census^® ,̂ I used 

number not rate of outcome events, without allowing for changes in population, since these 

would have introduced different inaccuracies.

Changes in the size or age-composition of the resident population between the late 1990s and 

2004/5 or 2009 would need to be very large to alter substantially the estimates of deaths or 

emergency hospital admissions affected by a fall in pollution.

6.6.4 Data quality

I chose to use hospital admissions data available at the health authority rather than data 

provided by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) to the Small Area Health Statistics Unit 

(SAHSU), a group funded by the Department of Health holding a wide range of routine data. 

Despite the better quality of the latter, which have been ‘cleaned’ by ONS, those data were 

available a year later. Also, I wanted the spreadsheets to be usable by those in local authorities 

so decided to use the data they would be able to obtain easily.

According to unpublished Department of Health data quality figures, 5% of hospital episodes 

had no primary diagnosis coded (range 0-53% by hospital) in 1995/96, improving to 2% (0- 

19%) by 1998/99 (A. Hansell, personal communication). Dixon et al found agreement in 55- 

72% of three-digit diagnostic coding in 1991-93, with improvements in the second year; ICD 

chapters were allocated correctly more often.̂ *̂ *̂  SAHSU considers that data from 1992/3 

onwards are of good enough quality to use to investigate environmental influences on 

health/"""^

Diagnostic accuracy is not relevant for total mortality but affects specific causes of death. A 

study 25yr ago found disagreement between clinical and post-mortem diagnoses in 30% of 

cases; 22% were not even in the same ICD chapter.^®^ Some underlying causes of death are 

under-represented on death certificates.^^® The literature suggests similar levels of accuracy in 

the USA and Europe: misclassification of specific causes or groups of causes of death is likely 

to underestimate the true effect.
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6.7 Estimation of exposure-response functions

The choice of exposure-response coefficients to be used is dependent on what is available.

This is subject to change as new studies are published or methods are re-evaluated. The 

spreadsheets are designed so that the effect estimates can be replaced easily, for example when 

new meta-analyses are published.

6.7.1 Mixtures of pollutants

The Medical Advisory Committee on Air Pollution Episodes, MAAPE, concluded in 1995 that 

there was a paucity of evidence to explore the effects of combinations of pollutants but that 

there was no good epidemiological evidence at that time that pollutants had a synergistic 

e f f e c t . I  attempted to estimate the true effect of the individual pollutant (NO2 or particulates), 

adjusted where possible for the effect of co-pollutants but such estimates were often not 

available.

6.8 Models of falls in air pollution

Model A represents the minimum fall in pollution to achieve the target and is the general 

pattern that might be obtained by closing a city to motor vehicles when high pollutant levels are 

forecast. In reality. Model A would occur only if measures to reduce pollution applied only on 

days with otherwise high pollution and had a precise effect on those days. Although there is 

some underlying validity for this model, for example the ban on cars entering Paris on days of 

forecast high pollution^^\ the reason for inclusion of this model was to calculate the lower 

bound for the health effects of achieving the objective.

The objective may not actually be achieved by model B, the intermediate model but the overall 

fall in pollution is greater. It was designed to represent a more realistic estimate of the 

magnitude, rather than the distribution, of the fall in pollutant levels. Model C represents the 

upper bound; it is what might be seen in the long-term, for example due to traffic reduction plus 

reduced transboundary pollution. However, local transport management cannot reduce 

secondary particles and other non-vehicle PMio, so the reduction would not be a 

straightforward percentage fall. Background levels of PMio in central London are ~8 fxg/m .̂^^  ̂

These models were included because air quality management plans cannot ensure objectives are 

met aiming at a model A approach and the reduction to achieve some annual targets requires 

more than a model A  approach. Different policy options for air quality management can be 

examined to see whether they are nearer to model A or C in their effects on air pollution.

Spumy has recommended an annual air quality standard of lOpg/m^ because of the 

epidemiological evidence that larger reductions would yield greater health benefits.^^^
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Government guidance to local authorities is to use 1.3 as the conversion factor to allow for 

under-estimation of PMjo levels measured by TEOM compared with gravimetric methods.^^^’̂ '̂̂  

This is inaccurate, as the relationship between the two methods varies with meteorological 

conditions; discrepancies are most marked when unusually high levels of particles are recorded 

gravimetrically.^^^’̂ ^̂  The inconsistency of the relationship means one should not apply a single 

conversion factor for levels measured by the two methods^^^ but the guidance remains as there 

is no other simple method to use at present.

6.9 Results

6.9.1 Peak and mean pollution levels

There has been much media attention given to the annual fluctuations in peak levels and 

number of exceedences of these two pollutants. These are reflected in differing falls in 

pollution required to reach the hourly or 24hr objectives using the different years as baseline. 

However, the annual mean NO2 in Westminster changed little, indicating the limited change in 

overall levels of pollution (Figure 2.3). Not surprisingly, the benefits are greater when 

pollution is reduced more, either from a higher baseline level (for example NO2 in 1996) or to a 

more stringent objective (such as the PMio targets proposed in 1999 for 2009). Even in this 

small population and using only acute exposure, relaxing the annual PM]q target from 2 0  to 

23pg/m^ would postpone one to three fewer deaths annually in Westminster. Considering the 

chronic effects of exposure, there would be 13 additional deaths per annum (95% Cl 8-19) by 

reaching only 23pg/m^, using either monitoring site.

Use of mean values does not distinguish between longer exposures to lower levels and shorter 

exposures to higher levels of pollution. Abbey and Burchette used a number of metrics, namely 

the frequency of exceedences and the excess concentration for four predetermined cut-off 

values of TSP in the well-designed California Seventh Day Adventists cohort study. Excess 

concentration >2 0 0 pg/m^ was the metric which correlated best with incidence of bronchitis, 

asthma or COPD and with change in severity of asthma.^

6.9.2 Time considerations 

Latency

Chronic effects depend on cumulative exposure so are less sensitive to changes in exposure. 

No-one knows the duration of longterm exposure required to affect mortality and thus the lag 

before the effect of a reduction is seen. As the Health Effects Institute (HEI) reanalysis found 

no difference in effect for people aged <50 or >50, COMEAP therefore assumed that the effect 

does not require many decades of exposure.^^® However, COMEAP used lags of 0-40 years in
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their analyses^^^ and the Institute of Occupation Medicine (lOM) lags of up to 30 years.^^

Lipfert and Morris’s finding of greater effects in young and middle-aged adults is surprising if a 

long latency is required for effects/^°

Hurley et al recommend life table methods although these require information which is 

unavailable or not known reliably, namely the ‘true’ average effect of particulates on mortality; 

the ‘true’ effect at different ages; and the time-lag between pollution changes and changes in 

mortality h a z a r d s . L a t e n c y  of effects determines when benefits occur; this affects their 

economic valuation but not their magnitude.^^^ The results in this chapter for chronic effects of 

particulates refer to the health effects attributable to the reduction in PMio during one year, not 

to the health effects that occur within one year.

‘Harvesting'

The acute effect of these pollutants on mortality is to bring forward deaths in the most severely 

ill. The extent of this ‘harvesting’ (ppl 19-120), still being studied'*^^’'*̂ ’̂̂ ^  ̂ is currently 

unknown, although short.^^^ It is important to note that the figures calculated for acute effects 

are unlikely to represent a fall in annual mortality as most if not all of the affected individuals 

would have died within the year so the annual mortality is therefore unaffected by these short

term effects. The results shown are the number of people whose death in that year would have 

been brought forward had the pollution not fallen. Ostro and Chestnut argue that a proportion 

of these deaths would have been so premature that a change in annual mortality does occur^^° 

but this is disputed.^^^’̂ ^̂

6.9.3 Age

Reductions in particulates appear to delay more deaths from obstructive pulmonary diseases in 

older adults than they do all respiratory deaths but this is an artefact because the former is 

uncorrected for confounding but the latter estimate is from a two-pollutant model with N 0 2 .̂ ^̂  

For circulatory diseases and IHD, similar numbers of admissions would be delayed or 

prevented in adults <65 and s65. For asthma, the effect was greater for children for A&E 

attendance and GP consultations but for adults for admissions. This is more likely to be due to 

different patterns of healthcare use than to different susceptibility.

Although studies have suggested that the most vulnerable age is infancy, the evidence for an 

unconfounded effect was insufficient to include such calculations in this HIA.
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6.9.4 Sensitivity anaiyses

The three estimates for the fall in pollution for each objective, excluding annual mean, and the 

use of exposure-response coefficients from more than one source, where available, constitute 

built-in sensitivity analyses.

It is important to remember that the time-series studies produced estimates, which probably 

give the correct order of magnitude of result but are not precise. For example, the number of 

‘all emergency respiratory admissions’, appears the same as the number of such admissions in 

people aged >65 using the London study’s 24hr-N02 effect estimates. A similar number of 

people <65 are admitted with asthma. Confidence intervals allow for random error but not for 

systematic error. If a range of results is desired, to avoid implying spurious accuracy for the 

results of these models, it is suggested that the results are halved or doubled to represent the 

true effect estimates being 50% or 200% of the stated values, to give a good indication of the 

likely health impact of a given fall in pollution. Rabl and Spadaro analysed uncertainties. They 

reported that for air pollution, damage estimates are usually within a factor of three of the exact 

result."̂ ®̂

6.10 Comparisons with other health impact assessments

6.10.1 Burden of disease studies

Most studies quantifying the health impacts of air pollution have taken the ‘burden of disease’ 

approach. Many have not been published in peer-reviewed j o u r n a l s . A  study by the 

French Health Observatory of nine major cities estimated 265 premature deaths (107 

cardiovascular and 23 respiratory) attributable to air pollution but no population data were 

given in the newspaper report.^^"  ̂ An earlier study had estimated 260-350 premature deaths in 

the Paris region.^^^

Bobak and Feachem used Ostro’s estimate of 1% increase in acute mortality per lOpig/m^ 

PMiô ®̂  to estimate that suspended particulates cause 2.9% of deaths in the Czech Republic.^^^ 

Pearce and Crowards estimated that 3,014-9,777 urban deaths in England and Wales are 

attributable to anthropogenic particulates, assuming no threshold, a linear relationship not 

altered by confounders, and a biological pathway by which particles affect health.^^^ This is 

substantially lower than the 1998 COMEAP estimate of 8,100 UK urban deaths each year 

brought forward by PM iq.̂ ^̂  A similar quantitative risk assessment approach in an outer 

London health authority, using health outcomes and dose-response functions from that 

COMEAP report^^^, and local air pollution measurements found that about 180 deaths (4.4% of 

4,135) and 226 (6.5% of 3,502) respiratory admissions were attributable to air pollution.^^^ 

These percentages are substantially higher than mine or those in the COMEAP report.
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The WHO estimated that a three-day mean PMio level of 50p-g/m^ would lead to four premature 

deaths, three respiratory admissions, 4,683 person-days of bronchodilator use, and 5,185 

person-days of symptom exacerbation per million population in Europe. A  mean of lOOpg/m^ 

double these. The effect estimates for the latter two outcomes were four times the mortality 

and admission effects, the main difference being the baseline number affected.^^^

Using time-series methodology, 8.2% (p<0.01) of non-traumatic deaths in 11 Canadian cities in 

1980-1991 were attributable to acute exposure to NO2, SO2 , O3 and CO; 4.1% was due to NO2 . 

Particulates were not included but from available data were considered to be less important.^^^

Beer and Feachem used a more complex procedure of quantitative risk assessment to calculate 

the maximum health risk, multiplying a population-weighted distribution of pollutant levels and 

an exposure-response distribution.^^^

The lOM report estimated that PMio brings forward 9,000 deaths (low estimate 5,300, high 

13,000) in the UK each year, with 12,000 (6,700-37,000) extra or early respiratory admissions, 

4,700 (0-12,000) for IHD, 2,400 (910-3,800) for CHF, and 1,300 (0-4,700) cerebrovascular 

admissions.^^^

Using the ACS effect estimate^^^ and mean FP levels in each area, particulates were estimated 

to cause about 64,000 premature cardiopulmonary deaths annually in 239 American cities.^^® A 

1999 WHO/UNBCE report^^^ estimated the longterm effect of exposure to long-range 

transboundary particulates in Europe as 95,000-382,000, which they commented is similar to 

the number attributed to particulates >10pg/m^ in European cities and consistent with the 

results of the WHO three-country s t u d y T h e  latter considered chronic effects of road traffic- 

related air pollution on mortality, based on two American cohort studies, but used a threshold 

of 7.5|uig/m .̂^^  ̂ This study was also unusual in producing three technical reports^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂ , a 

summary report"^^” and a peer-reviewed p a p e r F o r  morbidity, they calculated variance- 

weighted mean relative risks from the available literature for health outcomes that did not 

overlap and could be used in economic analyses. Unlike COMEAP, they included 

cardiovascular admissions, since the evidence was stronger than when the 1998 COMEAP 

report was prepared, and restricted activity day, acute bronchitis in children, and asthma 

attacks, as baseline rates were available.^^^

6.10.2 Health Impact assessments of changes in pollution levels

As air pollution levels were predicted to remain below limit values, Staatsen et al predicted no 

effects other than on annoyance and minor mucosal irritation in their 1993 HIA of the proposed 

expansion of Schiphol airport.^^ This is in contrast to both my conclusions and those of the 

WHO^̂ * ,̂ that the evidence now available supports the occurrence of health effects below this 

level.
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Ostro and Chestnut attempted to sum all the health effects of reducing particles in the USA. It 

is unlikely that all the extreme estimates are correct so they ascribed a weighting to their low, 

central and high estimates, based on the variance of each result and generated a full probability 

distribution for total health benefits.'^ '̂^ Like my spreadsheets, they did not use confidence 

intervals, as this reflects statistical uncertainty within the model but ignores other uncertainties.

Wordley and colleagues calculated the admissions and deaths that might be avoided in 

Birmingham if PMio did not rise above various concentrations; they assumed the relationships 

were causal. For each day when the measured FM]q was above the level, they multiplied the 

relevant regression coefficient by the difference between the ambient level and the set level to 

estimate the number of health events that would no longer occur on that day. These were then 

summed. This is a similar approach to my model A. For the UKNAQS objective of 50p,g/m^, 

six admissions for cerebrovascular diseases and 13-21 for all respiratory conditions, including 

about six to nine admissions for asthma, four for bronchitis, and four to eight for pneumonia, 

would be avoided in their one million population. More deaths were avoided: 63 deaths from 

all causes including 39 deaths from all circulatory diseases and 13 from COPD. This contrasts 

with my findings, where the number of deaths no longer brought forward was less than the 

number of admissions affected by acute exposure. The authors commented that these are 

conservative estimates as no threshold has been found for effects on health and measures to 

reduce maximum PMio levels to below 50pig/m^ are likely to reduce levels on other days too.̂ ®̂  

Reducing pollution to the lowest value measured each year would delay 50 ‘preventable’ deaths 

in Barking and Havering.^^^

Reducing annual PMio in Santiago, Chile (population 4.7m) to 30pig/m^ was estimated to delay 

5,240 (2,400-8,150) premature deaths, 4,700 (2,600-6,100) respiratory admissions, and 13.5m 

(9.6-16.9m) days of respiratory-related restricted activity each year.^ '̂  ̂ This study was one of 

the few to have specific inclusion criteria for the epidemiological studies from which the 

exposure-response functions were obtained, to reduce the risks of chance, bias, and 

confounding; the studies also had to examine relevant levels of particulates and readily 

measured health outcomes (for example, lung function was excluded). In terms of the 

methodology, this study was the closest to mine in its evaluation of the epidemiological 

evidence.

Brunekreef assessed the impact on life expectancy in Dutch men of a reduction of 10|ig/m^ FP 

from the age of 25. He applied a RR for all-cause mortality of 1.10 per lOpig/m^ FP to the 1992 

life table for Dutch men aged 25-90, which yielded an extra 1.11 years of life expectancy.^^^’"̂ ^̂ 

Nevalainen and Pekkanen used the method of competing causes of death (for lung cancer, 

cardiopulmonary and other causes), using the results of each study separately, to assess the 

impact on life expectancy of a 10p,g/m^ reduction in FP. Life expectancy increased by 0.60
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(using Pope^^^ and l.Olyr (Dockery et in Finland and by 0.65 and 1.17 respectively in the 

USA. The increase was greater in women (0.77 years in Finland, 0.83 in the USA) than men 

(0.46 and 0.47 respectively). Reductions in cardiopulmonary deaths accounted for most of 

this.^^^ For comparison, smokers in Finland lose an average of 13 years of life each.^ "̂^

Tobacco caused 22% of male and 11% of female deaths in Finland in 1995 (R.Peto, personal 

communication).

The 1994 Greater Vancouver Regional District Air Quality Management Plan recommended 

actions to reduce projected air emissions by 224,000tonnes annually by 2020. This was 

estimated to prevent about 2,800 premature deaths, 33,000 hospital emergency room visits, 

13million person-days of restricted activity, and 5million reports of respiratory symptoms, 

valued in total as $5.4billion (reported by Frankish et

In the UK, a 10p,g/m^ reduction in annual PMio would increase life expectancy at birth by about 

19 weeks (range 10-28), based on the ACS cohort^^^ and assuming PM2.5 -0 .6  PMio. For the 

population alive in 2000, there would be a gain of 10,000-350,000 life years within five years 

from 1,500-48,000 fewer deaths. Over their remaining lifetime, that population would gain 4- 

26 million life-years, equivalent to one to six months per person.^^ A later report presented 

health impacts for a Ipg/m^ fall in annual mean PM2.5 across the remaining lifetime of the UK 

population in 2000. Using an ‘extra low’ estimate (0.1% per Ipg/m^ PM2 .5) informed by the 

HEI Reanalysis^^^ for a more conservative estimate, this would gain 200,000-500,000 years of 

life across the whole population^^^, corresponding to an average gain of 1.5-3.5 days per person 

if each benefited or 2.4-6.0 months each if only one million people were susceptible. For a 

birth cohort exposed to 15|ig/m^ higher annual mean PM 2.5 , average life expectancy reduces by 

2-16 months, compared with seven years if they all smoked.^^® Phalen commented that the 

benefits of the human activities that generate particles are far greater than the putative acute 

health effects.^^® but the (unpublished) lOM report calculated that a sustained fall in PMio 

would increase life expectancy by two weeks/ 1  pg/m^, valued at around £3b.^^^

A 3.5pg/m^ fall in urban background PM2.5 level in Stockholm County (population 1.7m) to the 

regional background level would correspond to a 2 % fall in total mortality (average one to three 

months increase in life expectancy at birth, if the same effect of chronic exposure applied in 

Stockholm as in the USA). Acute exposure in 1995 to PMio pollution above the regional 

average was estimated to have caused 660 (671-1,257) cardiovascular and 60 (42-174) of the

19,000 respiratory admissions in people aged s65. Nitrogen dioxide levels in Stockholm 

County above the regional average accounted for 700 admissions per year (1% of all 

admissions): 290 cardiovascular and 210 (range 60-760) respiratory, including 13 for COPD 

and 16 for asthma.^^^ This is less than the total percentage attributable to pollution in 

Westminster but this is not surprising. Firstly, I had used zero, rather than the regional average.
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as my no-effect level. Secondly, the Stockholm study used 2km square grids for estimating 

exposure levels by day and by night, whereas I assumed the relationship between the fixed site 

monitor and the average exposure in the population was the same as that between the fixed 

monitors and the study populations in the studies from which the coefficients were obtained, so 

did not adjust the ambient levels downwards as distance from the main road increased. Thirdly, 

pollution levels in Stockholm and the surrounding areas are much lower than in central London 

(eg 10-15pig/m^ annual mean PMio).^^^

The estimates for NO2 used in Stockholm County were based on coefficients from two- 

pollutant models and were therefore additional to those attributed to particulates.^^^ I used the 

results of NO2 studies even where two-pollutant results were not available, so it should be noted 

that my results for PMio and NO2 should not be added, since the attribution of effect to one 

pollutant or another is still disputed.

6.10.3 Attributable risk and achievable health gain

My estimation of the effects of reducing PMio pollution to zero (Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6 . 6  and 6.7) 

demonstrates two main points. Using the WHO meta-analysis suggests that 2.0% of deaths in 

Westminster are associated with current (background) pollution levels. Although the method of 

assessing exposure differed, my results compare very well with the estimate for the Department 

of Health that 1.9% of urban deaths are attributable to PMio pollution^^^, as PMio levels are 

higher in central London than almost anywhere else in the UK. Similarly, PMio in 1996-1998 

accounted for 2 .1 % of all respiratory admissions, little more than the report’s estimate of 

2.0%.^^

Secondly, the number of deaths or hospital admissions affected by the proposed reduction in air 

pollution is small compared with the total that is attributable to particulate air pollution. This 

indicates clearly that attribution of a quantified burden of disease to a particular risk factor is 

quite different from quantifying the achievable health gain for a specified policy or objective.

6.11 How distribution of impacts will affect inequalities

I have demonstrated that PMio and NO2 may affect people of different ages to varying degrees. 

Those with severe pre-existing disease are at greatest risk of further exacerbations and early 

death; they would gain most from a reduction in pollution. Both cardiovascular and respiratory 

disease are more common in less affluent and less educated groups in the UK. In Canada, the 

highest prevalence of parental smoking, respiratory symptoms in parents or siblings, 

hospitalisation for respiratory illness in infancy, overcrowding, low income and low socio

economic status was in the area with the highest ambient pollution levels.^^^ In London there is 

a linear relationship between levels of PMio and NO2 and deprivation; with the greatest
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predicted falls in the areas of greatest deprivation/^^ Reducing air pollution will therefore 

decrease inequalities both because exposure will be reduced most in deprived areas and because 

those who will benefit most are those with worse health, the very young and older people.

Conclusion

I have applied published empirical data to the local situation to extrapolate health effects. The 

spreadsheets I have developed are designed to model the most severe acute impacts on 

residents’ health of reductions from current levels of PMio or NO2 in a local authority area to 

the UKNAQS objectives. They were piloted by three local authorities and a health authority in 

west London. Following this, I wrote additional data entry sheets for each spreadsheet, so each 

piece of information is entered once and is then copied automatically to all the necessary cells 

and the calculations occur without the operator needing to see the workings of the spreadsheet. 

These are now being used by 35 other local authorities in the UK.

The main differences between COMEAP’s quantification of pollution’s effects on health^^^ and 

my work are:

■ they used the ‘burden of disease’ approach rather than estimating health gain achieved by a 

change in pollution;

■ my spreadsheets were informed by literature reviews that included three additional years of 

primary studies; and

■ they included only emergency respiratory admissions as NO2 outcomes.

Models A, B and C represent patterns of decline in pollutant levels but do not correspond 

directly to policy options to achieve such falls. Future research will combine the approach used 

in this study with air quality modelling based on actual emissions and the ways in which these 

can be reduced. This chapter has considered only the direct health gains of air pollution 

reduction, such as would be obtained by reducing emissions using technical fixes without 

altering behaviour. Broader transport policies would have wider implications for health. These 

will be discussed in section three.
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Section three

Introduction
As was mentioned in chapter two, the main source of both PMio and NO2 in central London is 

road traffic. As transport can have a wide range of beneficial and deleterious effects on 

health^^®’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ®̂, air pollution reduction by transport management rather than technical fixes can 

also affect mental and physical health and well-being.

The effects of transport on health
Transport includes walking and cycling, as well as the use of private vehicles, public transport 

and goods vehicles. The advantages of private transport accrue principally to the better-off; the 

disadvantages impact primarily on more deprived people. Positive effects include recreation, 

exercise, and access to employment, education, shops, recreation, social support networks, 

health services and the countryside. Negative effects include pollution, traffic injuries, noise, 

stress and anxiety, danger, community severance, land loss, and planning blight.

Road traffic injuries
Road transport was responsible for 26% of accidental deaths in 2000^^^, accounting in 1993 for 

almost 6 % of years of life lost before the age of 70.̂ "̂ ° More people are injured, causing both 

short- and long-term morbidity. In 2000, there were 46,003 road traffic casualties in Greater 

London.^^^ Pedestrian injuries are higher in the UK than in most Western countries.^'^^

Although proportionately fewer vehicle-users are killed in London^^^, collisions with pedestrian 

are more common^^^ and pedestrian deaths are higher in London than in England.^^^ In 2000,16 

pedestrians <15yrs were killed and 2,313 injured in London.^^^ Perceived danger from traffic 

leads to restrictions on children’s independent mobility^"^ ,̂ with consequent increases in motor 

vehicle traffic to transport children (travel to school by car increased from 16% in 1985/87 to 

30% in 1991199^^^) and concomitant decreases in fitness in children who no longer walk and 

cycle at will.

Physical activity
Both adults^'^ and children^'^^’̂ '̂  ̂in Britain are less active and less fit than previously. Obesity is 

increasing and is related to inactive lifestyles.^'^^ Physically active people have reduced risks of 

a range of disorders, including heart disease '̂^®, depression^'^^, and osteoporosis^^®; it also 

improves well-being.^^^ Both cycling^^^ and waUdng^^^ are good exercise: walking or cycling to 

school or work is as effective as a training programme^^"^ and can fulfil the recommendations for

exercise.
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Community severance
Community severance is caused by major roads being built through a community, with a 

proportion of local residents being cut off not only from safe and easy access to shops, schools 

and other facilities but also from their social network. The number and frequency of social 

contacts fall as traffic volumes increase.^^^ People without social support have higher mortality 

rates.^^^ Traffic also reduces the use of residential streets as play areas for children.^^^

Noise
A 24-hour survey in England and Wales in 1990 recorded noise from roads outside 92% of the 

dwellings sampled. '̂^^ Noise from traffic is unlikely to lead to hearing loss but contributes to 

stress-related health problems such as hypertension^^^ and minor psychiatric illness.^^ Traffic 

noise can also impair health by causing loss of sleep^^^’̂ ^̂  and can interfere with performance,^^^

Current state of the evidence base
Benefits to health and well-being from changing travel patterns, with reductions in injuries, 

greenhouse gas emissions, noise and community severance from reduced car use’ °̂’̂ ^̂  and the 

large positive health effects from increasing walking^^ and cycling^^^ have the potential to 

increase the health benefits of air quality management.

In this third section of this thesis, I have used the same framework, described in chapter one 

(Figure 1,6) and utilized in section two, to examine the evidence base for other aspects of 

transport’s effects on health, Reading key summaries of the evidence^^*’’̂ ^̂ , combined with my 

previous awareness of the literature and sources of routine data, suggested the following state of 

knowledge for the four elements of my framework (Table 7,1),
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Table 7.1 Availability of information for quantifying some of the effects on 

health of transport

Determinant 
of health

Is there a 
causal 

association?^

Is there 
information 

about the 
shape and 
magnitude 

of the 
exposure- 

effect 
relationship?

Is there 
information 
on baseline 

health 
outcome 
rates or 

numbers?

Is there 
information 

about 
changes in 
expoi^ure 

levels?

No. of 
elements of 

the 
framework 

known at least 
in part

Air pollution Yes
(incomplete)

Yes
(incomplete)

Yes Proxy
measures

4

Injury Yes Yes Yes
(incomplete)

Yes
(incomplete)

4

Physical
activity

Yes
(incomplete)

Yes
(incomplete)

Yes No 3

Noise Probably No Yes
(incomplete)

No 2

Community
severance

Probably No No No 1

 ̂This table reflects my state of knowledge at the start of this work, not necessarily the same as my 
conclusions in sections two and three of this thesis.

It can be seen that some information is available for all four elements for air pollution and injury 

but not for the other main effects of transport. These therefore provide opportunities for testing 

my HIA framework.

In chapter seven, 1 consider physical activity, for which there appears to be information 

available for three of the four elements. In chapter eight, 1 review community severance, which 

seems well recognised as an important effect of transport on mental health and well-being and 

possibly also on physical health, but for which little seems to be available for quantifying these 

effects. In both cases, 1 have reviewed the evidence, considered sources of data, and reached 

conclusions comparing the information currently available with the minimum necessary for 

inclusion in a robust, quantified H1A.^°^

Finally, in chapter nine 1 have summarised my findings, their applicability to future HlAs, and 

the validity of the framework 1 proposed in chapter one. 1 then suggest areas where research is 

required to fill important gaps in the evidence.
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Chapter seven: Physical Activity 

Introduction
Walking is the easiest and most accessible form of physical activity. It is classified as a 

moderate intensity activity, as is cycling at lOmph. Walking two one-mile journeys or cycling 

two three-mile journeys daily satisfies the ‘Half an Hour a Day’ physical activity 

recommendation for adults.^^^ There is plenty of scope for increasing cycle journeys in London. 

In the Netherlands (with similar weather but a little flatter), one-third of all journeys, 60% of 

school journeys, and a quarter of journeys by female pensioners are made by bicycle.^^^

Current travel patterns reveal the potential for increasing the proportion of trips that could be 

made by foot or bicycle:

• 70% of all journeys in 1997/99 were under five miles, 44% less than two miles, and 27% 

under one milê ^® but cars were used for 18% of journeys under one mile and 62% of trips 

of one to two miles^^^;

• walking has declined from 244 miles per person per year in 1985/86 in Great Britain to 

191miles in 1997/99^^^;

• walking to school has declined: 48% of children walked to school in 1997/99 compared 

with 59% in 1985/86;

• the proportion of people walking to work has fallen from 22% in 1971 to 11% in 1999^^^; 

and

• cycling has declined from 51 miles per person per year in 1975/6 to 40 miles in 1997/99.^^°

In section two, I conducted two comprehensive, systematic literature reviews to assess causality 

and determine the shape and magnitude of the relationships found. In practice, this is not 

usually done for most HIAs. Even when an HIA is based upon scientific evidence as well as the 

concerns of those potentially affected by a proposal, the evidence is typically collated by a rapid 

review, usually of secondary sources. Such reviews can be so poor^^^ they receive considerable 

criticism^^ '̂^^^; in this example, the review remains on one website and was on another for two 

years before a critic insisted on its removal, I therefore took this approach and conducted a 

rapid review of the evidence linking health with physical activity, particularly by walking or 

cycling. I then examine the potential pitfalls.
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Method
Medline contains 25,376 records with the MESH (Medline subject heading) keyword 

“Exercise”. Of these, 9,500 were published in 1995-1999, Inclusion criteria for my rapid 

review were:

• published reviews (in reports or in peer-reviewed journals) and

• exercise as the main focus of the paper .

The exclusion criterion was not being available within a fortnight, to simulate the time 

constraints of a rapid review.

The questions I aimed to answer were:

1. With which health outcomes is physical activity associated, positively or negatively?

2. What is the magnitude of the association?

3. Can walking or cycling achieve the same benefits?

4. Are there any associated risks?

5. What are the problems associated with a rapid review?

Results
I found 115 reviews, of which I obtained 47 within a fortnight.

Physical activity is an optional behaviour. It is a global term referring to any bodily movement 

produced by the skeletal muscles that results in energy expenditure. Exercise is sometimes used 

as a synonym for physical activity but often refers to participation in sports, gym-based 

activities or organised exercise classes. Physical fitness is an achieved physiological condition. 

It is a set of attributes which people have or can acquire that relate to their ability to perform 

physical activity. An individual's level of fitness is determined partly by heredity but can be 

acquired through physical activity.

7.1 Summary of findings
This review was part of a report prepared for the London Regional Office of the NHS 

Executive.^^'^ It was published both in full^^  ̂and in summary form.^^^ For brevity I have given 

below only a summary of my findings.

7.1.1 All-cause mortality
A sedentary lifestyle is associated with raised all-cause mortality. Becoming more physically 

active or more fit in middle-age is associated with lower mortality than remaining inactive.^^^
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Studies vary in the intensity of activity required for health benefits: some found reduced 

mortality only in the most active while others found most benefit in the second quintile/^^

• Increasing fitness through moderate physical activity may reduce an unfit man’s risk of 

early death by 37% and an unfit woman’s by nearly 50%/^^

• The 916-year age-adjusted mortality for active men was 36.6% and that for women 40.4% of 

sedentary individuals’ mortality

• The most active or fit have mortality rates 17-78% lower than the least so, comparable to 

the difference in mortality between non-smokers and smokers or between people of ideal 

weight and 2 0 % heavier.^^®

• Expending ^2,000kcal/wk (equivalent to daily cycling for 30-40 minutes^^^) compared with 

<500kcal/wk adds 2.15 years of life up to age 80.^^^

7.1.2 Cardiovascular disease 

Ischaemic heart d isease

Risk factors

Risk factors for ischaemic heart disease (IHD) can be reduced by regular physical activity. 

Walking increases beneficial high density lipoprotein^®” and can increase fibrinolysis.®®”

• Regular endurance exercise lowers blood pressure by 3-6mmHg in normotensive people®®̂  

and lowers both systolic and diastolic blood pressure by about lOmmHg in people with mild 

hypertension.®®^

Incidence of IHD

A  1987 review by the US CDC concluded that “a causal inverse association exists between 

physical activity and IHD”.®̂  ̂ Adjusting for disease and lifestyle risk factors made no 

difference to the benefits of physical activity.®®  ̂ Recent studies are consistent with an inverse 

and graded relationship between physical activity and IHD, with better studies reporting 

stronger effects of physical activity or fitness.®®^

• Physical inactivity doubles the risk of developing IHD.®®”

• Almost one-third of all IHD incidence could be avoided by appropriate physical activity.®®^

• Men at high risk of IHD who take part in mostly light- to moderate-intensity activity (mean 

l,500kcal/wk) reduce their risk of IHD by 25-50%.®®^
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• Men who are regularly more vigorously active (>6 METS') may reduce their risk of IHD by

60-70%/^^

IHD mortality

The Whitehall study found that middle-aged male civil servants who often participated in 

“vigorous” sports had less than half the fatal IHD of the other men. “Vigorous” cycling was 

defined for that study as at least one hour per week commuting or at least 25 miles of other 

cycling in the previous week.^^^ Dividing a cohort of women according to time spent walking, 

climbing stairs or sitting also showed an effect of moderate activity (including non-leisure 

activities, predominantly household chores) on IHD mortality.^^^ The elderly who take up 

vigorous exercise may reduce their IHD mortality, though with less effect than in those who 

have been that active lifelong.^®'^

Management of existing IHD

Physical training after a myocardial infarction improves survival^^^ and well-being and increases 

return-to-work rates.^^^

• Physical activity programmes after a myocardial infarction can reduce the risk of death by 

about 20% to 25%.^®^

Stroke

Haemorrhagic stroke is three- to four-fold higher in inactive or partially active men. 

Thromboembolic stroke is inversely related to activity only in non-smokers (double the risk in 

inactive compared with active men).^^^

• One-quarter of stroke incidence could be avoided by appropriate physical activity

Peripheral vascular d isease

Regular physical activity improves the symptom of intermittent claudication. This can double 

the distance someone can walk without pain.̂ ®*̂  Physical activity is also of benefit because 50% 

of patients with intermittent claudication will die from a myocardial infarction.^®^

7.1.3 Diabetes mellitus 

Insulin sensitivity

Physical activity increases sensitivity to insulin in normal people: it increases the rate of glucose 

transport into muscle and of glycogen synthesis.^®® The increased sensitivity continues for one 

to two days afterwards.

' METS: Multiples of resting metabolic rates
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Incidence

Physical activity may help to defer or prevent the development of type 2 diabetes mellitns/^'^^^ 

Independent of other risk factors, sedentary people have an increased risk of developing type 2 

diabetes compared with those exercising at least moderately. The graded inverse relationship 

between weekly energy expenditure and incidence of diabetes is found whether total activity 

(including walking, climbing stairs and sports), activity except vigorous sports, or vigorous 

sports alone is considered. The risks are independent of activity for normal weight individuals 

but in people with body mass index (BMl) ^24kg/m^, the inverse relationship holds, as it does 

when normotensive and hypertensive individuals are analysed separately.^^^

• In those aged ^45, almost one-quarter of cases of type 2 diabetes could be avoided.^^^

• Incidence of type 2 diabetes is reduced by 24% for every 2,000kcal/wk increment in leisure

time activity. This can be achieved by V̂ hr jogging or Ihr walking every day.^^^

Treatment

Physical activity can also improve control of blood glucose level in type 2 diabetics. This lasts 

for >12 and <72 hours after the last bout of exercise; cessation of physical activity leads to 

reduced insulin sensitivity within three days.^^ Activity resulting in a 15% increase in 

maximum oxygen uptake caused a significant fall in glycosylated haemoglobin, fasting glucose, 

and insulin levels.^^®

People with type 2 diabetes have twice the risk of developing IHD.^^^ Physical activity is 

protective against cardiovascular disease in people with type 1 diabetes.^®^

7.1.4 Obesity
Obesity is increasingly common.^"^^’̂ ^̂  In 1997,17% of men and 20% of women were obese 

(BMI>30kg/m^), with 62% of men and 53% of women overweight or obese (BMl>25kg/m^).^^^ 

The increase in prevalence of obesity has occurred as activity levels have decreased.^^'^ Obesity 

is associated with increased risk of IHD, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, arthritis, and bronchitis. 

Physical activity can reduce some of these risks even without weight loss.^*^

Combined with dieting, regular physical activity is one of the most effective means of managing 

mild to moderate obesity. Regular aerobic activity increases energy consumption during the 

period of physical activity and for several hours afterwards.^^*^ Although physical activity does 

not consistently predict short-term weight loss, it does consistently predict successful 

maintenance of weight loss.^ '̂^

7.1.5 Cancers
Most reviews have not distinguished between cancer incidence and mortality.
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All cancers

Most studies measuring physical fitness have found a marked inverse relationship with cancer 

mortality^^^ (Table 7.2). Physical activity could reduce all-cause cancer rates by as much as 

46%.^^

Table 7.2 The variance-weighted geometric mean risk (VWGM) of all-cause

cancers in well-designed studies^

A c t i v i t y  g r o u p V W G M  ( 9 5 %  C l )  a l l - c a u s e  c a n c e r s V W G M  ( 9 5 %  C l )  c o l o n  c a n c e r

M e n W o m e n M e n W o m e n

Physically 
demanding 
occupations 
Sedentary workers

1.00

1.52 (1.08-2.14)

1.00

1.21 (1.04-1.40)

1.00

1.41 (1.26-1.57)

1.00

1.35 (1.06-1.71)
Physically active 
in leisure time 
Sedentary lifestyle

1.00

1.84 (1.49-2.27 )

1.00

1.42 ( 0 . 9 7 - 2 . 0 8 )

1.00

1.28 (1.11-1.48)

1.00

1.55 (1.15-2.10)
Leisure or 
occupational 
physical activity 
Sedentary lifestyle

1.00

1.43 (1.09-1.77)

1.00

1.20 (0.79-1.74)

1.00

1.39 (1.27-1.51)

1.00

1.38 (1.15-1.66)
High intensity 
activity

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Moderate intensity 
activity

1.23 (1.00-1.51) 1.31*’ 1.09 ( 0 . 9 7 - 1 . 2 2 ) 1.21 (0.97-1.50)

Low intensity 
activity

1.66 (1.35-2.04) 1.72" 1.37 ( 1 . 2 2 - 1 . 5 3 ) 1.21 (0.97-1.50)

S96Source: Shephard & Futcher, 1997 
Only two data sets available in this systematic review; 95% Cl not given

Colon

Over 50 reports have been published on the association between physical activity and cancer of 

the colon. Most have consistently found a protective effect of activity (Table 7.2), despite 

different study designs (case-control or cohort studies), types of activity measured (recreational 

or occupational), methods of categorising activity (job title, questionnaire, athletic status at 

college), different sources of error, and in diverse populations. A  case-control study found that 

relative to people with a low fat diet and high physical activity, the RR of left-sided colon 

cancer was 1.2 for high fat intake and high physical activity but 5.1 for high fat and low 

physical activity.^^^ Physical activity appears to reduce cancer of the descending colon more 

than right-sided colon cancers. Studies have not found a relationship with rectal cancer.^^^

Breast

Of the better quality studies, longterm athletic training reduces the risk of breast cancer (RR 

1.85 in non-athletes) but activity in the past does not. There may be a threshold effect for
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physical activity and breast cancer, with vigorous but not moderate activity being required to 

decrease risk/^^

• The VWGM is 1.22 (1.00-1.50).^^

• The VWGM in post-menopausal women is 1.25 (0.98-1.61).^^^

• Moderate intensity (VWGM 1.41, 95% Cl 1.17-1.69) does not confer benefit compared 

with low intensity (1.26,1.03-1.55).^^^

Endometrium

For current activity, high or moderate activity (including housework and walking) is associated 

with a reduced risk of endometrial cancer (RR 1.0) compared with moderately low (RR 1.3-2.3) 

or very low activity (RR >2.5), after adjustment for nine covariates. Other studies found similar 

results.̂ ^̂

• The VWGM for sedentary individuals is 1.38 (0.75-2.55).^^^

Prostate

There is a trend for studies to show an inverse relationship between physical activity and 

incidence of prostate cancer but the evidence is less good than for cancer of the colon. Lesser 

knowledge of other risk factors has reduced the opportunities to adjust the findings for potential 

confounders.^^^

• The VWGM is 1.28 (1.01-1.61) for sedentary individuals in a pooled analysis of studies of 

leisure or occupational activity.^^^

• Moderate intensity activity (VWGM 1.06, 95% Cl 0.87-1.30) confers benefit compared 

with low intensity activity (1.26,1.05-1.52).^^^

T estes

• The VWGM is 1.38 (1.11-1.72) for sedentary individuals in a pooled analysis of studies of 

leisure or occupational activity.^^^

• Moderate intensity activity (VWGM 1.14, 95% Cl 0.97-1.62) may confer benefit compared 

with low intensity activity (1.26, 0.97-1.42).^^^

Ovary

Studies quoted by Kramer (1996) were of too poor a quality to draw meaningful conclusions. 

Shephard and Futcher found a risk near unity in their meta-analysis of four studies.^^^
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Lung

Shephard and Futcher’s meta-analysis found no effect of physical activity on lung cancer risk/^^ 

Shephard and Shek postulated that although some authors found an increased risk of lung 

cancer in sedentary individuals, this may be because pre-existing respiratory disease limits 

activity, although excluding cases within four years of determining baseline activity did not 

alter the risk of lung cancer among sedentary individuals/^^

7.1.6 Respiratory disease 

Asthm a

Most asthmatics benefit from physical activity, despite the risk of provoking symptoms

(p208)/^

Chronic obstructive pulmonary d isease

Physical activity can prevent further deterioration in exercise endurance/^"^

Cystic fibrosis

Some children with cystic fibrosis obtain as much benefit from physical activity as from 

physiotherapy

7.1.7 Musculo-skeletal problems 

O steoporosis

Participation in strength and weight-bearing activities stimulates bone metabolism, can increase 

bone mass, and may be related to a reduced long-term risk of osteoporosis. One hour walking 

plus aerobic activity twice weekly increases lumbar spine bone mineral density,^^® The most 

important time for physical activity to start is in preadolescence and adolescence, for larger, 

denser bones to g ro w .^

Walking and jogging can have a modest effect in preventing and treating osteoporosis but 

resistive exercise is more important for site-specific bone mineralization and muscle streng th .^

Hip fracture

Physical activity in elderly men and women, including climbing stairs and w alking^\ protects 

against hip fracture.^^® In addition to effects on osteoporosis, physical activity can improve 

muscle strength, balance and co-ordination, reducing the risk of falls.^®^

The association between physical activity and hip fractures is strong and consistent for leisure

time activity but weaker for occupational activity. Current activity and activity in teenage and 

young adult years are important but activity in middle-age may not protect against hip fractures

later. In the frail elderly, the more active are at greater risk of falls than others, who presumably
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spend more time in bed or sitting in chairs and less time at risk of falling. Climbing stairs and 

walking also protect against hip fracture.^^

• In those aged ^45, just over half the hip fractures could be avoided by regular physical 

activity.̂ ®̂

Low back pain

Acute lower back injuries are more common in the least physically fit.^^° Opinion is divided 

whether aerobic activity, including jogging, is more likely to protect against or cause low back 

pain.^^

7.1.8 Mental health
Those who are regularly physically active feel less depression, tension, fatigue and aggression 

and sleep better. Feelings of well-being may also be associated with a sense of achievement, 

improved physical appearance, and distraction from worries.^^° Regular participation in 

physical activity is also associated with raised self-esteem in children and adults.^^ With 

prolonged activity, runners and cyclists become more self-sufficient, serious and relaxed.^®'^

Aerobic activity improved perceived health without changing measures of mental health. 

Improvement in aerobic conditioning correlated with reduced psychological distress, depression 

and perceived stress, improved generalised feelings of well-being, freedom from worries and 

enhanced energy levels. In older people, physical activity was associated with faster 

psychomotor speed, less anxiety, and self-reported enhanced mental alertness and energy 

levels.^^

Senior managers participating in exercise programmes reported reduced stress, improved 

productivity, enhanced problem-solving ability and increased concentration. Organisations 

have also found benefits of physically active employees to include improved work performance, 

decreased absenteeism and reduced turnover, although these effects can be small.^^^

• Exercise affects depression, within an effect size in non-clinically depressed people of -0.53

(p<0.001).^

• The effect of walking and/or jogging on depression is -0.55 (p<0.001).^^

• There is a graded effect of length of exercise programme, with effect sizes of -0 .3  at 5-12 

weeks, -1.0 at 17-20 weeks, -2.9 at 21-24 weeks and -2 .0  beyond 24 weeks (all p<0.001).'^®^

Mental illness

Regular activity has a powerful therapeutic effect in depressive disorders.^®"  ̂ Regular aerobic 

activity is of benefit in treating mild depression and mild anxiety^^®’̂ ®̂ but it does not affect 

severe depression.^®” Physical activity is as effective an anti-depressant as psychotherapy and is
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more effective than relaxation and enjoyable activities. Anaerobic activity is as beneficial as 

aerobic.^^

Exercise affects depression, with an effect size of:

-0 .59 (p<0.001) in clinically depressed people^"^;

-0.67 (p<0.05) in reactive depression^^;

-0.71 (p<0.001) in situational depression^®; and

-0.60 (p<0.01) in unipolar depression.®^®

7% of mental disorders could be prevented by physical activity.

Dementia

Some but not all studies have found that physical activity can be of benefit but requires 

supervision.®^"  ̂ Long-term physical activity can improve performance of some cognitive tasks 

but the potential for physical activity to improve cognition and storage or recall of information 

is not known.®®® However, reduced memory loss in the elderly who are physically active has 

been reported.®^^

7.1.9 Disability
Physical activity contributes to compression of morbidity as well as to reduced age-specific 

mortality,®®  ̂ Those who are physically active in middle age and continue to be active have less 

deterioration with age than control groups®®®: lifetime disability in exercisers is only one-third to 

one-half that of sedentary individuals.®®^ Activity leading to even slight increases in physical 

fitness can improve self-esteem®®®, confidence®®®, and function to perform the activities of daily 

living and can avoid institutionalisation.®®®

Physical activity improves balance, co-ordination, mobility, strength and endurance and the 

control of chronic disease.®®® Muscle bulk and strength can be increased by 10-20% by 

appropriate exercise in men in their early seventies.®®® Benefits in the very elderly can also 

occur from starting a new programme of physical activity, for example walking.®®® Indoor 

walking can improve walking pace in elderly people with osteoarthritis, improving their daily 

activity score, their perception of ability and disability and their use of drugs.®®"®

7.1.10 Other 

Immunity

A lower incidence of upper respiratory tract infection has been noted in moderately active 

people and a higher incidence in athletes, suggesting a J-shaped relationship between activity 

and immune function.®®"®
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Health-related quality o f life

In general, physical activity improved health-related quality of life, regardless of age, activity 

status or health.^^

Sleep

Acute and chronic activity each increased slow wave sleep and total sleep time and decreased 

sleep onset latency and REM sleep.^^

7.2 Would active transport achieve the same benefits?

Current recommendations for health-enhancing physical activity are the accumulation of s30 

minutes of moderate-intensity activity on most, or preferably all, days of the week.^^° The 

majority of Londoners would not achieve this from occupational activity. Whether individuals 

were prescribed high or low intensity activity, they tended to move towards moderate intensity 

activity.^"

Shephard calculated that cycling at lOmph uses 29kJ/min on average, adequate for health 

benefits.^^^ Walking a mile in 20 minutes (slower than the 3.5 -  4.5mph most often 

recommended for health benefits to accrue to the middle-aged^^*^ expends the same amount of 

energy as cycling at 9.4mph for 16 minutes, running a mile in 10 minutes, swimming breast 

stroke for 10 minutes, medium-intensity aerobic dancing for 16 minutes, or playing football for 

12 minutes.^’^

Fentem stated that brisk walking fulfils the recommendations for physical activity^ '̂^ but 

Shephard believes this is only the case for the elderly. He calculated that young and middle- 

aged individuals would need to walk at the unrealistically fast rate of 5.2mph, unless they 

walked on soft or uneven terrain: walking up a 5% gradient increases energy expenditure by 

50% while walking downhill uses only slightly less energy than walking on the level.^^^

Self-selected walking speeds tend to remain constant in adult life until the 6‘̂  decade then 

decrease sharply by 12-16% after that. Most pedestrian crossings assume a walking speed of 

around 4km/h but those in their 8^ decade are often more comfortable walking at 3.2km/h. 

Gradually increasing physical activity to increase fitness and muscle strength may increase 

possible walking speed and therefore safety and independence.^^

The greatest health benefits are gained by increasing activity levels in elderly, sedentary or 

obese individuals. For them, (fast) walking is likely to be sufficiently effective as well as the 

most acceptable form of activity. Walking is the most important physical activity for the 

e l d e r l y O n l y  the very frail or those with serious disabilities cannot participate in this form of 

sustained dynamic aerobic activity.^^
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Regular “brisk” or “fast” walking can improve cardiovascular fitness/^  Walking at ^6.4km/h 

for >3.5hrs/wk halved the risk of first coronary event or fatal IHD in 9V2 years follow-up 

(p<0.001)/^ Brisk/fast walking by the average man could use sufficient energy to be classed as 

vigorous in this s t u d y T h e  age-standardised death rate from IHD was also inversely related 

to speed of usual walking pace. Those who strolled had a high rate of co-morbidity, were 

otherwise sedentary, and were more often smokers. IHD deaths and hospital admissions were 

reduced in older people who walked >4h/wk compared with < lh/w k (RR 0.74), even when 

adjusted for other, more vigorous activities.^^

Exercise tolerance and quality of life in people with congestive heart failure can be increased 

and fatigue and shortness of breath reduced by a progressive walking programme, increasing 

from lOkm/wk at 13min/km to 21km/wk at 11.5min/km.^^ Relatively low intensity walking 

appears to suffice to improve the symptom of intermittent claudication.^^

Walking also enhances insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake into muscle.^^ Effective activity 

in preventing diabetes included “very brisk walking” (^8.0km/hr) or “brisk walking on soft 

surfaces such as sand or grass”. B r i s k  walking in middle-aged or slower walking in older 

people would be sufficient activity (50-60% of V02max) to maintain stable blood glucose 

levels.^^

Bone density is higher in the legs and trunk of postmenopausal women who habitually walked 

>12km/wk compared with those who walked <1.6km/wk.^^ Aerobic activity, including 

walking, jogging or cycling, can improve stamina.^^° In healthy sedentary adults, walking led to 

reductions in mood disturbance in women and increased positive affect in men. Different 

intensities of walking all improved quality of well-being in people with chronic pulmonary 

disease in proportion to improvement in exercise tolerance in comparison with controls. 

Walking improved pain in people with osteoarthritis and reduced anxiety and depression.^^ 

Other benefits to well-being, from companionship and pleasant physical surroundings^*®, are not 

necessarily relevant to active transport in London.

Moderately obese children and adolescents treated with a combination of physical activity 

(mostly riding a bicycle) and dietary restriction complied better with treatment and achieved 

greater weight loss than the group treated with diet a l o n e . W a l k i n g  uses 4kJ/kg bodyweight, 

almost independent of pace, so walking more slowly than needed to increase fitness still aids 

weight control. For example, one mile on the level requires 272kJ for a 75kg man and more in 

heavier individuals.^^

Incorporating activity into routine daily living can facilitate better compliance with the 

recommendations for physical activity by the general population than requiring attendance at 

sports facilities.^^^ It is cheaper, less demanding of additional time, and more readily accessible.
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important considerations since costs, lack of time, and lack of facilities are the main reasons 

given for inactivity

A  series of Finnish studies have explored the feasibility and effectiveness of physically active 

commuting. Oja and colleagues found that half their sample of working-age people in Tampere, 

a city of 200,000, worked outside the home. One-quarter of these commuted by foot or bicycle 

in the autumn and winter and one-third in the summer. More women than men walked or 

cycled. Most physically active commuters reported their journey caused slight sweating and 

shortness of breath. A 10-week randomised trial of volunteers who had previously commuted 

by car or bus found mean walking speed increased from 5.8km/h at the start of the study to 

6.2km/h, with V02max 53% initially, reducing to 51% (mean distance 3.4km). For cyclists, the 

equivalent figures were 17.6km/h and 65% of VOzmax at the start, changing to 20km/h and 62% 

(mean distance cycled 9.7km). The volunteers walked or cycled for more than three-quarters of 

their commuter journeys in the 10 weeks. Measured effects of this activity were a net 10.3% 

increase in maximum treadmill time in the active group and a 5% increase in HDL cholesterol. 

This physically active commuting also increased fitness. Cycling was more vigorous than 

walking and produced greater effects but walking at participants’ favoured speed also produced 

measurable changes

Hillman reported that regular cyclists have a level of fitness equivalent to that of people 10 

years younger^^^ but a Finnish study found that while physically active men and women 

(including cyclists) had the explosive muscle power of someone 10 years younger, the 55-year- 

olds had the aerobic fitness of people of the same sex 30 years younger.^^*^

It is important that children are encouraged to be more physically active, not only for the short

term effects on their well-being and body weight^^^ but because adult habits are formed 

predominantly in childhood.^^^’̂ ^̂

7.2.1 Are there any associated risks?

Reported risks of exercise

Cardiovascular effects

Ventricular arrhythmias are not uncommonly provoked by activity, particularly in those with 

pre-existing myocardial damage due to IHD. Care must be taken when advising patients with 

cardiac failure to be more active.^^° Supraventricular tachycardia is less common but some 

people have a tendency for such attacks to be precipitated by vigorous activity.^®®

Sudden cardiac death occurs occasionally during vigorous activity, even in those with no 

previous symptoms of myocardial ischaemia and no IHD risk factors.^^^ It is even more 

uncommon in people <30, in whom the underlying cause is usually hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy or a congenital abnormality of the heart or conducting system. In those >30, it
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is almost always due to Estimates of the incidence of sudden death during vigorous

activity range from 3.5/100,000 man-years in British Armed Forces personnel to one per 16,000 

person-hours of exercise in cardiac rehabilitation programmes. The highest rate found was one 

in 3,000 hours for rugby referees. For jogging, studies have found one sudden death per

396,000 man-hours (one death per year per 7,620 joggers) but others have found higher rates or 

no deaths.

The overall incidence of primary cardiac arrest is 55-60% lower in people with high compared 

with low leisure time physical activity. Although the risk of sudden death was higher during 

exercise than while inactive, the overall risk of primary cardiac arrest in those who are 

habitually active and physically fit is only 40% that of sedentary men. Even after allowing for 

conventional risk factors, the overall risk of cardiac arrest is lower among habitually vigorously 

active men than sedentary men. This is because a relatively small proportion of the time is 

spent in vigorous activity while the protective effects last all day.^^° However, two cohort 

studies have found that the most active men had an increased risk of IHD. Further analysis of 

one showed that this applied only to men with hypertension.^®^

Older, previously sedentary individuals can safely be advised to walk morê ®*̂  and to increase 

gradually the distance travelled and/or the speed at which they travel. Individuals should be 

warned to heed symptoms such as chest pain, an irregular heart beat, faintness or shortness of 

breath. Vigorous activity should also be avoided during viral infections such as influenza.^®” 

Ischaemia can be prevented by warming up before and warming down after a period of 

activity.^®® Post-exercise hypotension can be a problem in elderly people. It can also be 

reduced by warming down afterwards.^®®

Hypo- or hyperglycaemia

Exercise can precipitate hypoglycaemia in insulin-dependent diabetics unless additional 

carbohydrate is taken.̂ ®® In the presence of insufficient insulin, exercise can cause 

hyperglycaemia and ketosis.^®®

Respiratory symptoms

Activity can induce symptoms in 70-90% of children with asthma, 30-40% of non-asthmatic 

individuals with atopy, and 15% of high performance athletes. Standard therapy before activity 

usually abolishes or alleviates the problem.^®® Walking is unlikely to cause asthmatic symptoms 

except in very cold weather.

People with other respiratory diseases may have their exercise tolerance limited by respiratory 

symptoms but physical activity within their own limits should not produce problems.^®®
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Musculoskeletal injuries

One series of elderly people taking up jogging found that nearly half had sustained injuries in a 

two month period.^®® Other injuries can occur: death of runners due to collision with motor 

vehicles is almost as likely as sudden cardiac death.^^®

Risks of physically active transport

Lower intensity activities, such as walking and cycling, are less likely to result in any of the 

a b o v e . L o w  impact exercise (including running and jogging) does not increase osteoarthritis 

except in those with a history of knee injuries or anatomical abnormalities.^^^ While cycling can 

be injurious to those with osteoarthritis of the knee, walking is the exercise of choice for people 

with arthritis.^^^ Walking at any speed is low impact and is also self-regulated in intensity and 

duration, so the risk of injury is low.^^

Road traffic injuries

This risk is important, though the benefits of cycling far outweigh the risks from collisions. 

More than 80,000 cyclists are injured each year in the UK, with a fatality rate of one per 

20,000,000km cycled.^^^ IHD accounts for 33% and motor-vehicle traffic collisions for 1.4% of 

all deaths among commuters. The latter figure is non-significantly lower for cycle commuters, 

indicating that they are not at undue risk.^^^

Using road injury and actuarial data, Hillman calculated that the 294 cyclists fatally injured in 

1989 lost 11,324 years of life.^^  ̂ Reduction in premature mortality by regular cycling can also 

be calculated: for example cycling 60 miles per week from the age of 35 could add two-and-a- 

half years to life expectancy. Relating these data to the number of people shown in the National 

Travel Survey to be regular cyclists, Hillman calculated that the benefits of regular cycling 

outweigh the years of life lost in fatal injuries by around 20 to one. He also pointed out that 

providing safer cycle routes would reduce the risk of serious injury and would encourage more 

people to cycle who are currently dissuaded by its apparent danger.^^®

Non-fatal injuries requiring in-patient treatment were mostly of moderate severity, with an 

average stay in hospital of only two days in 1983 for those requiring admission to hospita l.

Less than 20% were severe injuries. No longitudinal studies on such individuals have been 

conducted, to determine the effects on life expectancy, quality of life or residual disability. 

Hillman therefore did not add any life-years lost for non-fatal injury to his calculation.

Although this is a criticism of the calculation, it is probably balanced by not including beneficial 

effects of regular cycling on health and well-being not affecting premature mortality.

In London in 1997/98 and 1998/99, there were 4,295 motor vehicle traffic accident hospital 

admissions annually, including 1,393 pedestrians, 905 cyclists and 788 motor cyclists. The 

annual average for 1999-2000 in London was 137 fatal injuries to pedestrians (17 aged 3-18yr)
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and 12 (two) to cyclists. An additional 527 child and 1,202 adult pedestrians were seriously 

injured, as were 88 child and 361 adult cyclists.^^'^

Injuries are also caused by tripping on uneven pavements. In a survey of British adults, 7% had 

tripped or fallen on damaged pavements and 11% on wet leaves, snow or ice, equating to 6.3- 

8.4m such accidents per year nationally

Air pollution

Air pollution is hazardous to health (section two). Many people believe walking or cycling 

along a road increases their exposure to air pollution.^^^ In congested roads, cars take in air 

from behind the exhaust of the vehicle in front.^^^ Pollutant levels other than particulates are in 

general double inside cars compared with the pavement, so are lowest for pedestrians and 

cyclists. Bus users have an intermediate exposure. For exposure to a given concentration, 

cyclists have a higher dose because of breathing faster or more deeply. However, as they are 

usually riding at the side of the road, the concentration to which they are exposed is lower so 

overall their dose is similar to or lower than motorists.*^^  ̂ An Austrian study showed that 

nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide from vehicles had more harmful effects on motorists 

than on cyclists.^^^

Incapacity - risks o f inactivity

The above risks need to be weighed against the risks of inactivity, which leads to a progressive 

reduction in the capacity for physical exertion. Greater effort becomes necessary for shorter and 

slower activity, with fatigue developing faster. Both muscle strength and cardiovascular fitness 

are affected by prolonged or habitual inactivity.^®® Much of the deterioration of function 

attributed to increasing age may actually be due to decreasing activity, leading to a worsening in 

capacity to exercise. A vicious spiral develops.^®"^

7.3 Quantification

7.3.1 Exposure-Response Relationships
The above studies show the positive link between physical activity and a number of health 

outcomes. In order to be used in a health evaluation framework, a number of additional issues 

are important with respect to the nature of the exposure response functions.

Is physical activity or fitness more important?

Fitness is more important but physical activity is also required for fitness to be protective 

against Whaley and Blair also found a significant inverse graded relationship

between physical fitness and IHD but did not discuss whether this or physical activity was more 

important. They gave age- and sex-specific thresholds for activity that marked low fitness
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associated with a significant increase in risk. These were below 8-9 METS for middle-aged 

men and 6-7 METS for women.^^^ This contrasts with the level of activity Shephard reported as 

fulfilling the US recommendations (50% of aerobic power for one hour, three to five times per 

week). He calculated that an average 75kg middle-aged man would need to expend 5 METS 

(27kJ/min, 6.5kcal/min) but an elderly or unfit man would need to use only 3 METS (19kJ/min, 

4.5kcal/min).^^^

• Improvements in physical fitness could reduce risks of death by 60% (more than the 50% 

risk reduction from quitting smoking.^^®

is  lifetime, previous or current activity more important?

There is good evidence that current physical activity, not previous activity in early adult life, is

beneficial for cardiovascular health.^®^

is  there a threshold?

This is still debated. The mortality of male Harvard alumni who took part in moderately 

vigorous activity in the 1960s and in 1977 or only in 1977 was 29% (95% Cl 4-45%) and 23% 

(4-42%) lower respectively than those who were less active at both assessments, after adjusting 

for age, cigarette use, hypertension and BMI.^^^

The RCP 1991 report cited one study that found a continuous graduated benefit of increasing 

levels of activity but the report suggested that there is probably a threshold of a minimum 

amount of activity to reduce the risks of developing IHD. This might be 2,000kcal/week (the 

equivalent of five hours’ brisk walking or 3.5hr running). Another study found benefits only in 

those taking vigorous aerobic activity, expending 420kcal/hr twice weekly. Walking, cycling 

and stair climbing were not of benefit unless pursued vigorously.^®®

The Whitehall study is frequently quoted as demonstrating that vigorous activity is required to 

produce health benefits. It found a halving of the risk of IHD but only in those participating in 

vigorous exercise, with no benefit from moderate activity.^^^ However, Morris has stated that 

“a brisk walk o f30-60 min each day” would have been graded in the Whitehall study as 

“vigorous” There is some evidence that no threshold exists and even moderate increases in 

amount of physical activity will have benefits.^®^

Most recent reports suggest that the greatest gain in health benefits occurs when sedentary or 

unfit people start being active enough to move to the next lowest category of activity or fitness, 

although a few reports still maintain that vigorous activity is required.^^^
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Is the effect linear?

It is generally thought that further activity increments further reduce risk. Among people who 

are already active, vigorous activity probably adds benefit, though there is a potential risk of 

injury (see above).

The MRFIT study found higher mortality in people in the lowest tertile of activity but no 

difference between people in the top and middle tertiles.^^^ Other studies have found a linear 

relationship between fitness and IHD or mortality, independent of other IHD risk factors, age, 

blood pressure, glycaemic status, anxiety or depression.^^^

7.3.2 Burden of disease and preventable disease
A  meta-analysis of Finnish studies found the lowest and highest adjusted relative risks for IHD 

deaths among Finnish men aged 30-63 years who were “sedentary” (physically active less than 

four times per week) to be 1.4 and 1.9. They calculated the population attributable risk of a 

sedentary lifestyle for IHD deaths and found that 22-39% of IHD deaths in that population 

would be prevented if the individuals were sufficiently active.

Powell and Blair (1994) calculated the effects on deaths from IHD, colon cancer and diabetes 

assuming various changes in levels of physical activity, using relative risks derived from the 

published literature. Relative risks and population attributable fraction (for the USA) are given 

in Table 7.3 and the percentage change in deaths of increased activity in Table 7.4. As the 

(1992) Allied Dunbar Fitness Survey (p213) found higher, though still inadequate, levels of 

physical activity in the U K , the population attributable fraction and the deaths prevented will be 

a little lower.

Table 7.3 Estimated relative risks and population attributable risk of 

inactivity (in USA)®

Exposure
group

Prevalence of 
activity level 
in USA, 1990

IHD” Colon cancer Diabetes
RR" PAR“ RR PAR RR PAR

Sedentary 24% 2.0 16% 1.8 13% 1.8 12%
Irregular 54% 1.5 18% 1.5 18% 1.6 21%
Regular 10% 1.1 1% 1.1 1% 1.3 2%
Vigorous 12% 1.0 - 1.0 - 1.0 -
Total population risk 
attributable to inadequate 
physical activity

35% 32% 35%

'  Source: Powell & Blair, 7 9 9 /^
 ̂IHD: Ischaemic heart disease 
 ̂RR: Relative risk 
 ̂PAR: Population attributable risk
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Table 7.4 Estimated percentage reduction in deaths from ischaemic heart 

disease, colon cancer and diabetes for different increases in physical activity (based 

on activity levels of USA,1990)“

Disease 50% of 
Sedentary 

become 
Irregular

Reduction 
50% of 

Irregular 
become 
Regular

in deaths if: 
50% of 
Regular 
become 

Vigorous

50% of each 
category move to 

next (more 
active) category

Ischaemic heart disease 3.9% 7.1% 0.3% 11.4%
Colon cancer 2.5% 7.4% 0.4% 10.1%
Diabetes 1.5% 5.2% 1.0% 7.8%
IHD*’, colon cancer and 
diabetes combined

3.6% 7.0% 0.4% 11.0%

All-cause mortality 1.0% 1.9% 0.1% 3.0%

Source: Powell & Blair, 1994 
' IHD: Ischaemic heart disease

820

7.3.3 Background activity patterns
In order to provide quantification using the types of relationships described above, information 

is needed on the existing activity patterns of the relevant population. These activity factors are 

in turn determined by societal and individual factors.

The Allied Dunbar National Fitness Survey^^® identified UK adult population groups who were 

particularly sedentary:

• young women aged 16-24 years;

• middle aged men; and

• people aged >50 years.

Population groups with special access and/or communication needs were also identified:

• people from black and minority ethnic groups, and

• disabled people.

In 1995, 25% of English adults (16-74yrs) were sedentary (engaging in less than one session of 

30 minutes of continuous moderate intensity physical activity per week)^^^ perhaps a small 

improvement from 1990-91, when 29% of men and 28% of women aged 16-74 (equivalent to 

5,086,800 men and 4,955,600 women in 1993) were sedentary.^^ Only 36% of men and 24% 

of women were regularly active at a moderate level but 56% of men and 52% of women 

believed they did enough exercise to keep fit.^^  ̂ Older people were more likely to lead a 

sedentary lifestyle than younger people -  among 16-24-year-olds, 16% of men and 25% of 

women were sedentary, while among 65-74-year-olds, 55% of men and 54% of women were 

sedentary In England in 1998, 32% of men and 24% of women had participated in walking 

in the previous 4 weeks. This declined with age, particularly in men (53% aged 16-24, 32%
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aged 45-54, and 9% aged s75). Walking was also more common in those with higher
592incomes.

Levels of physical activity in children are declining. An HEA survey published in 1998 found 

that children aged 9-15 in England were getting 4.7 hours of activity a week on average, both 

during and outside school.^^® Cross-national studies of school-aged children indicate that 

between the ages of 11-15 there is a marked decrease in the proportion of girls who are active 

daily, while among the boys there is less change.

7.3.4 Quantifying the effects in Westminster
The best information is available for ischaemic heart disease deaths but many assumptions must 

be made for any estimate of the benefits of increasing activity levels:

N =P *IH D *(R R sed  — RRactive)

RRsed

Where N= number o f  deaths prevented in an age-group
P= proportion o f  the population who become active 
IHD= number o f  deaths from IHD in that age-group 
RRsed= relative risk o f  IHD in sedentary individuals 

and RRactive= relative risk o f IHD in active individuals

Using the relative risks in Table 7.3, the annual average number of IHD deaths in Westminster 

residents aged 15-74yrs (103 in 1996-1998), and the 1995 English prevalence of being 

sedentary, 23 IHD deaths' would be prevented in Westminster in two years if all sedentary 

individuals became regularly active and 13 if they all changed to the irregular activity category". 

To prevent one IHD death, 2.2% of the population aged 16-74 (almost 4,000 people) would 

need to move from being sedentary to regularly active'" or 3.9% (over 6,500) from sedentary to 

irregularly active.''"

Discussion
This is an example of the type of literature review that can be produced within the timeframe 

available for most HIAs. Most of this time was taken up by searching the electronic databases 

and obtaining the references; reading the publications and writing the review took a week.

* 0.25n03*(2.0-l.l)/2.0 = 0.25*103*0.45 = 11.6 
“ 0.25*103*(2.0-1.5)/2.0 = 0.25*103*0.25 = 6.4 

P=l/(103*0.45)=0.022 
P=l/(103*0.25)=0.039
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7.4 Uncertainty
There are a number of problems in taking effect estimates from the published literature to use in 

a health impact assessment.

7.4.1 Bias in published reviews
It must be emphasised that this chapter is based on published reviews of primary studies. Most 

did not mention their search strategy or indications for including or excluding studies. Many 

were written before there were established principles for systematic searching for studies, 

evaluation of the quality of studies, or agreement on how to conduct meta-analysis and the 

developments of graphical and other tests to check for publication bias.^^^’̂ ^̂  By giving only a 

summary of the results, there is less scope for describing conflicting results and inconsistencies 

between studies or reviews. Their conclusions may not be those of a rigorous systematic 

review.

A recent review, by well-respected epidemiologists, illustrates some of the problems.^^^ There 

is no mention in the review of the search strategy used to identify the studies, so one cannot 

judge whether it is systematic or likely to be comprehensive, nor of any exclusion or quality 

criteria, to evaluate the quality of the primary studies included. It describes associations 

between physical activity and IHD in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies but does not 

consider the issue of confounding, although healthy behaviours tend to co-exist^^^’̂ '̂̂  and are 

more commonly found among the better-educated with larger incomes. Causality (and therefore 

the effects of policies to encourage greater activity levels) is also not mentioned directly and is 

only alluded to by including studies examining health outcomes after changes in activity levels.

Where possible, studies of the effects of walking, jogging or cycling but not of other forms of 

physical activity have been used in this review as these are the only forms relevant to physically 

active transport. In some cases, authors have not specified the type of activity in which 

participants engaged. Particularly where studies were of more vigorous activity, the reviews 

will have overestimated the benefits to health of physically active transport.

A final problem with using published reviews is that they are generally more out-of-date than 

primary studies, as they omit studies published after the review was prepared (pl05).

7.4.2 Bias in individual studies
Although the issues below must be considered, Shephard noted that in general, the stronger the 

study design, the larger the gradient in risks for all-cause and cardiac deaths.^^^
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Generalisability

Volunteers in studies tend to be younger, fitter and leading healthier lives than the general 

population. Even if the results are qualitatively generalisable to the rest of the population, 

quantification may be misleading.

M easurement bias

Many different measurements of frequency, duration and intensity of physical activity have 

been used in different studies, some of which have been well-validated.^^^ Kriska and Bennett 

discussed some of the problems of measuring physical activity levels in epidemiological 

studies.^^^ There are different methods of making assessments. Many studies consider only 

either leisure or occupational activity: the latter often excludes unpaid occupations, so may 

exclude substantial episodes of physical activity, particularly in women.^®  ̂ Shorter time-scales 

reduce recall bias but may be less accurate in recording “usual” activity levels, particularly 

when there is seasonal variation, thus increasing the risk of misclassification bias. However, 

questionnaire responses usually correlate well with monitored data.^^^

Depending on an individual’s level of fitness, the same activity will require different energy 

expenditure: walking deliberately through a shopping mall could require 70-80% of maximal 

oxygen intake.^^^ The energy expended also depends partly on body weight: walking a mile in 

20 minutes uses 90kcal for someone weighing 56kg, lOSkcal if 68kg and 132kcal if 83kg.^^^

7.4.3 Bias and confounding 

Selection bias

Many studies have been cross-sectional, demonstrating an association between those who are 

more active and their current health status. Others have been case-control studies of those with 

disease. These study designs do not allow the direction of the association to be examined, so 

cannot exclude reverse causation: activity levels may depend on a person’s well-being, with the 

less healthy being both less able to exercise and at higher risk of severe ill health or premature 

death. Many papers (primary studies or reviews) did not address this issue although many 

cohort studies attempted to recruit only participants in good health. Several cohort studies have 

examined different time-periods within the study. Some have found the relationship persists, 

such as in three consecutive three-year periods in the Whitehall study.^^^ Some have found a 

reduced relationship in later periods, such as the Finnish study reported by Lee and 

Paffenbarger.^^® This may be due to those who are already ill being less physically active. 

However, other explanations are possible. The increasing length of follow-up reduces the 

likelihood of individuals remaining within their initial category of activity level, thus 

underestimating the relationship if current activity is more important than former activity. 

Another possibility is that those who are at highest risk from a sedentary lifestyle may die
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sooner so the relationship persists but attenuates (in terms of the relative risk, as is seen for 

example in the relationship between serum cholesterol and

L oss to follow-up

Most studies have had good or excellent follow-up, particularly those discussed by Lee and 

Paffenbarger/^^

Co-existence of healthy behaviours

Those who choose to be physically active are also more likely to eat a healthy diet^ '̂  ̂and are 

less likely to smoke/^^ They are therefore at lower risk of most diseases and would be expected 

to have lower morbidity and mortality than other groups. Those who have financial, mental or 

physical barriers to being physically active are likely to have worse health.^^^

7.4.4 Differential effects for different groups
The effect of a given activity may differ depending on previous level of activity, previous 

fitness, current fitness, age, sex, or health status.

7.4.5 Changes in physical activity in response to policy changes
Although background rates of physical activity are addressed above, studies are required to 

assess the previous activity levels of those who change their mode of transport to walking or 

cycling (or jogging) and whether physical activity through transport replaces or is additional to 

other physical activity. Both of these affect the health impacts of modal change.

The calculation above (p214) required a number of assumptions, because of gaps in the data. 

Levels of physical activity for Westminster are probably different from the English average, as 

both demographic (age, ethnicity, socioeconomic status) and geographic factors (living in 

central London) are atypical. The calculation does not include a term for the length of time 

before such benefits would be apparent but the years of life gained would be more than for air 

pollution reductions partly because physical activity can reduce risk factors, incidence and 

severity of disease as well as mortality and partly because it can also prevent other diseases or 

alleviate their effects.

Little evidence is available for the likelihood of modal change leading to increased walking and 

cycling in response to any transport policy. No study has examined such modal change in 

relation to baseline health status, cardiovascular risk, or physical activity levels, nor is it known 

whether physically active transport would be in addition to or instead of other activity.
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Conclusions
Conducting a rapid review uses far fewer resources, including time, than a systematic review. 

However, it can produce misleading results as it cannot examine all relevant primary studies so 

cannot consider adequately issues such as bias, confounding, and causality. Also, not being 

comprehensive, accurate effect estimates cannot be ensured. In addition, many aspects 

necessary for calculating the effects of policies on physical activity have not been studied in 

sufficient detail.
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Chapter eight: Community Severance

Introduction

“For [mothers with young children], isolation can be regarded as a combination o f distance 
to other [places] and the resistance o f the landscape between [them]. The road network will 
probably contribute considerably to the resistance between [them]. . . .  higher traffic 
density. . .  increased mortality as well as increasing isolation. The negative effects o f roads 
are often underestimated. ” Adapted from Vos & Chardon, 1998^^^

This is an excellent description of community severance (although the original paper was

discussing the difficulties ground-dwelling frogs have accessing mates). Community severance

arises when roads bearing high levels of traffic cut through housing areas. The physical

presence of the traffic, particularly heavy goods vehicles, as well as the risk of collisions and

injuries presents a barrier to the community, limiting or disrupting interpersonal networks and

reducing social contact. This is best-known from Appleyard and LintelTs seminal 1972

paper.^^^ A reduction in social contacts is associated with higher mortality and morbidity in the

elderly and possibly with worse mental health more generally.

Community severance and its consequences on health are established in the list of adverse 

health impacts on traffic.^^®’̂ ^̂ ’̂ *̂ I have conducted a systematic literature review to examine the 

evidence relating to community severance, its effects on health, and how these might be 

quantified.

Method

A search for papers including the words “community” and “severance” produced only one, 

irrelevant paper. I therefore used a combination of several search terms to look for papers and 

abstracts which included at least two of “community networks”, “residence characteristics”, 

“socio-economic factors”, “transport”, or “severance” (Table 8.1) I also looked for papers by D. 

Appleyard.

I searched five electronic databases: Medline (1966-2000); BIDS International Bibliography of 

the Social Sciences (1952-2000); Embase (1980-2000); Sociological Abstracts (1963-2000); 

and Psyclnfo (1887-2001, searched mid-March 2001). Each database mapped words to 

different terms, using a different thesaurus, so the searches were not identical. I requested a 

search of publications by the Transport Research Laboratory. I also included relevant papers, 

abstracts, books and reports cited in other publications.
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Table 8.1 Results of literature search

Search term^ No found No
imported

Medline 1966-2000
“Community severance” 0 0
“COMMUNITY-NETWORKS” / all subheadings ('explode') AND 
“RESIDENCE-CHARACTERISTICS” / all subheadings (explode)

12 0

“COMMUNITY NETWORKS” / all subheadings (explode) AND 
“SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS” / all subheadings (explode)

74 17

“Transport” AND “RESIDENCE-CHARACTERISTICS” / all 
subheadings (explode)

53 1

“Transport” AND “COMMUNITY-NETWORKS” / all subheadings 
(explode)

3 0

“COMMUNITY-NETWORKS” / all subheadings (explode), limited to 
human, NOT “TOBACCO”, NOT “ALCOHOL”, NOT “MANAGED 
CARE PROGRAM”

435 55

Embase 1980-2000
“SOCIAL INTERACTION” (explode) AND focus on “SOCIAL 
SUPPORT” AND “social network”

11 4

“SOCIAL INTERACTION” (explode) OR focus on “SOCIAL 
SUPPORT” OR “social network” AND (focus on “MOTOR VEHICLE” 
(explode) OR focus on “TRAFFIC” (explode) OR “traffic and transport”)

10 1

Focus on “COMMUNITY” (explode) AND (focus on “MOTOR 
VEHICLE” (explode) OR focus on “TRAFFIC” (explode) OR “traffic and 
transport”)

3 0

“Inequalities” AND (focus on “MOTOR VEHICLE” (explode) OR focus 
on “TRAFFIC” (explode) OR “traffic and transport”)

4 0

Focus on “COMMUNITY” AND “access”, limited to human 19 0
BIDS 1952-2000

“Community” AND “Severance” 1 0
“Community” AND “Network*” 316 41

Sociological abstracts 1963-2000
“Community severance” 0 0
“NEIGHBOURS” (explode) AND “SOCIAL CONTACT” (explode) 4 1
“NEIGHBOURS” (explode') AND “SOCIAL NETWORK” (explode) 8 0

TRL library
“Community severance” 3 3

Psyclnfo
1887-
1966

1967-1983 1984-2001

“Community severance” 0 0 0 0 0 0
“SOCIAL” (limit human) AND “NETWORK” (limit human) 0 - 1,087 - - -

“COMMUNITY” (limit human) 147 - 14,540 - - -

Focus on “COMMUNITY” (explode) (limit human) - - 1,014 - 1,631 -

“SOCIAL” AND “COMMUNITY” 50 0 4,473 - - -
Focus on “SOCIAL NETWORK” (explode) OR focus on 
“SOCIAL SUPPORT NETWORK” (explode) (limit human)

0 - 716 - 8,592 -

“SOCIAL” AND “NETWORK” AND “COMMUNITY” (limit 
human)

0 - 206 60 - -

Focus on “SOCIAL NETWORK” (explode) OR focus on 
“SOCIAL SUPPORT NETWORK” (explode) (limit human) 
AND “COMMUNITY” (limit human)

0 10 9 85 45

® Terms in lower case were words or phrases searched as free text; terms in capitals were mapped to the 
relevant thesaurus.
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Results

There was an exponential increase over time in papers examining social networks and 

community issues (Table 8.1).

8.1 The concept of community severance
The term “severance” was used by Liepmann in 1944 in discussing the “severance of dwelling 

and work-place” and the effects of this on conununity life^^ ,̂ a factor raised in 1924 by Pigou.^^^ 

In 1969, the UK government Urban Motorways Committee recommended the inclusion of 

indirect social costs when planning any main urban road. Such costs specifically included 

severance, which they felt involved physical separation, noise, visual effects, and disruption of 

neighbourhood lifestyles.^^^

The Department of Transport defined community severance for trunk roads as:

“the separation o f  residents from facilities and services they use within their community, 
from friends and relations and, perhaps, from place o f  work as a result o f  changes in road 
patterns and traffic levels. ” Department o f Transport, 1983'^

The Transport and Road Research Laboratory reviewed community severance and pointed out

that geographical areas are not inherently socially cohesive and that severance may already

exist, not requiring new changes to occur. They stated that:

“severance is perceived by the public as a number o f  effects including pedestrian delay, trip 
diversion and suppression,, pollution, perceived danger and overall unpleasantness”.
TRRL, 199

They proposed the wider definition of community severance as:

“the sum o f the divisive effects a road has on those in the locality

Community severance was shown by Appleyard and Lintell in their classic pilot study in San 

Francisco.^^® They studied three parallel streets in an area with a homogenous population in 

terms of social class, income, education and ethnic mix. Traffic volumes had increased 

considerably in two of the streets 10 years previously, so by the time of the study, the three 

streets carried light, moderate or heavy traffic (Table 8.2). Both the number of friends and of 

acquaintances of residents were inversely proportional to the volume of traffic in their street. 

Use of the street for social activities (predominantly meeting places and conversation by older 

residents and teenagers and play by children and teenagers) was common in the light traffic 

street and almost absent in the heavy traffic street, with the moderate traffic street being in- 

between. The street with little traffic promoted a rich social climate and a strong sense of 

community, whereas the heavy traffic street was used solely as a corridor and there was no 

feeling of community. This was also borne out by the area considered as “home territory” by

’ Department of Transport. Manual of Environmental Appraisal. London: DoT, 1983, quoted by the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory^^^
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the residents. Those living on the light traffic street included at least their whole building and 

often the whole street. Those on the heavily trafficked street often felt even part of their own 

flat was not home territory because of the intrusion of traffic noise, making them live just in the 

back part of their home. Families with young children had mostly moved out of the street with 

heavy traffic, because of the adverse effects on quality of life. The elderly and those too poor to 

move became isolated within their own homes in the heavy traffic street. Deterrents to use of 

the street for social areas were not only perceived danger from speeding traffic but also hassling 

by strangers, even though inside passing cars.^^^

Table 8.2
1970556

The environmental quality of three city streets in San Francisco in

Heavy street Moderate street Light street

Traffic
Vehicles per 24hour 15,750 8,700 2,000
Peak traffic per hour 900 550 200
Traffic flow One-way Two-way Two-way
Traffic speed 35-40mph 25mph 15-20mph
Collisions per year 17 12 0

Noise
% of time noise on pavement 
>65dB(A)

45% 25% 5%

Social contacts
Mean no of friends on street 
per person

0.9 1.3 3.0

Mean no of acquaintances on 
street per person

3.1 4.1 6.3

Total 4.0 5.4 9.3

Similar findings emerged from their larger study of 22 streets. Characteristics of the residents 

were similar, although both the light and heavy traffic streets had a slightly larger proportion of 

professionals and a slightly higher median income. The ethnic composition varied more widely. 

Both car ownership and use were highest for residents of the lightly-trafficked streets. Although 

there was little correlation between traffic and location of friends and relatives, friendships plus 

acquaintances on the street was inversely associated with traffic volume. Traffic had the largest 

effect on the number of acquaintances (people known by sight) on the other side of the road, 

decreasing from a mean of 5.1 households per person on lightly-trafficked streets to 1.2 on very 

heavy streets (r=-0.39).^'^^

Mothers living on almost traffic-free streets in Zurich had more than twice the number of social 

contacts within the immediate neighbourhood (p<0.05), had more baby-sitters living in the 

neighbourhood, used a larger number of baby-sitters, were more likely to know an adult in the
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immediate vicinity who would look after their child for an hour, and were more ready to baby

sit for neighbours than similar middle-class mothers living on streets with more traffic.^^

8.2 Health effects of reductions in social contacts

8.2.1 Mortality

Berkman and Syme’s nine year cohort study of 6,928 Alameda County residents found lower 

age- and sex-specific mortality rates in: married people (especially men, p^O.OOl); those with 

higher numbers of contacts with close friends or relatives (p^O.OOl) especially for women; those 

belonging to a place of worship (p^O.05); and members of a larger number of formal or 

informal groups. On multivariate analysis, each of these factors was independently predictive 

of mortality but the first two were more important. From this, a Social Network Index was 

created, incorporating the number and importance of social ties. This correlated even better 

with age-and sex-specific mortality. The index was associated with deaths from ischaemic heart 

disease (IHD), cancers, circulatory diseases, and all other causes of death combined.^^ This is 

taken to indicate that the extent of social contacts and the existence of a larger social support 

network have a beneficial effect on health. It is possible that ill-health reduces social contact 

but the relationships held when analysed within categories of baseline health status. Age- 

adjusted mortality was also higher for those with fewer social connections within each of five 

socio-economic groups and regardless of smoking history, alcohol intake, obesity or physical 

activity, for men and women. The differences were less but persisted when all health practices 

were included, combined into a single index, and regardless of use of preventive healthcare 

services.^^ IHD mortality from nine to 18 years after recruitment was related to reductions in 

social contacts in the first nine years, both the number of close friends (OR' 1.7 for men, 1.4 for 

women) and the frequency of contact (OR 1.6 men, 1.8 women), even after adjustment for 

diagnoses and symptoms at baseline and at the nine-year follow-up.^^ The 28-year follow-up 

of 5,286 individuals found that frequent religious attendance still predicted all-cause mortality, 

after adjustment for age, gender, ethnicity, education and religious group. For women and the 

whole cohort, the relative risk of dying remained significantly lower when baseline health 

conditions and social connections were included (relative hazard 0.57 (0.44-0.74) for women, 

0.69 (0.57-0.83) overall). Allowing for health practices (smoking, exercise and alcohol 

consumption) and body mass index reduced the effect of frequent religious attendance but 

mortality remained significantly reduced (relative hazard 0.66 (0.51-0.86) for women, 0.77 

(0.64-0.93) overall).^

Thirty month mortality in a cohort of 326 people >65 in Durham County was related to 

frequency of social interactions; roles and available attachments; and perceived social support.

' OR: odds ratio
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After adjustment for age, sex, race, economic status, physical health at baseline, capacity for 

self-care, depressive symptoms, cognitive functioning, stressful life events, and cigarette 

smoking, the relative risks of mortality were 3.4, 2.0 and 1.9 respectively for the three
645parameters.

The 17-year follow up of a Norwegian cohort of 1,010 adults found that, after controlling for 

socio-demographic factors (such as age) and biological factors (e.g. outdoor exercise and blood 

pressure), the number of close relationships predicted cardiovascular mortality in men. Social 

participation predicted total mortality, cancer mortality in men and deaths from “other causes” 

in women. External locus of control predicted mortality from “other causes” in men. Self-rated 

own health and mental health had no significant effect.^^

In a prospective study of 2,745 middle-aged adults (35-69yrs) in Tecumseh, a composite index 

of social integration was associated with lOyr mortality in men after adjustment for a wide 

range of confounders, including baseline diseases and risk factors.^^ A nine-year follow-up of 

989 Swedish middle-aged men showed a continuous inverse relationship between mortality and 

social activities or activities outside the home, which were also significantly inversely related 

with self-rated health at baseline. Multivariate analysis including age, IHD risk factors and 

perceived health at baseline found that outside-home activities, social activities and number of 

people per household were still significantly related to mortality. Mortality was three to four 

times higher in those with few compared with many social activities and two-and-a-half times 

higher for those with few activities outside the home.^^ After 12 years follow-up, a low level of 

social activities was related to cardiovascular but not cancer mortality on multivariate 

analysis.^^^

The North Karelia cohort of 13,301 people aged 39-59 recorded 598 deaths in five years (297 

circulatory (ICD 390-458), 223 IHD (410-414)). The age-adjusted risk of death for the lowest 

compared with the highest quintile of social connections was 2.4 for circulatory or all-cause and 

1.9 for IHD deaths in men. Social connections made a significant contribution in men 

(p=0.0002) but not women (p=0.5) in multivariate models. The associations persisted after 

adjustment for prevalent diseases, individual IHD risk factors, and family history; excluding 

non-healthy individuals at recruitment; and no effect modification by prevalent illness. The 

association between reduced social contacts and increased mortality was not through poorer 

health leading to reduced contacts. There was, however, a significant interaction between level 

of social contacts and diastolic blood pressure (DBF), even when treated hypertensives were 

excluded. In isolated people, mortality rose steeply with DBF but there was a much smaller, U- 

shaped relationship in the non-isolated.^^

Age-adjusted analyses in a cohort of 1,166 Finnish men aged 42-60 in Kuopio found an 

increased risk of death (average follow-up 71months) in those reporting few persons to whom 

they gave or received social support. There were similar findings for non-participation in
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organisations, low quality of social relationships, a small number of friends, or use of 

instrumental support when troubled.^^ Only the first three of these were significant at the 5% 

level after adjustment for age and disease or age and risk factors but 60 cross-tabulations were 

presented. Frequency of interactions and use of emotional support when troubled were not 

associated with risk of death.^^

Among African American women aged 55-96 years at recruitment, those living alone and with 

no contact with family or friends in the fortnight before initial interview (31/726) had three 

times the five-year mortality risk, allowing for age, education, income and baseline health 

status.^^^ In 2,761 Americans aged ^65, social activities were associated with 13yr survival, 

after controlling for age, sex, race, marital status, income, BMI, smoking, functional disability, 

and history of myocardial infarction (MI), stroke, diabetes or cancer (RR‘ 0.81 (95% d “ 0.74-

0.89) for highest vs lowest category), as were participation in productive (0.77 (0.71-0.85)) and 

in physical (0.85 (0.77-0.95)) activities. When analysed within tertiles of physical activity or 

after excluding deaths within the first five years of follow-up, the same results were found. 

When all three types of activity were included with the potential confounders, participation in 

social activities remained a significant independent predictor of survival (0.81, p<0.001). 

Because of independence from physical activity, social activities may be mediated other than 

through physiological responses.^^’

A cohort study of 455 Americans aged s65 at baseline found 15yr mortality was inversely 

related to network size in a multivariate model including age, stress, marital status, baseline 

health, and smoking,^^^ In a random sample of 1,752 Danish people aged 70-100 followed for 

s:13 years, 1,501 died. After adjustment for baseline health status, the interviewer’s assessment 

of the quality of the participant’s network was significantly associated with longevity. Each 

measure of reduced social contact and a sense of loneliness were positively but non- 

significantly associated with raised m o r t a l i t y I t  would be surprising to find a strong 

relationship between any risk factor and mortality in such an elderly cohort (47% ^80 at 

baseline). Loneliness in men was associated with cardiovascular mortality (p=0.02).^^^ 

However, many potential confounders, such as socio-economic and cardiovascular risk factors 

were not included. Social or medical support provided in the first three years of the study in 

response to elicited need may also have modified the effect.

A review published in 1996 found that social support had a greater effect on IHD than did 

stress, with both influencing mortality more than incidence. Emotional aspects of support were 

more important than the size of the network.^^'^ In a 1999 review of IHD, five out of eight 

prospective cohort studies of healthy people had found a possible aetiological role for social

' RR: relative risk 
“ 95% Cl: 95% confidence interval
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support. In patients with IHD, nine out of ten studies found a prognostic role for social 

support.̂ ^̂

8.2.2 Morbidity

Physical health and disability

Most studies have been cross-sectional surveys. These can show associations but not the 

direction of the relationship.

A  survey of 4,214 Jewish Israelis aged ^60 found that the extent and diversity of social contact 

with friends, neighbours and family outside the home was inversely associated with disability 

(measured by basic or instrumental activities of daily living scores) (p<0.01), incontinence, 

visual impairment, and self-reported health (p<0.01), being the most important explanatory 

factor for the last. Religious respondents, whose contacts were primarily immediate family not 

friends, had lower health scores.^^^ Although one might expect increased support to be 

available from inside and outside the home to those from the more religious households, three 

possible explanations exist. Firstly, the only socio-economic indicator was years of education: 

for religious men, this will be many but may include minimal secular content and is not a proxy 

for income. Secondly, a strong community spirit and large numbers of close relatives may 

enable frail, elderly people to remain at home and not in residential care for longer. This cannot 

be evaluated in a cross-sectional study. Thirdly, it may be the contacts outside the home that are 

important in maintaining physical health.

In North Wales, family-dependent networks were less beneficial for independent functioning 

than locally integrated networks.^^^

Depression and anxiety may themselves have a causal role in at least in men^^^, and

be of prognostic importance in patients post-Ml.^^^ A more recent case-control study suggested 

that certain antidepressants were the relevant factor^^^ but this was not the case in a prospective 

study.^^ Network variables also influence the rapidity with which individuals are hospitalised 

when symptoms occur.®^^

The only prospective study, of Alameda County residents aged >65, found that those with the 

lowest score for the social network index had a marked deterioration in physical function in the 

ensuing six years (p<0.02).^^^

Mental health

Reviews published in 1981^^^ and 1983^^ concluded that those with psychological symptoms or 

psychiatric disorders had reduced social networks but the direction of the association could not 

be determined by these cross-sectional or case-control studies.®^^
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Among 200 Canadians aged s80, social interaction was the strongest predictor of psychological 

well-being,^^^ Life satisfaction in 2,321 Americans aged >50 was related to friendship ties and 

more strongly to community involvement but not to family relationships.^^^

Zautra showed that positive resources such as social support correlated with positive affect 

while social network blame' was associated with negative affect and psychological distress. 

Positive resources were associated with reduced distress for measure of self-reliance and social 

responsibility when the level of life stress over the previous year was high.^^^ In a well- 

conducted time-series study, Caspi, Bolger and Eckenrode showed that social support does not 

affect the effect of stressful events on mood the same day. However, social support has a 

buffering effect on the effects of chronic daily stressors. With low support, there is a large and 

with moderate support a smaller negative impact of such stress on mood. With high social 

support, stressful daily events increase the likelihood of a positive affect on the subsequent 

day.^^* In Illinois, the level of disorder in the neighbourhood was associated with feelings of 

powerlessness, even after adjustment for race, education, income and employment. Ties with 

neighbours reduced the level of perceived powerlessness.^^^

Minor psychiatric morbidity among 1,710 women from Alameda County was much lower in 

those with above the mean number of social contacts (10.6% vs 25.0%, p<0.001). Analysis of 

covariance including marital and employment status, age, education, and family income found 

social contacts was the only significant measure of social support (p<0.01).^^^ In a longitudinal 

study of Norwegians, mental distress, social network and social support at one time strongly 

predicted the corresponding variable at subsequent assessments but neither the social network 

nor instrumental support predicted future mental distress. However, emotional support did have 

a weak positive effect on future mental distress.^^’

Symptoms of depression in 99 Chinese-American adults were positively related to family 

problems but negatively associated with community and neighbourhood satisfaction 

(p<0.001).^^^ In 1,000 residents of Los Angeles, depressive symptoms were inversely related to 

closer relationships and perceived support.^^^ An Australian study found it was not a lack of 

relationships but perception of these as inadequate that was related to neurotic symptoms in 

those exposed to higher levels of a d v e r s i t y A 1986/87 study of 725 Alabamians aged ^55 

(mean 69yrs) found social support was inversely associated with both environmental 

dissatisfaction and symptoms of depression (both one-tailed p<0.01).^^^

Depressive symptoms were inversely associated with subjective social support in both white 

and Black Americans and with frequency of church attendance in white Americans but not 

Blacks (p<0.001) in a multivariate analysis including socio-demographic factors and other

‘ Social network blame score: Sum of four items yowr family - how they get along with one another; lack 
of opportunity (education, employment, etc); the way your employer treats you; your social life -  the 
number and kind o f people you can meet.
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measures of religiosity However, Ortega and colleagues had shown that contact with church- 

related friends outside church was the most important determinant of life satisfaction and 

accounted for the increased life satisfaction in Blacks compared with whites,^^^ Levin et al also 

found that organizational religiosity was strongly associated with life satisfaction in Black 

Americans, after adjustment for sociodemographic factors.^^^

In one Belfast community, receipt of psychological help was related to the number of non-kin 

members of an individual’s network.^^^ In 111 Americans who had been in hospital for 

treatment of mental illness, women had a higher proportion of women in their social networks 

and received more social support, both positive and negative.^^^

Among 900 Oslo residents, prevalence of psychiatric cases and symptoms were inversely 

related to average individual social networks in an area, after controlling for sex, age, education, 

income, and migratory status. In deprived areas, the quality of individuals’ social networks was 

inversely related to probability of scoring as a psychiatric case. However, in the more affluent 

areas, social networks had no impact on this.^^°

Health-related behaviours

The Alameda County Study also found that the relative risk of death in the nine-year follow-up 

was as large for those with few rather than many social contacts (2.1, 95% Cl 1.5-3.0, p<0.001) 

as it was for ever-smokers compared with lifelong non-smokers (1.9,1.4-2.4, p<0.001).^®^

A small American pilot study with a poor response rate (101/182) found that family functioning 

(emotional involvement and perceived criticism) was more important in influencing healthy 

behaviours and depressive symptoms than other social support.^*^ Controlling for age and 

gender, drug and alcohol abuse was more common in elderly American who lived alone. The 

effect of nearby social supports was less influential than the presence or absence of a living 

companion.^®^

In 597 Japanese adults (40-69yrs), a community morale index (including social contacts) was 

associated negatively with alcohol consumption and positively with consumption of Japanese- 

style side dishes. Support from friends, however, was positively associated with alcohol 

consumption.^^^

California residents (242/601, 49% response rate from delivered surveys) reported that social 

network members attempted to increase their health enhancing and decrease their health 

compromising behaviours. Negative tactics were ineffective but provoked psychological 

distress; positive tactics were more likely to produce behaviour change.
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8.2.3 Mechanisms

The longer Alameda County study shows that much of the health benefits of religious 

attendance are not merely through concentration of healthy behaviours or favourable health 

status of those attending regularly. The authors found a greater likelihood of an increase in 

healthy behaviours among this group and among those with more social connections. They 

suggested that psychological feelings of coherence and stronger resistance to mental and 

physical stressors may be the m echanism .^ A  number of studies support the notion that social 

support acts as a buffer to moderate stressful life events and symptoms of distress.^^"^’̂ "̂̂ ’̂ ^̂ ’̂ ^̂  

These add suggestive evidence to the importance of community severance and its consequent 

reduction in social contacts as contributing to poorer health. Aneshensel and Stone, however, 

felt their data supported a direct effect of social support on psychological well-being, rather than 

the buffering model.^^^ Thoits also failed to confirm the buffering hypothesis.^^® Zautra found 

mixed evidence.^^^

The criteria used by different researchers for social network membership vary widely 

Aspects measured (such as number, strength, or durability of ties, frequency of contact) also 

vary.^^^’̂ ®̂ Although some have queried the accuracy of social network data^^, Leighton^^^ 

identified seven perception categories that contribute to personal networks:

1. tangible or material support;

2. advice and confidant role;

3. emotion;

4. passive support -  value consensus and concern for other’s well-being;

5. sociability;

6. reciprocity; and

7. reliability.

Similar but different lists have been compiled by others.^^^

Bulmer^^^ reported Ganovetter’s view that the strength of a tie is a combination of its intimacy, 

emotional intensity, amount of time and the reciprocal services which characterise it. Family 

ties are stronger than those with neighbours. Strong ties lead to overall fragmentation but weak 

ties do not generate this alienation: weak ties are crucial for individuals’ opportunities and for 

integrating people into communities. The neighbourhood is the centre of the social world for 

young children, their mothers, and many elderly people, particularly those who are less mobile. 

Weak ties are far more numerous than strong ones.^^^’̂ '̂̂  Emotional or social support is obtained 

primarily from strong ties (relatives and friends) but practical help may be solicited from weak 

ties.^^^ Although “only” 23% of active strong ties (number of strong relationships) were local in 

a Toronto study, 42% of frequent contacts with strong ties (number of interactions) lived within 

one mile.^^^
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The two main types of ties are associated with proximity or multiplexity (ties involving 

neighbourly acquaintances with (an) additional connection(s) such as kinship or shared 

occupation). The latter is more important in mobilising support and in generating the sense of 

belonging to the neighbourhood rather than just the s t r e e t . H o w e v e r ,  these are the ties that 

are impeded or prevented by community severance.

Henning and Lieberg^^"  ̂quoted Schiefloe:

“Both architectural and sociological thinking has often come to take as a starting point that 
physical boundaries around local areas are also relevant as social boundaries, assuming, a 
priori, that a significant proportion o f the dwellers’ primary ties are to be found within the 
area. ”

They perceived weak ties to be qualitatively different from strong ties (more superficial, less 

important) and not just weaker forms of strong ties. In most cases, outdoor space was the most 

frequent meeting place for weak ties. For one-third of Swedish respondents, weak ties 

represented a sense of belonging. They imparted security to one-quarter, social support to 10% 

of manual and 6.5% of non-manual workers and practical help to 2.0% and 3.3% respectively. 

They were considered of no importance by 10% of manual and 19.5% of non-manual 

workers.̂ "̂̂

Bellair^^^ found that interaction between larger numbers of neighbours at least annually (weak 

ties) had a greater and more significant adjusted negative association with burglary, motor 

vehicle theft or robbery than more frequent interactions between a smaller proportion of the 

neighbourhood. Social interaction mediated a substantial portion of the effects of socio

economic status, heterogeneity, and residential stability on crime rates. Blackman and 

Goldstein in 1968 postulated that interactions within an informal “reciprocation network”, ie 

those people with whom an individual is likely to exchange goods or services, reduces the 

likelihood of requiring professional assistance at times of stress. Such services might be 

providing emotional support, alleviating emotional distress, or providing goods or services, 

which support the individual through times of crisis.^^^

Within one street, contacts with neighbours and attitudes to the street environment differed, 

especially in relation to individuals’ stage in life. Four main patterns were seen.^^® These were 

also seen in a larger s u r v e y A p p l e y a r d  and Lintell found considerable homogeneity between 

streets in their earlier study.^^^ In 1979, 36% of Britons defined a neighbour as people who live 

next door, 36% as those living in the same street or block of flats, and 22% as the people living 

fairly nearby or in the same few streets.

Cassel proposed two mechanisms by which social factors influence disease causation.^®^

Firstly, deleterious factors cause stress, increasing susceptibility to disease. A number of 

studies have demonstrated worse health in those exposed to greater psychosocial stressors, 

particularly new circumstances. Disruption of social relationships can have health 

consequences.^^ Widowers have three to five times the age-specific death rate of married men.
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Widows have increased morbidity and mortality, particularly in the first year after bereavement, 

that is only partly explained by other known risk f a c t o r s . I n  the USA in 1949-1951, the 

highest death rate ratio occurred in young widowed people but an excess in widows/widowers 

was observed at all ages.^®^

Cassel’s second mechanism was of protective factors which reduce the impact of noxious 

stimuli.^°^ Animal studies have demonstrated the moderating effect of social support: noxious 

stimuli produce greater adverse effects when the animal is isolated or with strangers than with 

family members.^*^  ̂ A  study of pregnant women showed twice the rate of complications in 

women with high life change scores and low social support but no effect of life changes in those 

with high social support.^®^

An individual’s support system includes family, friends, co-workers, neighbours and 

community organisations. Each can mediate daily life stress events so are related to an 

individual’s well-being. Although socio-economic, cultural and demographic factors have 

statistically important associations, Biegel felt that environmental factors, such as a sense of 

belonging and neighbourhood stability, were the most important determinants of an individual’s 

social support system. This sense of belonging is closely related to interactions between 

neighbours and friends within the neighbourhood.^®^

There is a distinction between “social networks”, comprising the number and frequency of 

contacts and their inter-relatedness, or density, and “social support which is functional, for 

example emotional, information-providing, or practical and which can be negative.^®^ Although 

the studies examining social networks have mostly found significant inverse relationships with 

morbidity or mortality, studies considering the functional aspect of support, particularly from 

close family have found deleterious as well as beneficial effects on health.̂ ®"̂  For example, one 

study, looking at depressive symptoms and healthy cardiovascular behaviours, found that family 

functioning was more important than social support.^®^

In the context of the effects of transport, social networks may be more relevant. However, 

studies have not been done linking health with community severance or lack of social contacts 

or support that are due to problems created by busy roads. Community severance thus remains 

a plausible but unproven cause of inequalities in health.

The influence o f the urban neighbourhood

Barrera^®^ distinguished three aspects of informal social support: frequency of contact (social 

embeddedness); received support; and perceived support, such as satisfaction with support and 

anticipated future support. Older people who live in deteriorated neighbourhoods (poorer 

condition of neighbouring buildings, gardens and pavement; air quality; and noise levels) 

expected less assistance in the future than those living in well-maintained areas. The effect was 

greater in those living alone. The effect of neighbourhood deterioration operates through the
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fear of crime that it engenders/^^ Living in a neighbourhood with much perceived disorder 

increases mistrust and the fear of victimisation but social ties with neighbours buffer these 

effects, after adjustment for age, sex, race, marital status, number of children <18yrs, education 

and household income/°^

Among 640 Chicago residents aged ^55, those with less education were more likely to 

experience financial problems and were then more likely to live in deteriorated neighbourhoods. 

Such areas promoted distrust of others; older people who were more distrustful were generally 

more socially isolated.^®® He included noise, pollution and fear of crime in his assessment of 

deteriorated neighbourhoods but dismissed availability of medical services or distance from 

shops as being irrelevant.

8.3 Other health impacts of community severance
Most reports on transport and health^^®’̂ ^̂  give most importance to Appleyard and Lintell’s 

findings of an inverse relationship between traffic and social contacts, linking that with studies 

showing increased mortality in older people with fewer social contacts. However, the original 

authors^^^’̂ ® and Davis^°^ also demonstrated many other facets of the impact of increasing 

traffic on the livability of streets, especially road traffic collisions, perceived risk^^°, and 

subsequent curtailment of healthy behaviours, such as walking, cycling, and the use of 

residential streets as places to meet and play. Children now have more restrictions on their 

independent m o b i l i t y . C h i l d r e n ’s levels of physical activity and fitness are also falling, partly 

through reduced walking and cycling, with resultant longterm health impacts (chapter eight).

A 1992 report for the Transport Research Laboratory commented on the threat to pedestrians of 

narrow pavements; speeding traffic; vehicles ignoring red traffic lights, rarely stopping at 

pedestrian crossings, and going onto the pavement; and of the hazard to cyclists of speeding 

traffic. In the three areas of London studied, between one-third and a half of comments by 

respondents concerned perceived risk, particularly for children and the elderly.^^^ One study 

found that pedestrians, even young children, were much more likely than drivers to anticipate 

and take avoiding action, preventing a possible collision.^^^ Traffic, whether moving, stationary 

or parked, also reduces the visual amenity of streets.^^^’̂ ^̂ ’̂ '̂̂

The most vulnerable to these effects are those who are more street-dependent^: children, the 

elderly, the disabled and those without paid employment.
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8.3.1 Reduced individual independent mobility in the young and old 

Fear

Fear of injury is a well-founded concern. Road traffic collisions involving a pedestrian 

increased with traffic volume along the San Francisco streets s tud ied .^  Children who walk or 

cycle in Britain have twice the European average risk of death from a road traffic collision.^^ 

Fear of attack by strangers is another reason for parental concern and restrictions on children’s 

unescorted movements although 50 times more UK children have been killed by traffic 

collisions than by strangers in the past 15 years} Fear of attack in the street was the fourth 

commonest unpleasant issue relating to quality of life in Huddersfield and the most important 

road-related issue.^^^

R educed a c ce ss  to other goods, serv ices and facilities

Lack of access to car use increases social isolation for those with difficulties using public 

transport, walking or cycling -  the same groups again: the elderly, the disabled, and those 

responsible for young children. The 1992 TRL report confirmed that roads divide otherwise 

coherent areas physically and psychologically; separate housing from local facilities such as 

schools and shops; and lead to pedestrian journeys foregone and therefore amenities not 

accessed. Friendships were less likely to be made across such roads. Community severance 

affected in particular older people, who were less likely to visit specific friends or facilities, and 

children, who had resultant restrictions on independent travel.^^^ In Huddersfield, although 

<10% of respondents avoided activities because of a reluctance to cross the main road, this 

increased very significantly with age (p<0.0001), although almost three-fifths of these 

individuals reported themselves to be fully mobile. However, most of the few participants 

interviewed were ambivalent about the road, appreciating it for enabling access by car users to 

other places.^^^

In a survey of 709 retired Americans, many respondents said they would never cross a busy 

street with heavy, fast traffic, no matter how badly they wanted to reach the other side. This 

reaction was more common among those who walked a good deal.^^^ In 1994 in the USA, when 

pedestrian crossing timing assumed a walking speed of 1.22m/s (4.3km/h, the average walking 

speed of healthy older people), 27% of older pedestrians were unable to reach the opposite kerb 

in the allotted time. The mean walking speed of 100 adults <65 was 1.27m/s (4.5km/h, range 

1.04-1.68m/s) and of 100 adults >65 was 0.86m/s (3.0km/h, range 0.41-1.29m/s). Only 4% of 

the older adults could walk at 1.22m/s.^^^ Among 1,249 New Haven residents aged s 7 2 ,11% 

reported difficulty crossing the street. They were eight times more likely to leave the house less 

than once per month. Fewer than 1% had a walking speed >1.22m/s, sufficient to cross the road 

in the allotted time.^^^
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Paradoxically, building new, dual carriageway roads is hailed as “saving” lives, because of the 

demonstrated reduction in pedestrian casualties. However, this occurs because pedestrians in 

general do not attempt to cross such roads and even avoid walking alongside them.^^^’̂ ^̂

L oss o f independence and reduced self-esteem  and well-being

The average age at which children are permitted to cross roads, cycle on roads, use buses alone 

or return home from school unaccompanied increased by two years between 1971 and 1990.̂ "̂  ̂

In 1971,14% of junior school children were escorted to school while in 1990 this was 64%.^°^ 

In a 1997 survey, 69% of primary school children aged six to seven or nine to 10 in an inner 

London borough walked to school and 26% travelled by car. Adults accompanied 84% of the 

children on their school journeys; 61% were rarely or never allowed out without an adult. Only 

3% of bicycle owners were permitted to cycle on main roads.^^°

In a survey of 1,700 households in Huddersfield in 1995, children living nearer to the main road 

were permitted fewer travel freedoms (p<0.0002) and fewer play areas (p<0.002).^^^

Difficulties in accessing parks because of motor traffic was a problem for older primary 

schoolchildren. Their preferred travel mode around their local area was cycling (41% of boys, 

30% of girls) or walking (39% and 29% respectively); for Year 9 pupils (aged 13-14), these 

proportions had changed to 30% and 12% for cycling and 35% and 56% for walking. In 

contrast to their preferences, only 1% of the older children cycled to school and none of the 

primary schoolchildren. The most frequently cited negative aspect of their neighbourhood was 

traffic for Year 9 pupils and for inner city primary schoolchildren.^^^ These restrictions 

encourage sedentary lifestyles, with their accompanying risks, and limit independence, with its 

impact on self-esteem and mental well-being.

In the 1970s, it was common for young children to play in the streets^^^ but increasing traffic 

volume also inhibits the use of streets for social purposes.^^^ In Zurich in the early 1990s, only 

1% of parents living in traffic-free streets and 6% where street traffic was light and drivers were 

cautious of children did not allow their five-year-old to play outside unsupervised.^^ In San 

Francisco, however, there was little use of even the lightly-trafficked streets (<600 vehicles per 

day) for children’s play. The proportion of parents forbidding street play increased from 40% 

on light traffic streets to 85-90% on heavy or very heavy streets.^^

The amount of time spent outside was considerably shorter in streets perceived by mothers as 

potentially dangerous, where children were allowed to play only with adult supervision.^^

When traffic prevents children from playing on the streets, this reduces their opportunities for 

social interaction. Children living in Zurich streets without traffic had twice as many playmates 

in the neighbourhood than the children not allowed outside unsupervised.(p<0.05) This 

difference was far greater than for gender, or mother’s nationality, income, education or 

employments.^^
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Children’s development may be impaired by reduced opportunities to explore new 

environments and learn new skills/°^ Hiittenmoser and colleagues found that five-year-olds not 

allowed to play unsupervised had reduced motor and social skills and independence, compared 

with children who lived in traffic-free streets. Both groups were from middle-class homes.^^

In parallel with the increase in traffic on local streets, there has been a reduction in the provision 

of play spaces.^^^ In Vauxhall, inner London, the consequences of the reduction in 

independence reported by Hillman et meant that, unlike adults, children in the mid-1990s 

were unable to recall a favourite place outside the home in the local neighbourhood.^^^

8.3.2 Noise, dirt, and air pollution

Appleyard and Lintell’s study of the environmental quality of San Francisco streets found that 

noise, stress and perceived air pollution (dirt and dust) were positively associated with traffic 

intensity and levels of social interaction, territorial extent, awareness of the street environment 

and safety were negatively associated with traffic. The most important issues to the residents 

were safety (predominantly fear of traffic), stress, condition, pollution, privacy and territoriality, 

plus neighbourliness.^^^ In 1973, 46% of respondents to the US Annual Housing Survey 

reported street noise and 29% heavy traffic as an undesirable characteristic of their 

neighbourhood.^

People are disturbed outdoors by smoke, fumes and odour from traffic-derived air pollution not 

only because of the smell and soiling but also out of concern for their effects on health.^ '̂  ̂

Indoors, noise was a greater problem, although soiling was also a nuisance.^^^ Traffic noise in 

San Francisco interfered with sleep, conversation or watching television for more than a third of 

respondents and with eating or working in one-fifth. Perception of noise and vibration 

correlated with traffic volume (r=0.46). Almost one-third (29%) lived in the back of the house 

to reduce this, except on the light street. '̂^® In Huddersfield, traffic noise interfered with 

relaxation and sleeping for 20% and home-based leisure activities for 10% of respondents.

Such noise, fear of traffic injuries, and dirt and fumes from traffic were considered very 

important quality of life issues by around one-quarter of respondents.^^^

Austrian children living in noisier neighbourhoods (noise from road and rail traffic) had raised 

resting systolic blood pressure and urinary cortisol excretion, increased heart rate reactivity to a 

laboratory stressor (reading test), and scored more highly for perceived stress symptoms, 

compared with similar children (regarding education, housing, family, and body mass index) 

from quieter neighbourhoods.^^^

8.4 Measuring community severance
Community severance cannot be quantified at all at present. Berkman’s Social Network Index 

predicted an increase in all-cause age-adjusted mortality in middle-aged men (RR 2.3 for those
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with most connections compared with those with least) and women (RR 2.8) with relative risks 

1.8 to 4.6 for different age and sex groups.^^ However, this index can be applied only by 

individual questionnaire and cannot be derived from routine data. This could be incorporated 

into an HIA if the time and resources were available.

Interventions on a housing estate that included traffic management improved mental health but 

these effects are also not yet quantifiable.^®'^

8.4.1 Current proxy measures of community severance

Improvements in access may be measurable, as may increases in walking and cycling.

However, the changes in inequalities that these represent will not be available from routine data.

Reductions in injury and deaths from road traffic collisions can be modelled with reasonable 

accuracy for given changes in traffic behaviour. The impact on inequalities relating to type of 

road user should also be quantifiable but those relating to age, social class or ethnicity will be 

much harder to quantify.

8.4.2 Potential measures

Indicators of community severance that have been proposed include traffic volume, noise levels 

and pedestrian delay in crossing roads.^®  ̂ The last also was also a measure proposed in the 

Buchanan report for assessing the environmental capacity' of a residential access street.^^^ 

Gilbert proposed noise, pedestrians’ environment, and visual intrusion as three types of criteria 

to measure a road’s environmental capacity.^^^

Pedestrian delay

In 1966, a report for Kensington quoted a 1936 study by W F Adams that pedestrian delay was 

virtually independent of the width of the road and of the speed of the traffic within the limits 

normally found in urban streets.^ '̂^ However, the Buchanan report showed that the wider the 

road, the lower the volume of traffic required to cause the same pedestrian delay.^^^ The 

Buchanan report advocated an average delay of two seconds and a maximum of 50% of all 

pedestrians delayed. A  refinement of environmental capacity would be to classify streets 

according to the proportion of vulnerable pedestrians (the elderly, children, people with push

chairs), who need a longer gap in traffic to cross safely.^^^ The Kensington report considered 

that a peak figure of 300 vehicles/hr provided an appropriate environmental standard, because of 

the adverse impacts from noise, fumes, vibration and the limitation of free pedestrian

' The environmental capacity of a street takes account of the need to restrain traffic volume to maintain 
environmental standards (noise, fumes, vibration, etc.), compared with the crude capacity which 
considers only the movement and parking of vehicles.^^^
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movement. At ^500 vehicles/hr, ^50% of pedestrians were delayed but the average delay was 

1.3-2.2 seconds to all pedestrians.^^"^

In 1969, the Urban Motorways Committee proposed pedestrian delay as the most important 

indicator of severance by major urban roads.^^^

In San Francisco, 94% of pedestrians on the light traffic street reported waiting not at all or only 

a few seconds, compared with 49% on the street with medium, 25% heavy and 19% very heavy 

traffic. Median reported delay was nil on the street with light traffic, half a minute with medium 

or heavy traffic, and one to two minutes with very heavy tra ffic .^

Severance from facilities

The Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road Assessment (SACTRA) confirmed the 

importance of pedestrian delay but also proposed in 1986 that vulnerable groups be identified, 

the facilities they are likely to use be listed, and the catchment areas of those facilities be 

delineated. This applied only to trunk roads and was not included in their worked example, 

possibly due to the complexity of the proposals.^^^ One problem of this is arbitrary assumptions 

that 400m, O.Smile, or 800m are distances pedestrians can and will walk (eg O.Smiles from car 

park to city centre) without considering non-car-owners. The number of people within that 

distance from a facility (such as post office or health centre) but on the wrong side of a major 

road is the measure of severance.

In 1991, a report for the Transport and Road Research Laboratory^^^ expanded the SACTRA 

approach:

• Define the facilities to which access is potentially impaired (eg healthcare; education; 

services such as post office, day centre, launderette; social; leisure; shops; and transport)

• Define the catchment areas from which users may be drawn (they assumed everyone would 

choose to go to the nearest facility)

• Define the population affected:

■ Groups vulnerable because of reduced physical mobility (the elderly, disabled or pre

school children)

■ Groups vulnerable because of safety needs (schoolchildren, the disabled, and other 

vulnerable adults)

■ Groups vulnerable because of locality dependence (ethnic and religious groups, low 

income groups)

■ Other less vulnerable groups

They proposed a severance index which incorporated the above matrix, together with traffic 

density and a mitigation factor representing the presence and acceptability of crossing facilities.
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Discussion

There is a lack of evidence for health effects of community severance, in the context of the 

framework I proposed in chapter one (Figure 1.6). No study has examined the complete picture, 

from community severance through effects on behaviour (such as social contacts, children’s 

independence, access to services) to short and longterm mental and physical health outcomes. 

None of the studies of morbidity or mortality cited in this chapter examined reductions in social 

contacts as a result of changes in roads or traffic: the chain of inference does not currently 

extend to direct observation. None of the few good quality longitudinal studies found 

significant effects of social networks on mental health or well-being. What evidence there is 

supports the causal relationship that traffic volume and speed interfere with normal activities. 

Other studies demonstrate that reduced social contact and access to goods and services can be 

detrimental to physical health. It is therefore likely but unproven that conununity severance by 

roads and traffic adversely affects health and wellbeing.

These associations cannot be quantified, nor is there information routinely available to measure 

community severance or changes in exposure to this. The only available measurements of 

relevance are of disease outcomes: good mental health, well-being and quality of life are not 

routinely measured.

Before community severance can be quantified, a number of developments are required. The 

first step is to develop an agreed measuring tool to assess community severance, such as that 

proposed by Davis based on work by Appleyard and Lintell and by Gilbert.^®^} Once this has 

been piloted and validated, sufficient use of this tool to record background levels of community 

severance in a variety of locations and settings will be necessary before one can model the 

effects of transport proposals on community severance. These will then permit the two more 

important research questions to be addressed. First, it is important to measure the effects of 

community severance on a range of health outcomes, including morbidity and well-being. 

Second, interventions to alleviate or prevent community severance or that may enhance health 

need investigation. This could be linked to assessment of home zones and play streets, for 

example.

I have not discussed social capital' in this chapter. Social capital incorporates aspects such as 

trust, reciprocity, citizenship, civic engagement, as well as social relationships and social 

s u p p o r t . W h e r e a s  social support relates to the number and frequency of an individual’s 

contacts and the perceived quality and stability of the individual’s relationships, social capital 

refers to the neighbourhood’s social resources.^^^ Adams found a link between personal social

' Safran defined social capital as “the stock o f relationship quality that exists among a group o f  
individuals which: motivate their awareness o f membership in the group, their interest in acting in the 
group’s best interest, and facilitates their ability to do so. ” Most researchers use Putnam’s 1995
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networks and community sentiment, which, when strong, increased people’s well-being and 

reduced psychological distress/^® Social capital has been related to the health of both 

individuals and the population/^^ There is a paucity of studies that examine the disruption by 

roads and traffic of social contacts but none have considered social capital.

Conclusions
“Epidemiology... is something more than the total o f  its established facts. I t  includes their 
orderly arrangement into chains o f inference which extend beyond the bounds o f direct 
observation. ” W.H. Frost, 1936'

Appleyard and Lintell’s results, showing a reduction in social contacts through the deleterious

effects of traffic, have been linked with Berkman and Syme’s^^ and others’ findings of

increased mortality in those with fewer social contacts. None of these studies of morbidity or

mortality have examined reductions in social contacts as a result of new roads or increased

speed or volume of traffic on existing roads: the chain of inference does not currently extend to

direct observation. The other findings from Appleyard and Lintell’s important study may be

equally or more important in affecting mental and physical health in the short- and long-term.

Community severance is now an accepted term but much research is needed before we know 

which are the important components that lead to health effects, what these are, and how they can 

be ameliorated or reversed.

definition: “features o f social life such as networks, norms and social trust that facilitate co-ordination 
and co-operation for mutual benefit.
' Frost WH. Introduction to Snow on cholera. New York: Commonwealth Fund, 1936, quoted by Casse
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Chapter nine: Discussion and conclusions 

Summary of thesis

In this thesis, I set out to enhance the evidence base for quantitative HIA by creating robust

tools so that evidence is readily available for use by those conducting HIA.

Section one:

• reviewed previous work in the development of health impact assessment (HIA);

• developed a framework for robust quantified HIA; and

• described air quality management in England.

Section two of this thesis showed that there is:

• strong evidence that particulates precipitate premature deaths from all-causes;

• moderate evidence that particulates precipitate premature deaths from all circulatory, heart 

and respiratory diseases and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD); premature or 

extra emergency hospital admissions for COPD, lower respiratory tract infections (LRTl), 

asthma, all respiratory and all circulatory diseases, ischaemic heart disease (IHD), and heart 

failure; and emergency hospital visits for asthma;

• strong evidence that nitrogen dioxide (NO2) precipitates premature deaths from circulatory 

deaths and premature or extra emergency hospital admissions for IHD, heart failure, and 

asthma;

• moderate evidence that NO2 precipitates premature deaths from all-causes and COPD; 

premature or extra emergency hospital admissions for all respiratory and all circulatory 

diseases, COPD, LRTl, dysrhythmias, and asthma; and emergency hospital visits and GP 

consultations for asthma in children; and that

• longterm particulate exposure is likely to contribute more to premature all-cause mortality.

It then:

• demonstrated appropriate effect estimates for these associations;

• modelled theoretical ways in which the pattern of PMio or NO2 air pollution could fall to 

reach the UK National Air Quality Strategy (UKNAQS) objectives; and

• created spreadsheets to calculate the health gain from reaching these objectives.

Section three contains:

• a rapid review of the evidence linking physical activity with health;

• a discussion of the flaws in this approach; and

• a systematic review of the evidence for community severance as a health problem.
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HIA and air quality management plans

In section two, I estimated the numbers of deaths and episodes of healthcare that could be 

delayed or prevented by reaching various air quality objectives. 1 shall now consider the 

potential for different air quality management policy options to affect health. There are two 

main approaches but in practice, a combination of both will probably be required in order to 

attain the objectives, particularly the lower levels for the end of the decade.

9.1 Technical fix
This affects health through the mauve pathway in Figure 9.1 (the “intervention” version of 

Figure 1.5). Reducing emissions by technical fixes to vehicles and fuels while not influencing 

journeys made or mode of travel is the main national policy towards reducing air pollution.

The European Auto-oil programme^^^ set limits for emissions from cars, light vans and heavy- 

duty vehicles sold from 2001 and 2006 and for fuel sulphur content by 2005.^^^ Other changes 

to fuel include lead-free petrol and reducing benzene.

The auto/oil industries have embraced the technical fix approach.^^^ To decrease air pollution, 

they have modified fuel, developed three-way catalytic converters^^"^ and particle traps, and 

agreed more stringent restrictions on emissions from new vehicles.^^^ They have accepted 

regulation^^^, albeit with vigorous negotiations. Motor manufacturers are discussing with 

European regulators to what extent the industry can or should change vehicle design or 

construction to reduce injuries to pedestrians hit by cars.^^^ Low- or zero-emission vehicles are 

also in development and production.^^^

One problem with this approach is the persistence of older vehicles on the roads, particularly 

commercial vehicles and those owned by the less affluent. The second priority in the 

Westminster Air Quality Action Plan is to facilitate the use of alternative fuels, already used by 

40% of the council’s vehicles.^^^ Two government schemes that subsidise the purchase of new 

vehicles or conversion of existing vehicle to low or zero emission fuels^^^ are not available to 

private individuals.

A further refinement to the technical fix approach is therefore to introduce a “low emission 

zone”. This is the first priority in the Westminster Air Quality Action Plan. The favoured 

proposal covers buses, taxis and goods vehicles but not cars. It is aimed at reducing emissions 

from the 36% of vehicles that use diesel but produce 90% of traffic-generated particulates in 

Westminster.^^^

Further reductions in pollution can occur through changes in driving technique. Fuel 

consumption is higher during ‘stop-start’ driving and with rapid acceleration.^^^
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Figure 9.1 Mapping the health effects of traffic reduction
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Reasonable quantified estimates can be made of the health impacts of the technical fix 

approaches. Using traffic planners’ estimates of the composition and speed of traffic, emissions 

can be predicted from a number of computer models. Air dispersion models"^^ then use the 

emissions plus meteorological factors and features of the road, such as crossroads or canyon 

effects, to model the likely concentrations of air pollutants. The health effects can be assessed 

using the information assembled in section two of this thesis and the predicted change in air 

pollution.

One unanticipated health benefit from the introduction of catalysts has been a reduction in

deaths from carbon monoxide poisoning, perhaps 9,000 accidental deaths and 17,000 suicides in

17yrs in the USA.^'^ However, the technical fix approach yields far less public health benefit

than a broad raft of policies to reduce vehicle use. For example, airbags and side impact

protection introduced to protect car occupants from injury after a collision do not protect

pedestrians or cyclists, who are more vulnerable to the effects of a collision. Reduced personal

risk for drivers may also, through risk compensation, lead to more risk-taking and therefore a

higher chance of collision with and injuries to other road users.^’° The Westminster Air Quality

Action Plan, when advocating its low emission zone concept, specifically comments:

“There is little i f  any ‘collateral damage’ to other road users, or to the public at large. The 
fact that cars are not included means that a very large proportion o f the population is not 
affected.

9.2 Traffic reduction
The second main approach is by encouraging traffic reduction. For a given achieved level of 

pollutants, the health effects of air pollution would be the same. In addition, there would be 

health benefits through other pathways in Figure 9.1. Reducing traffic volume would decrease 

community severance and traffic noise. If accompanied by improvements in public transport 

and facilities for walking and cycling, it could increase physical activity and access for non-car 

users, as would changes in land use planning to presume against car use. Reducing traffic may 

also reverse the loss of children’s independence noted in many countries.^'^^’̂ ’̂ ^’̂ '̂  ̂ All of 

these would reduce inequalities.

Injury levels are harder to predict. Fewer cars may mean fewer collisions but if average 

travelling speed increased because of reduced congestion, this could increase both the number 

and severity of collisions and resultant injuries. However, traffic predictions for London are 

that congestion charging would reduce time spent waiting at junctions and would leave traffic 

speeds unaltered. Combining traffic reduction measures with re-allocation of road space would 

probably reduce the likelihood of extra vehicles travelling on newly less-congested roads and 

would probably improve facilities for public transport and vulnerable road users.

In York, prioritisation of physically-active transport, education, and investment in infrastructure 

have led to a dramatic increase in the proportion of journeys walked or cycled, with 22% of
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work-related journeys now made by bicycle. This has been accompanied by a dramatic 

decrease in collision and injury rates^^®, showing that the context affects the risk. Hillman’s 

calculation for cycling of 20 years of life gained through the benefits of physical activity for 

each year of life lost from i n j u r y u s e d  national data.^^^ Evidence from York shows that this is 

not a fixed trade-off but is greatly influenced by policy: by decreasing the risks to vulnerable 

road users, the benefit:risk ratio can be increased. Reducing the perceived risks alters modal 

choice by an order of magnitude.

Reducing car use for short journeys is particularly beneficial in reducing air pollution, as fuel 

consumption and pollutant emissions are greater when the engine and catalytic converter, if 

present, are cold.^^ '̂ '̂^  ̂ Although cars are driven with cold engines for only 9% of the time, this 

contributes 40% of the emissions in D e n m a r k . W i t h  current occupancy rates, greenhouse gas 

emission is four times higher for private car use than for public transport.^"^^ If former car-users 

still made the same journeys (other than solely by taxi), it would probably also increase physical 

activity levels, since journeys by public transport usually start and end with walking.

Where car-free days or areas have been introduced, they have usually been well-liked^'^, despite 

initial opposition, and are good for b u s i n e s s . S t a f f  transport policies are at the stage no

smoking policies were 20 years ago: a minority of hospitals and local authorities have them, 

although they are officially encouraged. Studies have also shown net job creation from 

reducing traffic. '̂^^

All these benefits of traffic reduction are in marked contrast to the few costs identified in a 

‘quick and dirty’ economic appraisal of a planned new road. This included only accidents, 

illness (thought to apply primarily to employees), and catastrophe^^ demonstrating a lack of 

awareness of the literature linking transport with health. The range of such effects have been 

identified before (eg Public Health Alliance, 1991^% British Medical Association, 1997^^°) but 

most work on transport and health has focused on one aspect, usually injuries or air pollution, 

rather than considering all the impacts.

The first HIA in London, by the Health of Londoners’ Project, did attempt to quantify the 

impacts on death and hospitalisation of a 10% reduction in traffic accompanied by 10% 

increases in cycling and walking^^^ but this was done using a rapid review of the evidence and 

was a very approximate estimate. For example, although they commented that the effects of air 

pollution are disputed, they assumed that 5% of cardiorespiratory morbidity and 1% of 

cardiorespiratory deaths in London were attributable to air pollution, with no reason given for 

these figures.^^^ Also, a 10% reduction in traffic does not correspond to a 10% fall in NO2 

because of the complex chemistry involved, even assuming no differential reduction by vehicle 

type, age, or engine capacity. They also assumed that a 10% fall in traffic equated with a 10% 

fall in injuries and fatalities amongst all road-users. When considering the effects of increased 

physical activity, no account was made of the population’s baseline activity levels or whether a
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specific subgroup of the population might be more likely to make such modal shifts. This 

differs from my approach: I did not assume that associations were causal; I used a range of 

effect estimates and levels of change in exposure to allow for uncertainty; and I did not quantify 

elements for which the evidence was not sufficient to provide a robust base for calculations but I 

have identified what research would be needed in order to make this possible.

9.2.1 Congestion charging

The Mayor of London has proposed introducing congestion charging as a key plank of his 

transport and air quality management strategies.^'^^’̂ '̂ .̂ Westminster City Council opposes 

congestion charging but assumes in their Air Quality Action Plan a 10% traffic reduction as a 

result of Mayoral policies.^^^ I conducted a rapid appraisal, based on the Report on Charging 

Options for London (ROCOL)^^°, assuming the proposed daytime £5 charge for entering the 

central zone outlined in the Mayor’s consultation document. I first noted the predicted effects 

on transport of these proposals (Table 9.1) then estimated their impacts on health (Table 9.2). I 

assessed the likely impacts on health and inequalities of charging as a sole policy and with 

investment in public transport.

This was used by the London Health Commission in their rapid HIA of the Mayor’s Draft 

Transport Strategy.^^^ I was also a witness in the judicial review of the Mayor’s proposals for 

congestion charging, based on the work in this thesis. This demonstrated another aspect of the 

importance of robustness in the provision and use of evidence in HIA: the need for the HIA or 

decisions based on it to withstand legal scrutiny.

The effects for disadvantaged and vulnerable groups would be similar but with certain specific 

differences. The effects on disabled people with ‘Orange badges’ would be minimal if badge- 

holders were exempt from the charge. Access and quality of life could improve if congestion 

eased. For other disabled people, if money raised by congestion charging and spent on public 

transport included improving access to public transport for the disabled (for example low- 

floored buses, installation of lifts and ramps in stations), the health effects would be positive.

Children, older people, women, those from Black and minority ethnic groups, and with low 

income, including the unemployed, have much lower access to car use than average and are 

more dependent on walking and public transport, particularly buses. The main benefits would 

be an increase in equity if personal use of private cars diminished and public transport and 

facilities for safe walking and cycling improved. These groups also spend an above average 

proportion of their household income on transport. Women and people on low incomes are 

particularly susceptible to issues of affordability. Continuance of schemes for reduced fares or 

free transport for older and unemployed people plus use of the income generated to reduce fares 

would improve equity and health.
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Table 9.1 Predicted effects of congestion charging® on traffic (Disbenefits in italics)

£5 area licence, Central London £5 area licence, Central London plus 
Revenue spent on 60p bus fare and 

10 high quality Inner -  Central London bus routes
Central London Inner London Central London Inner London

Volume of trafHc
Baseline Tmillion personal trips 
in Greater London by private 
vehicle each weekday 07.00- 
19.00
Of those who choose not to pay 
licence, >50% switch to public 
transport;
5% change time of travel;
5% do not make the trip; 
others share car or walk or cycle.

Car traffic:
20% fall in morning peak travel 
(vehicle-km)
23% fall in 14-hour travel 
35% fall in trips 
Baseline: 1 million trips

Overall:
10% fall in morning peak travel 
(vehicle-km)
12% fall in 14-hour travel 
(similar to reductions in main 
school holiday periods)

Car traffic:
5% fall in morning peak travel 
(vehicle-km)
6% fall in 14-hour travel 
Baseline: 3million trips

Overall:
3% fall in morning peak travel 
(vehicle-km)
3% fall in 14-hour travel 
1 on main radial roads but 
5-10%f on Inner Ring Road & 
other orbital routes

Car traffic:
40% reduction in trips to the 
central area

Overall:
12% fall in 14-hour travel (= core 
scenario)

Average speed of traffic
(including junction delays)

Increase from 15 to 18km/hr in
morning peak and
16 to 18km/hr in 14hr average

Increase from 21 to 22km/hr in 
morning peak and 
22 to 23km/hr in 14hr average 
(similar to average speeds in the 
early 1980s)

No additional change

Journey times and reliability Saving of 4-5 minutes per trip 
within the charging area.
Some improvement in journey 
time reliability

Saving of 2-3minutes on a 10km 
journey into central London and 
l-3minutes outside the charging 
area.
Some improvement in journey 
time reliability

10% improvement in the speed of all bus services

Effects on public transport
Baseline 5million trips each 
weekday 07.00-19.00

Increased overcrowding: 7% increase in public transport passenger 
trips: 5% | in rail, 1 %‘\ in underground & 2% | in bus trips in morning 
peak

10,000 (1% increase) additional passengers
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Of those who choose not to pay 
licence, >50% switch to public 
transport

£5 area licence, Central London £5 area licence, Central London plus 
Revenue spent on 60p bus fare and 

10 high quality Inner -  Central London bus routes
Central London Inner London Central London Inner London
Faster journey times for buses (esp Central London) but less than the 
general reduction in travel times because of waits at bus stops and bus 
lane / bus priority measures already reduce the effects of congestion 
Increased reliability (esp Central London)

Bus trips into Central London rise from 70,000 to 90,000;
Underground trips fall from 460,000 to 450,000
Rail trips unaffected, remain elevated above baseline at 430,000

Road capacity Failure to re-allocate space could either:
generate income but reduce the benefits o f congestion charging if  the
vacated space were then occupied by new drivers
or allow fewer vehicles to travel faster along the emptier roads.

Re-allocation to buses will improve reliability & frequency of services 
Re-allocation to pedestrians and cyclists can encourage greater use of 
these modes, since perceived danger is a major barrier to these modes.

Business
20% of all commercial vehicle 
movements starting within 
Greater London enter Central 
London each weekday 07.00- 
19.00

Benefits of reduced journey times and increased reliability for 
commercial vehicles valued at £80m-120m pa.
ROCOL assumes goods trips unchanged, so £70-80m charges paid pa.

Benefits of reduced journey times and increased reliability 
ROCOL assumes goods trips unchanged, so charges paid

Economic effects per year Public transport gains £5-10m 
Commercial vehicle operators gain £20-55m
Charging authority, transport operators, government gain £185-220m
Car occupants lose £100m
Net benefits valued at £125-210m

Effects on car users across 
London by income group

Low income: £l-2m benefits no losses
Medium income: £ 6-lOm benefits from improved journey attributes 
but £14—17m financial loss
High income: £19-3Im gain from improved journey times and 
reliability but £55-85m financial loss

Congestion charge; £5 area licence for Central London; Source of effects on traffic: ROCOL report,750
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Table 9.2 Predicted effects of congestion charging that may affect health (Disbenefits in italics)

£5 area licence, Central London £5 area licence, Central London plus revenue spent on lower bus 
fares and bus service improvements

Central London Inner London Central London Inner London
Road capacity
Decisions on road re-allocation 
influence many potential health 
effects:

Failure to re-allocate space could either:
generate income but reduce the benefits o f congestion charging if the 
vacated space were then occupied by new drivers or 
increase severity o f injuries if  reduced numbers o f vehicles travelled 
faster.

Re-allocation to buses will improve access and equity and reduce noise 
and air pollution per passenger-km.
Re-allocation to pedestrians and cyclists can encourage greater 
physically active transport.

Injuries Reduction in collisions valued at £15-25m pa (=3% of annual road 
traffic collisions in London)
Possible problem of increased average speed: perhaps fewer injuries 
but greater severity? Some (?most) of reduced journey time due to 
reduced time at junctions rather than increased vehicle speed, so may 
not affect injury severity.
Effects greater in Central than Inner London

Injury rates per trip or per km lower for users of public transport than 
other forms of transport.

Number and severity of injuries may improve further, as fewer trips 
made by car, but vehicle-km unaffected so may not affect injuries.

Access to good, services, and 
people

Benefits outweigh disbenefits overall, especially for disadvantaged 
groups (except low income essential car users)

Improves further, especially for non-car users

Air pollution
NB: PSV, taxi and L/HGV trips 
not reduced. These are the main 
polluters.

ROCOL model shows minimal effect on background NO2 or PM 10 
levels.
Fall in volume & increase in speed may reduce NO2 levels a little 
alongside the busiest roads in Central London. PMio levels may fall if 
commercial vehicle traffic reduces.
CO2 production should also fall by 3% in Greater London

Smoother bus journeys (reduced congestion) should further reduce 
emissions

Noise pollution Small reduction ?minimal effect ?minimal additional effect ?minimal effect
Conununity severance Should reduce ?minimal effect Greater reduction ?small effect
Physical activity Depends partly on road re-allocation, etc. Depends partly on road re-allocation, etc.
Equity
(See above for car users by 
income third and below for other 
groups)

Improvement in equity, except for 
small group o f low income car- 
owners who need to drive within 
the charging area

Some improvement in equity. Larger improvement in equity, except for small group o f low income 
car-owners who still need to drive within the charging area. 
Improvement in access to goods, services & social networks, leading 
to improved health and well-being and reduced social exclusion.
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However, car users in these groups, particularly the disabled, older people and other low income 

groups, may find congestion charging difficult to afford yet find it difficult to manage other 

forms of transport, for example because of disabilities or the need to carry a number of children 

plus shopping. ROCOL predicts a 50-60% reduction in home-based car trips to the Central 

London charging area by those in lower- and medium-income households (compared with a 

20-25% reduction for those in the top third of household income, 20% reduction for households 

with at least two cars, and a 15-20% fall for employer-assisted trips).^^° Improved availability 

of options avoiding car use (such as home deliveries, improved and more accessible public 

transport, and better facilities for pedestrians and cyclists) will help to minimise the number of 

people disadvantaged by congestion charging.

Improvements in access to, reliability, or cost of public transport and reduced bus journey times 

could also help some of those who currently use a car to use it less. Households in the lowest 

quarter of income make 56% of their motorised journeys by public transport, of which 44% are 

by bus. They would gain considerably if charging revenues were used for better and/or cheaper 

public transport. Investment in public transport can reduce transport injuries overair^^, reduce 

problems of loneliness, isolation, and exercise tolerance^^^ and enhance access.

9.3 Other policies
Other proposals for air quality management in Westminster include promoting non-car 

transport, through encouraging organisational travel plans, walking, cycling, and investment in 

public transport; discouraging car use, through reducing non-residential parking spaces and 

increasing traffic control; and requiring Transport and/or Environmental Impact Statements for 

major developments; as well as minimising emissions from buildings,^^^

The evidence suggests that for a given fall in air pollution, the traffic reduction approach is 

likely to yield higher gains both in positive health impacts and reductions in negative effects. It 

had been my original intention to quantify the health impacts of these different proposals but 

there are still too many gaps in the evidence to be able to quantify such effects with sufficient 

certainty to be worthwhile. I discuss these problems below. In the meantime, a qualitative HIA 

can demonstrate the range and importance of likely impacts on health and well-being from 

various proposals for air quality management. Most of this thesis is concerned with 

quantification. However, HIA should not be distorted by exclusion of important but 

unquantifiable determinants. For example, the impact of traffic policy on the whole pattern of 

everyday life is far-reaching. To take just one age group, children now predominantly spend 

their time indoors and are far more dependent on their parents for mobility compared with a 

generation agô "̂ ’̂̂ "̂̂  partly because of dangers from traffic. I shall return to assessing the health 

impacts of air quality management through transport policies later.
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In practice, the legal requirement to meet the national air quality objectives means that the 

ability of a proposal to reduce air pollution and the costs in relation to that specific effect will be 

the main if not the only consideration in local politicians’ decision-making. Putters and van der 

Grinten differentiate between technical rationality, what 1 refer to as the evidence base, and 

administrative rationality, the extent to which influences other than health are paramount.^^^

The main benefit of HIA, according to Milner, is to make policies, programmes and projects 

more health conscious^^^, with Kemm suggesting it is forging alliances and raising the profile of 

health matters, rather than either pointing out obvious health impacts or expecting health to be 

the sole basis for decisions.^* Kemm’s view is borne out in London. The rapid HIA of the 

congestion charging proposals led to an invitation to conduct a rapid HIA of the draft Mayoral 

transport strategy, followed by a commitment to rapid HlAs of each Mayoral strategy. For the 

most recent (and largest) strategy, the Spatial Development Strategy, the officers preparing the 

draft commissioned a summary of the evidence of relevant potential effects on health to enable 

them to consider these before developing their proposals. Burney’s view that failure of 

proposals to be revised to incorporate all HIA recommendations means the HIA failed to fulfil 

its purpose^^^ ignores Kemm’s point. While this is an important function of HIA, it is just as 

important for the evidence to be robust for this. It therefore requires more attention to be paid to 

the evidence base than can be done by those conducting an HIA.

Westminster City Council calculated that a 35% reduction in traffic would be needed to achieve 

the air pollution objectives without a low emission zone: they believe this would not be feasible 

and would cause serious disruption to the economy.^^^ 1 was however able to raise the 

awareness of the local government officers in both the transport and air quality departments in 

the two boroughs and in the Greater London Authority and Transport for London of the broader 

health impacts of air quality management and transport p o l i c i e s . T h i s  is helped by the 

synergy between policies for environmental sustainability and health benefits^^^’̂ ^ and is 

particularly relevant now that local authorities have a statutory requirement to improve the 

economic, social and environmental well-being of their residents.^^ It is important to note that 

the OECD 1988 estimate (before most of the health effects of current air pollution were known 

and when congestion was less) was that the external costs of transport was 5% of GDP in 

OECD countries.^^’

9.4 Attributable effects and achievable change
Far more deaths in Westminster are attributable to a sedentary lifestyle than to road injuries or 

to acute effects of particulate pollution (Table 9.3). Because the metric incorporates both 

numbers affected and their age at death, years of life lost might be expected to be much greater 

for deaths from injury or inactivity than from air pollution. Westminster has the highest 

collision rate in London even adjusting for the large daily influx of non-residents (696/100,000
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at risk). There were 2,558 collisions in Westminster per year in 1999/2000, involving 4,043 

drivers and causing 2,947 casualties annually; 889 Westminster residents were involved in a 

collision while driving somewhere in London and 806 residents were injured^^"  ̂but there are so 

few road fatalities that the years of life lost before 80 by Westminster residents (21,120 years', 

including 9,787years for pedestrians) are an order of magnitude lower than for inactivity 

(116,231years“, excluding the attributable effects of less than optimum activity in those who are 

not sedentary). As acute effects of pollution bring forward deaths by a few days to months 

(p i 19), life-years lost are minimal but 83,171 years of life under 80 are lost from lifetime PMio 

exposure above zero'". This is much closer to, but still below, the underestimate for years of life 

lost through inactivity.

Attributable deaths are generally considerably greater than the achievable change from 

implementing a policy (p i90). The effects of a policy on emissions and thus ambient pollution 

,can be modelled; this applies to the whole population. For example, I estimated that up to three 

deaths would be delayed directly by reducing 24hr-PMio to the 2004 objective and five to 11 by 

reaching the 2009 annual mean objective, assuming a similar reduction in air pollution exposure 

for the whole resident population in Westminster. Longterm effects from reduction in chronic 

PM 10 exposure would delay around 65 deaths (p i69).

Can equivalent calculations on the effects of a policy-related change in exposure be done for 

injuries or physical activity? The number of assumptions that are currently required for 

calculating attributable effects can be seen in the footnotes on this page and below Table 9.3 but 

these ignore the policy dimension. Even so, because effect estimates are based on different 

sources, there are apparent discrepancies between the figures for years of life lost (above) and 

attributable deaths (Table 9.3). It has been possible to combine an analysis of the relationship 

between traffic speed and the risk of accident frequency, death and serious injury (exposure- 

response relationship between risk factor and health outcome) with an examination of the 

contributions that could be made by changes in infrastructure, legislation on speed limits, 

technological aids, and publicity and education (policy intervention leading to change in 

exposure). {ETSC1995}

We cannot yet calculate deaths prevented by policies that result in increased exercise, as not 

only definitions of activity levels and relative risks vary between surveys and baseline activity 

levels are even less well characterised than population exposure to pollution, but also changes in

' Assuming the years of life lost 1998-2000 applied each year at the same annual rate over an average 80 
year lifespan, to be comparable with figures for inactivity (“ below) and lifetime particulate exposure ('"); 
figures for pedestrians derived from 1997-1999 data.
" Assuming that the gain of 2.15 years of life up to age 80̂ ^® from taking up daily cycling for 30-40 
minutes^^^, compared with minimal activity, could apply to the 25% of the English 1995 population who 
were sedentary, and ignoring those with irregular activity 

Assuming a lifetime exposure to lOpg/m^ lower annual PMio increases life expectancy at birth by 20 
weeks on average^^^; average annual mean PMjo 1996-1998 35pg/m^; Westminster population 216,244
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activity level or patterns consequent on a policy are generally unknown; many assumptions need 

to be made for such estimates (p214). For example, changes that led to 11% of the adult 

population taking regular moderate exercise, such as walking or cycling to and from work 

several times a week, instead of being sedentary would prevent around five deaths from 

ischaemic heart disease (IHD) and perhaps a similar number from other causes, but what 

policies would achieve this? What I have done is to characterise what information is required to 

enable such estimates to be made. The most significant gaps in the evidence are what policy or 

policies would lead to such changes in behaviour and what are the baseline health status and 

activity levels of the people who change their behaviour?

Table 9.3 Attributable burden of disease from air pollution, physical inactivity 

and injuries in Westminster^

Cause of death IHD (Annual) All causes (Annual)
<15 15-64 65-74 &75 All ages <15 15-74 ^75

Average number of 
deaths

0 40 63 152 1,455 11.7 611 832

Average number of 
non-traumatic deaths

0 40 63 152 1,389 10.3 560 819

Deaths brought forward 
by acute effects of 
PMio"

0 1.4" 1.3" 32" 11-27 0 4-11" 7-16"

Deaths attributable to 
sedentary lifestyle

0 ll"-33* N/A® >42 0 42“ N/A

Deaths attributable to 
road traffic collisions

0 0 0 0 10.4 0.7 8.7 1.0

 ̂Source: ONS data, annual average for 1996-1998 except road traffic collisions, annual average for 
1997-1999
 ̂based on Bloomsbury background PMio 
 ̂assuming same proportion as for emergency admissions 
 ̂assuming same proportion as for all ages

® based on 25% of English 1995 population who were sedentary, excluding those with irregular activity 
 ̂based on HEA estimate that almost one-third of IHD incidence attributable to sedentary lifestyle^^^

® N/A -  no information available
 ̂ based on 25% of English 1995 population who were sedentary, excluding those with irregular activity, 

& assuming moderate activity reduces risk of premature deaths by 43% (37% reduction in men and 49% 
in women^ ^
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Methodological Issues In HIA

Milner warned that making judgements about the relative health impacts of different options 

required considerable resources/^^

9.5 The need for a sound evidence-base
The Scottish Needs Assessment Programme (SNAP), leading the development of HIA in

Scotland, proposed topic/sector-based literature reviews of evidence to prevent duplication of

work. It compared HIA with evidence-based medicine, HIA being

“the use o f  the best available evidence to assess the likely effect o f  a specific policy in a 
specific situation.

Bero and Jadad stated that systematic reviews can be very useful decision-making tools by 

objectively summarising relevant information, identifying gaps in the evidence, and identifying 

beneficial and harmful interventions. They suggested that both policy-makers and consumers 

can use them to help with decisions at a population or individual level respectively.^^^

Use of the Cochrane Library' is seldom of help in providing evidence to support HIAs, since the 

interventions to be assessed or suggested have seldom been the focus of a randomised controlled 

trial. A few may benefit from the Campbell Collaboration reviews of the effectiveness of social 

and behavioural interventions in social welfare, education, and crime and justice.^^^ These 

systematic reviews focus primarily on randomised controlled field trials but also include good 

quality studies with quasi-experimental or qualitative design with controlled evaluation.^^ The 

social welfare group includes examination of transport policies.^®^ The UK Evidence Based 

Policy Centre (funded by the Economic & Social Research Council) has a node on Evidence- 

Based Public Health Policy.^^^

Cave et al have recently compiled in tabular form evidence from literature reviews (for example 

on housing, transport, social capital) for use in HIAs of regeneration projects.^^^ Such reviews 

of evidence are useful not only for HIA but also for the other studies of policies, determinants of 

health and health outcomes, although Rhodes and Tyler describe the complex problems of 

complicated chains of causal linkages and circularity that currently limit our knowledge and 

therefore our ability to quantify a particular link in the chain.^^^

'The Cochrane Library includes the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, abstracts of quality 
appraised systematic reviews (DARE) prepared by the NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, and 
probably the world’s largest register of controlled clinical trials*^’
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9.5.1 Using a complex literature for HIA

It is very time-consuming to conduct high quality, systematic reviews of epidemiological 

evidence. The organization and ordering of complex literature for the purposes of HIA is 

difficult. For example, 1 have devised a framework that separates the two stages of ascertaining 

whether there is a causal relationship and then describing that relationship mathematically. 

However, the studies that provide the information for that second step are also required in the 

first. Information about the quality of each study is needed when interpreting the results. For 

example, one needs to know the number of daily events and the length of the study to make a 

judgement on the power of the study. This information is also needed when comparing different 

effect estimates and their confidence intervals: mean number of daily events help distinguish 

potential type 11 errors from good studies showing little or no effect. ICD codes are needed to 

ensure like is compared with like. One of Bradford Hill’s viewpoints, strength of association, is 

a feature of a causal relationship primarily because of its importance in relation to possible 

confounding but it is also obviously relevant to describing the relationship mathematically.

9.5.2 Systematic reviews and meta-analyses

Finding all the relevant studies is “the most fundamental challenge when conducting a 

systematic review. Medline is the most commonly used electronic database but does not 

catalogue all medical journals.’®̂ The review also needs to include qualitative research^*^  ̂and 

evidence from a variety of disciplines, including the specific policy areas such as transport or 

fiscal policy as well as in the health sciences. Relevant studies are also published in non

medical journals, particularly for environmental epidemiology and studies of policies affecting 

determinants of health. 1 therefore searched a variety of databases for my systematic reviews. 1 

was unable to undertake systematic hand-searching of journals but did hand-search at least that 

issue of recent journals when locating known references. Other sources of relevant studies were 

the references cited by other authors and asking other experts within my department but 1 did 

not contact experts elsewhere.^^^

Publication bias

Publication is more likely and occurs sooner when studies have positive results.^^^ This is less 

true for epidemiological studies than for clinical trials.^^^ Publication bias or an overestimation 

of effect in small studies of poorer methodological quality can be sought using a funnel plot^^^ 

but methods to overcome publication bias^^^ can still produce erroneous results if bias in the 

original studies persists.^^^
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Other sources of bias

Well-recognised sources of bias are exclusive inclusion of papers in English, those published in 

prestigious journals, or those cited by other authors. In my three systematic reviews, I included 

papers in any journal and found from a variety of databases as well as by examining the 

references cited in these papers. Positive studies are more likely to be cited by other authors, 

thereby adding an additional potential bias when the search strategy for a systematic review 

includes those studies cited in other publications.^^^ However, not to include them would be 

inappropriate when the objective is to include as high a proportion of existing studies as 

possible. Although not including all languages, I included a wide range; most excluded 

language papers were not relevant to central London.

Another source of bias in published reports is the source of funding.̂ "̂̂ '̂ *̂̂  The only paper which 

disclosed corporate sponsorship was funded by the oil i n d u s t r y i t  criticised the claims for a 

causal effect of particulates on mortality but had several flaws.

Meta-analyses

Although Egger and Davey Smith argue for the advantages of meta-analysis over narrative 

reviews, their comments apply principally to non-systematic reviews.^^^ Greenland discussed 

the requirements for and mathematics of meta-analytical reviews of epidemiological 

literature.^^^ However, the authors tend to assume that associations are causal. The meta

analyses reported in the discussion sections of Section two did not in general discuss bias, 

confounding or causality (Tables 4.3 and 5.3).

I decided not to combine the results of time-series studies in a meta-analysis, even for those 

health outcomes for which I concluded there was strong evidence of a causal effect of a 

pollutant. This was partly because to do so was outwith the objectives of this thesis but mostly 

because of the heterogeneity between different studies. Even for a single combination of 

category of health outcome and pollutant, combining good quality studies of sufficient 

homogeneity in potential confounders included would have led to large numbers of meta

analyses, each containing very few studies (pp86-87). Meta-analysis of studies in 

environmental epidemiology is not very useful when there are only a few studies of an outcome 

or where there is substantial confounding.^^^ Blettner and colleagues considered that 

prospectively planned, pooled analyses (such as the APHEA results used) are preferable to 

meta-analyses of individual studies.^^° My decision not to perform meta-analyses (p70), is in 

line with Huque’s definition of meta-analysis as:

“a statistical analysis that combines or integrates the results o f  several independent clinical
trials considered by the analyst to be *combinable\ ” '

' My emphasis. Huque MF. Experiences with meta-analysis in NDA submissions. Proceedings o f trhe 
Biopharmaceutical Section o f the American Statistical Association 1988; 2: 28-33. Cited in
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I considered drawing forest plots^^^ to demonstrate visually the range of central effects and 95% 

confidence intervals (Cl) of the air pollution time-series studies but there were similar problems. 

Figure 9.2 is an attempt at a forest plot to show the effect of NO2 on all-cause mortality at all 

ages. I included all time-series studies that examined 24hr-NÛ2 and ranked them by size (total 

number of deaths included), with the smallest at the top and the largest at the bottom. Although 

I was unable to display that information graphically, it can be seen that the larger studies have 

much narrower 95% Cl, as one would expect. It adds credence to the idea that the small studies 

probably exhibit type II errors, the 95% Cl crossing zero because of inadequate power rather 

than no effect. However, this does not allow for bias or confounding. The effects of multi

pollutant models are displayed in the same plot to enable comparison with the uni-pollutant 

analyses for those studies. I have coloured the results of multi-pollutant analyses red and the 

corresponding uni-pollutant analysis yellow.' The reduced effect of NO2 in these multi-pollutant 

analyses can be seen. Forest plots are difficult to draw without special software.^^^ I decided 

that more relevant information could be conveyed in tables than graphically, because of 

differentiating between uni- and multi-pollutant models and different lag periods. Pooled 

analyses would either have combined these inappropriately or would have resulted in several 

effect estimates, for uni- and multi-pollutants using simple or cumulative lags, each containing 

very few studies.

9.5.3 Grey literature

Evidence useful in HIA comes from epidemiology and policy analysis but also from 

retrospective or concurrent assessment of similar interventions. Such HIAs are still 

predominantly published as internal reports or other grey literature. There are three problems: 

identifying grey literature, obtaining copies, and assessing the rigour of the work.

Barnes has worked with the Shepherds Bush Housing Association to assess the health impacts 

of a 12yr refurbishment progranune. Following a literature review, the main part of the HIA has 

been a series of surveys of tenants on their self-rated health and their views on how their 

housing affects their health.^^^ This concurrent HIA will contribute valuable experience and 

evidence for future HIAs but is currently disseminated through conference presentations and 

annual reports.

To facilitate the use of all relevant information in future HIAs, it is important that a sufficiently 

well-resourced database of such studies is developed. The Health Development Agency 

maintains a website to hold details of HIA tools, completed HIAs, and HIA practitioners. 

Unfortunately, no funding or mechanism is available for peer-review of the reports being placed 

on the website.

‘ The other pollutant(s) included are given by +P, KM or Pext (with various measures of particulates), 
+C0 (carbon monoxide) and/or SO2 (sulphur dioxide)
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Figure 9.2 Effect of N02 on total mortality at all ages
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9.5.4 Level of detail of HIA

Ritsatakis described rapid health impact appraisal as:

“a systematic assessment o f health impact based on an exchange o f  existing knowledge by 
the people involved.

An inherently difficult question is that even when the HIA is begun early enough, tension 

inevitably exists between the desire to do a good assessment and the need to complete it 

quickly. A rapid appraisal requires few resources and is done within a short time-frame. A 

health impact analysis, by contrast, involves in-depth assessment of a proposal, with a review of 

the available evidence, discovery of the views and expectations of those potentially affected, 

and sometimes new research. In practice, most local and health authorities and government 

departments are doing rapid appraisal HIA^^’̂®'̂  so it is even more important to have evidence 

readily available. Reviews are unreliable unless they are systematic, consider bias and 

confounding, and explicitly examine causality (chapter seven). To meet these conditions, it is 

unlikely that a review would be rapid, except for a topic with very limited evidence that is 

readily located.^®

In Scotland, potential impacts identified by the community were explored less in the pilot HIA 

that began with a literature review than when HIA commenced with local consultation and the 

literature review followed this.^^ This demonstrates the importance of community involvement 

in scoping but does not diminish the benefits of “off-the-shelf’ evidence available for use when 

relevant.

9.5.5 Uncertainty

Risk analysis requires consideration of scientific uncertainty in the models proposed, 

consequent upon gaps in knowledge, and “process error”, leading to randomness and other 

forms of uncertainty in the data.^^^

When writing a report for HIA in an area where uncertainty exists, there is a tension between 

the scientific desire for accuracy, leading to caveats and ‘fence-sitting’, and the need for 

decision-makers to have firm opinions to consider in their decision-making. Guidelines for 

social impact assessment (SLA) state that when gaps in data exist that cannot be obtained 

without exorbitant costs or because the means to obtain it are unknown, this must be stated 

explicitly.^® They also urge error on the conservative side: where there is insufficient evidence, 

the conclusion should be that an impact cannot be ruled out, not that it is unproven.^®

I dealt with uncertainty in three ways when developing the spreadsheets. First, I excluded 

health outcomes with weak evidence for causality and indicated the strength of the evidence for 

included outcomes. Secondly, I included effect estimates from three sources. Finally, I 

provided three models for the magnitude of the fall in air pollution. Omitting associations that
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were less likely to be causal resulted in a conservative estimate of the benefits of air pollution 

reduction. Elsewhere, I have distinguished between evidence of no effect and lack of evidence 

of effects, which are often conflated.

9.6 Integrating different types of evidence

9.6.1 Approaches in published transport HIAs

In chapter six, I contrasted burden of disease studies with HIAs of air pollution. I now examine 

what approaches have been taken in some transport HIAs.

Reports published in peer-review ed journais

Merseyside

The Liverpool Public Health Observatory published a prospective HIA of the Merseyside 

Integrated Transport Strategy (MERITS)^®^’̂ *̂  using the Merseyside approach (chapter one).

For the literature review, they searched six CD-ROM databases, the internet, and examined 

other literature recommended to them. The brief review included effect estimates for health 

impacts of air pollution and unemployment but did not estimate changes in exposure, nor 

applied them to the local population. They assessed each of the four policy components of the 

strategy for potential impacts, identified four priority impact areas (eg air pollution), and made 

recommendations but made no comparisons between different options.

Inner-suburban freeway in Melbourne

A  prospective Australian HIA used traffic projections for 2001 in the presence or absence of a 

proposed freeway development in Melbourne. It considered health effects in the local area only, 

during the operational not construction phase. Road traffic injuries were estimated, based on a 

literature search of two road research databases. Projected traffic flow on existing roads would 

increase substantially but with 98,000 fewer vehicle-km daily with the freeway, giving a net 

decrease of 154 collisions per year, worth $7million (Australian dollars, 1991). Most sensitivity 

analyses supported a net benefit of the freeway. Air pollution levels for 2001 were modelled. 

Levels were higher with the freeway but all remained within the state objectives, except if 

traffic flow rose to 40% above the projected levels. They assumed no health impacts at 

concentrations below the objectives so expected no adverse health effects from air pollution. 

Noise levels were already excessive but were predicted not to increase, due to attenuation 

measures in the proposals. This HIA combined local data with brief literature reviews, air 

pollution modelling, and community participation.^®* They compared some of the health 

impacts of different policy options but it was incomplete as they did not consider other health 

aspects of transport such as community severance, physical activity, or access, as well as not 

considering health impacts outside the immediate area.
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Grey literature

Burden of disease

Some of the health impacts of transport in West Yorkshire have been quantified (crashes, air 

pollution and exercise) but this is another example of a “burden of disease” study^^^, as was the 

estimate by Guerra et al of the health impacts of benzene emissions in Milan, using risk 

assessment/^^

Finland

The emphasis has changed from limiting deaths to creating a transport strategy that promotes 

healthy and environmentally healthy living, considering the broader health impacts of transport 

strategies/'^^'^^^ This work originated as burden of disease studies but has moved to exploration 

of the socio-economic and cultural antecedents of people’s exposure to risk factors and to 

advocacy.

Local Transport Plans

In Monmouthshire, six students worked for four months to produce a Health Impact Statement 

for the Local Transport Plan. They surveyed statutory consultées and consulted the public. 

Potential health impacts fell into three categories (psychosocial, physiological, and physical 

(injuries)) but were not quantified.^^^ They considered only one policy option and suggested 

mitigation measures for only a few aspects.

London

I led a rapid prospective HIA of the penultimate draft of the Mayor’s draft transport strategy for 

London.^^^ We used the review commissioned by NHS Executive London Regional 

Office^^^’̂ ^̂ , my congestion charging appraisal (above), and a participatory workshop. A  

changes audit was performed to assess the impact on policy of the HIA process. The 

participants, who reflected the London population regarding ethnicity and gender but not age 

and income, included transport planners, members of the Greater London Assembly and London 

Health Commission, and people from a variety of transport-related organisations, as well as 

experts in HIA and in transport and health.

Recommendations from the rapid HIA were fed back into the drafting process. Changes 

between the Assembly draft and the draft for public consultation and between that and the final 

Mayoral strategy were examined. The draft transport strategy published for consultation 

differed in a number of respects from the previous version. Almost all the recommendations 

from the HIA were incorporated into the final s t r a t e g y S i g n i f i c a n t  changes included 

promoting sustainable travel plans for workplaces and schools; giving priority to infrastructure 

and services that benefit London’s deprived communities; promoting walking and cycling; and a 

commitment to track the health impacts of the final strategy and its implementation. The HIA
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process resulted in significant change in both the policy proposals and the attitudes of those 

drafting them/^^'^^^ No quantification was undertaken, even for quantifiable outcomes, as the 

strategy did not estimate the effects on transport, on which the health outcomes depend. In our 

typology, we assumed that the policy-making authority sets out the options and that HIA has a 

role in helping the choice to be made between them. In this case the HIA had a more active role 

in framing the options.

Edinburgh

Three spending levels for the Edinburgh transport strategy were compared for effects on two 

typical groups of residents -  affluent car owners and the deprived.^^’̂  ̂ They found that the more 

disadvantaged groups bore most of the adverse effects of car-dominant transport policies^^^, 

particularly with low public expenditure, but that higher spending strategies on public transport, 

cycle ways and pedestrian zones had the best health impacts for all g r o u p s . T h i s  HIA was 

based primarily on a literature review, local data, and opinions of key informants; it did not 

quantify the effects. The assessment and writing the report each took eight months; it cost 

£13,000 in the time of those involved,^^

City bypass, Krefeld, Germany

A  proposal to build a by-pass to ease inner-city congestion considered six possible routes in the 

EIA. The 1995 HIA considered two of these plus a “do-nothing” option. Nitrogen dioxide 

would increase by 50-70% near the new by-pass but other pollutants would hardly change there 

or in the area with congestion relief. Noise would increase more with the EIA favoured option 

than with the other route proposed. Injuries from traffic crashes were listed as an important 

impact to consider but no information was provided beyond the baseline data.^^’̂ ’̂̂ ^̂  Other 

impacts were not considered.

9.6.2 Tools

The air pollution assessment by Ostro and Chestnut'^ '̂^ (pl88) differed from mine primarily by 

their assumption of causality for each association but also that I have constructed spreadsheets 

which are usable by others to repeat the estimates for their own localities.^^^ My spreadsheets 

differ from the reports for the English Department of Health^^^ and the WHO^^° in assessing the 

health effects of proposed reductions in air pollution, rather than quantifying the total health 

burden attributable to air pollution.

Concurrently with my work, a tool was also developed by Biddulph and colleagues to quantify 

the health impacts of development projects affecting the physical environment as described 

within an El statement (EIS). The computer model predicts the health effects from changes in 

exposure to chemical and air pollutants, and changes in transport (road accidents) over a 30 year 

period.^^^’̂ ®̂ It uses Kiinzli’s long-term health effect estimates for air pollution exposure.
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Unlike my open code version, which enables users to understand the calculations, they used a 

‘black box’ approach. It also differs from my spreadsheet in considering only changes in long

term mortality and morbidity and it calculates population health in the presence and absence of 

a proposed development, based on the information in the EIS. The model allows for differential 

exposure of individuals within the population to different combinations and concentrations of 

pollutants. My models were able to be simple because the evidence allowed the assumption that 

the exposure-response function is linear and has no threshold. Their health effect estimates of 

chemicals were from the USEPA and WHO^^^, and the road injuries were based on DETR 

transport statistics for Great Britain (J. Biddulph, personal conununication). They had planned 

to include the health effects of changes in noise exposure, or in exercise through modal shift. 

One of the problems associated with the latter was that information on modal shift was 

generally not presented within El statements (J. Biddulph, personal communication). Like me, 

they concluded that the current epidemiological data are limited for prediction of health changes 

through changes in the environment or through broader public policies.^^

9.6.3 A structure for organizing different types of evidence

In 2000, Lock criticised current HIA methodology for using “methods o f  collecting and

analysing evidence that are not sufficiently rigorous to withstand scrutiny and challenge” and

commented that the evidence base for many determinants of health is inadequate.^^ Mcintyre

and Petticrew concluded in 1999:

“An evidence-based approach to HIA suggests that decisions... should be based on the most 
sound evidence available. However, this evidence may often be difficult to locate, and 
appraise and summarise. One possible solution to this problem may be to compile 
bibliographies or databases o f systematic reviews and related literature (such as large good 
quality prospective studies) which report on the impacts o f  specific non-health sector 
developments!projects!programs on health. These resources could then be used to support 
evidence-based decision-making.

Another problem is weighing up different health outcomes or distributional effects, for example

benefits and disbenefits affecting different sections of the community. Some advocate use of a

single metric^\ particularly monetary values.^® This gives precedence to one value (money)

over others (notably health). Others advocate the use of a composite incorporating both

quantity and quality of life, such as quality-adjusted life years^^, disability-adjusted life

years^°^'^°\ or healthy-years equivalents.^^^ These help to make trade-offs between options but

are based on the values of a small sample of individuals and hide the specific options. Knowing

the exact details (e.g. 100 new jobs versus two extra deaths) ensures that these assessments are

explicit rather than hidden. There are also methodological problems in valuing health

outcomes.̂ ®̂ '®*̂ ^

Others believe the purpose of HIA is to make explicit exactly what specific health impacts are 

likely to arise from a proposal and which groups in the population will bear each of these 

impacts, then present this evidence to decision-makers. Schwartz and Corvalan discussed the
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relationship between epidemiologists and decision-making.®^® Such decisions require value 

judgements but the values used should be those of the affected communities or the decision

makers.

Many economic analyses give little consideration to equity. Such data or analyses may trade 

benefits and harms in different groups of people. Susceptible populations having increased 

costs or reduced benefits are not identified unless this is specifically examined. The Edinburgh 

transport HIA (p261) found overall negative health impacts on everyone for the low spend 

option, with deprived groups particularly disadvantaged but the highest spending option would 

benefit all in some way, with the greatest benefits for the more deprived groups.®^

9.7 How well were my objectives achieved?
My aim was to develop the evidence base for quantitative HIA, using local air quality 

management as a case study. I had five specific objectives.

9.7.1 Develop a framework for organising the evidence to aid robust 

quantitative HIA

Figure 1.6 illustrates the framework I devised. On theoretical grounds, it seemed that each 

element of the framework would be necessary; the four together would be sufficient to enable 

quantification. It included consideration of the shape, not just the magnitude, of a relationship.

9.7.2 Assemble the evidence base and subject it to a critical analysis

In chapters three to six, I demonstrated that for PMio and NO2, all four elements of the 

framework were known, with some uncertainties, and, because of reasonable evidence for 

linear, non-threshold relationships, it is possible to assess the likely health impacts of changing 

levels of these pollutants. Sensitivity analyses, incorporating options for the health outcomes 

included, the effect estimates used, and the magnitude of change in pollutant levels, allow for 

these uncertainties. Using this framework, I was able to quantify the health effects of air 

pollution reduction for all those health outcomes for which the baseline number or rate of events 

were available.

In chapter seven, I demonstrated with the example of physical activity that the absence of 

information on “exposure change”, the changes in activity level consequent on a policy, 

precludes quantification.

It seems that, at least for reducing cardiovascular risk, the health impact of moving from a 

sedentary to a slightly active lifestyle is greater than the benefits of increasing from being 

moderately to very active. When there is a non-linear or a threshold model, a fifth element is 

therefore required: information on the baseline “exposure” distribution (Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.3 Revised framework for quantified HIA
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I pointed out potential pitfalls in rapid reviews. For physical activity, I conducted a time-limited 

rapid review, as is most often used for HIA due to lack of time and other resources. I showed 

that this approach limits the number of reviews that can be obtained or read to those that are 

most easily accessible, not necessarily the most recent, most complete, or those of the highest 

quality. Being based on other reviews, which are often not systematic or up-to-date and 

frequently have not considered confounding or the likelihood of causality, their conclusions 

tend to reinforce “what we already believe” rather than being an objective summary of the 

primary evidence from good quality studies. Confounding is a particular problem, in that 

healthy lifestyle behaviours tend to co-exist in the same individuals. Reverse causation was 

addressed in chapter seven (p216). The errors are likely to be greater when a quantitative than a 

qualitative approach is taken.

Critical appraisal of others’ reviews of the health effects of particulates and of NO2 

demonstrated that few authors had considered bias, confounding and causality and that many 

primary studies post-dated those which had. Even when the evidence has been collated, 

appraised and synthesised in a robust manner, an ‘off-the-shelf’ resource requires regular 

updating.

9.7.3 Develop spreadsheets as a tool to enable other local or health 

authorities to model the direct effects on health outcomes of air pollution 

reduction

The spreadsheets, discussed in chapter six, can be viewed on the CD-ROM. Early versions 

were piloted by Ealing, Hounslow and Hammersmith Health A u t h o r i t y T h e y  are currently 

being used by 36 other local authorities. My calculations were used in the Westminster City 

Council draft^'^ and definitive^^^ Air Quality Management Action Plans.

9.7.4 Use the framework to explore other aspects of transport and health

I began section three with a table of my understanding at the beginning of this research 

programme of the extent to which information existed in each of these four elements regarding 

the effects of transport on health (Table 7.1). Table 9.4 has been altered to include my 

conclusions from this PhD.

In terms of years of life lost and potential for health gain, facilitating physical activity and 

preventing injury are probably more important than the benefits of small reductions in air 

pollution (p250). However, concerns about air pollution are the political driving force behind 

air quality management, hence the major focus on health effects of air pollution. Only when 

broader transport management is considered and the broader evidence collated and assessed can 

a judgement be made on their relative importance.
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It is important to include the effects on inequalities when assessing the health impacts of 

transport plans and policies, because the benefits and adverse impacts fall so consistently on 

different groups. The more affluent tend to use cars, causing air and noise pollution. Their 

children are at lower risk of injury but they cause injuries to others. They seldom forgo

Table 9.4 Availability of information for quantifying some of the effects on 

health of transport

Determinant 
of health

Is there a 
causal 

association?

Is there information 
about the shape and 

magnitude of the 
exposure-effect 
relationship?

Is there 
information on 
baseline health 

outcome rates or 
numbers?

Is there 
information 

about changes in 
exposure levels?

Air pollution Yes
(incomplete)

Yes (incomplete) Yes (for the more 
severe outcomes 
only)

Proxy measures

Physical
activity

Yes
(incomplete)

Yes (incomplete) Yes No

Community
severance

Probably but 
evidence very 
sparse for 
health effects

No No No

Changes from Table 7.1 in italics

journeys through cost or fear and generally have good access (except where congestion and 

parking restrictions reduce this convenience) and support the road lobby. Disadvantaged groups 

have low car ownership and usage, reduced access to places built assuming car use, are more 

likely to live in areas with greater pollution, and have higher risk of injury or death.

My framework also applies to quantitatively analysing inequalities in health and the differential 

impacts of proposals. For example, the air pollution calculations can be performed using age- 

specific effect estimates or using modelled changes in air pollution in deprived compared with 

affluent wards. The same problems as have been described for HIA apply but more often, 

namely a lack of evidence.

Where quantification is not possible, potential effects should be described qualitatively, with 

answers to four key questions:

1. Are the proposals likely to have positive or negative effects on health?

2. Are these effects likely to increase or decrease inequalities?

3. Are the effects likely to be large or small?

4. How likely are these effects to occur?
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9.7.5 Identify future research needs

I have identified a need for more research and for more publications in peer-reviewed journals 

in the areas of evidence, methodology, and HIAs.

Air pollution

There are still considerable uncertainties about the causal links between air pollutants and health 

outcomes, particularly minor morbidity and effects of chronic exposure; on the magnitude of 

such effects; the effects of mixtures of pollutants; and the relationship between personal 

exposure and health outcome. Computer-assisted geographical and air dispersion models now 

enable accurate extrapolation of pollutant levels from fixed site monitors. Future studies should 

use this technology and be of sufficient power to detect important health effects.

Physical activity

The following are needed:

• standard measures of activity, easily applicable to everyday activities, for uniform 

categories of activity both for future prospective observational and intervention studies and 

to enable reclassification of existing studies;

• systematic reviews of the published evidence for each health outcome associated with 

physical activity, with particular emphasis on adequacy of control / adjustment for potential 

confounders and on evidence of causality rather than mere association;

• studies to investigate the connections between different policies and the effects on physical 

activity levels, particularly in different groups (defined by age, sex, ethnicity, socio

economic status, or baseline activity level or health status); and

• intervention studies examining the effects on physical activity of transport interventions, 

with particular emphasis on determining the direction of any relationship between poor 

health and inactivity; identifying the previous activity levels of those who change their 

travel patterns; and whether increases in physically active transport are additional to or 

instead of other physical activity.

Community severance

Despite its widespread acceptance in the transport and health literature, there is very little 

research supporting adverse health consequences of community severance. Before this can be 

quantified, the following are required:

• an agreed measuring tool to assess community severance^°^;

• sufficient use of this tool to record background levels of community severance and to be

able to model the effects of transport proposals on community severance; and
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• research to quantify the effects of community severance on a range of health outcomes, 

including morbidity and well-being.

Research on the health effects of community severance and policies to reduce it should include 

measures of positive health®®̂  and population level indicators.^^^

Conclusions
I set out to conduct a robust, quantified HIA of air quality management policy options. I started 

by developing a conceptual framework (Figure 1.6). For each potential impact, this requires:

1. consideration of the evidence for causality;

2. examination of the shape of the relationship and obtaining a relevant exposure-response 

effect estimate;

3. an estimate of the change in exposure; and

4. information on the baseline number or rate of outcome events.

I showed that each element in this framework is necessary. For exposures with a linear, non

threshold effect, this framework is sufficient but for other relationships, information is also 

required about the baseline exposure level(s) and the precise shape of the relationship (Figure 

9.3).

In 1998,1 also mapped out the pathways through which traffic affects health (Figure 1.5). This 

was useful in guiding the choice of topics for the literature reviews and then synthesising the 

evidence for the HIAs of congestion charging, the Mayoral transport strategy for London, and 

consideration of air quality management policy options. Qualitatively, the evidence suggests 

greater health benefits from traffic reduction and improvements in other modes of transport than 

from technical fixes (Figure 9.1) but I have not been able to quantify this.

Dr Joffe and I have recently extended this approach. The most important change from Figure 

9.1 is to consider the various policy options and their effects on the determinants of health, 

rather than starting with the volume and speed of traffic. Use of the “difference” model or 

PRAM (p35) ensures that calculations (or descriptions) of health impacts are linked with the 

effects of policy interventions. We have also developed a typology to clarify the distinction 

between various approaches that at first sight seem very similar, particularly between burden of 

disease calculations, the effects of achieving a specified target, and the most complete approach, 

which is to compare the health effects of proposed options (see reprint of paper at end of 

thesis).

I have demonstrated the differences in method between carrying out systematic literature 

reviews and a rapid review, both regarding the difficulties in producing the former and the 

problems of interpreting the latter. Using the framework structure enables the literature review
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to focus on the relevant questions without missing important elements, unlike many meta

analyses which, although systematic in their search strategy and assessment of study quality, 

have ignored causality and some aspects of confounding.

“There are two basic challenges to HIA:

■ “the development o f tools, methods and a knowledge base in order to conduct this 
prospective assessment process, and;

■ “the integration into an existing policy process o f  policy making, programme planning 
and project planning. ” Reiner Banken, 1998^^^

I have contributed in a number of ways to the first of these challenges. I have improved the

knowledge base by conducting three systematic literature reviews, on the health effects of

particulates, NO2, and community severance. The former two have enabled the quantification

of the direct effects of reducing air pollution. This required development of a robust method,

combining the quantitative approach that has also been used by others recently with

consideration of issues of bias, confounding and causality, often omitted from other quantified

HIA and burden of disease studies. I have developed a tool; the spreadsheets, which enable

health and local authorities to model the health impacts on the resident population of air

pollution reduction in their area.

I have also demonstrated that one cannot rely on the validity of rapid reviews, used in most 

HIAs. This is a good example, therefore, of why a library of high quality systematic reviews is 

required for ‘off-the shelf’ use by people conducting HIA. If the participants in a rapid 

appraisal are already well-informed, the policy advice may not be improved by commissioning a 

rapid review: the money would be better spent on eliciting the views of more members of the 

affected communities or by pooling resources with others conducting HIAs in a similar policy 

area to obtain a rigorous, systematic review.

By collating and appraising the evidence and developing the spreadsheets, I have relieved those 

conducting HIAs of the time-consuming task of amassing and evaluating this technical 

information. Such ‘off-the-shelf’ reviews and technical tools enable HIA practitioners to use 

their expertise, that generally lies in the areas of community development, to focus on the local 

situation, collecting local opinion (through surveys, interviews, focus groups or meetings), 

routine data and perhaps non-routine measurements, and produce a report that combines such 

local information with robust evidence in a cost-effective way that would not otherwise be 

possible with limited local resources.

It is important to quantify the health impacts of different air quality management strategies, to 

enable a better estimate of the benefits as well as the costs of reducing air pollution. At present 

this requires too many assumptions because of the gaps in the evidence base identified by this 

thesis. Marmot argued persuasively for the importance of research to produce knowledge to be 

used in improving the public health.^^^ Research is needed into community severance, its 

effects on health, and the effects of various traffic management policies, such as bus quality
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initiatives, lower speed limits, and congestion charging. For physical activity, the principal 

need is for greater knowledge of how air quality management plans affect individuals’ lifestyles 

in relation to previous health and activity levels.

The use of causal diagrams can map out possible causal relations which then need to be 

investigated. This research agenda lays out in general terms what areas need study to examine 

the hypothesis that the benefits of air quality management by traffic reduction are greater than 

the direct effects of reducing air pollution through technical fixes.
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